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Chapter I Introduction

I. Definition of Telecommunication
What is "Telecommunication"? In Greek, "Tele" means "distant" and "graphic."
Telecommunications refers to long-distance communication. According to the Annex
of the Constitution of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU),
"Telecommunication" means any transmission, emission or reception of signs, signals,
writing, images and sounds or intelligence of any nature by wire, radio, optical or other
electromagnetic systems. 1 The "Signals", which can be visual, audible, or electrical,
can be made by a variety of means, including lighted torches, smoke, flags, lamps,
drums, guns, telegraph, telephone, and radio. In earlier times, smoke signals, drums,
light beacons, and various forms of signals were used for communication. Nowadays,

!;

telecommunication is carried out with the aid of electronic equipment such as the radio,
l:j

telegraph, telephone, and television. Thus "Telecommunications" can simply imply
"the transmission and reception of signals by any electromagnetic means" which is
defined by the Annex on Telecommunication of the General Agreement on Trade in

1

I

I

1012, Annex on Definition of Certain Tenns Used in this Constitution, the Convention and the

Administrative Regulations of the International Telecommunication Union; the Constitution of the
International Telecommunication Union; Kyoto, 1994.
10

I ·:1'1

Service (GATS) of the World Trade Organization (WT0). 2 Electrical signals can be
transmitted very quickly over great distances and are known as "Telecommunication"
now. The information that is transmitted can be in the form of voice, symbols, pictures,
or data, or a combination of these. The physical equipment for a telecommunications
system includes a transmitter, one or more receivers, and a channel or means of
communication such as the air, water, wire, cable, satellite, or some combination of
these. Telecommunication means can be used to control railroad trains and vehicular
traffic on roads and highways and to communicate with ships, airplanes, and other
vehicles. Through telecommunication, people also can get necessary information and
knowledge to improve their living conditions, medicine, education, as well as business
transactions.
In the new Telecommunication Act of Taiwan, "Telecommunications" is defined
as convey, transmission, or reception of signs, signals, writing, pictures, sounds or
messages of any other nature in a wire or wireless means through the use of optical,
electromagnetic systems, or scientific products.3 As to the 1996 Telecommunication
Act of the United Sates, "Telecommunication" means the transmission, between or
among points specified by the user, of information of the user's choosing, without

2

Art. 3 (a), Annex on Telecommunication of the General Agreement on Trade in Service (GATS).

3

Art. 2 (1), Telecommunication Act of ROC (Taiwan).

11

change in the form or content of the information as sent and received. 4 Obviously, the
meaning of telecommunications in Taiwan's Telecommunication Act is similar with the
definition in the Constitution of ITU. On the other hand, the Telecommunication Act of
USA exerts a wider method to describe telecommunications.

II. History of Telecommunication
Telecommunication development can be tracked back thousands of years ago and
always is closely connected with human history. One of the most famous events of
"Telecommunications" was the Marathon Run in Old Greece. In September 490 BC, a
bitter battle was going on at the coast of the Aegean Sea, near the town of Marathon. A
small well armed Greek army fought against a numerically stronger army of Persians,
but nevertheless the Greeks gained victory. The leader of the Greek army sent a courier
with the message of victory back to Athens. After the messenger had completed the
more than 40 kilometers long run and reached the streets of Athens, he collapsed with
the words: "Be glad! We are the winners!" and died. This is a very original way to
transmit news in early human records. 5 In forest areas, the drum was developed into
one mean of telecommunications and called as the "Jungle Telegraph." In Africa, New

4

Sec. 3. (48), Definitions, Telecommunication Act of the USA, 1996.

5

"Ancient Greece and Rome III," NY: Scribner. 1998. p25.

11

Guinea and the tropical America, natives used drum telegraphy to communicate with
6

each other from far away for centuries. When scientific expeditions came into the
jungles and explored the primeval forest, there were accompanied by a never-ending
roar of signal drums. Hence, the message of their coming and their intention was
carried through the woods always a step in advance. In ancient China, people used
another music instrument "Tamtam" or "Gong" made from a large, free hanging, and
circular plate of metal as telecommunication appliance. 7 The keystroking of this plate
created a far-reaching audible tone. In the Northern American Continent, Indians were
using smoke signals to exchange information. Those are earlier methods to transmit
news and information.
A more systemic communication method started in Old Rome. The old Romans
worked with a smoke telegraph net, which had a total length of about 4,500 kilometers. 8
The telegraph net consisted of towers within visible range of each other. Hundreds of
such towers for military signaling were needed to be able to reign over such a fast
expanding empire. In addition, the ancient Greek and Roman empires organized

6

Margaret Mead: "Growing Up in New Guinea;" William Morrow; NY, 1930, p43.

7

Neville H. Fletcher: ''Nonlinear dynamics and chaos in musical instruments" Complexity International,

Volume 1, 1994. The tamtam is almost completely flat, with a shallow central dome, a turned over edge,
and several rings of hammered bumps. It is typically nearly a meter in diameter and is made from metal.
The tamtam is played by striking it in the center with a large and softly padded beater.
8

Friedrich Kittler: "The History of Communication Media;" Canada: Ctheory International Journal, July

30, 1996.
13

another wel1-developed telegraph system, fire signals. 9 The fire signals were given
from mountains to mountains or from towers to towers. The receiving and transmitting
stations were built of two separated walls, which were placed on hills and each one had
battlements between where torches were put. Depending on how many torches were
burning between the battlements on the right and the left wall, the message could be
read. In the Far East, ancient Chinese also used fire signals for military purpose to
communicate along with the frontiers of the Empire during the Han Dynasty. 10
Different from smoke signals, fire signals were also visible at night. This kind of
pre-electric telegraphy required alphabetic signaling. By 300 BC, the Greek invented
the method of signaling consisting of 24 Greek letter alphabets. Moreover, navies and
ships had used maritime flags and semaphore for centuries.
Telecommunications mechanism such as telegraph, telephone, radio, TV, satellite,
even internet, each was developed for dozen of years and paved the way for the final
invention by thousands of people and steps. Those tools also utilized electricity as a
drive force. For harnessing electricity, the ancient Chinese initially discovered and used
the lodestone, a natural magnet, and knowledge of it traveled westward. Afterward,
11

Roger Bacon suggested the use of electricity for communication as early as 1267. An

9

Ibid.

10

M. Aurel Stein: "Ruins of Desert Cathay: Personal Narrative of Explorations in Central Asia and

Westernmost China," Macmillan and Company, Limited St. Martin's Street, London, 1912.
11

George P. Oslin: "The Story of Telecommunications;" Mercer University Press, Macon, Georgia, 1992,
14

English named Stephen Gray described the basic principles of telegraphy in 1730, and
his partner, Wheeler, suggested that the wire suspended by a silk thread. The first useful
optical telegraph was invented during the period of the French Revolution. A French
named Claude Chappe, a former priest, introduced a mechanical-optical telegraph that
consisted of a column with a moveable crosswise beam. 12 This beam also had two
moveable arms. With ropes it was possible to show many different signal pictures, all
together 196 with upper and lower case letters, punctuation marks and numbers. The
equipment stood on rooftops or towers and was visible from far away. This sort of
telegraphs called "Semaphore System," and its first line sort was run for operation in
1794. 13 The telegraph line comprised 15 stations and linked Lille with Paris, a distance
of over 240 kilometers. It only took about 4 to 7 minutes to transfer a message from
Paris riding across France. The modem telegraphy was initially invented Samuel
Morse. 14 He got the idea for the concept when he returned to America from Italy on
board the ship "Sully." He used about six years to finish this invention and received a

p2.
12

Ibid, pp4-7. During the French Revolution, Claude Chappe operated three different semaphore

systems and then built a shutter system with a rectangular frame at each station. Afterward, he and his
two brothers received governmental financial aid and constructed a third system with a tall pole and a
long arm across the top in each station.
13

Ibid. Semaphore Systems; "Semaphore" comes from the Greek. Serna means "a sign," and phero is "I

bear."
14

Samuel F. B. Morse, born in Massachusetts in 1791 was one of the most important investor in

telegraph history. From the Morse Code, Morse key and stylus recorder, he produced telegraph
equipment practical and simple enough to attain general use in the USA.

15

patent called the "Morse Telegraph" in 1838. 15 In May 1844, the firsttelegraph line was
operated from Washington DC to Baltimore. 16 Started by Henry O'Reilly, 17 the
telegraphy lines were sooner or later expanded to Philadelphia, New York, Boston and
many other cities and areas around the USA. 18
On the other hand, telegraphy became more and more popular in Europe as well.
Meanwhile, some improvements were achieved such as an invention to use one line for
different telegrams at the same time and to send signs in both directions. The Austrian
Physicist Julius Wilhelm Gintl created Duplex telegraphy allowing simultaneous
transmission of signals in opposite directions in 1853. 19 Gintl's method was called the
method of compensation. He got the golden Medal of Honor at the exhibition of
industry in Paris in 1855. During the year of 1836, two Englishmen, William Fothergill
Cooke and Charles Wheatstone formed a partnership in research for the needle

IS

Ibid, pp 13-28.

16

Ibid, pp 14-43. On May 24, 1844, one of the most important days in the American history, the first

telegraph line invented by Samuel Morse was tested successfully. He sat in the High Court of Justice in

III:J,il
I

Washington and sent the first message out to the Baltimore & Ohio railway station in Baltimore where
many illustrious people were waiting. The content was a quotation of the bible and said: "What hath God
wrought". The message reached Alfred Lewis Vail, the collaborator of Samuel Morse, in Baltimore, who
sent it back at once.
17

Henry O'Reilly, born in Ireland in 1806, started the expansions of Morse Telegraph lines in the USA.

On June 13, 1845, he obtained a contract from his friend and the authority to "raise capital for the

construction ofthe Morse line from Philadelphia to which cities he may select." Beginning that day,
O'Reilly contracted and built telegraph lines not only within east coast but also progress to the South and
West of USA. American called him as "The Greatest OfThe Pioneer Line Builder."
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telegraph. 20 In June 1837, they were granted a patent on an instrument using six wires,
connected to five galvanometer needles arranged in a row across the face of a grid that
displayed 20 letters of the alphabet. Each letter was sent in the form of currents flowing
down two wires, causing the appropriate needles to swing against stops and point to the
right letter. One month later, the first experimental line with the new telegraph was
started and connected between the stations Euston Square and Camden Town over a
distance of 2.4 kilometres. In 183 8 Cooke and Wheatstone improve and patented their
new two-needle telegraph that used fewer wires and was cheaper to use. In 1845,
another improvement was proposed, the one-needle telegraph. The needle stroke
against small metal pipes that emitted sounds in different pitches? 1 That "two tone
melody" represented a code of the telegram. This kind of telegraph was used for nearly
80 years in England.
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Since 1842, the telegraph cable was initially laid cross the Hudson River and New
York Harbor. 23 But these submarine cables lacked a required quality and could not last
long. The discovery of a form of rubber called "gutta-percha" in 1847led to a suitable
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insulation and could let submarine cables keep longer under water. 24 The first
across·national·boundary submarine cable telegraphy began with a wealthy English
merchant family named Brett, who financed a cable crossing the English Channel to
France in 1850.25 At the same period, several American and European had an image to
use a telegraph cable to cross the Atlantic to connect both continents. Cyrus Field, a
wealthy New York paper merchant, was enthusiastic about such an idea and decided to
lay a submarine cable from the USA to England?6 From 1854 to 1856, he formed the
"New York Newfoundland and London Telegraph Company" and the "Atlantic
Telegraph Company" to experiment several trialsP Due to scientific and engineering
problems, many trials failed. Meanwhile, the British Government appointed a
commission to investigate the whole subject and experiments. Since July 1865, a giant
British ship, the Great Eastern, began to participate in new trials. 28 However, all trials to
lift up the cable failed, so new attempts had to start again in 1866. After five months, the
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new cable had been manufactured till the first message was transmitted across the
Atlantic Ocean. The first functional telegraph line between Europe and America was
finally finished in 1866 and stood for a new era in telecommunications. 29
The original idea of telephone was from Charles Boursel's, a civil engineer
working for a French telegraph company. He initially published this idea of the
electrical transmitting of sound in 1854 in the magazine "L'Illustration de Paris." 30
Later on, in 1876, in Boston Massachusetts, an American named Alexander Graham
Bell invented the telephone. 31 His system was composed of a microphone and a speaker.
Bell filed his patent application just hours before his competitor, Elisha Gray. Bell's
microphone changed sound waves into a pulsating voltage that is faster and easier to
transmit than sound waves. Because Bell believed in the commercial use of his
telephone system, he published his invention after he had patented it. At the world
exhibition in Philadelphia in 1876, he demonstrated his telephone and caused a
sensation. Bell's telephone system reached the public's attention, although many
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researches in the field of electrical voice transmission had done before. For the
commercial purpose, Bell founded the "Bell Telephone Company." This company
delivered and installed 50,000 telephones within the first three years and became the
world's largest telephone company known as "American Telephone and Telegraph
Company" (AT&T). 32 The development of the Telephone in industrialized countries
became very popular and common at that time. At the beginning, people had to talk to
an operator first and waited a long time until the operator built up the connection
manually on a connecting board. In 1889, Almon B. Strowger invented a system that
allowed individual telephone subscribers to establish their own telephone
connections. 33 In 1892, Strowger set up his "Strowger Automatic Telephone Exchange
Company" which was the first telephone exchange without operators to establish
connections. 34 Nowadays, telephones have become the basic telecommunication tool in
our daily life.
In 1882, a Croat's electrical engineer, Nikola Tesla, developed the alternating
current power system called AC that provides electricity for homes and business
buildings. 35 He constructed an AC power system to replace the weak direct-current
(DC) generators and motors that were in use. Tesla moved to the United States in 1884
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and registered more than 100 patents. He also invented a high-frequency transformer
called it the "Tesla coil" that made AC power transmission practicable.

He

experimented with radio waves and designed an electronic tube, which was used as the
detector in a voice radio system. 36 The invitations of Tesla had great influences to
future telecommunication development. In 1888, Friedrich Hertz discovered the
electromagnetic wave. He opened new ways of transmitting information. In 1895, the
Italian Guglielmo Marconi experimented with wireless telegraphy. 37 He was successful
to send his messages across the English Channel from France to England in 1899. Only
two years later, the first transatlantic signals were sent across the Ocean from Europe to
North America. His radio equipment was composed of a transmitting and a receiving
part. The transmitting part was composed of a conductor that was connected to an
antenna and to the ground. The receiver had an antenna and a ground pole the same way
the transmitter had so that the transmitted signal could be received on the receiving side.
Later, Marconi founded "Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company" in London to produce
his receiving and transmitting system and rent it to ship owners under the condition that
only his personnel were allowed to operate these machines. 38 So he could keep his
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monopoly on his transmitting system. The first voice transmitting system with
electromagnetic waves was built in America in 1906. 39 Four years later, the first song
was transmitted by electromagnetic waves and it was the voice of the famous singer
Caruso right out of the Metropolitan Opera in New York. 40 In April 1920, an
experimental public station was held at Hague, Netherlands, and began to transmit
sounds between England and the European Continent.41 In the following years, several
radio stations started broadcasting their programs in England as well. 42 The first radio
broadcasting station started in the USA in 1921 and later built up all over the nation
quickly.43 The vacuum tube was invented in 1910 and allowed voice transmitted over
further distances and transmitted more than one conversation at once on one wire. 44 It
was very important that the different units and platoons could communicate. Even ships
and aircraft were equipped with transmitters and receivers when these devices became
small enough to fit in an aircraft or boat. The first Teletype writer was introduced in
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1914.45 Teletype writer became very popular because anything written and transmitted
by a Teletype writer is still legally valid. Afterward, facsimile played an important role
in long distant communication during 1920 to 1940 and also revived the idea of
television. 46
As one of modem telecommunication tools, television has become an
indispensable requisite to acquire information and of knowledge in human's daily life.
A German named Paul Nipkow initially invented the practical wired image
transmission. 47 Later on, Georges Rignous and Professor A. Fournier built the first
operated television system in 1909.48 Vladimir Kosma Zworykin applied for a patent
on the cathode ray tube as a film or slide scanner in 1929.49 This invention was the
foundation of modem television and originally brought rapid development of television.
At the same year, the electronic television started in Europe when Manfred von
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ArdeiUle successful showed that a cathode-ray tube is not only suitable for the
reproduction of transmitted pictures, but also as a scaMer for objects and slides. 50 In
1932, an American, Philo T. Farnsworth, had succeeded in converting a photograph
into an electronic image and seaMing in successive lines. 5 1 However, the sensitivity of
that picture tube was very low because only a very small part of the complete luminous
flux entered the aperture in the size of an image point. After couple of months, Vladimir
Zworykin developed the "Iconoscope" that would imitate the conditions under which
the human eye functions. 52 This picture tube saved the light incidence between two
seaMing cycles and was sensitive enough for direct transmission of daylight. With that,
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the way was free for development of modem image converter tubes. In 1935, the
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Iconoscope camera was developed so television could be done without the Nipkow disk.
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At the same year, the first official and regular television program service of the world
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started in Berlin Germany. 53 After one year, the BBC initially broadcasted commercial
television programs in England that marked the beginning of modem television

i
broadcasting. 54 In 1939, at the opening of the World's Fair in New York, regular
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television programs were broadcasted in the United States. 55 During the same period,
the first color TV programs were tested in USA as well. In 1952, the Radio Corporation
of America (RCA) developed the first picture tubes for cameras with semiconductor
storage layer. One year later, color television was finally introduced in the USA in
1953.56 After 1960s, satellite was connected with television and cable television system
had operated with high-speed. 57 At the same year, the Japanese Sony Company
developed the first television set that was assembled with transistors instead of
electronic tubes. Finally, High Definition Television (HDTV) is presented by the NHK
Company in Japan in 1978.58
Space telecommunications satellites were rapidly developed in the United States
from the year of 1960.59 The first earth-satellite called "ECHO r· which reflected radio
signals started to operate in August 1960.60 Later on, the American communications
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and television broadcast satellite "TELSTAR I" was operated in July 1962. 61
"TELSTAR I" was the first satellite to send television images and telephone calls across
the Atlantic Ocean but the received signals were weak. 62 At the end of the same year, an
intercontinental television and telephone satellite, "RELAY I" was launched as well. 63
After one year, a stationary satellite for transcontinental television and telephone
transmissions called "SYNCOM 2" started from July 1963. 64 Since 1965, "EARLY
BIRD 1" had operated as the first commercial international communication satellite
and handled transatlantic telephone and television signals. 65 It also was the first step
toward a global satellite system. In addition to satellites, the ffiM Company introduced
"Tele-Processing" to assistant computers work over telephone line in 1961. After the
computers could be connected over telephone net, electronic data processing reached a
new dimension and information can flow in nationally even worldwide dimensions.

61 "Telstar I" was developed and launched by AT &Tw1th a Delta rocket from Cape Canaveral, Florida on
July 10, 1962. It was the first nongovernmental satellite and carried the first live television scenes across
the Atlantic Ocean.
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Under teleprocessing, computers work with peripheral equipment that consists of input
and output unit. The peripheral equipment is connected to the arithmetic unit using
interfaces. Data are transmitted serial or parallel. Interfaces can be prepared so that they
feed a data flow via the telephone net using an adapter. So it is possible to interconnect
computers, respectively to create a big data net. In 1964, telemedicine over satellite
radio was successfully connected together in the University Hospital of Nebraska, the
Psychiatric Institute of Omaha and the Norfolk hospital in the USA.66 The satellite
connected the hospitals in tone and picture.
In 1966, an American Scientist Charles Kao firstly used light conductor fiber to
transmit phone calls. Kao noticed that the fibers work in total reflection and transmit a
wide frequency spectrum and a lot of calls can be transmitted simultaneously. After two
years, a German electronic firm "Grundig" introduced a small band picture transfer
process, which can transfer a TV picture by telephone and print as a photographic
recording within a minute. 67 The process is used in photo-telegraphy by press agencies,
police search and weather reports. However, the transferred pictures were black and
white. In 1969, the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the US Department
of Defense commissioned the development of a computer net, which helped to
communicate in case of a nuclear attack or relieve the cooperation between the different
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research departrnents. 68 The ARPA-NET first connected universities, the military and
armament industries. Soon, methods were built into the system for file transfer and for
electronic mail (E-Mai1).69 At the beginning, the net kept in function when one or more
lines were destroyed and the system automatically switched to another line that was
intact between two places. When there came more networks, scientists searched for
methods to connect the several systems together so that they could communicate
without limits.70 Thus the Internet was born. Since 1970, the Electronic Time Division
Multiplex (TDM) telephone exchange had used in the official telephone net
worldwide. 71 The TDM is developed for a better utilization of the telephone channel.
The principle ofTDM is to transmit several telephone calls over one cable. The Xerox
Company put the first telecopy, which the received signals are transmitted by telephone
into the market. 72 Compared with the older telephotography, the flat bed system scans
the model line for line, projects it on a diode ledge and there it is electronically scanned.
The IBM Company also developed Terminals for data-compound-net which are data
viewing stations connected to a electronic data processing (EDP) control room by
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long-distance lines. 73 Terminals principally consist of a monitor and a keyboard. It
permitted some geographically separated users to access a central computer system.
They are widely used by airports, railway stations, to show the timetables and prices,
etc.
In 1972, the first cable TV connections where built in USA. 74 At the beginning,
television broadcasts were transmitted only by radio but now the Americans transform
it into cable TV networks. These cable TV nets have considerable advantages
compared with radio. The reception quality is better than radio, because atmospheric
disturbances, aerial problems, wave echoes on mountains and high-rise buildings do
not matter at all. The program for TV viewers is considerably larger, because it can
bring several parallel programs within one cable net. Later on, an American company
named "Hewlett-Packard" put the first programmable pocket calculator into the market
in 1974. 75 The functions of the calculator were logic operation, limited program
branches and other mathematical and scientific functions. From 1970s, the
development of modem telecommunication progressed rapidly and widely even than
before. Due to the telecommunication revolutionary, the remotest part of the earth also
can be reached via the communications networks nowadays. After the development of
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the first videotape recorder (VTR) in the mid 1960s, which made it possible to register
motions on magnetic tapes, Japanese electronic manufacturers improved the VTR
system and put into home market in 1975.76 On the other hand, due to the creation of
computers, the most modem telecommunication tools such as Internet, e-mail, telefax,
and online also developed speedily like lightning. From 1980, the storage capacity of
the microchips increased. 77 The chips are able to register up to 6,400 bits. These highly
integrated chips are used in computers as well. In addition, the first pocket computers
are placed into the market.
The introduction of broadband technology and in particular of the broadband
transmission results in many new forms oftelecommunication. 78 Whereas the classical
Teletype writers and broadcasting networks used the KHz-widths, the new means of
transmission uses the MHz bandwidths. Based on those new technologies, a
long-distance telephone conference is possible to realize. Telecommunications between
single computers also can be connected through a specific expansion of the telephone,
Teletype and data nets. Codified messages can be transmitted either as electronic
teletypes in form of Teletype conferences or via monitor using videotext and screen text.
In times of moved picture communications videoconferences via fixed TV connections
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are possible. With the introduction of the multi-channel sound, a new era of sound
broadcasting begins from the 1980s. New products including CD-players, Floppy
Disks and compact disks read by the laser system were also placed on the maiket. In
1983, the Personal Computer was born and rapidly stormed the office world. 79
Software programs were also published expression of surprise. During the period of the
late 1980s, the satellite telecommunications began the other developmental peak. The
artificial comet was initially produced by the means of a satellite in mid 1980s. Since
1985, movable transportations such as ships, aircrafts, missiles and so on could
navigate by means of navigation satellites. The US Navy also used a navigation system
connect with satellites to investigate maritime presumptions. In addition, the survey of
the earth surface could be mapped through space satellites as well.
From the late 1980s, one of the most important telecommunication developments
was the Internet. 80 It began as a military project and was then developed by a few
scientists into the requisite communication tools nowadays. The Internet now can
transmit messages, programs, data, pictures, sounds, and even human voices. After
discovered the Internet in the late 1990s, the number of hosts have increased
dramatically. Today nearly in every country including governments, colleges, and
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companies are connected to the Internet and can communicate with the rest of world
quickly. For the commercial purpose, many people have their own homepage and
thousands of "virtual" businesses offers services via the net. On the other hand,
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) is an extension of the public telephone
network, designed to carry digitized voice calls, or data, from one subscriber to
another. 81 Its main advantages over the conventional telephone network are better voice
quality, higher data speeds, lower error rate, faster call setup times and greater
flexibility. In the 1950s, there were two main types of public networks including the
telephone and the telex networks in most countries. In the 1970s, all major telephone
networks were replaced with new digital systems, using cables, which could carry 30
such channels interleaved. By the new development of ISDN, the speeds and qualities
of networks including telephone, telefax, Internet were improved and switched to fit to
future necessary.

III. Research Directions and Structures
From the moment of childbirth, newborn babies already can express their feeling
by crying, shaking hands, and moving bodies. Obviously, communication is one of
human beings' instincts and should be equally protected. By communicating with each
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other, human's feelings, demands, and opinions can be observed and known. In this way,
mankind understands each other and actively exchanges information. Obviously, in the
present time, telecommunications mechanisms are an elemental force, used in almost
every aspect of daily lives. Without these mechanisms, the information age would not
even exist. Today, telecommunications followed by with new technologies, are
developing and increasing speedily and becoming one of the requisite components in
our daily life. New communication tools such as cellular phones, tele-facsimiles, and
the Internet have changed human' lifestyle. Furthermore, historically, "the right to
communicate" is one of the fundamental human rights. Reviewing the 1789 French
Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, and the First Amendment of US
Constitution Law in 1791, it is obvious that people strive for this inalienable right. Not
only from the historic legal documents but also from several international agreements
including Universal Declaration of Human Rights, International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, as well as Convention on the International Right of Correction, we can
glean the importance of the right to communicate in human's history. Since the right to
communicate is fundamental, it follows that telecommunication is also fundamental.
Because today's technological world, unless face to face, or through the written word,
telecommunication is the primary method that people apply to exercise fundamental
right to communicate. The right to communicate relates to the fundamental freedoms of
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freedom of information and free speech. The expression of these rights is the most
essential right for human dignity. With the creation of new technologies, it is believed
that readily available access to telecommunication is critically important for human
beings. However, due to the differences of economic development and resources
distribution, there is still a big gap between industrialized and developing countries in
access to basic telecommunications. Billions of people still lack essential
telecommunications access such as basic telephone lines. It is believed that everyone
has the equal right to telecommunicate, to use public services, and to enjoy the
beneficial new technologies. Therefore, it is the global goal to assist people living in
remote and rural areas to gain basic telecommunications access in order to connect with
the outer world. For this purpose, a stable and forceful international telecommunication
system is necessary to promote and achieve the goal.
Why is international telecommunication cooperation necessary? First, due to
national security and economic benefits, local governments historically controlled
telecommunication industries. Thus, many people could not easily telecommunicate
with each other across countries and boundaries without governmental regulations.
Second, each country also has different standards regarding the model and use of
electricity, telephone, telefa..x, transistor, and network, etc. Ships, aircrafts, missiles, and
related transportation instruments once across national borders enter other countries'
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jurisdictions, and thus will face different legal systems and regulations. Therefore, any
"incident" can quickly become an international issue with a criminal dimension when a
commercial dispute occurs. Most important, if an unforeseeable maritime or
aeronautical distress or mishap occurs, an "across-territories" safety and assistance
system is necessary to guide its resolution. These potential events all require
telecommunication

international

cooperation

including

multi-national

telecommunication organizations to negotiate and universal telecommunication
agreements

to

regulate

the

myriad

related

issues.

In

addition,

several

telecommunication technologies use related limited natural resources such as radio
waves or satellite locations. Radio is an indispensable tool for telecommunication use
and covers numerous economic and industrial sectors such as television, sound
broadcasting, mobile telephones, and internet, etc. The enormous impacts of radio use
on our lives have become large and rapid. However, the incorrect use of radio could
cause various harmful interferences and thus nullify the benefits. To avoid such
interference, the use of radio should be well arranged and regulated. Because the radio
frequency spectrum is a limited natural resource and its use does not respect national
borders, it is essential that all countries in the world participate in international
negotiations and cooperation to resolve this global issue. Therefore, based on the
aforementioned reasons, international telecommunication cooperation is urgent and
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requisite not only for international community but for the whole of humanity.
Founded in 1865, the former and current "International Telecommunication
Union" (ITU) has dealt with numerous international telecommunication matters for
over one century. 82 Poised as the most important international telecommunication
organization in the world, the ITU has made a great contribution to international
telecommunications cooperation as well as technical arrangements. Because the current
telecommunication development is progressing so rapidly and facing so many technical
and legal issues, a satisfactory global telecommunication system is absolutely
necessary and should cover cooperation from a wide array of issues, including living
standards, transportation, technology, trade, and investment. For these reasons, there
are still many international organizations playing different important roles in global
telecommunication cooperation. First, as alluded to earlier, each country has different
standards regarding the model and use of electricity, telephones, telefaxs, transistors,
and networks. Therefore, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has
been set up to endeavor to attain common telecommunication standards for the various
countries involved. 83 Second, ships and aircrafts passing over national borders need
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The ISO is a non-governmental organization to handle standards issues. Comprised of over 130

countries, the ISO is to promote the development of standardization in the world with a view to
facilitating the international exchange of goods and services, and to developing cooperation in the
spheres of intellectual, scientific, technological and economic activity. The ISO's work results in
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across-territories telecommunication systems to receive reports and assistance when
any unforeseeable, commercial or criminal events occur. The International Maritime
Organization (IM0) 84 and International Civil Aviation Organization (ICA0) 85 play
such a role in global telecommunication cooperation in the area of transportation.
Additionally, following the creation of the most advanced telecommunication
technologies,

satellite

operational

organizations

such

as

the

International

Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT) 86 and the International
Mobile Satellite Organization (INMARSAT) 87 serve as mediators allowing more and
more personnel and industries to gain information immediately and to communicate
with each other faster. In addition, there are many regional telecommunication
organizations that also act to promote international telecommunication cooperation.

international agreements that are published as International Standards.
84

Located in London, England, the IMO is the United Nations' specialized agency responsible for

improving maritime safety and preventing pollution from ships. One of the most important agreements
within the IMO is the London Convention 1972.
85

Headquartered in Montreal, Canada, the ICAO is one of specialized agencies ofthe UN. It deals with

international aviation issues including standardization, technical cooperation, regional planning, as well
as communications, navigation, surveiiiance and air traffic management (CNS/ATM), etc. The heart of
the ICAO is the Convention on International Civil Aviation.
86

The INTELSAT is one of the most important satellite communications organizations to serve

governmental, industrial, and commercial sectors globally. The INTELSAT owns 17 geostationary
satellites consisted of superior spacecraft. The aims of the INTELSAT are helping people communicate
worldwide and providing a wide range of satellite services for telecommunications applications, such as
voice, data, Internet, corporate networking and video services.
87

Established in 1979, the aims of the INMARSAT are to serve the maritime industries by developing

satellite communications for ship management and distress and safety applications, INMARSAT
currently operates a global satellite system which is used by independent service providers to offer a
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Those regional telecommunication organizations include the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation Working Group on Telecommunications (APEC TEL), ASEAN
Telecommunication Regulators' Council (ATRC), European Conference of Postal and
Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT), European Radiocommunications
Committee (ERC) and European Radiocommunication Office (ERO), European
Committee for Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs (ECTRA) and European
Telecommunications Office (ETO), European Telecommunications Standards Institute

!I
(ETSI), and Inter-American Telecommunication Commission (CITEL). 88 It readily
apparent that the Asia-Pacific region, European Union, and Americas enjoy different
levels

of telecommunication

development

and

have

different

levels

of

telecommunication cooperation.
The other important international organization concerning telecommunication
cooperation is the World Trade Organization (WTO). 89 In 1994, 125 countries
participated in the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations and signed the
Final Act under the structure of GATT in Marrakesh. This Round created a new trading

range of voice and multimedia communications for customers on the move or in remote locations.
88

On June 11, 1993, the General Assembly of Organization of American States (OAS) created the

existing Inter-American Telecommunication Commission (CITEL) to deal with telecommunications
issues within the western hemisphere.
89

The WTO is an international organization dealing with the rules of trade between countries. At its heart

are the WTO agreements, negotiated and signed by the bulk of the world's trading nations and ratified in
their parliaments. The goal is to help producers of goods and services, exporters, and importers conduct
their business.
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system, the WTO, to replace the former GATT. Additionally, the new WTO also
promulgated the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) to bring services into
future negotiations. The GATS contains the traditional GATT provisions, including
specific commitments and specific annexes including movement of natural persons,
financial services, telecommunications, air transportation services, as well as maritime
services. The newly developed WTO is negotiating and revising the General
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) to expand WTO's obligations and disciplines
into

services

including

movement

of natural

person,

financial

servtces,

telecommunications, air transport services, and maritime services. Meanwhile,
telecommunication posed special difficulties and the WTO took a long time to achieve
an acceptable resolution - the GATS annex on Basic Telecommunication. Although
each country has different telecommunication policies and regulations, it is believed a
freer global telecommunication market together with future negotiations within the
WTO will attain the goal of "the right to telecommunicate" so that human beings can
communicate each other without unnecessary restrictions.
Foreign investment recently has rapidly increased and covers a wide spectrum of
industries. Foreign investment capital generally spurs economic growth and creates
better living standards in the invested countries. From an economic standpoint,
international investment theoretically mutually benefits each side but its related regime
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and legal protection are still not yet completed, especially in the realm of
telecommunication. Many developing countries fear that by opening their markets to
competition and foreign investment without any restrictions, they will be losing control
of strategic industries. Although foreign investment in telecommunications brings
technological skills, funds and market competition, and will benefit national
telecommunications development, many countries measure policy requirements to
control and guide foreign investment to correspond to their economic and
developmental strategies. Telecommunications have substantial and essential
influences on national security, social stability and economic development, and many
other industrial sectors. Due to its particular character, telecommunication industries
are often state-operated and monopolized in many countries. Thus the balance between
economic gains from foreign investment and national telecommunications sovereignty
presents a challenge. Lacking basic telecommunication infrastructure as well as
adequate funds and skills, many developing. countries are keen on attracting foreign
investment to develop their telecommunication equipments. The flow of capital and
foreign direct investment from industrializt:d countries to developing or less-developed
ones can improve insufficient telecommunication environments in remote areas and fix
the telecommunication gaps between them. Both international cooperation and foreign
investment will benefit developing countries' telecommunication development and
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have the potential to achieve the ideal of"universal access."
Taiwan began its modem telecommunication infrastructure in the late 19th century.
At the beginning, foreign skills and capital especially from Japan led the modem
development of the Taiwanese telecommunication industry. After the KMT
(Kuomintang) withdrawal from Mainland China to Taiwan, the foreign investment
from USA gradually played a more important role in Taiwan's telecommunication
development. Therefore, Taiwan's telecommunication regime, including its policies,
regulations, and technical models was largely copied from those two countries. Since
losing its seat as "Republic of China" in the UN in 1971, Taiwan has faced many
difficulties to participate in official international organizations and activities. However,
following the economic liberalization and internationalization as well as the political
democratization in recent years, Taiwan has shown a stronger desire to heighten its
international status and to join international organizations. Additionally, Taiwan has
recently faced new challenges including political pressures and economic demands
both domestically and internationally. Due to Taiwan's eagerness to access the
international organizations such as WTO and UN, Taiwan has had to adjust itself to
international standards to be a free economic market and a democracy. Taiwan is
confronting economic competition not only from industrial countries such as Japan,
USA, and the European Union, but also the newly developing economics especially
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from Mainland China and Southeast Asian countries (ASEAN). Thus, Taiwan recently
reformed its telecommunication regime including the Telecommunication Law and
telecommunication operational organizations to suit the goals of freedom and
efficiency.
After introducing the definition of"telecommunication" and its history in Chapter
I,

Chapter II

will

discuss

the

relationship

between

human

rights

and

telecommunications. The basic issue is why human beings should have the
fundamental right to telecommunicate and how telecommunications will gradually play
a more critical role in our daily lives. This chapter will provide a general description of
the right to telecommunicate. Why "the right to telecommunicate" is one of human's
instinct<; and also one of the fundamental human rights? This chapter will review
historic legal documents and international agreements to prove that assertion.
Additionally, this chapter will cover various constitutional issues and related topics
including free speech, freedom of information, personal freedom versus national
security, privacy, protection of confidential information, and the new technology versus
encryption to seek a balanced viewpoint and the new meaning of "the right to
telecommunicate." Most importantly, this chapter will apply "the right to
communicate" as a lens to exan1ine global telecommunication development. Why is
there still a huge gap between industrialized and developing countries in access to basic
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telecommunications? Why do industrial countries have the responsibility to assist
people living in remote and rural areas to gain basic telecommunications to access and
connect with the outer world? Does it benefit both industrial and developing countries?
Chapter Ill will focus on the most important international telecommunication
organization- the ITIJ. Why is a stable and forceful international telecommunication
system necessary in international community? This chapter will be based on this
viewpoint to provide a general description of the ITIJ, including its developmental
history, missions, purposes, functions, financing, organizational structure, and
operational procedures, to examine its position in the international community and how
it evolved in international telecommunication cooperation. Additionally, the chapter
will address the possibility of Taiwan's accession into the ITIJ. Why should Taiwan join
this organization? Is Taiwan's accession a benefit for the wider international
community and telecommunication regime? From the Constitution and Convention of
the ITIJ, as well as Taiwan's status in the international community, Chapter III will
debate the possibility and potential method ofTaiwan's accession into the ITIJ. Chapter
IV will further discuss international telecommunication cooperation with a belief in the
importance of regional telecommunication comparisons. Does it matter if any different
trlecommunication technologies and service develop among the Asia-Pacific region,
the European Union, and the Americas? If any one of them has more successful
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achievements in telecommunications, should it be incumbent on that region to share the
knowledge? Should the other countries adopt similar steps to achieve the same goals?
Chapter V

will

focus

on

one

of the most

important

international

telecommunication regulations, Radio Regulations, to examine how the international
community regulates and fairly uses the limited natural resource, radio waves. Why are
Radio Regulations so important in international telecommunication cooperation? From
the definition of radio, scarcity of radio frequency spectrum, and fair and effective uses
of radio, it will examine why this resources should be well managed and regulated. The
chapter will scrutinize the Radio Regulations including its history, international legal
status, frequency allocation and registration, as well as its future development. After an
overview of the Radio Regulations, it will bring details of regulations of radio services,
including space, broadcasting, fixed, amateur, aeronautical, and maritime services, into
discussion. Moreover, it will discuss what kinds of telecommunication matters the IMO
and the ICAO deal with, and whether International satellite operational organizations
such as the

INTELSAT and the INMARSAT serve the most advanced

telec;mmnunication methods for personal and industrial applications. Commencing
with the development of Radio Regulations, this chapter will highlight the
r:haracteristics of the radio frequency spectrum as an example to support and showcase
the

importance

of international

negotiations
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and

cooperation

in

sharing

telecommunication resources and new technologies.
The following chapter will consider the relationship between international
business issues and telecommunications. Telecommunication is not only one of the
most important industries in the modern society but one of the most powerful
commercial tools and consumable products in all of the business markets. Chapter VI
will focus on the business aspect of international telecommunication cooperation - the
WTO and telecommunications. Why does the WTO support the negotiations and
agreements concerning telecommunications? What are its purposes? What kind of
influences did it or will it have on global telecommunication development and markets?
First, the chapter will depict a general profile of the current global telecommunication
market. It will outline new trends of international telecommunication regimes such as
globalization, liberalization, and privatization, and investigate how and what new
telecommunication technologies bring into the international telecommunication
community. Second, this chapter will focus on the GATS, including its historic
background, its general obligations, disciplines, specific exemptions, schedules of
commitments, and its technical cooperation with other international organizations and
members. In addition, the chapter will focus on foreign investment and
telecommunications and debate international investment regimes including the
meaning of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), the proposed Multilateral Agreement on
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Investment (MAl), and their relations with telecommunications as well as their
influences in the global economic market. Why foreign investment plays a critical role
in global telecommunication development and does it have a close connection with the
"universal access"? This chapter will assess the relationship between FDI and
telecommunications. From its meaning, and economic benefits of FDI, it will examine
the policy requirements and arguments of FDI in a global economy and international
telecommunication development. What is MAl? Does MAl bring any impact to the
international telecommunication community? Is it a valuable or an unfavorable
influence that MAl will have on both industrial and developing countries? This chapter
will also consider the proposed MAl. Assessing from an historic overview, the main
provisions of MAl, the differences between MAl and bilateral investment treaties, to
investigate the influences of MAl on the global economy and telecommunications.
Chapter VII will discuss the international effects on Taiwan's telecommunications
regulations. Did foreign legislations and international law influence Taiwan's
telecommunication regulations? Why has Taiwan recently planned to revise its
Telecommunication Law and reform its telecommunication system? The chapter will
first discuss the history of Taiwan's telecommunications development, including the
initiation of Taiwanese telecommunication industries, the development of Taiwan's
telecommunication market, and the changes in Taiwan's telecommunication authorities
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to examine how the international telecommunication regime influences Taiwan's
telecommunication development. Because Taiwan recently faced new domestic and
international

challenges,

telecommunications

Taiwan has adopted

regulations.

The

chapter

many
will

steps to
view

the

reform

its

revision

of

Telecommunication Law and the reforms of telecommunication operational
organizations to examine the impact of international and foreign legislation on
Taiwanese legal system. Finally, Chapter VIII will make a conclusion based on the
basic points of "the right to telecommunicate" and "universal access" to further
examine international telecommunication cooperation and the business aspects of
reciprocal trade and investment on telecommunications. Also, Taiwan, as an example,
will be examined and compared with the recent international telecommunication
development and movement. It will also use Taiwan as an example to compare and
examine the impacts of GATS on Telecommunication. It will discuss foreign
investment and Taiwan's telecommunication development. Does Taiwan have a
positive investment environment for domestic and foreign telecommunication
industries? What kind of role does FDI play in Taiwan's economic growth and
telecommunication development? Does Taiwan have any related investment promotion
measures for telecommunication industries'? In the end, it will consider an important
plan for the future economic development of Taiwan - the plan of Asia-Pacific
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Regional Operations Center (APROC). Can Taiwan become an Asia-Pacific
Telecommunications Center? This article will examine Taiwan's economic and
geographic advantages, as well as the political background, and related economic and
policy adjustments of the APROC plan to investigate the feasibility of this plan and
then submit critiques and recommendations.
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Chapter II Human Rights and
Telecommunications

I. Introduction
Not only human beings, but also many kinds of animals, have the innate ability to
express themselves via sounds, odors, colors, actions, and movements. In this way,
their demands, feelings, and opinions can be observed and known by the opposite side and that is so called "communication." By communication, mankind can understand
each other and exchange information actively. Obviously, "communication" itself and
related tools play an important role in mankind's scientific and civilization history.
Nowadays, telecommunications are developing and increasing with high-speed and
have become one of the essential components in our daily life. New communication
tools such as cellular phones, telefacsimile, and the Internet have changed human's
lifestyle and brought to light several legal problems of domestic and international
levels.
From historic views, ''the right to communicate" is one of human's instinct and
also one of their fundamental human rights. The right to communicate, relating to the
fundamental freedoms and values of contemporary societies, represents the affirmation
49

and expression of the most essential rights for human dignity. 90 With the creation of
new technologies, it is believed that readily available access to telecommunication is so
important for our daily life. However, due to the differences of economic development
and resources distribution, there is still a big gap between industrialized and developing
countries in access to basic telecommunications. Because everyone should have the
equal right to communicate, it is the global aim to assist people living in remote and
rural areas to gain basic telecommunications to access and connect with the outer
world.
The topic of the right to communicate is wide and contains many legal issues such
as the history of Free Speech, personal freedoms versus national security, privacy and
confidential protection, and the new technology and encryption, etc. This chapter does
not address all of those issues at one time; instead, it will provide a general description
of the right to communication. Most important of all, this chapter will focus on the
relationship between the right to communicate and global telecommunication
development.

As

mentioned

above,

many

people

still

lack

the

basic

telecommunications access such as basic telephone lines to connect the outer world. It
is believed everyone has the equal right to communicate, to use public services, and to
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http://commposite.uqam.ca/videaz/docs/pitren.html.
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enjoy the benefits of the new technologies. This is the major focus to be discussed in
this chapter.

IT. The Right to Communicate
1. Introduction
"The right to communicate" contains broad ranges and comprises multitudinous
aspects. This right is one of legitimate

ri~ts

so that human beings could contact and

exchange with each other. Many social scientists have long recognized that
communication is on the basis of many societies or groups of human beings, and the
history of humanity is an inextricably linked with communication. 91 The right to
communicate relates to basic individual and collective freedoms, thus this right should
be defined as a basic and inalienable human right as the right to food and life. As same
as the saying of L. Ron Hubbard, "perhaps the most fundamental right any being is the
right to communicate. Without this freedom, other rights deteriorate. " 92

2. Historic Overviews
Reviewing the history of human rights, "the right to communicate" can be
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ITU: Proposal to establish an ACC inter-agency project on universal access to basic communication

and communication and information services.p3.
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See http://www.freedommag.org/25thanni/express.htm.
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tracked back to the 18 century. Both "the French Declaration ofthe Rights of Man and
ofthe Citizen" announced in 1789 and the US Constitution First Amendment entered
into force in 1791 mentioned about "free speech" that is considered the early
description of the right to communicate.

a. French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen (1789)
In August 1789, the French people overthrew the old Empire and pronounced the
well-known revolutionary manifesto "Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the
Citizen". 93 Article 11 of the Declaration stated, "The free communication of ideas and
opinions is one of the most precious of the rights of man. Every citizen may,
accordingly, speak, write, and print with freedom, but shall be responsible for such
abuses of this freedom as shall be defmed by law." In the Declaration, it recognized that
"the right to communicate" is one ofthe most precious rights of human beings and such
right was defined as free communication of ideas and opinions. Under the Declaration,
people had such freedoms to speak, write and print. By speaking, writing and printing,
people can express their ideas and opinions and communicate with each other in ways
that corresponded to the meaning of free communication. Obviously, Article 11 of the
Declaration contains certain principles of fundamental human rights including free
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Professor Gwynne Lewis: The People' and the French Revolution (The French Revolution,
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speech, freedom of press, freedom of expression and freedom of information. Under
this Declaration, the right to communicate and free speech were not unlimited and
wrrestricted. On the contrary, abuses of such rights and freedoms were prohibited by
this Declaration and should be defined by laws, and people shall be responsible for their
opinions and ideas.
At that moment, the Declaration was linked to the political issues. During the
monarchic and autocratic period, French people were not allowed to hold
anti-government opinions and would be punished for exchanges of prohibited
information. Dissatisfied with such a condition, people struggled for more freedoms
and rights. Some historians thought the Declaration had great influences on political
thoughts, and several constitutional declarations of European states in the 19th century
such as the Constitution of the Weimar Republic of Germany. 94 Many scholars
recognized the Declaration as a product of the Age of Enlightenment. The Declaration
was very important not only because it established some doctrines of basic human
rights at its earliest historic status, but it also brought the new ideas for modem
democracy. It also stressed a reasonable and legal basis of rights and freedoms that was
defined under Article 4. It stated that "Liberty consists in the freedom to do everything
which injures no one else; hence the exercise of the natural rights of each man has no
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limits except those which assure to the other members of the society the enjoyment of
the same rights. These limits can only be determined by law."
b. US Constitution First Amendment and Free Speech (1791)

As in France, US Congress also passed the Constitution Amendments, known as
I'

"Bill of Rights" in September 1789 and entered in force in 1791. The US Constitution

I'

First Amendment states "Congress shall make no law respecting ... or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or of the right of the people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances." With First Amendment,
several basic human rights were raised and protected: such as free speech, freedom of
press, freedom of religious, right to assemble, and right to petition. Unlike French
Declaration, the First Amendment does not mention the restriction and limitation of
free speech and freedom of press. In other words, at the time Congress passed the First
Amendment it basically did not limit or abridge free speech. Free speech is absolutely
protected in the US Constitution, and it was delivered by the framers and had been
preciously guarded. 95 At the beginning, many people strongly advocated that freedom
of speech enshrines, more than any other freedom, the liberty of the individual and it is
manifest in the constitutional protection under the First Amendment96 and rooted in

,,
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natural law. 97 However, some scholars have criticized that the right of free speech
should be accompanied by a responsibility98 and it is an important part to protect the
. a constitutlona
. .
I democracy. 99
right m

Under the First Amendment, freedom of speech is no doubt the first freedom
mentioned. However, the rights of First Amendment historically have come under huge
pressures. During the Red Scare of the early 1920s, many people were deported for
their political views. 100 At the time of McCarthy period, the infamous blacklist ruined
lives and careers. 101 Until now, the creators, producers and distributors of popular
culture are still being blamed for causing social problems in the United States. At the
early establishment of US, most courts usually ignored the First Amendment rights of
political minorities and free speech issues did not even reach the Supreme Court. Until
1919, the Supreme Court unanimously upheld the conviction of a Socialist Party
member for mailing anti-war leaflets to draft-age men. 102 A few months later, in the
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case of Abrams v. US

103

,

the defendant's conviction under the Espionage Act for

distributing anti-war leaflets was upheld, but two dissenting opinions were formed and
deeply influenced current applications of the First Amendment. Two Justices, Oliver
Wendell Holmes and Louis D. Brandeis, argued speech could only be punished if it
presented "a clear and present danger" of imminent harm. Ultimately, these justices
were able to convince a majority of the Court to adopt the "clear and present danger
test."
Nevertheless, until the 1950s, the Supreme Court still held the opinion that
speakers could be punished if they advocated overthrowing the government even if the
danger of such an occurrence were both slight and remote. This recognition seriously
weakened the "clear and present danger" test and many political activists were
prosecuted and jailed simply for advocating communist revolution. On the other hand,
loyalty oath requirements for government employees were upheld and thousands of
Americans lost their jobs merely based on flimsy evidence supplied by secret
witnesses. 104 Finally, in 1969, in the case of Brandenberg v. Ohio, the Supreme Court
struck down the conviction of a Ku Klux Klan member and established a new standard
to apply. The new standard set up that speech could be suppressed only if it is intended,
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and likely to produce, "imminent lawless action." Otherwise, even speech that
advocates violence is protected. The Brandenberg standard still prevails even now.

105

The First Amendment exists precisely to protect even the most offensive and
controversial speech from governmental suppression. By imposing "time, place and
manner" restrictions, government can limit some protected speech. It is mostly
commonly done by requiring permits for meetings, rallies and demonstrations.
However, a permit cannot be unreasonably withheld, nor can it be denied based on
content of the speech. That will constitute "discrimination" and is also unconstitutional.
Therefore, the best way to counter obnoxious speech is opening more speech, by
•

•

persuasiOn, not coercton.
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3. Review of Some International Agreements
Although the declarations and legislation concerning the right to communicate
had been established at its earliest time in many industrialized countries, numerous
developing countries and remote areas in the world still lack related announcements
and standards. Because the right to communicate is rooted by a natural instinct of
mankind, a general and wide-based agreement should be agreed to promote into the
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international community. With regard to the right to communicate, proclamations are
set by Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 19 of the
International Covenant on Civil i:md Political Rights, and several UNESCO
Resolutions.
a. Universal Declaration of Human Rights
On Dec. 10, 1948 the General Assembly of UN proclaimed the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights. 107 Article 19 of the Declaration states "Everyone has the
right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions
without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any
media and regardless of frontiers." Article 19 of Universal Declaration is clearer than
French Declaration and the First Amendment concerning the definition of the right to
communicate. Under Article 19 of Universal Declaration, the right to communicate
includes freedom of opinion, freedom of expression, and freedom of information that
have been protected.
Considering phraseology, speaking is one kind of expression of human beings.

I'

l o lo

Not only speaking, but also writing, printing and acting should be protected. Those
protections are within the scope of freedom of expression. Moreover, expression is only
a single side of"communication", and the other side is the role of receiver, listener, and
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reader. Including freedom of information that contains free seek, free receive, free
impart information, the right to communicate can be well established. Also, those rights
and freedoms should be "without interference" and "through any media and regardless
of frontiers." Considering rapid changes of telecommunications, these two provisions
correspond to the requirement of the modem information society.
In addition, Article 21 (2) states "Everyone has the right of equal access to public
service in his country." The "service" mentioned here should include "universal
service" defined thereafter as everyone's equal right to use basic telecommunication
tools to connect the outer world. Article 2 of Universal Declaration also states that
"Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without
distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status .. ." Thus the right to
communicate is already recognized as a legalized and fundamental right under
international law.
b. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
Article 19 of International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 108 :
1. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference.
2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include
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freedom to seek, receive and impart information and idea of all kinds, regardless of
frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other
media ofhis choice.
3. The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this article carries with its
special duties and responsibilities. It may therefore be subject to certain restrictions,
but these shall only be such as are provided by law and are necessary:
(a) For respect of the rights of reputations of others;
(b) For the protection ofnational security or ofpublic order, or of public health or
morals.
Basically, Article 19 of International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
advocates free expression and free information defined under Universal Declaration.
The difference between them is International Covenant regulates the restriction and
limitation of such rights in Article 19 (3 ). It stresses the exercise of such rights should
accompany with "special duties and responsibilities." Under Article 19 (3), freedom of
expression and freedom of information should not be "absolutely protected" and should
have some "demarcation lines."
To maintain the interests of the public and to limit the abuses of personal rights,
several exceptions of freedom of expression and information are regulated under
International Covenant including (1) respect other peoples' rights, (2) respect other
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peoples' reputations, (3) national security, (4) public order, (5) public health; and (6)
public morals. It is a dilemma to balance interests between personal rights and public
order. Any unbalanced action between them will cause either abuses of personal rights
or excess of governmental power. Hence, how to establish the "demarcation lines" and
to confirm the "special duties and responsibilities" should be well established and
clearly defined. Article 19 (3) provides two measures: "legal basis" and "necessary" to
set up the standard of reasonable personal freedoms and rights. Out of the "demarcation
lines", such freedoms will be considered as abuses of rights and will not be protected by
law.
c. Convention on the International Right of Correction

Unlike Universal Declaration and International Covenant, the goal of the
Convention on the International Correction likely focuses on the freedom of press.
Nevertheless, from several articles of the Convention, the tracks of freedom of
expression and freedom of information can be found. Article 11 of Convention on the
International of Correction states " Recognizing that the professional responsibility of
correspondents and information and information agencies requires them to report facts
without discrimination and in their proper context and thereby to promote respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms, to further international understanding and
cooperation and to contribute to the maintenance of international peace and security,
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Considering also that, as a matter of professional ethics, all correspondents and
information agencies should, in the case of news dispatches transmitted or published by
them and which have been to be false or distorted, follow the customary practice of
transmitting through the same channels, or publishing corrections of such
dispatches, ... "1 09

d. Some Resolutions of UNESCO (United Nation Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization)
The Constitution ofUESCO stresses the need for information and communication
within and between states. In accordance with the provisions of Article 1.2 (a) of the
UNESCO's Constitution, it regulates" the work of advancing the mutual knowledge
and understanding of peoples, through all means of mass communication and to that
end recommend such international agreements as may be necessary to promote the free
flow of ideas by word and image." Since 1945, UNESCO has set up its action plans in
the field of communication and information for decades to "promote the free flow of
ideas by word and image." The purpose is to prevent wars and construct the defense of
peace by "advancing the mutual knowledge and understanding of people" in spite of the
"ignorance of each other's way and lives, suspicion and mistrust between the peoples of
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Convention on the International Right ofCorreetion, 435 U.N.T.S. 191, entered into foreeAug. 24,

1962; see http://www I. umn.edulhumantsiinstree/u 1eire .htm
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the world". 110 Within UNESCO Resolution 3.2 of 1983, and UNSCO Resolution 4.1 of
1991 on the Right to Communicate, 111 and the 1991 UNESCO Declaration of
Windhoek, "the right to communicate" and freedom of information also had been
reaffirmed to participant countries concerned and is expected to reduce disparities in
information flow between developed and developing countries, international and
national levels as well as the public and private sectors.

lll.

Applications

and

restrictions

of the

Right

to

Communicate
"The right to communicate" is linked to several fundamental human rights such as
freedom of speech, freedom of expression, freedom of information, and media rights,
etc. From several historic declarations and international agreements, the right to
communicate has been affirmed. To balance personal rights and public interests, some
restrictions and limitations should be poured into considered within the scope of "the
right to communicate." Thus, how to protect personal rights relating to the right to
communicate and properly safeguard access to information services concerning
privacy and national security is an important issue. Following the creation of new
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See http://www.unesco.org/webworld/unesco_policies.html

111

See http://rrr.dds.nl/pcc/nl/annexe.html.
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technologies and the Communication Revolution, some new problems concerning the
intellectual property right, encryption and privacy have been raised. Though the
applications and restrictions of the right to communication have become more
complicated and obscure than before, this chapter will provide a general understanding
of the structure of the right to communicate.

1. Freedom of Expression
As mentioned above, freedom of expression is affirmed both in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
Both of them state that everyone has freedom of opinion, freedom of expression, and
freedom to hold opinions without interference. The right to express one's thoughts and
to communicate freely each other affirms the dignity and worth of every member of
societies, and allows each individual to realize his or her full human potential. Thus free
expression is an end in itself and as such, deserves society's greatest protection. 112
In the US, the purported basis of the doctrine of freedom of expression is the First
Amendment. 113 Under the First Amendment, the protection of free speech is not limited
to "pure speech" such as books, newspapers, leaflets, and rallies. It also protects
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See http://www.aclu.org/library/pbp I O.html

113

Michael J. Perry(Dec. 1983): Freedom ofExprcss10n: An Essay on Theory and Doctrine; 78 Nw. U. L.

Rev. 1137.
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"symbolic speech" like nonverbal expression whose purpose is to communicate ideas.
The word "speech" under the First Amendment has been extended to a generous sense
of"expression" including verbal, non-verbal, visual, and symbolic. In 1969, in the case
of Tinker v. Des Moines, the Court recognized the right of public school students to
wear black armbands in protest of the Vietnam War. The wearing of armbands with a
peace symbol was protected as symbolic speech protected under the First
Amendment. 114 Later on, in the case of Texas v. Johnson of 1989

115

and U.S. v. Eichman

of 1990, the Court struck down government bans on "flag desecration." 116 Other
examples of protected symbolic speech include works of art, T-shirt, slogans, political
buttons, music lyrics and theatrical performances. Protected expression now includes
such non-verbal expressions as wearing a symbol on one's clothing, dance movements,
or a silent candlelight vigil. Recently, Justice David Souter listed some of the forms of
expressions protected under the First Amendment that have been recognized by the US
Supreme Court such as painting, music, poetry, motion pictures, dramatic works, radio
and television entertainment, drawings, and engravings. 117
The English philosopher John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) articulated what might be
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See Tinker v. Des Moines School District, 393 U.S. 503, (1969).
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See Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, (1989), Certiorari to the Court of Criminal Appeals ofTexas, No.

88-155. Also see http://caselaw.findlaw.com/cgi-binlgetcase.pl?court=US&vol=491 &invcl=397
116

See United States v. Eichman, 496 U.S. 310, (1990), Appeal from the District Court for the DC, No.

89-1433. Also see http://caselaw.findlaw.com/cgi-binlgetcase.pl?court=US&vol=496&invol=31 0

m SeeNEA v. Finley, No. 97-371, (1998).
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:·rqr
called the "liberal" or (better) the "libertarian" position on freedom of expression in his
1859 book "On Liberty." 118 His test for appropriate government interference with
human liberties is his well-known "harm" principle. 119 This basic principle provides an
excellent rule-of-thumb for approaching issues of freedom of expression. Most of the
classic exceptions to freedom of expression, as established by the US Supreme Court,
are consistent with this harm principle. Contemporary philosophers like Joel Feinberg 120
and Carl Cohen

121

following Mill's approach have summarized the exceptions to

freedom of expression established by the US Supreme Court. Critics of Mill's approach
to freedom of expression generally accept the harm principle as a justification for
suppressing speech, but claim that additional reasons are sufficient to suppress speech.
For example, Patrick Devlin and Edmund Pinco:ffs believed that the government should
enforce morality and should legislate morality, suppressing spe.e ch to further that
goal. 122 Until now, many exceptions concerning free expression have been decided by
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J.S. Mill (1956), On Liberty, Currin V. Shields, ed., New York: Macmillan Publishing Company,

originally published 1859. Also see http://wiretap.spies.com/ftp.items/Library/Classic/liberty.jsm
119

Ibid, see Chapter I, Introductory:" ... the only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised

over any member of a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others. His own good,
either physical or moral, is not a sufficient warrant"; p. 13.
120

Joel Feinberg (1995) Limits to the Free Expression of Opinion, in Philosophy of Law (5th ed.), edited

by Joel Feinberg and Hyman Gross (Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company), pp. 262-281,
p.262.
121

Carl Cohen (1992), "Free Speech and Political Extremism: How Nasty Are We Free to Be?" Law and

Philosophy VII ( 1989), 263-79, reprinted, Philosophical Problems in the Law, edited by David M.
Adams (Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing,), pp. 257-65.
122

Edmund Pincoffs ( 1991 ), "The Enforcement of Morality," from Philosophy of Law: A Brief
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the courts, including defamation123, sedition

12
\

breach of the peace, incitement to crime,

"fighting words," 125 causing panic, 126 and obscenity. 127 Thus the right to freedom of
expression is restricted when expressions cause harm to another person.

2. Freedom of Information
Similar to freedom of expression, freedom of information is also endorsed both in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights. Meanwhile, freedom of information comprises freedom to seek,
receive, and impart all kinds of information and ideas without interference. The right to

Introduction (Belmont: Wadsworth Publishing Co.), pp. 131-141; Patrick Devlin (1965), The
Enforcement of Morals (Oxford University Press).
123

See Wojnarowicz v. American Family Association, 745 F.Supp. 130, S.D.N.Y. (1990).

124

Although not without controversy, the U.S. Supreme Court has upheld statutes that prohibit the

advocacy of unlawful conduct against the government or the violent overthrow of the government. As
with prohibitions discussed earlier, the expressions in question are assessed according to the
circumstances. Academic discussion of the theories of, say Karl Marx presumably would not be
prohibited under such a test, especially in this post-Soviet era. The theoretical consideration and even
endorsement of these views could not remotely be considered to be reasonable expectations ofthe actual
overthrow of the government. But it is possible that an artist might develop a project, perhaps guerrilla
theater or an exhibit that urged the destruction of the United States (the "Great Satan") by extremist
religious groups. The likelihood of success by the latter group would seem as improbable as the
likelihood of success by contemporary Marxists. See http://www.csulb.edu/-jvancamp/intro.html
125

See Chap/insky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568-572, (1942). The U.S. Supreme Court held that the

First Amendment does not protect "fighting words -- those which by their very utterance inflict injury or
tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace."
126

See Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, (1919). This classic exception is credited to Justice Oliver

Wendell Holmes: "The most stringent protection of free speech would not protect a man in falsely
shouting fire in a theatre and causing a panic." .
127

See Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 14, (1973). The U.S. Supreme Court established a three-pronged
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communicate contains the right to free access to the essential services through the right
to the use of information. The right of access to information through communication
tools should be applied without restrictions at both individual and collective levels. The
right to communicate concludes both the right to inform and the right to be informed.
In the US, the federal and state governments have enacted laws concerning
freedom of information that guarantee the right of the public access to governmental
documents. The federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) was passed by US
Congress in 1966 and amended in 1974. The FOIA creates procedures whereby citizens
may obtain the governmental agencies' records. Also, the federal Electronic Freedom
of Information Act Amendments of 1996 mandated that the federal government's
electronic records are public to the same extent as their paper counterparts. 128 Although
US Supreme Court has recognized the First Amendment right of access to
governmental records in some limited situations, and a few states have enshrined a right
of access in their state constitutions, statutes and the common law are more frequently
invoked to create a presumption of openness. 129
1he FOIA directs government agencies to disclose certain types of records and

test for obscenity prohibitions that would not violate the First Amendment.
128

http://www.rcfp.org/handbook/viewpage.cgi?0901

129

See Richmond Newspapers, Inc. v. Virginia, 448 U.S. 555 (1980). Montana, New Hampshire, North

Dakota and Tennessee are among those states whose constitutions recognize a right of access to
government documents.
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describes the manner of disclosure required.

130

Under FOIA, some records that must be

published in the Federal Register include description of the agency's organizational
structure, description of the procedures that are set up to give the public access to the
agency records, general description of how the agency functions and its
decision-making process, the agency's rules of procedure, and the agency's general
policies. 131 Some records that must be made available for public inspection and
copying include final decisions in particular administrative cases, policy statements
that the agency uses but has not published in the federal register, internal manuals
written for the agency's staff that affect members of the public, and an index of the
kinds of information that must be made public. 132 Besides, Courts have reserved the
right to interpret provisions broadly to achieve the goal of Congress of full
disclosure. 133
Although the goal of FOIA is full disclosure of governmental records, US
Congress concluded that some confidentiality is necessary for governments'
administrative goal. The federal agency can refuse to release certain types of
information. There are nine legal categories that are exempted under the law of the
FOIA including national security, internal agency rules, governed by other statutes,

130

See FOIA Section 552 (a).

131

See FOIA Subsection (a) (1) lists.

132

See FOIA Subsection (a) (2) lists

133

See FOIA Subsection (1) (3) .
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business information, internal government memos, private matters, law enforcement
investigations, regulation of financial institutions, and information concerning oil well
locations. 134 The FOJA requires an agency to provide a "reasonably segregation"
portion of a record and cannot withhold an entire document merely because some
portions of the document are exempt. The exemptions of FOIA are not mandatory, but
discretionary. That means an agency can choose to release records even after it has
determined the records fall within one or more of the above exemptions. In most states,
there are only a few specifically designated types of records that are required to be kept
secret.

3.Public Order and National Security
Article 19 of International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights states that the
exercise about "the right to communicate" may be subjected to certain restrictions, but
those restrictions shall provide by laws and are necessary for the protections of national
security or of public order. In the name of national security, many governments have
frequently used it as a pretext to violate fundamental human rights and civil liberties.
For example, the US government had historically overused the concept of "national
security" to shield itself from criticism, and to discourage public discussion of

134

See FOIA Section 552(b).
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controversial policies or decisions. In the US history, President Jefferson countenanced
internment camps for political dissidents; President Wilson authorized the round up and
deportation of many foreign-born suspected "radicals" during the Palmer Raids, 135 and
President Franklin Roosevelt interned Japanese Americans in World War IT. During the
period of Cold War, the US government also adopted some measures against free
speech such as loyalty oaths, blacklisting and travel restrictions.
Additionally, the US government attempted to censor the "Pentagon Papers" in the
Vietnam War era. 136 In 1971, the New York Times Corporation published and disclosed
the "Pentagon Papers" 137 to the public, and that caused the conflicting claims between
the rights of the First Amendment and national security. Meanwhile, the New York
Times ignored the government's ban to cease publication; and the US government then
took juridical actions against the company and the stage was set for a Supreme Court
decision. The Supreme Court had ruled that the government could not, through "prior
restraint," obstruct publication of any material unless it could prove that it would surely
result in ''direct, immediate, and irreparable harm" to the nation. The US government
failed to prove and the public was given access to vital information. 138
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See http://chnm.gmu.edu/courseslhist4091rcd html

136

See http://www.aclu.orglissues/security/isns.html

137

The Pentagon Papers is a secret history and analysJ!> of the US's involvement in Vietnam and the

contents are some classified studies that entitled "U1story of U.S. Decision-Making Process on VietNam
Policy."
m See New York Times Co. v. United States, 403l' S. 713 (1971 ), Certiorari to the United States Court of
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The US Supreme Court has recognized the governmental interest to keep some
information secret such as wartime troop deployments. The Court has never actually
upheld an injunction against speech on national security grounds. 139 As the Pentagon
Papers case shows, the government's claims of "national security" must always be
closely scrutinized to make sure they are valid. 140 Besides, "national security" is also
one of the legal exemption categories that limit the public's right of free information in
USA. Under FOIA, it regulates if showing governmental records would reasonably
expect to cause damages to "national security," government agencies can refuse to
disclose records. Those include military plans, weapons, scientific and technology data
that relate to national security, and CIA records. 141
Due to national security and public order, most governments reserve the right to
limit and restrict citizens' exertion in free expression and free information in order to
achieve higher national interests and administrative goals. In other words, freedom of
expression and freedom of information basically are not unlimited and should be
regulated to avoid the damages of national and public interests. On the other hand, the
rights to know and to communicate are essential in modem democratic systems and

Appeals for The Second Circuit No. 1873. Also see
http://caselaw.findlaw.com/scripts/getcase.pl?navqy=CASE&court=US&vol=403&page=713

1391bid.
140

See http://www.aclu.org/library/pbp 1O.html

141

See FOIA Section 552(b).
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should not be violated arbitrarily by the name of national security or public order.
Therefore, it is necessary to define the detailed scope of the free expression and free
information by laws and due process.

4. Confidentiality and Privacy
Confidentiality and the right of privacy should be taken into consideration within
the scope of the right to communicate. Through the new telecommunication
technologies created, personal information and data are more easily available and could
be unjustly obtained by anyone than ever before. It is possible to collect and gather
personal information and computer data through new telecommunication tools such as
telephone wiretaps, photographic and video cameras, microphones and amplifiers, as
well as the Internet. Unlike many legal concepts, the right of privacy has only recently
recognized by law and still continues to establish its legal basis. 142 Following the
introduction of the new technology such as telephones, telefacsimiles, and other many
electronic telecommunication tools, the legal recognition of privacy as a fundamental
right has been gradually established. 143 Some articles and judicial decisions be1ieve
privacy is accompanied by the right "to be let alone." 144
142

Warren and Brandeis (1890): The Right to Privacy, 4 Harv. L. R. 193; Prosser (1960): Privacy, 48 Cal.

L. Rv. 383, and the Second Restatement ofTorts §652A- §6521.
143

Ronald B. Standler (1997): Privacy Law in the USA; see http://www.rbs2.com/privacy.htm.
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Ibid; also see T. M. Cooley, A Treatise on the Law ofTorts (1888) 29, 2d ed.; Wheaton v. Peters (1834),
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In the US, the law regulates that people should be protected by privacy when they
''·believe that the conversation is private and can not be heard by others who are acting

in an lawful manner." 145 People have the right of privacy for contents of mail envelopes,
telephone conversations, telegraphic messages, and electronic data by wire.

146

Additionally, confidential personal information such as contents of email in public
system, bank records, library records, and student records is also considered as one kind
of personal privacies and should be protected. 147 The right of privacy is also linked to
some professional ethics, such as confidentiality of disclosures between attorney and
client, physician and patient, as well as priest and penitent. Violations of such
confidentiality will constitute a form of tort.

148

Based on this recognition, people not only own the basic right to communicate but
also their communications should be protected, not unjustly or illegal occupied. As the
Fourth Amendment states "The right of people to be secure in their persons, papers and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated ... " There are
many pending cases and petitionary activities concerning protections of the privacy of
personal r.omputer files and communications by using the encryption technology..

33 US 591 . 634 and Olmstead v. US (1928) 277 US 438. 478.

,,
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Am. Jur 2d (1974) Telecommunications §209.
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See supra note Ronald; 18 USC §2510 et seq.; 18 USC §1702; 39 USC §3623.
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See supra note Ronald; also see 18 USC §2702(a); 12 USC §3401; 20 USC §1232g.; NY CPLR §4509.
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Humphers V. First Interstate Bank ofOrgeon (1985): 696 P. 2d 527
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Encryption is a technology that encodes computer file and communications, much like
a combination lock secures a filing cabinet.

149

Certainly, the government has this duty

to secure citizen's privacy by adopting laws and regulations to protect its people against
invasion of their information and data. The government should formulate related
policies controlling the use of electronic recording of personal information and data for
privacy protection. The governments also should enact laws and regulations to protect
the interests of users, creators, producers and distributors. Only through legislative
protections, the true meaning of the right to communicate can be achieved.

IV. Universal Access

and Global Telecommunication

Development
1. Scopes of Universal Access and Services
Universal service is defined as a telephone in every household and universal
access is defined as being within easy reach of a telephone. 150 Universal access to basic
telecommunications has already been emphasized for decades in the 20th century. To
make universal access affordable enough to address everyone's basic right to

149

Americans for Computer Privacy: US Policy on Encryption should Protect OW' Right to Privacy; see

http://www.computerprivacy.org/about/.
150

BOT: Asia and Pacific Telecommunication Trade and Finance Colloquium, New Delhi, India, Nov.

3-5, 1997; see http://www.itu.int/ITU-D-Finance/finance/Conclusionslasia.htm; p4.
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communicate gradually plays a vital role in international telecommunication
cooperation. For most developing countries, universal access is more relevant than
universal service. The policy of universal access has been drawn through provisions of
public telephones, at least installing one public telephone in every village. Although the
cost of providing telecommunication services in rural areas is quite high, the impacts on
cultural, social, educational, and economic development are obvious and
considerable. 151 A large portion of populations of developing countries lives in rural
areas, and those areas are often lacking communication tools to connect with the
outside world. Making telecommunication and information accessible and available is
essential and important for them. In other words, achieving universal access and
services not only realizes everyone's basic right to communicate, but also has a great
influence to the right to know, right to print, right to education, etc.

2. Teledensity - the Differences of Telecommunication Development
between Industrialized and Developing Countries
There is a big gap between industrialized and developing countries in teledensity.
The most common measure of telecommunication access is teledensity, the number of
main telephone lines per 100 inhabitants. In the richest countries, there are 45 or more

lSI

Ibid.
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phone lines for each 100 people; however, there is less than one in the poorest countries
mainly in sub-Saharan Africa. Many developing countries in Asia, Latin America, and
Eastern Europe are somewhere in between.

152

The gap between industrialized and

developing countries, the "information haves" and "information have nots" lasts for
many years and continues to increase. Compared to all people in the world, the
inhabitants that belong to "information haves" merely make up a very small proportion,
and the major population in developing countries still belongs to "information have
nots" that even do not even have the basic telecommunication tool - the telephone - in
their daily life. For example, sub-Saharan Africa has fewer telephone lines than the city
of Tokyo, while about 12 million telephone lines serve more than 700 million Africans.
The biggest challenge for African countries is how to overcome the limited finance
available for infrastructure provisions. 153 The big gaps existing between industrialized
and developing countries relate to distribution of access, resources, and opportunities in
the information and communication fields. Thus, it is extremely important to heighten
the teledensity in remote areas.
People

living

in

the

industrialized

countries

have

easier access

to

telecommunications than those in developing countries. In many developing countries,
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ITU: Inter-Agency Project on Universal Access to Basic Communication and Information Services,

see http://itu. int/acc/rtc/acctref/acctref.htm.
153

Agence France-Rresse, (May 4, 1998): Mandela says business must fuel Africa's information age;

Johannesburg.
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it is estimated probably more half of the population has no access to even simple
telecommunication services such as telephones and telegraphs. 1s4 This is one kind of
poverty, information poverty that appears in many lower-developing countries. Many
developing countries, especially the least developed countries are not sharing the
benefits of the communication revolution. Many of them lack financial support,
suitable policies, technical skill, and trained manpower to develop, maintain and
provide the basic telecommunications service. The telecommunication infrastructure is
really fragile in most developing countries. The lowest-income countries that account
for about 56% of the world's population share only 7%of the world's telephone
mainlines. Excluding China (PRC) and India, a total of 57 lowest-income countries that
account for one-fifth of the world's population has only one-hundredth of the global
telephone mainline. tss Additionally, those lines are limited to major cities, the waiting
lists for basic telecommunication tools are still long, and there is no indication showing
that the situation will improve soon. Without basic telecommunication services,
information and knowledge cannot easily reach these areas and will impair their
fundamental human rights concerning the rights to plant, shelter, health, medicine,
education and development.

1 4

s

See supra note the ITU report.

Jss

ITU: ACC Statement on Universal Access to Basic Communication and Information Service; see

http://www.itu.int/acc/rtc/acc-rep.htm.
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For developing countries, basic telecommunication development also brings
problematic issues including nationwide availability, non-discriminatory access and
widespread affordability. Considering economic, social, geographic, local demand, a
telephone should be within a reasonable distance for everyone. The distance depends
on the coverage of the telephone network, the geography of the country, and the density
of the population and the spread ofhabitations in the urban and rural areas. It also can
reflect the different policies such as providing a telephone to every village. 156 On the
other hand, in industrialized countries, universal access is considered elementarily
achieved, that the majority of the population already has the basic telecommunication telephone in use. 157 The goals of developed countries will gradually focus on
telecommunication market liberalization, higher quality, and more advanced
telecommunication tools introduced such as cellular phones, pagers, the Internet, and
satellite connections, etc. The poor telecommunication infrastructure in developing
countries will also impact the telecommunication development and its accessibility in
industrialized countries. Due to lacking of basic and reachable telecommunications, the
people living in developing countries cannot connect with people living in
industrialized ones, to know their cultures, and to promote future cooperation in

156

See ITU: World Telecommunication Development Report (March 1998); 4th edition, also see

http://www.itu.int/tilpublications/WTDR.98/index.htm.
IS7

Jbid.
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telecommunications. The mutual understanding and assistance between developing and
industrialized countries are necessary for global peace and development. Therefore,
developed countries have the obligations to assist telecommunications-lacking
countries and decrease the gap in teledensity.

3. Role of International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
Founded in 1865, the former ITU, the International Telegraph Convention was
operated for solving problems of messages transmitted and transcribed across two or
more countries caused by the different telecommunication systems. After the mid-20th
century, following the participation of more and more developing countries into the
ITU, the missions of ITU have been broadened from international telecommunication
cooperation to telecommunication developmental assistance for developing countries.
a. The Constitution of ITU and the Right to Communicate

Providing technical assistance to developing countries in order to make
telecommunications available universally is one of important missions of ITIJ. Under
Article 1.1 (b) ofthe Constitution ofiTU, the ITIJ should "promote and offer technical
assistance to developing countries in the field of telecommunications ... " It is one of
major purposes of ITU to reduce the differences and distances of teledensity between
industrialized and developing countries. Article 1.1 (c) states the ITU should "promote

80

the development of technical facilities and their most efficient operation with a view to
improving the efficiency of telecommunication services ... so far as possible generally
available to the public." Also, Article 1.1 (d) states the ITU should "promote the

extension of the benefits of the new telecommunication technologies to all the worlds
inhabitants." Obviously, the ITU stresses telecommunications should be available to

the public and everyone should enjoy the benefits of the new telecommunications. In
addition, the ITU promotes everyone's equal right to telecommunication. Under Article
33, every state should "recognize the right ofthe public to correspond by means of the
international service of public correspondence. The services, the charges and the
safeguards shall be the same for all users in each category of correspondence without
any priority or preference." The ITU also reserves the right to each state to stop or cut

off telecommunications services due to national security, public order, and domestic
legal requirement and decency. 158
b. Efforts of ITU in Global Telecommunication Development
For many years, the ITU has promoted the right to communicate as a basic human
right. Under the aegis ofUN's Administrative Committee on Coordination, a project is
under implementation on Universal Access to Basic Communication and Information
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See Article 34.1 of the Constitution of the ITU: "Member reserve the right to stop the transmission of

any private telegram which may appear dangerous to the security of the State or contrary to its laws, to
public order or to decency ... "
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Service. The project is designed to reduce the infonnation gap between the developed
and developing countries and make telecommunication and iufonnation services
accessible easily. In 1984, the Maitland Commission recommended that by the year of
2000 everyone in the world should have ready access to at least basic telephone service.
This goal has not yet been reached; however, access to basic telephone services for the
inhabitants in low-developing countries is rapidly increasing. 159 An inter-agency UN
project on universal access to basic communication and infonnation service - "the right
to communicate" - was created at the initiative of

Dr. Pekka Tajanne, former

Secretary-General of ITU. 160
At the beginning of the new millennium, the duty of ITU is to make
telecommunications available to all of the world's inhabitants, at prices that are
affordable to all. In addition, to strengthen the multilateral foundations of international
telecommunications and to promote universal access and global connectivity should
quickly be embarked.
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With the pilot and support of ITU, there are several Action

Plan Programs planned and proceeding such as the Buenos Aires Action Plan and the
Valetta Action Plan Program, etc. In 1998, the ITU held the World Telecommunication
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ITU: Proposal to Establish an ACC Inter-Agency Project on Universal Access to Basic

Communication and Information Services; see http://www.itu.int/acc/rtc/acctorl.htm
160

''The Right to Communication: A New Declaratton is Born." ITU News. No. 6/97; see

http://www.itu.int/acc/rtc/acc-rep.htm
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Hamadoun I. Toure (Director of Telecommunication Development Bureau of the ITU): BDT Director

Message, see http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/bdtint/Director /messdir.htm
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Development Conference in Malta and 143 participatory countries adopted the Valletta
Declaration and Action Plan. 162 The Valletta Declaration underlines the importance of
translating the indisputable potential of telecommunications into tangible results to
improve the lives of all people of the world, especially those in developing countries. 163
The ITU encourages and supports universal service, global access and fair pricing

l)

}!..

and give special attention to the least developed countries. Those actions and programs
are designed to develop best-practice, sustainable and replicable models of ways to
provide access to modem telecommunication facilities and information services,
especially to people living in rural and remote areas. The final goal of those programs
and plans is universally accessible telecommunications to the whole of humanity. In the
prevailing environments of converging technologies and globalization, it is the time to
structure the telecommunication sector in order to stimulate public and private sectors'
investments and accelerate the pace of expansion and modernization of
telecommunication networks in developing countries. To the end, it will benefit
everyone to provide basic telecommunication services and assist necessary technical
skills in rural and remote areas.

-----------·-162

M2 Presswire (Apr. 20, 1998): ITU: ITU World Telecommunication Development Conference adopts

Valletta Action Plan, Valletta, Malta.
163 Ibid.
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V. Conclusion
With the creation of new technologies, the manners of telecommunication have
changed with high-speed. The world is in the midst of the communication and
information

revolution,

and

a

new

lifestyle

accompanied

with

modem

telecommunication tools gradually has been formed. The new information highway
will change the lifestyle of the people. Many services will be provided by new systems
such

as

telework,

telecommuting,

teleservices,

telernedicine,

teleeducation,

teleshopping, telebanking, etc. Under this new trend, physical location is becoming
irrelevant to the ability to deliver or receive services and goods. The rapid explosion of
the Internet and World Wide Web have provided a more convenient way for
communication interface linking with computers in global communications,
information and data exchanges for those who need it, look for it, and can download it
whenever they want. With the rapid corning of the electronic flow of information across
the whole world, the role of telecommunication has changed from a voice
communications network. to a component that underpins many economic activities.
With the further development of new telecommunication technologies, the right to
communicate should take on a more energetic role.
With the invention of new telecommunication tools and information technologies,
several legal problems also arise. For example, should the doctrine of free speech be
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applied to new communication tools such as pagers, facsimiles, or Internet
communications? Due to new high-speed technologies, it is easier to gain personal data
and national secrets via cyberspace and multimedia. Does the government already
establish a series of measures and regulations to protect the right of privacy and public
interests? As mentioned above, the so-called "Encryption" software was invented to
protect national confidentiality and personal privacy. However, some people criticize
that such measures may be overused to violate the basic right to communicate, such as
free expression and free information. "The right to communicate" is one of natural and
fundamental rights affirmed by numerous historic legal documents and international
agreements. Thus, even new communication tools that have been continually created
should be freely used and protected by the name of free speech and free information.
The legal standards to balance between these freedoms and national security or
between freedoms and privacy also should be applied. In addition, the scope of
universal access should be extended to include the Internet and other new electronic
tools to support the effective use to achieve democratic ends.
We use the basic telecommunication tool, the telephone, to communicate with our
family, friends, coworkers, and deal with thousands of business affairs every day. We
receive, listen, watch and are informed of daily news via broadcasting and television.
Recently, we can even attend classes, transact stocks, and send emails through the
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Internet. However, there are still many people lacking the basic telecommunication
access. Considering the principle of equal rights, it is necessary for developed countries
to assist developing one to promote basic telecommunication services. As Dr. Tmjanne,
the former Secretary-General of ITIJ said: "The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights sets out the rights and freedoms that people everywhere should be able to enjoy.
It is the best definition the world community has so far been able to develop of the

common elements of humanity shared by all people." For all to enjoy these rights, they
must have access to basic communication and information services. He warned:
''Without action on the part of the world community, there is a very real danger that the
global information society will be global in name only; that the world will be divided
into the "information rich" and the "information poor"; and that the gap between
developed and developing countries will widen into an unbridgeable chasm." 164
The relation between universal access and the right to communicate is very
intimate. By liberalization and establishment of telecommunications, this relationship
will achieve a great deal and prove widely beneficial. The developments of advanced
telecommunication technology will quickly bring numerous benefits to everyone and
everywhere.

When the

information society becomes

a reality,

electronic

communications are becoming an ever more important tool in promoting the

164

See supra note, ITU News. No 6/97.
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international communications and media regime. Access by individuals, and by
collective groups such as governments, organizations, and enterprises, global
telecommunication, will continue to inspire development and assistance for developing
countries, and will make the information society come true and promote fundamental
human rights for everyone.
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Chapter III International Telecommunication
Cooperation - Taiwan and International
Telecommunication Union (ITU)

I. Introduction
Founded in 1865, the former and current "International Telecommunication
Union" (ITU) has dealt with numerous international telecommunication matters over
one century. Posed the most important international telecommunication organization in
the world, the ITU has made a great contribution in international telecommunications
cooperation and technical arrangements. With many developing countries' accessions,
the missions of the ITU recently have been broadened to promote and assist technical
and financial telecommunications development in those countries. Because all the
world's inhabitants have the equal right to telecommunicate, this transform will suit this
ideal. Also, such a trend corresponds to the principle of universality and universal
participation under the Constitution ofiTU.
Since losing its seat in the UN in 1971, Taiwan has many difficulties to participate
m officially international organizations and activities. However, following the
economic liberalization and internationalization as well as the politic democratization
88

in recent years, Taiwan has stronger desire to heighten its international status and to join
international organizations. Taiwan's participation in the APEC as well as the
application into the WTO and UN show it's willing to participate in more international
affairs. Even so, Taiwan's participation in international organizations still brings
several political and legal issues due to the PRC's obstructions. Within those regional or
international organizations, the issue concerning Taiwan's accession into the ITU has
seldom been mentioned. With the plan of Taiwan as the Asia-Pacific Regional
Operation Center and the pursuit to be the telecommunication and media center, the
discussion of Taiwan's accession into the ITU is absolutely necessary and urgent.
The purposes of this chapter are to provide a general description of the most
important telecommunication organization, the ITU; and from the ITU's missions and
developments to discuss the possibility of Taiwan's accession into the ITU. At first,
from the developmental history, organizational structure, operational procedures, and
missions of the ITU, this chapter wants to describe which role the ITU play in the
international telecommunication cooperation and to clarify why Taiwan should seek for
accession into this organization. Secondly. from the ITU's Constitution and Convention,
as well as Taiwan's status in the international community, the chapter will debate the
possibility and methods of Taiwan's accession to ITU.
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II

n. Role of ITU in the international community
1. History ofiTU
In the early and mid 19th century, due to national security and limited networks
available, telegraph lines did not cross national borders and each country used different
systems and telegraph regulations. Thus messages across two or more countries had to
be transcribed and translated at frontiers before retransmitted into another country's
system. Because of this inconvenience as well as much work and time required, many
countries decided to conclude multinational agreements to interconnect their national
networks. The very early international telecommunication agreements can be traced
back to those respecting the telegraph agreements that were entered into on the matter
of protocols that services could be established among German states in the 1840s. 165
Later on, the increasing number of telegraph networks and the growth of
telecommunication tools used, many countries in European determined to draft a
framework agreement to standardize equipment, uniform operating instructions and
rule multination tariff and accounting regulations. On May 1865, 20 participating
countries signed the first International Telegraph Convention and the International
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Francis Lyall (1997) "Communication Regulation: The Role of The International Telecommunication

Union", Information Paper, the Journal oflnformation, Law and Technology, p.2; also available in
http://elj.warwick.ac.uk/jilt/commsreg/97_31 yal/
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Telegraph Union was established. This marked the birth ofiTU. 166
Following the creation of telephone in 1876, it was added to the competence of the
International Telegraph Union. 167 On the other hand, the Telegraph Union began to
draw up the international legislation governing telephony so as to correspond to the
expansion use of telephony. In 1896, following by the invention of the first type of
wireless telegraphy, radiocommunication, a preliminary radio conference was
convened in 1903 and the first International Radiotelegraph Convention was signed in
1906. 168 During the years of 1920s, with the new creation of telegraphy, the
International Telephone Consultative Committee (CCIF), the International Telegraph
Consultative Committee (CCIT), and the International Radio Consultative Committee
(CCIR) were established sooner or later. The CCis were involved the preparation of the
regulatory conferences to conclude international agreements

gov~g

all types of

telecommunications. At the 1932 Madrid Conference, the "wire" and "wireless" unions,
known as the "International Telegraph Convention" and . the "International
Radiotelegraph Convention", combined to form the "International Telecommunication
Convention"; thereafter, the "International Telecommunication Union" (ITU) was set
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See "ITU's History'' in http://www.itu.int/aboutitu/history/history.html
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Regulations in Execution ofthe International Telegraph Convention of22 July 1875, Berlin, 9 Sep.

1711885; 165 CTS 212; BFSPVol. LXXVI 597.
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Radio-telegraphic Convention, Final Protocol and Regulations, signed in Berlin Nov. 3/1906; 203

CTS 101; 1906, UK, Pari. Papers HC 368; UK state Papers Vol. CXXVIX 1906; BFSP vol. XCIX, 321.
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up in 1934. 169 For the further development and organizational modernization, ITU
made an agreement with the United Nations and became one of UN's specialized
agencies in 1947. 170 The headquarters ofiTU was decided by the 1948 conference to
move from Bern to Geneva; at the same time, the "International Frequency Registration
Board" (IFRB) was set up to manage the frequency spectrum.
To assist and improve developing countries' telecommunications environments,
the "Telecommunications Development Bureau" (BDT) was established at the 1989
Nice conference. In addition, due to the rapid changing of telecommunications
circumstance, the globalization of telecommunications and the coming of the space age,
all required ITU to alter and reform its obsolete structures and procedures. Therefore, a
new ITU was designed during the period from the 1989 Nice Conference to the 1994
Kyoto Conference and the new Constitution and Convention also has been drafted and
adopted. Within the new ITU, there are three new sectors including the
Radiocommunication Sector, the Telecommunication Standardization Sector, and the
Telecommunication Development Sector replacing the major former organs such as the
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Telecommunication Convention, General Radio Regulations, Additional Radio Regulations,

Additional Protocol, Telegraph Regulations and Telephone Regulations, Madrid, Dec. 9/1932; 151
LNTS 4; Manley 0. Hudson International Legislatior. (Washington D.C: Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, 1932-34), Vl, 109.
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International Convention on Telecommunications, Atlantic City, Oct. 211947; 1950 UKTS No. 76,

Cmd. 8124; 63 Stat. 1399, TIAS 1901.
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CCIIT, CCIR, and IFRB, etc. 171 Hence, a brand new ITIJ has been established and
operated until now.

2. Mission and Purpose of ITU
The ITIJ is the most important international telecommunication organization that
convenes the public and private sectors to cooperate and coordinate the
telecommunications development By international agreements and regulations, ITIJ
governs the terrestrial and space uses of the frequency spectrum and the use of the
geostationary satellite orbit. The ITU also regulates the interconnection of
telecommunication standardization on a worldwide basis. Additionally, ITIJ deals with
the telecommunication developmental strategies and technical assistances in
developing countries such as the transfer of new technologies, the telecommunication
financing and investment, the installation and maintenance of telecommunication tools,
and the management of manpower and researches.
The early main purpose of the former ITU was to resolve the problem concerning
messages across different telegraph systems among countries. Following the new
technologies of telecommunications created such as telephone, radio, and satellite, etc.,
international cooperation for technical promotion and development gradually play a
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Final Act of the Additional Plenipotentiary Conference, Geneva, 1992. The Constitution and

Convention ofthe International Telecommunication Union (Geneva, ITU, 1993). Also see Final Acts of
the Plenipotentiary Conference, Nice, 1989 (Geneva, ITU, 1990).
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more and more important role within ITU. Recently, with many developing countries'
accession, ITU pays more attentions to provide technical and financial assistances to
those countries in the field of telecommunications development.
Under the 1994 new Constitution, the missions of ITU include the following
fields:
•

International Telecommunication Cooperation: to maintain and extend
international cooperation between all members, and to cooperate with other world
and regional intergovernmental organizations and those non-governmental
organizations by the adoption of a broader approach in the global information
economy and society. 172

•

Telecommunication Technical Promotion: to promote and improve the
developmental

and

efficient

operations

of

technical

facilities

and

telecommunication services, their usefulness and generally available to the public,
and to promote the extension of the benefits of the new telecommunication
technologies. 173
•

Telecommunication Technical Assistance: to promote and to offer technical
assistance to developing countries in the field of telecommunications, and to

172
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The Constitution of the ITU (CS) Art. 1.1. (a), (g).

cs Art. 1.1. (c), (d).
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promote the mobilization of the material and financial resources needed. 174

1
•

Peaceful Use of Telecommunication: to promote the use of telecommunication

services with the objective of facilitating peaceful relations, to harmonize the
actions of Members. 175

3. Legislative and Policy Function of ITU
The instruments of 11U comprise the Constitution, the Convention and the
Administrative Regulations. The Constitution is the basic instrument of ITU and
includes constitutional provisions. The Convention contains many governmental
provisions that are easier to be amended than those in the Constitution. The provisions
of the Constitution,

Co~vention,

and Administrative Regulations are binding on all

Members. 176 The legislative and policy functions of 11U are performed by the
Plenipotentiary Conference, the Council, and the World Conferences. For specific
telecommunications issues, there are three Sectors of ITU to execute those functions
concerning their different areas. They are the Radiocommunication Sector (11U-R), the
Telecommunication Standardization Sector (11U-T), and the Telecommunication
Development Sector (11U-D). Within the three Sectors, there are Recommendations

··''\

that are non-binding standards agreed by consensus in technical study groups. Because
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cs Art. 1.1. (b).

175

CS Art. 1.1. (e), (f).

176

CS Art.4, 54.
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Recommendations guarantee · the interconnectivity of networks

and enable

telecommunication services to be provided on a worldwide scale, they are generally
complied by members. 177 Also, close cooperation and relationships among three
Sectors regarding to matters of common interests are also required. 178

4. Finance and Voting Proceedore of ITU
The expenses of ITIJ are primarily met by the contributions of its Members and
authorized entities and organizations. 179 Unlike the usual UN method whereby
contributions based on the gross national product, the financing of ITIJ relies on each
member choosing a class of contributions from a scale of units. 180 Members of ITIJ
may choose from a scale of contributory units ranging from a minimum of 1/16th up to
40 units. 181 Though the choice of the class of contributory unit is voluntary, this choice
does not have any impact on the rights and obligations of ITIJ's members.
Under the 1994 Constitution and Conventions, each member of ITIJ equally and
duly has the right to participate and vote at conferences, meetings and consultations. 182
The ITIJ adopts UN's general principle of ''one member, one vote" that means voting
power is separating from the contribution. Due to financial implication is unlinked to
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The Convention of the ITU (CV) Art. 11, 14, and 17.

178

CSArt. 12.2, 17.2, and 21.2.

179

cs Art. 28.2.

IBD

CS Art. 28; CV Art. 33, 34, 38.

181

cs Art. 26; cv Art. 33.
cs Art. 3.2; cv Art. 32.13.

182
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voting power, many small Member states only pay a few amount of contributions but
have the same influence and equal right as some major contributors. The amount of the
maximum unit class of contribution is 640 times than that of minimum class; however,
they own the same voice and rights at all conferences and meetings. This policy
gradually deviates lllld alters the main purpose and structure ofiTU and turns to benefit
many small developing countries. 183 Many scholars criticize this policy is the major
drawback to promote the efficiency of ITU's functions. 184

5. Relationship with Other International Organizations and
Non-Member States
The ITU and UN have signed an agreement that defined ITU as one of specialized
agencies of UN in 1947. Because the main goal of ITU is to promote global
telecommunication cooperation, the relationships between ITU and other international
organizations also stress such cooperation regarding multinational interests.
Additionally, if a sector of ITU is invited to participate in a meeting of any international
organization, the Director is authorized to make arrangements for its representation in
an advisory capacity. 185 However, it doesn't mention the choice oflaw or the method of
dispute resolutions while there is a law conflict existing in the international agreements

183

See supra note Francis Lyall.
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between ITIJ and other multinational organizations.

,j

As to the relationships with non-member states, ITIJ gives each member the
reserved right to fix conditions for telecommunications exchange. However, if a
telecommunication originating in the territory of a member state, it has to transmit
following the telecommunication channels under the obligatory provisions ofiTIJ. 186
In international practice, because ITIJ composes of most countries in the world, its
regulations are applied in most international telecommunication exchanges. Due to the
universal principle, ITIJ should accept members as much as it can to cover every
territory that telecommunications can be reached. However, the new Constitution still
restricts its member only to states,

187

and doesn't open its membership to

"self-governing telecommunications territories." The new Constitution also doesn't
regulate the relationships between ITIJ and non-member states. Those law leaks of the
new Constitution will decrease ITU's practicable and equitable functions.

III. Organizational Structure and Membership of ITU
1. General Description
The former ITU contained seven organs including the Plenipotentiary Conference,

186

CS Art. 51.

187

CS Art. 2.
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the Administrative Conferences, the Administrative Council, the General Secretariat,
the International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB), the International Radio
Consultative Committee (CCIR), and the International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee (CCITT). 188 To upgrade ITU's mission and meet modem
requirements, the voices concerning the reconstitution of ITIJ's structural and
organizational competences had grown during the years of 1980s. For this pwpose, a
plenipotentiary Conference was held in Nice in 1989 to revise the earlier ITU
Convention and one in Nairobi in 1982. A High Level Committee was established to
review the structures and functions of the former ITU during this period. In April 1991,
the High Level Committee reported to the Administrative Council ofiTU regarding the
structural reforrn. 189 The Council decided to ahead of the schedule and arranged an
additional Plenipotentiary Conference in Geneva in December 1992. At the 1994
Conference held in Kyoto, ITU published the revised version of the 1992 Geneva
documents and the new arrangements took legal effect in the mid-1994. 190 Under
Article 7 of the new Constitution, the new ITU comprises seven organs including the
Plenipotentiary Conference as supreme organ of ITU, the Council, and the World

188

See Nairobi Convention Art. 5, 1982; International Telecommunication Convention, with Final

Protocol, additional Protocols I to Vll and Optional Additional Protocol, Nairobi, 11/6/1982.
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''Tomorrow's ITU: The Challenges of Change": the Report ofthe High Level Committee to review

the structure and functioning of the International Telecommunication Union; Geneva, ITU, 1991

°Final Acts of the Plenipotentiary Conference, Kyoto, 1994, Geneva, ITU, 1994.
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Conferences on International Telecommunication, the General Secretariat, the
Radiocommunication Sector, the Telecommunications Standardization Sector, and the
Telecommunications Development Sector. The General Secretariat and each sector that
operates through a Bureau all are located at ITIJ's headquarter, Geneva. 191
The Plenipotentiary Conference is the supreme authority of ITIJ and owns the
highest power to adopt the strategic plans and fundamental policies, as well as decide
on the organizations and activities of ITIJ. It is composed of delegations representing
members and convened every four years. 192 The World Conferences on International
Telecommunications are convened periodically and according to needs. They are
designed to establish the general principles for the provisions and operations of
international telecommunication services offered to the public and the underlying
transportation means used to provide such services. In addition, they set up rules
applicable

to

administrations

and

operators

relating

to

international

telecommunications as well as review and revise the international telecommunications
regulations.t93
Composed of forty-six members elected by the Plenipotentiary Conference, the
Council acts on behalf of the Plenipotentiary Conference and meets annually. The
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See the new Kyoto Constitution of ITU, Art. 7 & Art. 30, 1994.
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CS Art. 8 & CV Art. 1.

193

cs Art. 2, 5 & cv Art. 3.
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Council takes steps to facilitate the implementations by the members of ITIJ's
regulations and considers broad telecommunication issues in order to ensure ITIJ's
policies and strategies fully respond to the constantly changing telecommunication
environment. The Council is also responsible for ensuring the efficient coordination
work and exercising financial control ofiTIJ as well as contributing to the development
of telecommunication in the developing countries. 194 The General Secretariat is
directed by a Secretary-General with the assistance of the Coordination Committee to
prepare strategic policies and plans for ITIJ. The Secretary-General acts as the legal
representative of ITIJ and takes all actions to ensure economic use of ITIJ's
resources. 195 It is responsible to the Council for all administrative and financial aspects
ofiTIJ's activities. 196

2. Sectors of the ITU
In the 1994 Kyoto Conference of ITIJ, the major former organs including the
CCID, CCIR., IFRB were replaced by three new sectors, the Radiocommunication
Sector (ITIJ-R), the Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITIJ-T), and the
Telecommunication Development Sector (ITIJ-D). Each Sector has its own World
Conference, Bureau, study groups and is headed by a Director.

194

cs Art. 10 & cv Art. 4.

195

CS Art. 11 & CV Art. 5.
l961bid.
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a. Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R)
The mission ofiTIJ-R is to ensure rational, equitable, efficient and economical use
of the radio frequency spectrum by all radiocommunication services, including those
using the geostationary-satellite orbit, and to carry out studies on radiocommunication
matters. The most important legal instrument is the Radio Regulations that constitute an
international treaty on radiocommunication covering the use of the radio frequency
spectrum by radiocommunication services. 197
The World Radiocommunication Conferences (WRCs) are convened every two or
three years to revise Radio Regulations, associated Frequency Assignments and
Allotment Plans; and address radiocommunication matters of worldwide character. In
addition, the WRCs instruct and review the activities of the Radio Regulations Board
and the Radiocommunication Bureau; and determine questions for study by the
Radiocommunication Assembly and Study Groups. 198 Radiocommunication Assembly
(RAs) is also convened every two years to consider the reports of study groups, approve
the programme of work, and give advices and reports on matters for future conferences,
etc. 199 The Regional Radiocommunication Conferences (RRCs) are convened for
specific radiocommunication questions of a regional nature?
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cs Art. 12.
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CS Art. 13, CV Art. 7; also available on http://www.itu.int/ITU-Ribrochure/3.wrc/index.html.
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CS Art. 13, CV Art. 8.
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cv Art. 9.
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The Radio Regulations Board (RRB) that replaces the former IFRB, is composed
of nine member elected by the Plenipotentiary Conference.201 Members of the RRB
independently perform their duties on a part-time basis and act as custodians of an
international public trust, not as representing a state or a region?02 The duties of RRB
consist of the approval of Rules of Procedure and the performance of assignment and
utilization of frequencies in accordance with the Radio Regulations? 03
Unlike other secto~, Radiocommunication Study Groups (SGs) are set up by the
RAs to study questions and prepare draft recommendations concerning the use of the
radio-frequency spectrum, characteristics and performance of radio systems, operation
of radio stations, and radiocommunication aspects of distress and safety matters. 204 The
Radiocommunication Bureau (BR) is headed by a Director to organize and coordinate
the works of ITIJ-R. The works of BR include providing administrative and technical
supports to organs of ITIJ-R, applying the Radio Regulations and other regional
agreements,

recording

and

registering

frequency

assignments

and

orbital

characteristics of space services, editing and dispatch of publications, circulars, and
other technical information, etc.205

201
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cv Art. 10.1.
cs Art. 14.1. &

14.3.
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CS Art. 14.2. (a) (b) (c).
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cs Art. 15 & cv Art. 11.
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b. Telecommunications Standardization Sector (ITU-T)
In March 1993, the new ITU-T was created within the restructure of ITU to
replace the former International Telephone and Telegraph Consultative Committee
(CCITT) whose origins are over 100 years. 206 The purposes of ITU-T are to study
technical, operating, and tariff questions and to issue recommendations on them with a
view to standardizing telecommunications on a worldwide basis. 207 The policy and
legislative functions of ITU-T was carried out within the mandate of World
Telecommunication Standardization Conferences (WTSC) supported by study groups.
The WTSC is convened every four years to consider and approve reports and work
programmes designed by Study Groups or the Director.208
The Telecommunication Standardization Study Groups (SGs) are groups of
experts to study questions and develop recommendations concerning the
standardization of telecommunication services,

operation, performance and

maintenance of equipment, systems, networks and services, tariffs regulations,
accounting methods. 209 The Telecommunication Standardization Bureau (TSB) was
headed by the Director to organize and coordinate the Standardization work including
the coordination of the work ofiTU-T sector, diffusion o~ information and publications,
206

See http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/index.html
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cs Art. 17. 1.
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CS Art. 18 & CV Art. 13.
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CS Art. 19 & CV Art. 14.
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etc. The TSB provides secretariat services for ITU-T conferences and study groups'
meetings.

It

also

organizes

and

coordinates

the

approval

process

of

.
210
recommendations.
c. Telecommunication Development Sector (ITU-D)
The functions of ITU-D is to discharge ITU's dual responsibility as an UN
specialized and executing agency for implementing projects under UN developmental
system and funding arrangements to facilitate and enhance telecommunications
development by offering, organizing and coordinating technical cooperation and
assistance activities in developing countries.211 With the creation ofiTU-D, the purpose
of ITU broadened its technical duties to technical assistance and became to benefit the
interest of developing and less-developed world. Some scholars criticize this change is
inappropriate and will decrease the ITU's efficiency.212 However, the establishment of
ITU-D is essential for the promotion of international telecommunication cooperation
and will benefit the whole world's inhabitants. Because the right to communicate is one
of the fundamental human rights, and the world is combined together closer than before
and should not be divided into 'rich - telecommunications own' and 'poor telecommunications lack', the technical assistance of basic telecommunication services
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°CS Art. 20 & CV Art. 15.
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cs Art. 21.
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See supra note Francis Lyall, pp11-12.
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in developing countries is necessary and should play a more and more important role in
the future development of the new ITU.
The Telecommunication Development Conferences (TDC) comprises global and
regional levels and is a forum to discuss and consider topics, projects and programmes
relevant to telecommunications development and for the provision of direction and
guidance to the Telecommunication Development Bureau.213 The Telecommunication
Development Study Groups (SGs) discuss and deal with specific questions of general
interests to developing countries including technical, regulatory, financial and
commercial aspects. 214 Found in 1989, the Telecommunication Development Bureau
(BDT) now becomes the administrative structure ofiTU-D and plays a driving force for
this sector. Its duties and responsibilities range from technical advices, members data
exchanging, and programmes reporting to the processing of information relating to
telecommunications development 215

3. Membership of ITU
Under the new Constitution and Convention, the membership of ITU is divided
into two categories. One is the "Member State" which is open only to states; the other is
"Sector Member" which is open to entities authorized by the Member State as well as
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other related institutions and organizations.
a. Member States
To emphasize the purposes of international telecommunication cooperation and
technical promotion, ITU adopts, similar to UN, the principle of universality and the
desirability of universal participation that encourages every state of the whole world to
be its member. 216 For the mission of globalization and being a specialized agency of
UN, ITU should be composed of every country, no matter their economic
developmental levels, social structures, or legal systems. Obviously, the universal
principle is the major policy for ITU,s membership and universal participation is future
developmental trend of the modem ITU.
Under Article 2 of the new Constitution, there are three manners that constitute the
ITU,s members. At first, the ITU should comprise the original signatories that are the
parties of the former International Telecommunication Convention before the new
Constitution and Convention entry into force? 17 Secondly, the ITU, being a specialized
agency of UN, encourages the member of UN to accede this new Constitution and
Convention under Article 53.218 Thirdly, the ITU encourages a state that is neither an
original signatory nor an UN member, to apply the membership. Adopting Article 2. (c)
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to become a new member of the ITU, there are two procedures required, one is getting
secured approval of such application by two-thirds of the Members of the ITU, the
other is accession under Article 53 of the new Constitution and Convention? 19
Reviewing the three accession methods, it can be found that those methods are still
restricted and limited, and should be considered a conflict against the universal
principle. Under Article 2 of the new Constitution, the ITU is composed of three
categories, the original signatories, the UN members, and the new members. However,
all categories are open only to state, and do not open to "non-state" members such as
regional telecommunication organizations, and self-governing telecommunication
entities, etc. Moreover, applied under Article 2 (c) as a new Member State, there should
have secured approval by two-thirds of members of ITU, the absolute majority, to
approve the accession case. It is diffic'!lt for a new-independent or small state to acquire
enough supports to approve its accession especially for those states with economic or
politic dilemmas. The ITU currently comprises over 180 member states; in the other
words, a new member has to acquire approvals from over 120 countries to support its
application. Although this kind voting of the absolute majority is regulated for the new

1
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member's application in many international organizations, it doesn't mean the ITU
should follow this way. Considering ITU's missions and the changes of international
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environment, ITU should open its door to every entity and organization that hope to
participate in the global telecommunication cooperation and affairs.

b. Sector Members
For resolving the problem concerning "non-state" entities and other international
or regional telecommunication organizations can't participate in the ITU, Article 19.1
of the Convention regulates that the Secretary-General and the Directors of the Bureau
in three sectors shall encourage participations of entities and organizations other than
administrations in the ITU's activities. Also, Article 23.3 of the Convention requires
that the Secretary-General shall invite UN, the specialized agencies of UN, and some
specific telecommunication entities and organizations to send "observers." Those
members are so-called "Sector Members."220 They includes the following categories:
(1) recognized operating agencies, scientific or industrial organizations and financial or
development institutions which are approved by the Member States concemed221 ;
(2) other entities dealing with telecommunications matters, which are approved by the
Member State concemed222 ;
(3) regional and other international telecommunications, standardization, financial or
development organizations223 ;
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(4) regional telecommunications organizations mentioned in Article 43 of the
224

Constitution of the ITU

;

(5) intergovernmental organizations operating satellite systems225 ;
(6) entities and organizations referred to in No. 229 of this Convention, and
organization of an

international

character representing

such

entities

and

organizations226 ;
(7) the United Nations227;
(8) the specialized agencies of the UN228 ;
(9) the International Atomic Energy Agenc?9
Like Member States, Sector members have to pay the "contributory" annually, can
participate in activities and also own the same rights and obligations as Member States
within the three sectors of ITU. Some international or regional telecommunication
organizations such as INTELSAr30, INMARSA'f31 , and EUTELSA'f
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INTELSAT: International Telecommunications Satellite Organization owns and operates a global

communications satellite system providing capacity for voice, video, corporate/private networks and
Internet in more than 200 countries and territories. See http://www.intelsat.int/.
231

INMARSAT: International Mobile Satellite Organization, established in 1979 to serve the maritime

industry by developing satellite communications for ship management and distress and safety
applications, INMARSAT currently operates a global satellite system which is used by independent
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play important roles in global telecommunication cooperation. By this way, they can
take part in ITU to make more contributions to ITU financially and technically and to
promote

the

global

telecommunication

development.

Additionally,

any

telecommunication agencies, organizations, institutions, or entities such as telecom
companies or research institutes that are approved by the Member State can participate
in ITU. It will broaden the ITU's participation basis and contain capacious opinions to
attain the goal of universal participation. The UN, the specialized agencies of UN like
UNESC0233 , the International Atomic Energy Agency also can send observers to the
conferences and join the activities ofiTU.
However, applied as a Sector Member under Article 19.1 (a) or (b), the entities,
companies, organizations, or institutions have to be approved by their home state that is
already a Member ofiTU. In other words, those companies or institutions that are under
the jurisdiction of a non-member entities cannot apply as a Sector Member of ITU,
unless their home state also applies as a Member State of ITU. As mentioned above,
this provision will exclude those entities that can make financial contributions and
technical assistances to ITU and also is considered violating the universal principle

service providers to offer an unparalleled range of voice and multimedia communications for customers
on the move or in remote locations. See http://www.inmarsat.org/index3.html.
232

EUTELSAT: See http://www.eutelsat.or,yhome.html
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UNESCO: the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, found in 1945 in

London; to promote and coordinate the international educational, scientific, and cultural cooperation.
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under Article 2 of the Constitution.

IV. Taiwan's Status in the International Community
1. Historical Background
In 1911, the Chinese people overthrew the Ching Dynasty of imperial China and
established "the Republic ofChina."(ROC)234 At the beginning, the KMT (K.uomintang)235
was the largest and the most important political party in Mainland China, and controlled
the political and economic advantages.

236

However, having endured the Chinese

Unionization War, and·Anti-Japanese War, many people were tried of the long wartime and
dissatisfied with their living conditions; therefore, under this unfavorable situation, the
KMT gradually lost the public's support. At the end of Anti-Japanese War, the Chinese
Civil War between the KMT and the China Communist Party broke out and lasted four
years. 237 In 1949, the China Communist Party won this war and established "the People's
Republic of China" in Beijing, and the KMT withdrew to Taiwan.238 During the early years
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of the KMT withdrawal into Taiwan, most countries still had formal diplomatic relations
with it and the ROC {Taiwan) maintained its seat in the United Nations and related
international organizations.239
However, serious problems concerning China's representation existed because the
Nationalist government withdrawal into Taiwan and barred its jurisdiction over Mainland
China. In contrast, the Peoples' Republic of China controls the superior portion of territory
and population in Mainland China. Under international law, although the PRC did not own
China's seat in the UN and did not have formal diplomatic relations with many countries
from 1949 to 1971, the PRC should be considered as the de facto China. The claim of the
Nationalist government in Taiwan regarding its legal representation over the whole of
China appears insufficient and fragile. Based on the same reasoning, the PRC never
exercised jurisdiction over Taiwan from its establishment in 1949; therefore, the PRC's
claim relating to its representation over Taiwan is also unjustified and weak.

2. UN General Assembly Resolution No.2758 (XXVI) and Its Effects
In October 1971, the Assembly of the United Nations adopted Resolution No. 2758

·~

:~~.

'll

(XXVI) concerning the issue of Chinese representation. The UN Assembly Resolution No.

2758 decided to "restore all its rights to the Peoples' Republic of China and to recognize
the representatives of its Government as the only legitimate representative of China in the

39
2

Ibid.
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United Nations, and to expel forthwith the representatives of Chiang Kai-Shek from the
place which they unlawfully occupied at the United Nations and in all the Organizations
related to it." 240 According to this Resolution, it ordered that Taiwan, known as "the
Republic of China", must give its seat to "the People's Republic of China" and the UN
recognized that Taiwan, as a province of China, is devoid of any qualification whatsoever
to join the UN and its related organizations.241 Following this diplomatic setback, most
countries severed their formal diplomatic relations with ROC (Taiwan).
Under the principle of international law, the recognition of a government as ''proper"
happens when a government has effective control over most of the territory and the control

!
is likely to continue. Since the PRC has controlled most territory of China from 1949, the

'~

recognition of the PRC government as the legitimate government of China is more in line

I.

with the norms of international law. 242 On the other hand, compared with the PRC's
geographic superiority and covering the large portion of China, Taiwan's Nationalist
government claim over the whole China appears very feeble and powerless. Since the UN
and most countries recognize Taiwan as one part of China, and this "China" means ''the
People's Republic of China," not Taiwan's "the Republic of China," Taiwan encounters
many difficulties in practicing international laws and subsequent participation in
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international organizations.
But the recognition that Taiwan is one part of PRC, and that PRC should represent
Taiwan in the international community is unjustified for the people in Taiwan. Although
the problem of the China's seat in the UN had been "partly" resolved by the UN Resolution
No. 2758, the PRC's claim to represent Taiwan is still unreasonable under international law.
The PRC regime has never exercised the jurisdiction over Taiwan from its establishment in
1949. In addition, the government on Taiwan has maintained its sovereignty and
international

personality

since

its

inception.

With

respect

to

international

telecommunication regime, Taiwan has its own telecommunication policies, laws, and
systems. Any message, cable, or tele-signal that seeks transportation and transcription
within or across Taiwan's territory and jurisdiction must deal with Taiwan and get
permission from Taiwanese government directly. Also, in the international practice, the
Taiwanese government controls treaty-making capacity and has signed telecommunication
agreements with many other countries.

3. Models of Taiwan's Participation in International Organizations
a. As "Taipei China" in Asian Developmental Bank- ADD Model
After UN Resolution No.2758 (XXVI), Taiwan has faced constant diplomatic
frustrations and learned much from these reversals. However, since its 1980
I

democratization and liberalization, Taiwan is eager to play an active role in the
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international community. Evolving from former struggle for sole legal representation of
the whole China, Taipei has gradually changed its foreign policy and adopted a more
flexible and pragmatic approach corresponding to international calls for change. For
instance, Taiwanese government agreed to participate in the 1984 Los Angeles
Oly_mpics under the title of "Chinese Taipei" not "the Republic of China" as in previous
games. Another obvious example is the event of the change of official name from ROC
to "Taipei, China" in the Asian Development Bank (ADB).
Founded

in

December

1966,

the

Asian

Development

Bank

is

an

inter-governmental financial organization in the Asia. The purposes of ADB are
providing funds, technical assistance and managerial expertise to developing countries
and promoting regional economic development and cooperation in Asia Pacific region.
Taiwan, known as "ROC," is a founding member of the bank and has fully carried out
its membership responsibilities since the establishment of ADB. However, on
November 1985, Beijing and ADB reached a Memorandum of Understanding that
recognized the "the People's Republic of China" as the sole legal representative of
China and it became a member of ADB.243 Taiwan remained in the ADB with an altered
designation of "Taiwan, China." Taiwan did protest at the change of its official name as
founding member of ADB to "Taiwan, China." After several negotiations, Taiwan, with
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"China's Economic Prospects:" European Representative Office, Asian Development Bank

Publication, Oct. 13, 2000.
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protest, attended the annual ADB meeting in Manila under the name of"Taipei, China"
in April 1988 instead of the withdrawal of its membership from this organization?44
Taiwan has continued to voice objections to the ADB's unilateral decision in 1986 to
change the designation of ''the Republic of China" within the organization to "Taipei,
China."245 This was the first time that the ROC and PRC both attended a meeting of an
inter-governmental organization. The ADB is also one of the few international
organizations that admit both Taipei and Beijing. 246
After its withdrawal from Mainland China, the KMT government fought with
Beijing for the sole legal representative of China in many international organizations
for a long time. However, after losing its seat at UN, Taiwan no longer had strong
justification to persuade other countries believe that this small island represented the
whole of China. Aftetward, under Beijing's "One China Policy" along with huge
pressures, Taipei faced not only losing its membership as the sole legal representative
of China in most international organizations, but also the possibility of diplomatic
relationships being severed by many countries. Thus, forced to adopt with pragmatism,
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Afterward, Taiwan's fonner President Lee explained the decision in a June 3, 1989, speech to the

Second Plenum of the KMT's Thirteenth Central Committee: "The ultimate goal of the foreign policy of
the R.O.C. is to safeguard the integrity of the nation's sovereignty. We should have the courage to face the
reality that we are unable for the time being to exercise effective jurisdiction on the mainland. Only in
that way will we not inflate ourselves and entrap ourselves, and be able to come up with pragmatic plans
appropriate to the changing times and environment."
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flextbility and border manners, Taiwan tried to develop a foreign policy based primarily
on substantive relations and active participation on international activities. The event at
the 1988 ADB meeting showed Taipei's determination to participate in international
activities and its struggle to escape the trap of Beijing's "One China Policy." Instead of
withdrawal from ADB, Taiwan attended and voiced its interest to the organization to set
a different pattern of recognizing Taiwan's international identity. On the other hand,
Taiwan also has consistently protested the name change at ADB to indicate its
separation from PRC. In recent years, however, Taiwan has not actively participated in
ADB activities, in part because she has graduated and has other channels of dialogue
with other ADB members.
b. As "Chinese Taipei" in Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation- APEC Model
Another example of Taipei's participation in international organizations is the
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), a high-level forum established to
promote economic integration and to sustain economic growth in the Asia Pacific
region as well as trade and investment liberalization around the Pacific Rim. The APEC
has also played a complementary role to the International Monetary Fund and other
international financial institutions in fostering rapid Asian economic growth. The
APEC membership is not limited to sovereign states but includes economic entities and
regional organizations. Both Taipei and Beijing were admitted to APEC in 1991, with
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the conditions that Taiwan be referred to as an economic entity under the name
"Chinese Taipei." Meanwhile, beginning in 1993, under a proposal made by US former
President Clinton, an annual meeting gathering presidents from all members together is
held to provide a forum for leaders to meet on a regular basis both as a group and
bilaterally to discuss current issues and resolve disputes. However, because Beijing
fights to prevent Taipei from being recognized as an independent nation at any
international event, the PRC has successfully blocked the Taiwanese presidents from
going to the group's annual forums, attended by the top politicians from all other
members.247
Under Beijing's objections, Taiwan's status of accession into APEC is described
as an economy entity but not a sovereign state. Thus Taiwan's president, vice president,
and premier are forbidden to attend APEC's annual informal leaders' summits. At this
point, the established practice regarding the summits was for the host country to send an
invitation to the president in Taiwan, and then the president would appoint his special
envoy to attend the summit on behalf of him. 248 In general, because Beijing wants
Taiwan to stick to precedent and name an economics-related envoy, Taipei previously
has sent either its chief economic planner or central bank govemor?49 Arguing that
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Taiwan holds full membership status, Taiwan has tried to appoint higher level of
Taiwanese representation or political figures at APEC summits250 , but Beijing has again
and again interfered politically to stymie Taiwan's participation inAPEC summits.m It
is because Beijing regards Taiwan as a renegade province and must be reunified, by
force if necessary, and the appointment of Taipei's representative other than an
economic envoy will contradict Beijing's "One China Policy."
Taipei regards Beijing's policy as unreasonable and illogical, and asserts that it
should be given equal status as the PRC, i.e., a full membership in APEC with full and
meaningful participation in the organization, including the attendance of the leader at
annual summits. The leaders of every other APEC member, irrespective of the level of
its economic development or wealth, participate in the annual leaders' summit.
Nevertheless, due to Beijing's humbling objection, Taiwan, one of the most successful
economic entities and the largest trading blocs in the world, has been refused respect,
participation and just treatment in this organization. This is unjust discrimination
incompatible with Taiwan's economic prowess and contributions to the international
community. In fact, in 1991, it is clear that APEC members committed themselves to
25

°For example, in 2000, Beijing had voiced opposition to Taipei's plan to appoint Vice Premier Lai

In-Jaw as chief Chinese Taipei delegate at the informal leadership summit of APEC forum scheduled in
Brunei. Once again, Beijing had rejected Taiwan's plan to send former Vice President Li Yuan-Zu as
Presidential Representative at the 2001 APEC's leader summit held in Shanghai China.
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"conducting their activities and work programs on the basis of open dialogue with equal
respect for the views of all participants. "252 Additionally, because APEC is an informal
and economic organization, Taiwan's attendance and participation will not violate
PRC's so called "One China Policy." Thus even Taiwan's accession into APEC under
the name of "Chinese Taipei" is a better possible solution to all concerned parties,
however, Taiwan's participation has suffered unjust exclusion in APEC.

c. As "The Separate Customs Territories of Taiwan, Penghu, Kingman and
Matsu" in World Trade Organization- WTO Model
Although Taiwan's participation in international organizations and activities
encounters the PRC's staunch opposition, Taiwan still continuously acts a honorable
manner and performs its required duty in the international community. To increase its
influences in international trade affairs, Taiwan submitted its formal application to the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAIT) by the name of "the Separate
Customs Territory of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen, and Matsu" in 1990.253 To make its
membership more attractive to other GAIT members, Taiwan also agreed to a GAIT
ascendance as a "developed country" member, which involved wider market
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opening. 254 Since the date of its application, Taiwan has negotiated with various
members of the GATT regarding various trade issues and has tried to gain its full
membership. In 1992, a working group under GATT Council was finally appointed to
consider Taiwan's application for membership and Taiwan, referenced as "Chinese
Taipei," was granted observer status in the GATT in the same year. 255 In 1995, a new
international trade system, the World Trade Organization (WTO) was established to
replace the GATT and Taiwan's application for membership was also referred to the
WTO at the same time. However, the PRC had attempted to link its WTO membership
to Taiwan's application and insisted that it should be allowed to join the WTO before
Taiwan's accession?56 Although there is no precedent for such a linkage under the
WTO and many countries have repudiated the linkage, the PRC had successfully
convinced some of its close allies in the WTO to stall Taiwan's application on the PRC's
behalf. 257
In fact, unlike PRC and many other members in the WTO, Taiwan's trading

regime is already in compliance with most provisions of the WTO before its
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participation even commenced. For accession to the WTO, Taiwan had negotiated with
its major trading partners and undertaken a series of trade liberalization measures to
meet the WTO's requirements. 258 Based on Taiwan's trading success and liberalization,
Taiwan already has been recognized as a responsible trading partner by most countries
and as a qualified applicant by a wide consensus. In contrast, the PRC, as a developing
communist nation, had slowly concluded its entry talks with other WTO members
during application procedure. First, most major WTO members had viewed that the
applications of Taiwan and that of the PRC should proceed separately based upon their
own merits, which means any acceding country that has completed the established
requirements will be granted WTO membership. Second, WTO's membership does not
necessarily require recognition of the party joining as an independent state. For
example, Hong Kong became a contracting party to the GAIT under Article XXVI in
April 1986 even when Hong Kong was still under British control on territory leased
from China at that time. 259 Taiwan's accession to the WTO was not premised on
statehood; rather, its application was made under Article XXXIII as a separate custom
territory to avoid contradicting PRC's "One China Policy." Although Taiwan's
participation met the economic requirements and overcame legal issues regarding
WTO membership, it suffered political obstacles and became the victim of a diplomatic
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dilemma. Because of Beijing's huge pressure and opposition, Taiwan's accession was
unfairly linked with Beijing's and unreasonably delayed to wait for the troublesome
PRC's accession.
After its long-run application over ten years, Taiwan's entry to the WTO finally
concluded in 2002 and Taipei expected that its WTO membership would be
acknowledged as a separate entity status from Beijing. 260 However, because Beijing
continues to view Taiwan as breakaway province, Beijing has refused to exert the WTO
mechanism to resolve the cross-strait trade dispute and simply ignored Taipei's WTO
membership. 261 Beijing claimed that trade affairs between Beijing and Taipei is an
internal Chinese affair and wanted to settle trade spats informally with Taiwan, as it
does now with Hong Kong. Although some argued that both Taiwan and PRC should
have access to the WTO as a channel of communications to review mutual cross-strait
respective regulations to speed up talks and negotiations, 262 Taiwan's entry may further
snarl relations with Beijing, especially if Beijing insists on treating Taiwan as its
extension and not a separate entity. 263 However, even with somewhat uncertain
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circumstances in the future, it is foreseeable that both Taiwan's and the PRC's
accession to the WTO will reduce political tensions between the two sides. If this
situation occurs, both will receive economic benefits via trade and investment
liberalization under the WTO.

4. Analysis
Since its withdrawal from the UN, Taiwan has faced a series of diplomatic
dilemma and Taiwan's status in the international community remains uncertain,
especially Taiwan's designation usage in international organizations. However, Taiwan
never ceases to show its determination to participate in international activities. Through
constant effort, Taiwan's membership has extended into several international economic
organizations including the Pacific Basin Economic Council (PBEC), the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and Asian Productivity
Organization (APC) etc. Taiwan also plays an active role in some inter-governmental
organizations such as the Asian Development Bank (ADB), Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB), the Central American Bank for Economic Integration
(CABEI), European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), etc.
Under Beijing's "One China Policy" and the UN's Resolution, Taiwan still has
difficulty in participation international organizations with its official name "the
Republic of China" or with the label of "Taiwan." Although Taiwan still keeps its
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formal full name "the Republic of China" in certain international organizations such as
the CABEI, it has adopted an informal title as a necessity, in order to participate in
international activities under the PRC's pressures. The origin of this informal
designation actually lies in the settlement of a lawsuit between Taiwan and the
International Olympics Committee over the use of the name ROC in the Montreal
Winter Olympics. That settlement led to the use of terms like "Chinese Taipei" in the
Games and the word "Chinese" here is nonpolitical and ethnic in connotation. 264
Afterward, to avoid the conflicts against Beijing's "One China Policy", Taiwan has
used different "designations" to join international organizations. For example, Taiwan
acts as an autonomous customs territory to join the WTO by the name of "Separate
Custom Territory of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen, and Matsu." Under the structure of the
APEC, Taiwan participates as an economic entity and uses the name "Chinese Taipei."
And since the foundation ofthe Asian Development Ban (ADB) in 1966, Taiwan has
always maintained its membership even though its title changed from ROC to "Taipei
China."
For Beijing, Taiwan is merely a renegade province and must be reunified, so
Taipei's participation in any international event is limited to membership in purely
economic international organizations. In addition, Beijing has steadfastly opposed
264
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Taiwan's membership in any political organization that would promote its legitimacy as
a sovereign state, especially in some related UN organizations. For Taipei, which "title"
Taiwan should adopt is a more flexible issue; instead, the more important point is that
the voice of people in Taiwan should be heard in the international community. With this
understanding, an informal designation of ROC for Taiwan is flexibly used in
international economic and cultural events recently. Because the rules of international
law grant international organizations an identity over and beyond that of member states
whose membership is premised on statehood, accession into international organization
will acknowledge a member's separate identity from others. Under Beijing's
"One-China Policy," Taiwan is one part of China and lacks statehood to join any
international organizations even if Taiwan changes its designation. However, because
some international economic instruments such as the APEC and WTO Charter permit
the arrangement for an economic entity's accession, Taiwan has followed this approach
to change its designation to prove its international identity and also to link with the
global trading system. Taiwan, unjustly excluded from international community for a
long time, now should seek for a new method to escape Beijing's doomed incantation.
Frankly speaking, Taiwan is flexible in its ''title" approach because it is a means to an
end. Taiwan seeks international recognition by any name and in as many ways as
possible, because in addition to trade benefits, Taiwan feels that the recognition will
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help establish itself as a sovereign state

V. Legal Issues Concerning Taiwan's Accession into ITU
1. Methods of Taiwan's Accession to ITU and Subsequent Problems
The membership of ITU is open only to state under Article 2 of the new
Constitution. So does Taiwan fit the requirements of the definition of "state" under
international law? Taiwan controls the self-governing territory, 2.5 million people, and
a government that can exercise its jurisdiction efficiently, and also maintains foreign
relations with many countries. Under international law, Taiwan fulfills all requirements
to be a "state" and further possesses the international personality and treaty-making
capacity.
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Although expressing Taiwan's sovereign disposition in the international
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community will violate the so-called "One China Policy," there is little doubt that
Taiwan can execute its own state capacity without any other countries' consent.

a. Historical Difficulties -Article 2 (a) and (b) of the Constitution
Before the KMT's withdrawal to Taiwan, ROC had joined the International Radio
Telegraph Convention located in London, and also became one of the original
signatories of the former ITU. However, as one of the specialized agencies of UN, the
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Council of former ITU voted to expel the membership of ROC according to the UN
Resolution No. 2758 on May 29, 1972. Even so, being a member in the international
community, Taiwan still operates its telecommunication system under the ITU's
regulations.
However, now even as an original signatory, Taiwan cannot renew its membership
under Article 2 (a) of the Constitution ofiTU now. 266 According to the UN's Resolution
No. 2758 and PRC's control over the large land mass that makes up China, the PRC
holds China's seat in most official international organizations. Although the Nationalist
government maintains its jurisdiction on Taiwan Island, many countries recognize
PRC's succession from the former government of China. Since the PRC did succeed
taking control over most of China and it now "owns" the legal representation of China
under international law, Taiwan can't force renewal of its membership as ROC.
According to the Nationalist government, it continuously exercises its jurisdiction on
this island. To resolve the controversy, the simplest way of Taiwan's participation in
official international organizations is to overthrow the UN Resolution No. 2758 and to
definite Taiwan's status under international law. Taiwan

rec~ntly

shows its desire to

participate in the UN and related international organizations. However, lack of other
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prior to the entry into force of this Constitution and the Convention."
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countries' support and facing PRC's intensive opposition, this idea still seems less
achievable.
b. Applied as ANew Member State -Article 2 (c) of the Constitution
The other possibility for Taiwan to participate in the ITU is that Taiwan submits its
application directly under Article 2 (c) of the Constitution. 267 Although Taiwan is not a
member of the UN, Taiwan fulfills all requirements ofbeing a "state" and also has its
own telecommunication policies and system. Once Taiwan wins its struggle for the
approval of two-thirds of the members ofiTU, and Taiwan can accede to the ITU under
the Constitution and Convention.
However, unlike the WTO, APEC, and other international organizations that
Taiwan has joined, the ITO, as one of specialized agencies of UN, opens its
membership only to "states" recognized by the UN. The most obvious obstacle to
Taiwan's accession to the ITO is PRC's staunch opposition. Beijing continuously
claims that Taiwan is one of its provinces and does not possess the authority to
participate in any international governmental organization. PRC considers that
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Taiwan's accession into any international governmental organization as a violation of
the "One China Policy" and would constitute recognition of "Two Chinas" or "One
China, One Taiwan." Additionally, the PRC maintains formal diplomatic relations with
most countries in the world and those countries also "acknowledge" or "recognize" that
Taiwan is one part of China, and therefore, the Taiwan issue is China's internal affair.
Hence, Taiwan's application faces the lack of support from other countries and that
means Taiwan has less possibility to gain the approval of two-thirds of the ITU's
members.
c. Applied as A Sector Member- Article 19 and 23 of the Convention
Under Article 19.1. (a) and (b) of the Convention, any recognized operating
agencies, scientific or industrial organizations, and other entities dealing with
telecommunication matters that are approved by the Member State can participate in
the activities and become Sector Members ofiTU. But since Taiwan is not a Member
State of ITU, none of its telecommunication agencies, organizations, and institutions
such as Chunghwa Telecom Corporation or National Science Committee can apply to
be the Sector Member of ITU.
Although Taiwan's telecommunication companies and institutions cannot register

1,,
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with the ITU, they still can seek the approval or recognition under other Member States
of the ITU. Taiwan maintains formal diplomatic relations and keeps wide-range
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cooperation with many Central American and the Pacific Islands countries such as
Costa Rica, EL Salvador, Honduras, Panama, Tonga, Palau, etc. Taiwan also has
traditionally friendly non-official relations with many industrialized countries like
USA, Japan, and Singapore, etc. Therefore, Taiwan's telecommunication companies
and institutions may adopt multinational operational strategies and seek the approval
under the auspices of those countries. The Taiwan government also can cooperate with
other Member States to convene regional telecommunication or developmental
organizations and then use the name of such organizations to participate in the activities
of Sectors ofiTU under Article 19.1. (c).
Because Taiwan is not a member ofiTU, Taiwan cannot launch any wholly owned,
sole control of high-orbit spacecraft.268 Taiwan is not eligible to register with the ITU
for the utilization of satellite capacity; instead, Taiwan has leased transponders from the
International

Telecommunications

Satellite

Organization

and

subscribed

to

international submarine cable services?69 However, communications via satellite are
superior in quality to those via submarine cable; but the reality is that, satellites and
submarine cables are both major tools for international communications?70 Thus it is
very important for Taiwan to participate in the activities of ITU and apply to be a
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member of ITU. To further Taiwan's telecommunications development, Taiwan's
Chunghwa Telecom Corporation has cooperated with Singapore Telecom Corporation
and launched Taiwan's firsttelecommunications satellite, ST-1, registered with the ITU
under the name of Singapore.271 Actually, under Article 23.3. (c) "intergovernmental
organizations operating satellite systems", Taiwan's Chunghwa Telecom Corporation
may request to send observers and join in the related activities of the ITU.

2. Some Considerations with Regard to Taiwan's Accession into ITU
a. ITU and International Telecommunication Cooperation
One of the main missions of the ITU is international telecommunication
cooperation. That means every member of the international community should have the
[J
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equal right to participate in global telecommunication affairs. According to Article 2 of
the Constitution, the ITU "shall, having regard to the principle of universality and the
desirability of universal participation in the Union." Also, Article 1 (d) states that the
ITU shall "promote the extension of the benefits of the new telecommunication
technologies to all the world's inhabitants." Article 1 (g) states that the purpose of the
ITU is "to promote, at the international/eve/, the adoption of a broader approach to the
issues of telecommunications in the global information economy and society, by
cooperating with other world and regional intergovernmental organizations and those
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non-governmental organizations concerned with telecommunications." Taiwan is one
member of the international community and people in Taiwan are also the world's
inhabitants. Therefore, Taiwan's accession into the ITO fully comports with the
mission of the ITO and fits the requisites of the related Articles of the Constitution.
At the same time, ''the right to communicate" is already extensively considered as
one of basic fundamental human rights. Being the world's inhabitants, Taiwanese'
fundamental human right, the right to communicate, should not be neglected. Taiwan
continuously peacefully stands in the international community and diligently fulfills its
international responsibilities as a matter of ongoing policy. Taiwan has its own
telecommunication policies, systems, and self-controlled market. Any transaction or
investor concerned with telecommunications within Taiwan needs permission from the
government on Taiwan rather than PRC. Therefore, enforcing the PRC's view to refuse

'
Taiwan's accession into the ITO both violates the ITO's universal principle and serves

1,,.

as constant harassment to the Taiwanese people's basic right to communicate.

I
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b. Benefits to both ITU and Taiwan with Taiwan's Accession

.·
Taiwan controls powerful economic advantages and thus, has the ability to assist
other developing countries in telecommunication services. Taiwan is the fourteenth
largest trading country in the world; its GNP ranks as the world's nineteenth; its foreign
exchange reserves of over US$ 100 billion is the third largest in the world; and it is the
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world's sixth-largest outbound investor.272 Taiwan also has advanced technical skills,
and equally important, it has the willingness to share its developmental achievements
and to offer financial and technical assistances to developing countries.273 Taiwan is the
world's third largest OEM and brand name manufacturer of computer components,
peripherals, desktops, notebooks and servers?74 With Taiwan's accession, Taiwan can
provide substantial financial and technical contributions and benefits to the lTV. By
joining in the lTV's programs and projects designed for universal access and services,
Taiwan can furnish its advanced technologies as well as financial assistance to
developing countries that lack basic telecommunications services. Therefore, Taiwan's
admittance into the lTV will benefit lTV, itself, and many members.
Taiwan's pattern of success is indicative of its strenuous intend to become one of
the global economic pivots. It plans to adopt the blueprint named "Asia-Pacific
Regional Operation Center" {APROC) in the near future. One of the plans is designed
to boost Taiwan as the major telecommunication center in the Asia-Pacific area.
Taiwan's basic telecommunication infrastructure stands on stable foundations and has
shown a high capacity to absorb new technologies, a critical factor to remain
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competitive. By providing reasonable-priced and high-quality telecommunication
services, Taiwan hopes to create the most favorable, world-class telecommunications
industrial environment, in order to internationalize its telecommunication market. 275
Additionally, Taiwan has already opened the cellular telecommunications spectrum and
many value-added network services to the private sector and also took steps to
liberalize

its

telecommunication market and

revise

the

telecommunication

regulations. 276 With its accession into the ITU, Taiwan can play a more active role and
furnish concrete projects and ideas for international telecommunication development.
And only by joining the ITU, can Taiwan's plan to be the regional telecommunication
center be fully achieved.

VI. Conclusion
Composed of both public and private sectors, the ITU is the most important
international telecommunication organization dealing with global telecommunications
cooperation and development. The ITU regulates the terrestrial and space uses of the
frequency spectrum and the use of the satellite orbits as well as the interconnection of
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telecommunication standardization on a worldwide basis. The ITU also provides
developmental strategies and technical assistance to developing countries. Reviewing
ITU's history, its mission and functions have changed according to the international
environment and demands of the time, and become increasingly broad. Regardless
whether it is mediating the differences between telecommunication systems among
states or providing technical assistance to developing countries, the ITU adopts the
policy of comprise amongst its members with a focused global vision in order to
promote the international telecommunication cooperation.
According to the principle of universal participation, the ITU hopes to pass the
benefit of telecommunication technology for all the world's inhabitants. The right to
communicate is considered as one of fundamental human rights under international law.
Taiwan is one member of the international community and the Taiwanese people should
have the equal right to communicate along with everyone else in the world. The
recognition that Taiwan is one province of PRC and PRC should represent Taiwan in
the international community is simply unjustified for the people of Taiwan. UN
Resolution No. 2758 merely partly resolved the problem of the China's seat in UN and
did not successfully conclude the issue of the representation of people of Taiwan in the
UN. The PRC regime has never exercised jurisdiction over Taiwan since the day of its
establishment in 1949. Taiwan has its own telecommunication policies, systems, and
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self-controlled telecommunication market; and also controls the treaty-making capacity
and has signed telecommunication agreements with many other countries. Therefore,
allowing the PRC's view to dominate and subsequently, to refuse Taiwan's accession
into the ITU, violates the spirit ofiTU's universal communication principle as well as
its laws, and further, simply harasses the Taiwanese people's basic human right.
Additionally, Taiwan has developed powerful economic advantages, advanced
technical skills, and also has the willingness to offer its developmental experiences,
financial and technical assistances to developing countries. With Taiwan's accession,
Taiwan can provide substantial contributions and benefits to many members of the ITU.
Taiwan's basic telecommunication infrastructure stands on stable foundations and has
proved its high capacity to absorb new technologies. With its accession into the ITU,
Taiwan can play a more active role in global telecommunication cooperation. By
accession into the ITU, Taiwan's plan to be the regional telecommunication center will
be more easily achieved and Taiwan's legal status will be also promoted in the
international community. Therefore, Taiwan's accession into the ITU will not only
benefit the people in Taiwan, but also promote the interests of the international
community as a whole. Due to the UN Resolution No. 2758 and the PRC's obsession,
Taiwan's accession into the ITU is currently postponed to some future dated. However,
following the change in international environment and the demand for technology to be
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globally competitive in order to produce the best products as well as the potential for
global economic benefits, Taiwan's dream to participate in the ITU will come true
sooner or later. The only question is how long will the intimidation of the PRC continue
to contravene the interests of global competition and development.
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Chapter IV Regional Telecommunication

I
I

Integration And Globalization

I. Introduction
In the post Cold-War era, the world has transformed from bilateral competition to

multilateral development. In the past, industrialized countries have recognized the
importance of collectivism and the importance of economic reciprocity. While on the
other hand, developing countries also utilize multinational cooperation to speed up
their industrialization and protect their local economic systems. Under this policy, the
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international community is prone to seeking a solution for global peacekeeping and
economic cooperation. With this, the international community is establishing global
forums such as the UN for conflict resolution and strengthening dialogue and
cooperation between regions. There are already institutional organizations designed for
regional cooperation that have been successfully established within different regions
around the world. Those included are the EU in Europe, NAFTA, Mercosur in Western
Hemisphere, as well as APEC and ASEAN in the Asia-Pacific area.
Additionally, telecommunications plays an important role in modem human
society. With the use of modem telecommunication tools such as the telephone,
140

facsimile, internet, and satellite, etc., individuals, institutions, and governments can
easily and quickly communicate with one another across borders. Currently, a certain
amount of territory has lost its importance and characteristic by an ongoing process of
globalization with the world becoming borderless. Because current telecommunication
development progresses rapidly and faces lots of technical problems and legal issues as
well, a satisfactory multilateral telecommunication system either globally or regionally
is necessary and it should cover cooperation from different areas including:
transportation, technology, trade, and investments. For this, there are many
I

international organizations that play different roles in global telecommunication
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cooperation such as the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), International
Standardization Organization (ISO), and International Maritime Organization (IMO).
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Regionally speaking, there are many telecommunication instruments actively
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promoting telecommunication cooperation. For example, there is the Asia-Pacific
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Economic Cooperation Working Group on Telecommunications (APECTEL), ASEAN
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Telecommunication Regulators' Council (ATRC) in the Asia-Pacific region, European
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Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT), European
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Radio Communications Committee (ERC), European Radio Communication Office
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(ERO), European Committee for Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs (ECTRA),
European Telecommunications

Office

(ETO),
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European Telecommunications

Standards Institute (ETSI) in Europe, and Inter-American Telecommunication
Commission (CITEL) in the Americas to deal with telecommunication issues. However,
what are the differences between international and regional telecommunication
organizations? Do they represent regionalism or globalism? Does regionalism
contradict globalism? What are the impacts of regionalism and globalism to
telecommunication cooperation? Can regional telecommunication organizations
cooperate with international telecommunication organizations on global issues or even
benefit future international cooperation? This chapter uses the models of European
Union (EU), Organization of America States (OAS), North America Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), and Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) to analyze and answer those questions.

II. Regionalism and Globalism
1. Regionalism and Regionalization Defined
a. Introduction

What is a region? Typically, it is defined with some geographical reference, often
to a continent or part of a continent. But such geographic references may be very
imprecise, and laden with economic, cultural or political distinctions. 277 Based on
277
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geographic situation and political connection, there is almost at least one regional
economic pact of some sort in every region. For example, there are NAFTA and
Mercosur in Americas, APEC and ASEAN in the Asia-Pacific area, and EU in Europe,
etc. The term "regionalization" refers to the complex network of flows across state
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boundaries, involving the movement of goods and services, capital, technology,
information and people?78 However, the definition of "regionalism" still remains on an
ambiguous and highly elusive step that can obscure the modalities and implications of
functional and institutional interaction. In explaining the notion of regionalism,
Andrew Hurrell used five categories including: 1) regionalization, 2) regional
awareness and identity, 3) regional inter-state co-operation, 4) state-promoted regional
integration, and 5) regional cohesion to clarify?79 Hurrell also stressed on the role of
markets and private economic actors, including transnational firms and regional
business networks, in establishing higher levels of economic specialization and
interdependence within a given geographical region. Trade and investment flows,
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international mergers and takeovers, and regional production alliances are seen as key
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indicators of regionalization.
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In forming a regional integration and not only geographic situation, culture and

communication all play a crucial role. For example, common cultural heritage in
Europe and Latin America, common language in the Arab world, similar economic and
security problems in the ASEAN region, each played an important role. In some cases,
regional integration grows from extended bilateral relations, such as the trade
agreements between the US and Canada as in NAFTA, as well as Brazil and Argentina
in Mercosur. The change from bilateralism to regionalism is one of the important
indicators of a region, but increasing this policy can also result from overlapping
bilateral agreements, since such agreements imply policy convergences in various
fields? 80 In fact, due to geographic variations and resource distributions, each region is
hardly equally in their potential institutional formation and success. Although the EU
proves to be a successful example of regional integration, the specific model cannot
necessarily be exported as appropriate to other regions. In many circumstances it will
be essential to create regional institutions in the face of issues that give an opportunity
to produce collective advantages or threaten to produce major collective disadvantages.
Hence regional integration requires economic complementarity, political trust, and
cultural affinity. 281
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b. Formation of Regionalism
The development of regionalism contains the traditional arguments such as
territorial size and economies of scale, and significantly adds some expressing new
concerns and uncertainties in the current transformation of the global order and
economy. After World War ll, regional economic blocs developed with an inordinate
amount of speed and turned into two conspicuous forms of regional trade agreements,
the modes of EU and NAFTA. The EC mode stands for the customs union. This mode
entails reducing intra-regional tariffs to zero with some exceptions such as for
agricultural products and setting common tariffs for imports from outside the region.
The other pattern, NAFTA, typified only in lowering intra-regional tariffs to zero as
same as the customs union, but leaving the extraneous tariffs to each member country's
discretion. For deleting the negativity of trade distortion282, this pattern establishes
rules-of-origin and to examine where the intra-area trade goods originate. However, the
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rule of origin requires massive official documentation for product identification and
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divert foreign direct investment for its suitable locations .
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Seeking for a united economic integration, the EU mode moved to a single market
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including liberalization of services, capital as well as labor movement, and even shift to
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When a non-member exports to an free trade area member, the easiest way is to first export to the free
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a single currency, the Euro. By contrast, NAFTA comes with complicated
rules-of-origin and does not entail the lowering of tariffs to non-member third countries,
making it a more discriminatory arrangement. Comparing the EU and NAFTA modes,
the EU can seemingly achieve a more complete economic integration than the latter
one.
In practice, regional blocs, rooted on these two forms, has developed into five
categories depending on the degree of association. 283 First, a free trade area, where
regional tariffs have been abolished; second, a customs union, where offshore tariffs
have been standardized; third, a common market, where flows of capital and labor have
been liberalized; fourth, an economic union, where taxation, regulations and economic
policies have been unified; and finally a full economic union, where budgets and even
monetary policies have been unified.
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c. The New Direction- Open Regionalism

[·
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Because the decline of the US hegemony and the breakdown of the Soviet Union,
the world turned to multi-polar development in the 1980. At the same time, the new
regionalism, different from regional integration in the 1950s and 1960s, implies a return
to the territorial and "the political" and globalism. Obviously, regional cooperation and
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regionalization are finding new forms in a post-Cold War era. Different from the old
regionalism created through superpower intervention, the new regionalism is a more
spontaneous process from within the regions and the constituent states now recognize
the need for cooperation in order to tackle new global challenges. Regionalism is thus
one way of coping with global transformation, since most states lack the capacity and
the means to manage such a task on the "national" level. 284 The new direction of
regionalism is often described as "open," and thus compatible with an interdependent
world economy.
In the past, the old regionalism was specified with regard to its objectives such as
security or economic oriented. The new direction is a more comprehensive and
multidimensional process. This process includes not only trade and economic
development, but also environment, social policy and security cooperation. Also, it
tends to create a global structural transformation with many different types of
l

i}
institutions, organizations and movements at several levels of the global system.
Therefore, the new regionalism includes economic, political, social and cultural aspects,
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and go far beyond free trade. Rather, the political ambition of establishing regional
coherence and regional identity seems to be of primary importance. The new
regionalism is thus linked to globalization.
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See Supra note Buzan, Barry: "The Logic of Regional Security in the Post Cold War World."
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In relation to definitions, there are five possible of "open regionalism" including

open membership, unconditional MFN, conditional MFN, trade facilitation, and global
liberalization. 285 Under the new regionalism, any country that indicates a credible
willingness to accept the rules of the institution would be invited to join. With open
membership, the regional bloc could expand to an increasing number of countries and
deepening its integration with trade liberalization. In addition, under the norm of "New
Regionalism," trade liberalization would be extended unconditionally to all of the
members' trading partners. No new preferences or discrimination would be created.
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Advocators support "open regionalism" as the pure, indeed only faithful, definition
thereof. 286 This strategy relies on the economic self-interest of individual countries in
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liberalization and, to the extent that it concerns itself at all with the behavior of trading
partners, relies on peer pressure and demonstration effects to encourage them to follow
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Moreover, the new direction would offer to generalize its reductions of barriers to
all nonmembers of regional blocks that agreed to take similar steps. It is aimed that
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outsiders would accept the offer in order to avoid being discriminated against by those
blocks. It would greatly expand the scope of the liberalization initiative and
substantially enhance the global economic benefits. In the other words, members of
regional economic blocs would continue to reduce their barriers on a global basis while
pursuing their regional goals under the new regionalism. This could be done by
continuing the past practices of unilateral liberalization and multilateral negotiations in
the WTO. Both approaches avoid creating new discrimination so could be viewed as
faithful renditions of "open regionalism." Except traditional border measures, trade
facilitation may work through non-tariff and non-border reforms such as intuitively
customs harmonization and mutual recognition of product standards in this new
direction. 288 "Open regionalism" represents an effort to achieve compatibility between
the explosion of regional trading arrangements around the world and the global trading
system as embodied in the WTO. It seeks to assure that regional agreements will build
blocks for further global liberalization rather than stumbling blocks that deter such
progress_289
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d. Article XXIV of GATT and Regionalism
With preferential barriers aimed for members, regional trade agreements run
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counter to the basic spirit of GAIT. The reason being is that one of the important GAIT
concepts is upholding the idea of MFN (most favored nation) treatment that means a
country that lowers its tariff for one trading partner must also extend the same treatment
to all of its trading partners. That is the basic principle of the GAIT, i.e.,
non-discriminatory rule on trade. So long as international trade is the area of concern, it
is clear that trade regionalism that entails preferential and discriminatory regionalism
means MFN principles are not observed. But the Uruguay Round of the GAIT has not
slowed the interest in regionalism, which gathered pace in the late 1980s.

~~~~

Under the idea of regionalism, the basic character of regionalism is discrimination
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against non-member, third parties. While the regional agreement provides zero tariffs
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on trade among signatories and gives preferential treatment for member countries,
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tariffs for non-members are not lowered are thereby subject to discriminatory treatment
as a result. Such characterization was criticized as contradicting the principle of
I .
!·

non-discrimination adopted by the GAIT. However, the new direction of regionalism
currently emerging globally does not run counter to the basic concepts of the WTO but
would rather accelerate the liberalization pursued by the WTO and even upholds the
harmonization of various domestic systems.
Under Article 24 of the GATT, fonning trading blocs is not a violation of the
GAIT regulations. Article 24 requires only that qualified regional arrangements not
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increase their barriers to nonmembers. Hence, a pledge to reduce those barriers would
clearly go beyond the minimum. Regional agreements must meet three criteria under
Article 24. First, they must cover "substantially all" trade of member countries. Second,
they must avoid raising new barriers to nonmembers. Third, they must achieve free
trade among members by a date certain which normally not to exceed ten years from
the start date. The GATT has been largely ineffectual in certifying and monitoring
implementation of these criteria but it is widely agreed that the most important regional
pacts such as the EU and NAFTA have wholly or largely met them. Hence those major
regional economic blocs have been largely justified in claiming their "full compatibility
with the multilateral system."290 In addition, most regional arrangements have in fact
participated in the series of postwar GATT negotiations so have de facto adopted this
approach. With this new direction, regional integration could even accelerate the
deepening of globalism and mutual dependence.

e. Impacts of Regionalism
In recent years, regionalism has been emerging as a new global move and
expanding its wings broadly and deeply. The EU is spreading its membership
geographically advancing eastward. The regional trade agreement between the US and
Canada also has begun to accommodate regionalism by forming the NAFTA even
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enlarging it into Latin American. In addition, regional integration has lately been
extended to wider spheres including investments, services, labor markets, regulations,
economic policies, and currencies. Several multilateral ecological and environmental
problems have been solved within the framework of regional cooperation and
management programs. Countries around the world are exploring new ways of regional
cooperation adapted to the world economy that are becoming more integrated and
rapidly changing due to globalization and the spread of information networks.
The new regionalism provides solutions to development problems that can be seen
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as a form of conflict prevention, since many of the internal conflicts are rooted in
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development problems of different kinds. Under the old regionalism, free trade
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arrangements reproduced centre-periphery tensions within the regions, which made
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regional organizations either disintegrate or fall into slumber. 291 Even so, regional
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cooperation for development reduces the level of conflict and the peace dividend
facilitates further development cooperation. Security and development form one
integrated complex and they constitute two fundamental imperatives for regional
cooperation. In addition, there is also a "policy reform effect" that refers to the effect on
a country's domestic reform giving a positive assessment to free trade areas. For
example, it noted that if a country's competition policy were strengthened by regional
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integration, it would in tum enable companies outside the area to gain profits within the
area as long as the principle of non-discrimination is maintained. It pointed out in this
regard that market integration in the EU and other regions is prompting deregulation in
member countries of free trade areas. 292
Multilateral liberalization and the growing move towards regionalism also change
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the economic playing field for the less developed countries. Although countries
presently more fully integrated into the globalization show higher rates of economic
growth, many less developed countries have experienced both low economic growth
and further marginalization in the global community. Less developed countries have
been excluded from a strongly neighbor regional bloc such as the Caribbean states and
the NAFTA. They are likely to face losses due to trade and investment diversion, and
higher tariff to market access in regional bloc markets nearby. Thus it is important for
less developed countries to make difficult decisions speeding their market liberalization
for reversing the negative trends. On the other hand, considering the disadvantages of
less developed countries in globalization, GATT provides the specific schedules and
commitments for those countries. For the necessary security and stability in the trade, it
shows that GATT also preserves the current level of market access, taking account of
the differentiation of less developed countries in terms oftheir level of integration into
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the global economy, their level of development and their priorities. 293 Under this
specific recognition, increased regional integration towards a global economy can
potentially tend to confer high rates of economic growth for less developed countries
and decrease the development gap between them and other mature industrial economies.
In particular, in a time of apparently increasing protectionist pressures, developing
countries and smaller states will be increasingly concerned about their access to their
major markets, and may see regionalism a means of liberal access to at least one
advanced country market
Trading nations are multilaterally pushing ahead with an agenda within the WTO,
whereas regionally, three major trading blocs seem to be emerging and consolidating
around the United States, Europe, and the Asia-Pacific region. The rapid growth of
regional trading relationships in Europe, Asia, and the Americas has raised policy
concerns about their impact on excluded countries and on the global trading system.
Some observers worry that the multilateral system may be fracturing into
discriminatory regional blocs. Others are hopeful that regional agreements will go
I,.

beyond what was achieved in the Uruguay Round and instead become building blocks
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for further global liberalization and WTO rules in new areas. By the way, with policy
adjustment, regional liberalization among blocs could be a stepping-stone toward
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global free trade.
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Regional formations such as the EU, ASEAN, NAFTA, and others

are establishing effective communities of interests, norms, laws and sanctions. There is
a risk that these budding regional blocs would tum into intense economic competition
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and possible political confrontation rather than cooperation. To detour past hostilities,
to achieve regional security, to obtain economies of scale and scope, to strengthen
common cultural ties, and to protect against global or regional hegemonic projects,
regionalism is a path that cannot be ignored by large and small states.

2. Globalism and Globalization
:r'

a. Introduction
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As an ideology, globalism had been identified as the relationship among

il

individual states and the analysis based on such identification. There is another school

~
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of thought that argues the need to create a "global state" instead of in terms of
.:I
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nation-states. These are the people who call for "global union" and a "world
government," and think of the world as a community of global citizens. This thought is

l

much related to religious doctrines and not accepted by many political and economic
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philosophers. Similarly, there is another thought, environmental globalism, which
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argues the global environment is a single ecosystem and people need to deal with
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environmental issues in global terms. Until recently, the main influence of globalism
seems to be political and economic liberalization that democratic political and market
economic structures gradually spread worldwide.
Under this thought, globalism can be defined as programmatic globalization, the
vision of a borderless world. As to globalization, it indicates a qualitative deepening of
the internationalization process, strengthening the functional and weakening the
territorial dimension of development. 295 Globalism thus implies the growth of a world
market, increasingly penetrating and dominating the "national" economies, which in
the process are bound to lose some of their "nation ness." 296 In fact, the idea of
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globalism can be traced back to modem capitalism in the 16th Century. Chasing after
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the maximum interest, capitalists tried to tear down the traditional barriers of feudal and
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national loyalties in favor of the internationalism ofthe global marketplace of ideas and
commodities. Under market economic system, globalism had been gradually
recognized and visibly proved by international hotel chains, fast food restaurants,
worldwide telecommunication networks and ubiquitous signs of modem civilization.
The phenomenon results from technological advances that reduce international
transaction costs and from rapid liberalization of international exchanges of goods,
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services, and capital.
b. International Organizations and Globalization

The solid proof for the process of globalization is the increasing growth of
'I

r
~

international organizations. After World War II, the international system has been
transforming its attention to the identification of collective interests and priorities,
reassessing the importance of formal alliances and well-structured international
organizations. Numerous of international organizations have been created for global
issues such as security, economic cooperation, environmental protection, human rights
promotion or developmental assistance, etc. They whether organized on a functional
basis to include states from various regions or on a less-than-universal basis or
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quasi-universal organizations like the UN. 297 Due to its diversity composition, they can
play an upper role that individual states cannot do.
For political purpose, the most prominent example is the United Nations. In the
economic realm, there are the Bretton Woods institutions including the World Bank, the
IMF, and the GAIT have been set up to deal with the increasing global economic and
information integration. These institutions were initially devoted primarily to
rebuilding economies devastated by World War II, but quickly turned to problems of
development in the poor countries as well. They have been concerned to promote and
297
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stabilize economic interdependence, and to reduce poverty and stimulate economic
development or become major instruments for the spread of free markets. Under the
favor of those institutions, it has brought modem industrial civilization to the remotest
regions of the world and transferred capital from industrialized countries to developing
ones. Moreover, the ITU, the ICAO, the IMO, the Universal Postal Union and many
more have specifically made progress on creating and coordinating international
institutions to cope with the rapidly growing globalization system.
International organizations have made contributions to conflict resolutions
between member states, and also generate mutual identifications in such diversity states
and cultures either regionally or globally. Due to the favor of international
organizations, the process of globalization is speedily achieved and international issues
can be negotiated on a regional or global basis. Hence the need to establish international
organizations is apparent and strong. However, following with the recent rise of
regionalism and the past national protectionism, the crisis of globalization and loosing
organized international institutions still decrease the process of future economic and
political integration. For example, the IMF is too small and too thinly spread in helping
countries with the design and implementation of effective national development
schemes.298 With the hope of building a new international order based on the UN, the
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crisis in the international organizations particularly in the field of security was also
underestimated and thus exacerbated.299
c. Relationship with Regionalism

There is an intricate relationship between regionalism and globalism. Moreover,
there are two primary schools of thought concerning the relationship between
globalism and regionalism. Those who advocate total reliance on the globalization
process express three main concerns about regionalism including trade diversion,

°

attention diversion and geopolitical impact. 30 First, they note that regional agreements
divert trade by creating preferential treatment for member and nonmembers. In addition,
members may benefit from preferential rules of origin and regional content

,,

requirements. With such a trade diversion, the impact of preferences may be more than
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offsetting the trade-creating benefit of the regional liberalization so that the net result is
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negative. The critics also worry that an individual member of a preferential
arrangement could suffer from adverse income distribution effects that arise from the
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arrangement's redistribution of tariff revenues. Second, while countries engage actively

in regional initiatives, they may lose interest in the multilateral system. Third, the
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critics argue that extensive and intensive regional ties may lead to irritations and even
conflicts that range beyond economics to broader spheres of international relations.
However, the proponents of regionalism argue that regional arrangements may
promote freer trade and contribute to both internal and international dynamics that
enhance rather than reduce the prospects for global liberalization. 301 Th~ internal
dynamic is particularly important for developing countries because regional
commitments, which can be negotiated much faster pace than global pacts, lock in
domestic reforms against the risk that successor governments will try to reverse them.
Internationally, the regional blocs often pioneer new liberalization ideas that can
subsequently be generalized in the international system. Moreover, the proponents note
that regional initiatives can accustom officials, governments and nations to the
liberalization process and thus increase the probability that they will subsequently
move on to globalization. The supporters also contend that regionalism has had positive
rather than negative political effects. For example, Argentina and Brazil have used
Mercosur to end their historic rivalry, which had taken on nuclear overtones in recent
decades.
The international economic system is facing uncertainty especially the impacts
from regional economic arrangements and blocs. Regionalism in the absence of a
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strong multilateral system may generate protectionist pressures to maintain the
discrimination inherent in preferential trading pacts. 302 Some even argue that relatively
regionalism could undermine the dominant world system by new power centers
challenging the centralized states and their intergovernmental institutions. 303 A political
will to halt or to reverse the process of globalization in order to safeguard some degree
of territorial control and cultural diversity. It may tend to the direction of protectionism
and make the climate for global economic liberalization worsens. Regionalism,
therefore, can be either exclusionary or inclusionary. It can foster a new type of regional
chauvinism or it can provide a protective shield for its members against the global
hegemonic projects while opening up the rest of the world for mutual cooperation and
benefit
It is impossible to decisively resolve the relationship between regionalism and

.
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globalism. Historically, regional economic blocs result in the creation of trade rather
than diversionary tactic. Also, regional and global liberalization have proceeded
together, and have tended to reinforce each other. For example, the US has continued to
provide global leadership for multilateral liberalization while pursuing its regional
initiatives. The balance of evidence suggests that the interactions have been largely
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positive throughout the postwar period. 304 Besides, regionalism and globalism have

I
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worked in lockstep since the founding of the GATT. Regionalism has advanced in the
context of continuous global trade liberalization, which effectively narrowed the gap
between MFN tariffs and the preferential rates accorded regional partners.
The irrefutable conclusion is that the interrelationship between regionalism and
globalism depends on the management of the process by the key countries involved. If
constructive synergism is sought between the two, the historical record suggests that
they can achieve their original goal. If they wish to pursue one at the expense of the
other, the outcome in the earlier era reveals that is the reverse is true as well. 305
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Therefore, the growth of interdependence and regional cooperation among
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geographically neighboring countries does not necessarily imply a ''bloc." Most

~

countries are experiencing a process of increased interdependence with neighboring
countries and with the rest of the world simultaneously. 306 Therefore, regionalism need
not be opposed to globalism and can exist together. The ideas and trends of globalism
and regionalism not only make contribution to competitive and cooperative
arrangements but also integrative and fragmenting effects. By regionalism and
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globalism, the international system has largely incorporated states into institutional
structures or economic unions on regional or global basis.
d. Future Prospects of Globalization
After the end of the Cold War, the reduced potential for war among major powers
bas increased the prospect for global peace and regional stability. Trade and economic
issues are gaining increasing importance in international relations. The communication
and information revolutions under way are turning the world into a truly "global

ell(

village." In addition, an era of competitive coexistence between capitalism and
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socialism as the two alternative social systems bas ended with victory the market
system. As nations achieve higher economic development, societies become
increasingly pluralistic and complex. The net effect of economic development,
urbanization, social pluralism, structural complexity and the proliferation of civic
sectors will result in the growth of the middle class, and a simultaneous maturing of

'f

civil society. This will in tum push the states and their leaders to abandon authoritarian
control and adopt measures to conform to the rules and principles of democratic
governance. Under such tend, the world appears to be moving towards an era of global
cooperation and integration.307 It is because countries are too small and weak to solve
the "big problems" that are occurring in today's society. The global and domestic issues
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are growing ever larger and more complex; thus the power and resources of states to
solve them have become weaker and smaller. Various issues must be addressed at both
the regional and global levels and there should be no a priori preference for one over the
other.
For the past decade, globalism has promoted by the WTO. Unprecedented
economic growth that occurred in late 20th century enabled the region to achieve
enlarged mutual recognition and political stability. It is undeniably true that the world is
increasingly one unit. Globalization is rapidly transforming the world economy.
Economic and information integration has been proceeding not only in the industrial
countries but in developing ones as well. In the cultural sphere, with strong
communication tools and media, the cultural influences are less significant and a single
global culture is seemingly gradually formalizing. It is believed that globalism will
bring the enlargement of political and economic freedoms as well as the benefits of free
trade. This trend may also be a force for peace. Because the expansion of opportunity
and the benefits of free trade are likely to engender a recognition of identification
among peoples and a sense of satisfaction in the international community. Indeed,
globalization mobilizes world capital, aJJocates it globally, and reduces the risk to
private investors.
However, the expansion may also cause friction and conflict, because it cannot
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guarantee that the benefits will be equitable for all peoples. Many people especially
those in the less than represented groups, will not be able to take advantage of the
global expansion of opportunity and will be left behind. Moreover, unconstrained trade
and exchange can be a cause of negative impacts to the global system. For example, the
loosening of border controls could lead to the spread of epidemics. There is also the
possibility that aggressive behavior on the information network could end up
paralyzing the entire network. Although global economic cooperation is a dominant
future trend, there are still lots of uncertainties and dilemmas such as the rise of
economic protectionism, the gaps between rich and poor countries, the speedy changes
of technology and telecommunication.
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III. Telecommunication Cooperation in Europe
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1. Overview of European Integration
A review of world history shows that Europe confronted numerous regional
conflicts and military rivalries for a long time. Given that experience, the leaders of the
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major West European states determined to build a new kind of international order to

I

prevent war among themselves after World War ll. In March 1957, France, Germany,
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Italy, and the Benelux Three signed the Treaties of Rome. They started from the
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European Coal and Steel Community, then into European Atomic Energy Community
165

(EURATOM) for the nuclear industry. In 1958, the European Economic Community
(EEC) was established as the predecessor institutions of the European Union. Since its
founding, the EEC acted as a custom union to work on eliminating intra-regional tariffs
and setting common tariffs for imports from without the region. In 1992, the member
countries signed the Maastricht Treaty agreeing to create a single market by eliminating
over 280 physical, technical, and fiscal barriers and move one step closer to the final
stage of currency union. This Treaty stood for a new stage in European integration and
called for the creation of a European Union. The goals of European integration had
been proven not only by the fact that the attainment of economic and currency
integration is within reach with the creation of a single currency (the Euro), but also it is
extending into political integration. Besides, present arrangements plan to broaden its
membership to Central and Eastern European countries as well.
In fact, European integration historically acted as an alliance against the
Communist threat on the continent of Europe based on security reasons. However, the
Western European countries did not wish to live under excessive US domination and
became a victim under the influence of the world's two great superpowers in the Cold
War period. Noticing their military weakness and small economic scale as individual
countries, they hoped to exert their economic and geographic resources sufficiently to
have some degree of flexibility and independence in their foreign policies. Thus,
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economic integration was intended to promote greater prosperity than previously
achieved, both for its own sake and as a contribution to securing the peace.308 Europe is
now the most homogeneous region in the world due to economic development, culture
and democratic state political institutions. It also because it is based on its homogeneity
that the regional integration model in Europe is viewed as the most successful
integration in the world.

2. European Telecommunication Organizations
a. European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations
(CEPT)
The European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations
(CEPT) was established in 1959 by the incumbent monopoly-holding postal and
telecommunications administrators in the Western European Countries. The main
activities of CEPT cover issues regarding commercial, operational, regulatory and
technical telecommunication cooperation. In 1992, the postal and telecommunications
operators

created

their

own

organizations,

Post-Europe

and

European

Telecommunications Network Operators (ETNO) respectively. 309 Due to the European
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policy of separating postal and telecommunications operations from policy-making and
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regulatory functions, CEPT thus became a body of policy-makers and regulators. In
1995, the plenary assembly of CEPT defined its role and purpose as offering its
members the chance of establishing a European forum to discuss sovereign and
regulatory issues concerning post and telecommunications. CEPT aims to provide
mutual technical and regulatory assistance among members and to carry out its
activities at a pan- European level. It also focuses on strengthening more intensively
cooperation with Eastern and Central European countries, facilitating relations between
European regulators, and seeking cooperation within international organizations such
as ITU and UPU in accordance with European goals. CEPT hopes to respond to new
circumstances in a non-bureaucratic and cost-effective way and carrying out its
activities in the time allocated; as well as to settle common problems at committee level
and giving its decisions more binding force.
CEPT currently has three committees which report to the CEPT Plenary Assembly,
one for postal matters, CERP (Comite europeen des regulateurs postaux) and the others
for telecommunications issues, ERC (European Radiocommuication Committee) and
ECTRA (European Committee for Regulatory Telecommunications Affairs).
Meanwhile, ECTRA is responsible for general telecommunications matters, notably of
an institutional or regulatory nature and ERC is responsible for radiocommunications
matters. CEPT's Plenary Assembly decides the field of responsibility of each
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committee. Each committee establishes its own rules of procedure, elects its chairman,
and deals with activities, recommendations and decisions within its respective fields of
responsibility. Recommendations and decisions are normally prepared by their working
groups and project teams. In 1991, the ERC established a permanent office in
Copenhagen, the European Radiocommunications Office (ERO) to support the
';,11
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activities of the committee and to conduct studies for it and for the European
Commission. In 1994, ECTRA also established a permanent office, the European
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Telecommunications Office (ETO) for the same purpose. In addition, central and
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Eastern European Countries also became eligible for membership inCEPT. CEPT, with
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its current 43 members, almost covers the entire geographical area ofEurope. 310
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b.

European

Radiocommunications

Committee

(ERC)

and

European

Radiocommunication Office (ERO)
The ERC is the Committee that brings and assembled the radio regulatory
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administrations of the CEPT member countries together. The main duty of the ERC is
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to develop radiocommunications policies; to coordinate frequency, regulatory and

technical matters; as well as prepare the guidelines for the related ITU activities and
conferences. The proposals for harmonization measures are prepared by the ERC's
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working groups and designed as draft decisions, recommendations and reports that are

I·
given final approval following consultation with various interested parties such as
operators, manufacturers, users and standards bodies. The ERC has five permanent
Working Groups including Conference Preparatory, Frequency Management, Radio
Regulatory, Spectrum Engineering, and Preparation for ITU Council meetings and
Plenipotentiary Conference. The ERC and its working groups create project teams to
I'
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work to defmed tasks and limited time periods. On the other hand, the role of the CEPT
and the ERC has changed starting from 1987 when the standardization of
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telecommunications and radio equipment was transferred from the CEPT to the

~~
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European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). 311 In addition, in 1992,
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operational matters and activities no longer belonged to the CEPT and the ERC and

~~

were transferred to the ETNO association. Since the traditional operators are no longer
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directly participating in the work of the ERC, the Committee is better placed to take an
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independent and impartial position when setting priorities and determining policies that

I

concern a number of radio services and their users.
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The goals of the ERC are to harmonize the efficient use of the radio spectrum

I

within Europe so as to satisfy future demand in the most efficient manner and to foster
a worldwide harmonization ofthe use of frequencies with the aim of ensuring effective
I
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ERC document: ERC information on the tasks, the structure and the working arrangements for the

ERC and the ERO, Nov. 1999 Ed.
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utilization with minimum interference and the safety of human life and property. The
ERC hopes to ensure European telecommunications standards for radio equipment and
systems

utilization

efficiently

and

provide

for

the

free

circulation

of

11,,

radiocommunications equipment. It also provides for the mutual recognition of type

·'

approval certificates, the mutual recognition of radio licenses within CEPT to exchange

1\

information on national legislation, the principles of financing and the work of the

1~

administrations to encourage a policy of deregulation where possible and appropriate.
Besides, it will take appropriate measures to achieve greater economy, efficiency and
quality in the work of the ERC and its constituent bodies. Because radio regulatory
matters require much stronger agreements on a pan-European basis to facilitate the
efficient use of the radio frequency spectrum, the instruments of ERC decisions are
gradually established. These Decisions are binding agreements between the
administrations and can play a major role in the harmonization of radio regulatory
regimes within the CEPT countries. As to the regulatory process, the interests of all
f.

parties involved in radiocommunications have to be valued. So, various consultation

1
I

~,

mechanisms have been introduced to embody different views from all interest parties in
the decision-making processes of the ERC. This consultation process includes an
annual CEPT Radio Conference, where various topics of current interest in the area of
radiocommunications are presented and discussed. The consultation process also

171

includes coordination between interested parties and related international organizations
to participate in most meetings of the ERC and its working groups. Another main
activity in this area is the process of Detailed Spectrum Investigations (DSI), which
considers the current and future use of the frequency spectrum below 105 GHz. The
necessary coordination of activities between the ERC and other organizations is
effected by means of Memoranda ofUnderstanding (MOU). The MOU parties agree to
work together closely in the development of standards for systems or equipment on the
one hand and the harmonization of frequency bands and regulatory requirements for the
use of these systems or equipment on the other hand. The MOU with the Commission
addresses the exchange of information, the coordination of activities and the possibility
for the Commission to place specific contracts with ERO in order to have studies
performed in the field ofTelecommunications.
Because of the size and scope of ERC to determine and harmonize, where
appropriate, future developments in frequency management and regulatory issues, the
need for permanent staff resources led to the creation in 1991 of the European

I
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Radiocommunications Office (ER0).
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The ERO was established on the basis of a
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Memorandum ofUnderstanding (MOU) that defines the terms of reference of the ERO,
its relationship with the ERC and the funding arrangements. The ERO acts as the
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permanent office to support the European Radiocommunications Committee (ERC) of
CEPT. The ERC is the Committee that brings together the radio regulatory
administrations of CEPT member countries. In 1996, the MOU was replaced by the
"Convention for the establishment of the European Radiocommunications Office"
signed by 29 CEPT administrations. 313 The ERO provides a center of expertise for long
term planning activities and acts as a focal point for consultations concerning spectrum
management and radio regulatory matters. In addition, this organ has many important
'I
f~
I

j
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functions. For example, it sets up a center of expertise to identify issues in the

~

radiocommunications field and to advise the ERC accordingly. The ERO also
periodically drafts long-term plans for future use of the radio frequency spectrum on a
European level and supports the national frequency management authorities. Moreover,
the ERO aims at conducting consultations on specific topics of the frequency spectrum;
providing the ERC with status reports at regular intervals; and performing studies for

l

I.

the Commission of the European Communities on the basis of the MOU and the

II
Framework agreements.
11

The ERO introduces its activities and procedures as consultation to enable
organizations such as government departments, public radiocommunications operator,

·i'
I
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private service providers, research institutes, European or international organizations to
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Ibid.
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participate in the work of the ERO by their interests in European radiocommunications
matters. Further, the ERO has the overall objective of developing proposals for a
European Table of Frequency Allocations. A process of Detailed Spectrum
Investigations (DSI) provides a significant proportion of the input to develop such a
table where portions of the radio spectrum are studied in depth to identify current use
and future requirements. The ERO has several work programs including information

'''·

documents and software development. Information documents are prepared on various
subjects such as the Implementation of ERC Decisions and Recommendations by the

.a
iC.
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various CEPT administrations and a guide, giving information about the structure of the
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radio regulatory functions in the CEPT administrations. As to the Software
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development, it is a task with two main objectives, one for a Frequency Information
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System database exerted by all interested parties, and the other
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fulfilling specific
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frequency management tasks used by the administrations such as programs for
I

t
Frequency Allocation Tables maintenance. Assisting the ERC and its Working Groups
is one of the major tasks of the ERO. Under the terms of the MOU and Framework
contract between the ERC and the EC Commission, the EC may sponsor work
requirements. These are studies that are intended to facilitate the development of
European telecommunications policy such as Satellite Personal Communication
Systems (S-PCS), Universal Mobile Telecommunications Systems (UMTS), Trans
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European Trunked Radio {TETRA) and Conformity Assessment.

c. European Committee for Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs (ECTRA)
and European Telecommunications Office (ETO)
The European Committee for Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs (ECTRA)
was created in 1990. ECTRA plans to develop common telecommunications regulatory
policies and to prepare European common positions for use in the framework of
international bodies. It also aims at exchanging views on issues of common concern to
regulatory authorities in CEPT members and establishing regular contact with
representatives of relevant bodies or entities within and outside of CEPT.314 ECTRA
established project teams and working groups on issues concerning testing and
certification of telecommunications terminal equipment; licensing and declaration
procedures and numbering schemes and studies; accounting Principles and Regulation
of International Interconnection; and technical regulation and standard requirements

iII
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for interconnection. In 1994, CEPT and ECTRA established ETO in order to provide
expertise for ECTRA members and to contribute to the European Union's

I

I'

I
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telecommunications policy on licensing and numbering. 315 ECTRA has established, in
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cooperation with ERC, a joint working group to prepare a European common position
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See http://www.eto.dk/ceptectra/ectrainfo.htm
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on ITU issues. The ETO Administrative Council deals with staff and budget issues of
the ETO. ECTRA is about to replace the MOU by a Convention that is currently
proceeding through the national ratification process in ECTRA members. At present,
national contributions from signatories of the MOU and payments for studies
undertaken for the CEC provide most of the ETO's funding. All other ETO issues are
I
I

!

'·

under the responsibility of ECTRA.
The establishment of the ETO is designed as a new regulatory regime for
liberalized telecommunication markets and should include both harmonization of
existing regulations and establishment of common procedures for licensing and
numbering. The ETO has carried out a series of studies, for ECTRA and the European
Commission, aimed at examining the scope for harmonization of licensing conditions
and licensing procedures. On licensing, the ETO has been charged with the
implementation of a system for facilitating the pan-European licensing of a first group
ofliberalized services including data services, and value added services, among others.

"
The ETO operates a One-Stop-Shopping procedure (OSS) on the licensing of these
services, and has been contributing to work on the extension of the OSS for satellite
networks and services. 316
On numbering, the ETO works on the harmonization of national numbering
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schemes and number assignment procedures. The ETO's activities provide central and
eastern European countries that are preparing for liberalization of their
telecommunication markets with information on regulatory issues and opportunities for
participation in numbering and licensing activities. The ETO leads the work involved in
the establishment of the European Telephony Numbering Space (E1NS). 317 The ETO
has managed these tasks with its staff of up to ten with the cooperation of national

\1

experts and a good relationship with the telecommunications industry and users. The

~

ETO also cooperates with the ERC and ERO in the field of radiocommunications. The
ETO organizes workshops in order to obtain comments from the industry and users on

i.~';
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the findings of its studies. On numbering issues, the ETO obtains particular

·.l

1

co-operation with the industry and the users through the European Numbering Forum
(ENF). 318 The ETO has undertaken some studies including information for verification,
development of a database and an applications form for One Stop Shopping, the
Numbering Requirements of Corporate Telecommunications Networks (CN),

'I

Conventions for Naming and Addressing, Mobile Number Portability, and the Effect of

.t
Number Portability on National Number Administration and Management. The
activities and functions of the ETO are defined in the Memorandum of Understanding
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3171bid.
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(MOU) signed by Members ofECTRAon the establishment ofET0. 319

I

d. European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
In Europe, the members of the European Free Trade Association and other CEPT

j'

countries recognize the benefits of harmonized telecommunications, so that the
European Commission has set an ambitious pace for achieving a unified market In
addition, telecommunications standardization is an important step towards building a
harmonized economic market and for companies to compete in global markets in a cost
effective and reliable manner. Therefore, CEPT decided to create the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) in 1988 to be responsible for all its
telecommunication standardization activities. ETSI is a non-profit making organization
whose mission is to produce the telecommunications standards that will be used
throughout Europe. As one of the three officially recognized European Standards
Organizations (ESO), ETSI is actively participating and supporting initiatives within
collaborative frameworks such as the Information and Communications Technologies
Standards Board (ICTSB), Global Standards Collaboration (GSC), and Global Radio
Standardization (RAST). 320 Based in Sophia Antipolis, France, ETSI now unites 773
members from 52 countries inside and outside Europe, and represents administrations,
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network operators, manufacturers, service providers, research bodies and users. ETSI
consists of a General Assembly, a Board, a Technical Organization and a

Secretaria~.

H'
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The Technical Organization produces and approves technical standards. It encompasses

~~

ETSI Projects (EPs), Technical Committees (TCs) and Special Committees. The

II

Secretariat comprises about 110 staff members in order to promote and accelerate

,I

standardization. At present, there are about 25 Specialist Task Forces (STFs) with
around 60 experts, and additional experts work on a full time basis at the ETSI

3,,
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Headquarters.
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ETSI Membership is open to any company or organization with an interest in the
creation of telecommunications standards. Any European organization or party proving
an interest in promoting European telecommunications standards has the right to

i
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represent that interest in ETSI and to influence the standards making process directly.
The members ofETSI decide the standards; work programs and timetable in function of

I'll
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market needs and pioneer the concept of involving all relevant and interested parties in
the work. ETSI produces voluntary standards, some of them adopted by the EC as the

I

i1
technical base for Directives or Regulations. ETSI also promotes the worldwide
standardization process. Its Work Programme is based on, and coordinated with, the
11

activities of international standardization bodies, mainly the ITU-T and the ITU-R.
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ETSI forges and strengthens the industry's collaboration in the development of future
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worldwide applicable standards. ETSI has a number of Cooperation Agreements and
Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) with external bodies ranging from the
European Commission, European Standards Organizations, European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) and other European regulatory bodies. Based on its extensive
experience with fixed network standardization and its leading position in standardizing
mobile communications, ETSI highlights the need for bridging the gap between
different dimensions of traditional telecommunications, Internet Protocol (IP), and
broadcasting environments by following the market trends and creating key synergies.
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In addition, a number of informal arrangements and active relationships exist between
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ETSI Technical Bodies and other external organizations, with the aim of adopting a
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complementary approach to the standardization process in the telecommunications
arena. 321

3. Analysis
Due to hegemonic decline and multipolarism in the post-Cold War period, Europe
has underlined a more autonomous and homogeneous development - the so-called
"Europeanization. " 322 The process of European homogenization unavoidably will bring
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increasing protectionism against market competition and a dominating attitude to the
rest of Europe. Although this attitude provided the basis for future regionalization, it
fell into the unfavorable set pattern of "old regionalism." EU-centered regionalism
leads to a further weakening of the beneficial impact of the preferences as other EU
partners are offered more stable and secure trade and investment deals. 323 Indeed,
creating a custom union model like EU partly has a trade-creation effect, as the
elimination of tariffs within the region stimulates trade within the region, and the other
side with a trade-diversion effect as it impedes trade with extra-regional partners. For

f.11

decreasing negative effects on its neighboring countries, EU had projected interim

~

arrangements such as the EC-EFTA linkage in the 1960s and the European Economic

~·
Area in the 1980s to obviate most of the discriminatory impact of its preferential trade
arrangements.
With regard to membership policy, EU has adopted the "expanded membership"
option as a partial method for opening itself to avoid discrimination against those
countries that are most affected by its preferences. The EU has ultimately extended full
I·'

membership to its nearest neighbors from the original 6 to reach about 25 within the

Jl
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next decade. However, the enlargement towards Eastern and Central Europe has been
delayed to schedule the fulfillment of the precondition for accession. Although the

I

I
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See Mamu:l LopeZ Blanco,

pp 64-67.
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process of regional integration is slowing down, the direction toward deeper
regionalization and extension does not change. For facilitating the transformation to
developing countries in Eastern and Central Europe and future stability and peace in the
whole of Europe, those measures become necessary. In addition, the expansion already
changed the original design of EU of creating a coherent and homogeneous capitalist
core out of the two traditionally hostile great powers of Europe. With the joining of an
increasing number of subregional powers, EU no long stands for the French-German
axis but is inching toward a multilateral integration process. Especially after signing the
Maastricht Treaty, Europe faced various problems such as security, environment,
refugee migration and economic recession that demanded collective negotiations.
Therefore, the developmental direction of EU consists of the use of the meaning of
"new regionalism." In other words, although combined with its strong regional identity,
EU has proceeded under the trend of "new regionalism" and multilateralization.
With the most well-developed regional telecommunication organs, EU evidences
the complementariness and interaction of globalism and regionalism. EU not only
promoted intra-regional telecommunication cooperation but also aimed for future
connection with outsider for universal access. It also responds to the specific character
of telecommunication both in security and economic benefit. Moreover, EU has agreed
in its Maastricht Treaty to give the principle of subsidy a central place in future policy
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making. This is also relevant for a policy towards the information society. The move
towards an information society is irreversible, and affects all aspects of society and
interrelations between economic partners. Creation of a common information area
within the Community will enable the Community fully to seize their opportunities.
Even if there are local and regional differences, the global nature ofthe transformation
towards the information society will confront all regions with similar problems and
barriers. 324 As a paradigm of regionalization, EU plays both as a model, stimulating
other regions to become more integrated, and a driver force, provoking other regions to
be prepared for future globalization in the coming century.

IV.

Telecommunication

Cooperation

in

the Western

Hemisphere
A. The Organization of American States (OAS)
.j

1. Introduction

I

I
Established in 1948, the OAS was mainly created for regional security and

r
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collective defense reasons. 325 With the spread of Soviet Union and confrontation in the
Cold War period, this organization not only prevented the extension of communism in
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Wolfgang Kleinwaechter Leipzig GmbH: "Regional Development and Information Society- the

Iris-Initiative as a Pilot Action of the European Union;" Harvard University.
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OAS Chapter, Art. l.
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the Western Hemisphere, but also set up a channel for the US to combine, or even
control, the Latin American countries. For example, exclusion of the Cuban
government from participation in the inter-American system in 1962, invasion of
Grenada in 1983 and troop into Panama in 1989 evidenced the superior posture of the
US in this regime. Before 1980, the US placed overriding priority on the international
system and refused to actively participate in any regional trade integration. It generally
looked askance at regional initiatives by others, though it accepted the creation and
steady evolution of the European Communities for essentially political reasons. 326
However, following with the successful regional trade integration in Europe and
emerging economic growth in newly industrialized countries in East Asia, the US has

·-

simultaneously pursued global liberalization and regional integration. Since early

~

1980s, the US has negotiated bilateral Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) with Israel and
Canada. The bilateral trade agreement between the US and Canada converted the latter
into NAFTA with the addition of Mexico in 1994. Moreover, the US feared that a
regionalized system would exclude them from most of the resources and markets of the
world and hope to promote a global economic integration that permits access to regions
which remain politically divided among a number of states. 327 Therefore, the US has
started to promote far-reaching free trade agreements in the Asia-Pacific area via APEC
326
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and a proposed Free Trade Area of Americas (FTAA) in the Western Hemisphere via
theOAS.

2.

Operational

Organ

Inter-American

Telecommunication

Commission (CITEL)
The establishment of the Inter-American Telecommunication Commission
(CITEL) can be tracked back to the latter part of the 19th century. In 1890, the First
International Conference of American States, the former designation of the OAS,
adopted two resolutions including communications in the Atlantic and the Pacific. At
the same time, a submarine cable for telegraphic service between San Francisco and
Valparaiso328 was recommended. In 1923, the Pan American Union (the former OAS)
created the Inter-American Electrical Communication Commission, whose primary
purpose was establishing cooperation among American States. In 1924, the
commission ratified a Convention that created an Inter-American Electrical
Communication System, provided guidelines on correspondence and tariffs, and
established an institute to collect, coordinate, and publish all types of reports related to

·I

electrical communications.

329

As to radiocommunication, the Inter-American

I
Radiocommunications Conference was held in 1937 and had subscribed several legal
321
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documents

including

Inter-American

Convention

on

Radiocommunications,

Inter-American Arrangement concerning Radio Communications and North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement. Thereafter, the Inter-American Union of
Telecommunications (OIT) headquartered in Havana was established as one part of the
Pan American Union. Additionally, the Inter-American Radiocommunication
Agreement was revised in 1949 aimed for the assignment of frequencies to stations.
The agreement had 13 original articles including tables of frequencies and band
distributions for Radio-transmission Services, mobile maritime radiotelegraphy, police
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station, aeronautics, identification of radio broadcasting stations, radio amateurs,

~

I
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meteorology, and interferences control and suppression, etc.
At

the

1959

ITU

Plenipotentiary

Conference,

the

Latin

American

.t;~...
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Telecommunications Administrations

debated preoccupations concerning the

construction of an Inter-American Telecommunication Network (ITN), including the
associated problems such as routing of traffic flow, operational planning, costs, and
benefits. Thereafter, the Mexican Delegation presented to the OAS the urgent need to
create the ITN within the OAS. In 1962, the Inter-American Social and Economic
Council of the OAS (CIES) recommended the creation of an Inter-American
r

Telecommunication Commission (CITEL)
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integrated by telecommunications

.,...
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specialists coming from the Member States. 330 The main objective of the CITEL was to
promote the Inter-American Telecommunication Network {ITN). Many achievements
of the CITEL have taken place to date, exemplified tele-education, R2 Signaling,
Feasibility and Standards Studies for the ITN, and Satellite Systems. To improve the
operation of CITEL, the CITEL was attached into an OAS organ specializing in
telecommunications affairs and adopted standards and radio broadcasting.

331

Furthermore, the General Assembly of the OAS upgraded the former Commission to a
Conference and approved its Organization Plan in 1971. Finally, in 1993, the General
Assembly created the current CITEL strengthening its activities, creating the position
of Executive Secretariat and expanding its work to enterprises and private
telecommunication associations as Associate Members to act as observers in CITEL
and the Working Groups. 332 Moreover, the CITEL resolved multilateral agreement
about reciprocity on radio amateur issues, Lima Agreement for amateur radio services,
standards for the creation of the Letter of Equivalent Ground Conductivity, as well as
the radio transmission service plan in the 1605 to 1705 kHz band, etc.
The main purpose of the CITEL is to further the development of
telecommunications in the Western Hemisphere. The CITEL enjoys technical
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autonomy in the performance of its functions and the mandates ofthe Organization.333
It serves as the OAS 's principal advisory body on matters related to
telecommunications. The structure of the CITEL includes Assembly, the Permanent
Executive Committee, the Permanent Consultative Committees, and the Secretariat.334
Meanwhile, it has a Permanent Executive Committee and three Permanent Consultative
Committees covering Public Telecommunication Services, Broadcasting and
Radiocommunications. 335 The CITEL represents all the Member States of the OAS and
other non-OAS American States. Due to the special interest shown by those
governments in cooperating in the attainment of the purpose and objectives of CITEL,
the CITEL is favorably looked upon by the CITEL Assembly and the General
Assembly of the OAS. 336 Permanent Consultative Committees also contains associate
members that represent various private telecommunications associations or
companies. 337 In addition, for the activities of the Permanent Consultative Committee,
a new associated member category was created. Associated members have a full voice
in all of the meetings, but cannot vote. Any recognized scientific or industrial operator

333
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or organization could become an associated member, with the correspondent approval
from the Member State of CITEL.
In addition to its membership policy, the CITEL also enacted the CITEL
Regulations, annual Action Plan, guidelines for the Development of Regional
Telecommunications, and the Blue Book on telecommunication policies during its
annual conference and meetings period. These documents evaluate the regulatory,
technical and legal mechanisms to provide liberalization, common rules,
interoperability of networks and the compatible use of radio frequencies among
members. They also examine the means of promoting an increased coherence of the
certification processing of telecommunication equipment and develop regional
!
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standards to provide services of international networks of aggregated value. They
entrusted it with specific duties on the important field of global telecommunications,

.

not only in the technical field, but also in the coordination of the telecommunication
services. They also recognized its capacity as the forum of the telecommunications, by
charging it of the support of a meeting of high-level officials and telecommunication
experts. Users of the Inter-American telecommunication system services are waiting
for the solutions that CITEL will give to their needs based on a more efficient service at
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reasonable cost basis. Recently, the OAS had expanded its mandates at the Summit of
the Americas and emphasized regional development of telecommunication
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infrastructure, access to universal telecommunication service, development of the
information society, global information infrastructure and its value-added services
through strategies that will make telecommunication services available to all.

3. Analysis
From the start of the establishment of the OAS, the organization belonged to a
traditional "old regionalism" model. Basically, an "old regionalism" model indicated a
regional organization created through superpower intervention and aimed for security
reason in cold war period. 338 Preventing from the expansion of communism into the
Western Hemisphere, the OAS was advocated by the US governmental administrators
in 1950s. Tracked back to 19th century, the Monroe Doctrine 339 witnessed the US
ambition over Latin American and the desire to establish a Pan American Union to
preclude European influences. After World War ll, following with the abrupt rise of the
Soviet Union, the US had built several regional blocs to prevent the spread of
"

communist regimes. Mostly, those regional blocs formed by either the US or the Soviet
Union represented the "old regionalism" model. In addition, unlike "open regionalism",
the old fashion locked its membership policy within regional neighbor countries.
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OAS Chapter, Art. 3 (h).
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The Monroe Doctrine was expressed during President Monroe's seventh annual message to Congress,
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Dec 2, 1823.
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Although the OAS continues to invent new members such as Canada and newly
independent Caribbean states, those new members are still limited in the Western
Hemisphere. Membership policy is one of the most obvious characters to distinguish
old and new regionalism. With limited membership policy aimed for regional identity,
the OAS proves the political primary of establishing regional coherence and collective
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ideology. As to the CITEL, it exerts the specific exception, associate membership, to
extend its components into non-OAS members. But still, this category is designed for
telecommunication technological and administrative purposes and has several
restrictions such as the approval from the OAS member states.
The old regionalism considers trade as an instrument in the toolbox of
development policies that can be managed, in combination with centralized planning to
acquire the benefits of greater employment and a positive balance of payments. 340 In
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theory, the regionalism means a closed bloc that a group of countries gradually open
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certain sectors to managed competition among themselves while increasing barriers

~~

with the rest of the world. Under the old theory, it seems to build more trading ramparts
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and cause vicious market competition among regional blocs. Although old regionalism
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theoretically would bring unfavorable impacts on trade, economic cooperation was not
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the primary importance of the OAS's objectives in 1950s and 1960s. The OAS was
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created mainly for security consideration and sought for regional identity for collective
actions. The development of the OASis based on the attitude of the US foreign policies.
Basically, the US, as the only real superpower in the Western Hemisphere, would like to
maintain its leader role and seek for its most interest. Hence, the US proceeded to
implement a strategy combining with trade globalism and security regionalism.
Countering with the spread influences of the Soviet Union in the Cold War period, the
US fortressed several regional security blocs or military alliances around the boundary
of the former USSR. The OASis that one in the Western Hemisphere. However, the US
would not expect regional trade blocs excluding its own economic benefits and
barricading its trade exports in the world. Therefore, a globalization trade policy was
gradually formed in the US. Under this circumstance, the GAIT supported by the US
advocated and proceeded globalism.
The process of telecommunication cooperation in the OAS also perceived the
operation of "old regionalism" within this regional bloc. Unlike trade and military,
telecommunication has specific characters covering both national security and
economic interest. Due to national security and sovereignty, telecommunication
industries historically have been controlled by governmental regulations with people
not having the ability communicate each other across countries and boundaries. Second,
each country also has different standards regarding the model and use of electricity,
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telephone, telefax, transistor, and network, etc. Ships, aircrafts, missiles, and related
movable transportation instruments once across national borders and enter other
countries' jurisdiction will face to apply different legal suit and become an international
issue if any criminal events and commercial disputes happened. Third, several
telecommunication methods are related limited natural resources such as radio waves
·'
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and satellite locations. Because the radio frequency spectrum is a limited natural

!'!
resource and its use does not respect national borders, telecommunication cooperation
on the basis of regional integration or even global endeavor is urgent. Before the
establishment of inter-American system, submarine cables for telegraphic service
between the US and Latin American had been set up not only for communication
reason but also for military consideration. Historically, the US has viewed Latin
America as its ranges of strength and even proclaimed the Monroe Doctrine
(Pan-Americanism) to counter European influences. Therefore, how to communicate,
obtain, or even control political and economic stages in Latin American area is the
t

primary affair of Pan-Americanism and telecommunication cooperation is one of the

j:·,
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best way to attain this goal.
Tracking back to the early 20 century, the inter-American telecommunication

I~
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system had been created as the Inter-American Electrical Communication Commission

·[J
in the Pan American Union. The main purpose of this commission was establishing
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cooperation among American States regarding electrical communications. In other

t

I

words, the step was building regional identity and strengthening internal integration in

I

the Western Hemisphere. Thereafter, the CITEL was created as an organ of the OAS
responsible for promoting the Inter-American Telecommunication Network and
furthering

the

development

of

telecommunications.

Obviously,

through
I'

telecommunication cooperation, the US and Latin American could build a collective

i
~

recognition and comply a stronger regional bloc. In addition, the CITEL's Regulations,

i.

I.
I

Action Plan, and Programmes mainly focuses on regulatory and technical mechanisms
to provide liberalization, common rules, interoperability of networks and the
compatible use of radio frequencies among members. As mentioned above,
telecommunication industries were controlled by national governments based on public
service and security consideration. At earlier time, telecommunication was treated as
public service not a business sector. Telecommunication cooperation within regional
blocs was established on technical and military demands. However, following the
deregulation and liberalization of telecommunication industries, telecommunication is
now treated as a business product and becomes one of popular trade issues. For
example, after enacting the new Telecommunication Act in 1996, telecommunication
products including telephone, telefax, and cellular phone, etc become one of the
emerging industries in the US. Numerous telecommunication companies and services
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have emitted in the US market. Most important of all, the GATT started to negotiate the
issue, trade in service on telecommunication at Uruguay Round. The changed role of
I

telecommunication had also witnessed the transformation of the OAS, from the "old
regionalism" to "new regionalism."
Following with the breakdown of the Soviet Union and the success of European

~~I

'
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Community (the former EU) at post Cold War period, the US feared that the formation
of new regional trade blocs would let her lose the leadership interest regionally and
globally. In 1980s, the US proposed bilateral Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) with
Canada and Israel. Subsequently, the NAFTA and APEC upheld by the US were created.
Today, in the Americas, there is a web of regional integration, such as NAFTA,
MERCOSUR.341 CACM, 342 ANCOM343 and, CARICOM. 344 Almost every American

i:i

State is bound by different sub-regional trade agreements.

F~r

integrating those
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bilateral and sub-regional trade blocs in the Western Hemisphere, the US exerted the

I

NAFTA experience and the structure of the OAS to advance a hemispheric-wide free

il

trade area, FTAA by the year of2005. For this purpose, the OAS has been transformed
its primary from security into economic solutions. Although the character of OAS still

II
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Common Market ofthe South includes Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay.
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Central American Common Market.

343

Andean Community based on Andean pact including Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and

Venezuela.
344
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Caribbean Community and Common Market.
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belongs to "old regionalism" model because of its closed membership policy and
I

definitive regional identity, the transformation of adopting MFN principle, trade

j.
I
I

facilitation, and global liberalization makes it also contains the spirit of "new
regionalism."

B. Northern America Free Trade Area (NAFTA)

1. Introduction
In 1989, the US and Canada signed a bilateral Free Trade Agreement (FTA) and, a
few years later, the agreement was expanded to include Mexico to establish the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994.345 It created the largest trading
zone in the world with access to approximately 360 million people and the first regional
trade bloc linking the industrialized and developing economies. It is a broad and
comprehensive trade agreement designed to foster increased trade and investment
among those three countries and shares with GATT the aim of reducing tariff and
non-tariff barriers. Although NAFTA will eliminate tariffs for intra-regional trade, it is
not in violation of the "MFN" principle because it does not raise tariffs on imports from
GATT members with non-NAFTA status. Under the GATT exception for free trade
areas, 346 MFN treatment is maintained for external trade, and it is anticipated that the
345

Statistics form Canada, U.S. Department of Commerce and SECOFI.

346

GATT, Art. 24.
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trade expansion generated by NAFTA will benefit other nations as well. It also contains
an ambitious schedule for reduction of non-tariff barriers and comprehensive
provisions on the conduct of business in the free trade area including disciplines on the
regulation of investment, services, intellectual property, and entry of personnel.
Going beyond GATT, NAFTA grants national treatment not only for imported
goods but also for investments and services as diverse as banking, brokerage, insurance,
law and transportation for transparency purpose. The NAFTA also created an impartial
trade system to resolve disputes between the partners. These NAFTA procedures use
bi-national arbitral "panels" representing both nations involved in disputes over
specific unfair trade practices or the proper interpretation and application. The NAFTA
provides not only for tariff reductions, but would require three countries to revise their
trade regulations having to do with a broad range of matters affecting foreign
commerce, such as health and safety standards, telecommunications, financi~l services,
intellectual property, and investment The agreement also allows each country to make
reservations with respect to some goods and services falling within sensitive sectors of
that country such as agricultural products for the US, cultural identity affect for Canada
and the energy sector for Mexico.
The most challenge for regional integration in NAFTA is the combination of both
industrial and developing countries. NAFTA embodies very different expectations from
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the two sides, one for the creation of employment opportunities, and the other for the
increase exports. With a burden to embody industrial and developing economies,
NAFTA seems fraught with problems. Therefore, the extension of membership faces a
dilemma choice. The opponents fear that enlarging the broadness ofNAFTA will cause
more internal conflicts, financial crisis and insufficiency. The proponents support an
ongoing globalization and trade liberalization. The proposal of future NAFTA has been
advocated as an America Free Trade Area (AFTA) including all nations of the Western
Hemisphere. If NAFTA extended into Latin America, this regional grouping will
include close to 8 billion people and the largest world consumer market.

2. Telecommunication Regulations of NAFTA
With the advent of the "information superhighway", the telecommunication
industry has already become one of the most important business sectors. Without equal
access to telecommunication services, international businesses would be at a severe
competitive disadvantage when attempting to establish operations in a foreign
jurisdiction. Additionally, telecommunication industry itself is becoming a significant
importance to the economies of NAFTA countries. 347 Recognizing the importance of

347

Nuala Beck: "Shifting Gears: Thriving in the New Economy;" Harper Collins Publishers Ltd.,

Toronto, 1992, p 80. It showed over 1,365,000 Americans work directly or indirectly for the
telecommunications industry.
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telecommunication, NAFTA has designed one chapter to make trade in
telecommunications more accessible. Like the rest of NAFTA, the Chapter for
telecommunication is comprehensive in nature, and provides access to foreign markets
on a nondiscriminatory basis for all "enhanced" telecommunication services. 348 Under
I"

I
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Chapter 13 of NAFTA, it is devoted to address deregulation, harmonization, market
access, tariff reduction and cross-border investment issues in the telecommunication
equipment and services sectors among members. It aims to eliminate mostly on tariffs,

!

duties and other trade barriers in the telecommunication sector over the first 15 years of

I
I I''

the agreement The NAFTA also aims to reduce barriers to cross-border investment and

I

j

to impose certain standards-related measures for telecommunication equipment.

.j

The thrust ofNAFTA is to ensure that access to basic telecommunication services

Jr
in member states will be made available to individuals and finns from other NAFTA
members on reasonable and non-discriminatory terms and conditions. The NAFTA

'11
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governs access to and the use of public telecommunication networks and services and
establishes conditions for the provisions of enhanced or value-added services. The

~

chapter establishes obligations that define reasonable conditions of access and use of

I

the public networks. They include the ability to lease private lines; pricing related to

1

i

costs; the ability to operate private leased networks for intra-corporate communications;
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and the right to attach terminal devices to the network. Restrictions on access will need
to be justified as necessary to safeguard the public service responsibilities of the
network operator or to protect the technical integrity of the network. In addition, there
is an obligation to prevent anti-competitive conduct by monopolies operating outside
their area of exclusive jurisdiction. The Parties also have agreed to develop a work plan
for the harmonization of terminal equipment standards.
However, the provisions do not apply to any measure relating to cable or broadcast
distribution of radio or television programming.

349

The agreement regulates the use and

access to telecommunications on a "non-discriminatory" basis that means on terms and
conditions no less favorable than those accorded to any other customer or user of like
public telecommunications transport networks or services in a like circumstances. For
promoting universal access, NAFTA requires that each state ensures every person has
access to and use of public telecommunications transport network or service offered
within its territory or across borders on reasonable and non-discriminatory terms and
conditions. 350 The pricing of public telecommunications transport services should
reflect economic costs directly related to providing the services and private leased
circuits are available on a flat-rate pricing basis. 351 However, member states may adopt

349

NAFI'A,Art. 1301.2.

350

NAFI'A, Art. 1302.1.

351

NAFI'A, Art. 1302.3.
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measure necessary as exceptions to ensure the security and confidentiality of messages
or to protect the privacy of subscribers. Members should ensure that no conditions are
to be imposed on access and use of public networks unless they are necessary to
safeguard the public service responsibilities of the network operators or to protect the
technical integrity of the networks. 352 However, governmental imposed conditions on

.il
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access to public networks may include restrictions on resale of public services;
requirements to use specified technical interfaces for interconnection; restrictions on
interconnection of private leased or owned circuits with public networks or services;
and licensing registration or notification procedures.
With respect to "enhanced" services, NAFTA parties must provide authorization
or licensing procedures to providers in a transparent and non-discriminatory manner,
and ensure that applications for approval are processed expeditiously. An "enhanced"
service means those telecommunications services employing computer processing
applications. 353 Further, the approval process can be dependent only on the financial

,i

solvency of the provider and the ability of the provider to conform to applicable

,, I
I
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technical standards. 354 Moreover, it confirms that providers of enhanced services shaH

I
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not be subject to common carrier obligations, such as providing services to the public

i)
352

NAFfA, Art. 1302.6.

m NAFfA,Art. 1310
354
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NAFfA, Art. 1303.1.
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generally or cost justifying their rates, nor shall they be required to interconnect with
any particular network. 355 The provision also established a common approach to

I.

standards related to the attachment of terminal or other equipment to the public
networks including electromagnetic interference; billing equipment malfunctions; and
ensure user safety and access. 356 The NAFTA requires that if a Party maintains or
designates a monopoly telecommunications provider, that Party shall ensure that the
monopoly does not abuse its position by engaging in anti-competitive conduct 357
Moreover, the provision also requires the Parties to make publicly available all
measures affecting access to and use of public networks. 358 It also requires parties shall
consult with a view to determining the feasibility of further liberalizing trade in all
telecommunications services. 359 To encourage the development of interoperable
telecommunications transport services infrastructure, NAFTA requires each party to
cooperate in the exchange of technical information, the intra-governmental training
programs and other related activities. 360 Due to the importance of international
standards for global compatibility and interoperability of telecommunication networks

m NAITA, Art. 1303. (2).
356

I.

NAITA, Art. 1304. Applications include act on the format, content, code, protocol or similar aspects

of a customer's transmitted information; provide a customer with additional, different or restructured
information; or involve customer interaction with stored information
357

NAITA, Art. 1305.

358

NAITA, Art. 1306.

359

NAITA, Art. 1309.1.

360

NAITA, Art. 1309.1.
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or services, NAFTA undertakes and promotes those standards through the work of
relevant international bodies, including the ITU and IOS. 361 In order to ensure that
technical standards do not become a barrier to trade in the telecommunications industry,
parties are limited in what technical standards they may impose upon providers of
telecommunications. Most important of all, in order to emphasize the growing
importance of telecommunications, NAFTA included a supremacy clause over other
chapters.362
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3.Analysis
Looking back on the history of NAFTA, this regional bloc is not built as a custom
union similar with EU but a free trade market that means member states would not set

.1

[
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up the common tariff via-s-via non-members and contained with a series of

'

complicated rule of origin. Compared with the EU, NAFTA is still at the preliminary

I

stages of deepening economic integration. Different from OAS's collective security
consideration and involved political circumstances, the primary mission of NAFTA
targeted on regional trade integration relatively looks simple. However, unlike regional
exclusivity ofEU and OAS, NAFTA seems more flexibly toward globalization. Telling

361

NAFTA, Art. 1308.

362

NAFTA, Art. 1307. It states that if there is any inconsistency between the chapter relating to

telecommunications and any other chapter, the telecommunications chapter shall prevail to the extent of
the inconsistency.
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from its recent development and specific characters, NAFTA appears symptoms of
"open regionalism" model.
Based on bilateral US-Canada Free Trade Agreement, the regional bloc extended
its wing into Mexico, and proposed its future development covering Chile. There were
some discussion that NAFTA may be further extended to Asia and may come to include
Korea, Malaysia, and some other countries. Obviously, NAFTA model adopts the open
F

membership policy and furthers its range into those nations with the willingness to
participate in and accept the provisions of NAFTA. One of the main thrusts of the
telecommunication chapter is the assurance of open access to and use of basic
telecommunication networks and services for the conduct of business on reasonable
and non-discriminatory principle. This is in keeping with the national treatment and
MFN theme prevalent throughout the NAFTA. Although NAFTA still permits several
reservations for sensitive sectors such as Mexico telecommunication market, it is
non-doubtfully NAFTA proceeds unconditional MFN aimed for globalization. For
trade facilitation, NAFTA has negotiated non-tariff barriers such as licensing
procedures and technical standards on a transparent non-discriminatory manner. In
addition, NAFTA's three member states had participated fully in the multilateral GATT
rounds and asserted their consistency with Article 24.
"Open regionalism" recognizes trade agreements as steppingstones toward the
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ultimate goal of global trade liberalization. The new style of integration views free
trade as an essential organizing principle for the economy. Free trade enables an
economy to be more efficient and productive. Through open integration model, without
increasing barriers to third parties, many countries are dismantling long-standing
protectionist obstacles to regional and bilateral trade as well as the uncovering latent
complementary and strong synergy between neighboring economies. 363 Under such
trend, inter-state market competition invites innovation and more effective allocation of
resources. Wider and more open markets foster greater competitiveness among
economies and among companies as well. And probably most importantly, the open
flow of goods and services guarantees lower prices· and a satisfied consumer. 364
Telecommunication, as one of the building blocks of the new economy is recognized by
NAFTA. The telecommunications chapter is clearly structured to facilitate business in
general by ensuring equal access to basic telecommunications services. Furthermore, it
will benefit the telecommunications industry itself by opening borders that have
previously been closed due to protectionism and technical barriers. In the grand scheme
of international cooperative forces, NAFTA is the model consistent with the nature of
the modem nation state and with the limits of man's cooperative impulses. 365 Thus the
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NAFTA model is more likely to become universally acceptable.
However, consisting of both industrialized and developing nations, NAFTA faces
the hardship for deregulating and liberalizing monopolistic industries in developing
countries. With its non-discriminatory principle, NAFTA has irreversibly impacted the
economies of the participating nations. In the area of telecommunications equipment,
tariffs were eliminated immediately on many telecommunications products, such as
PBX, fiber and cellular phones. Trade barriers being eliminated by NAFTA forced the
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former monopoly to face competition and the telecommunications industry has
undergone drastic changes. 366 For example, for deregulation of the Mexican market, the
Mexican telecommunications monopoly, Telemex, was privatized in 1990. In addition,
the Mexican Congress approved a telecommunication law that set the framework for
consortiums and partnerships to begin forming in anticipation of the deregulation in
telecommunication market in 1995.
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Inter-American Free Trade, Inter-American Trade Report, May 3, 1994.
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Sara G Cuesta: "Telecommunications under NAFTA;" Aug 1999.
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V. Telecommunication Cooperation in Asia-Pacific Region
A. Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)

1. Introduction
Regional cooperation in Asia could be traced back to the establishment of the UN
agency, the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) in

i1

1947. In response to the Cold War, the USA contributed in formulating several bilateral
agreements and security framework in the Asia-Pacific region such as US-Japan

.:. II

alliance and Southeast Asian Treaty Organization. Those forms were designed for
security purposes. After the end of the Vietnam War and the decline of the Cold War

I! ·I
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rivalries, economic institutionalization would gather pace over the entire Asia-Pacific

j.

region. In the first place, the major economic powers including China, Hong Kong,

,.
Japan, Korea and Taiwan hitherto had not participated in any regional agreement
Secondly, the Western influences from either USA or Australia favored the
maintainances of their interests and advantages in this area. Hence the emphasis on
multilateral cooperation to pursue common interest a goal recognized the necessity of
creating a new Asia-Pacific community. Thereafter, the establishment· of new

],

institutions in the security and economic fields had been steadily gaining ground
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throughout the 1960s and 1970s, notably the Pacific Basin Economic Council (PBEC)

I.

in 1967 and the Pacific Economic Cooperation Council (PECC) in 1980. These
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institutional developments pioneered in many instances by business and the academia
as much as by the government, prepared the ground for a major Australian diplomatic
initiative in 1988, which came to fruition in 1989 with the formation of APEC. 367
Founded in 1989, APEC is one of the first region-wide intergovernmental
institutions in the Asia-Pacific region. With the Australian proposal, APEC currently
encompasses more than 2 billion people, occupies 46 per cent of world trade, and
accounts for more than 60 per cent of the total world production of goods and services.
The region "saves more than the rest of the world", and is endowed with a "rich
diversity in natural resources, wage levels, skills and technology". 368 In 1993, the US
hosted the first Informal Economic Leaders Meeting in Seattle and proposed that work
be begun on the creation of an Asia-Pacific economic community. The next year,

II

Indonesia hosted the APEC meetings and President Sueharto arranged for the
ambitious Bogor Declaration to be adopted with its call for liberalization within the

t

region by 2010 for the industrial countries and 2020 for the other members. Most
I

.'
important of all, APEC started its voluntary liberalization at the Manila Meetings
urging the other WTO member countries, particularly the EU countries, to undertake
similar liberalization efforts.
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R. Higgott:"Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific: APEC and the New Institutionalism", Pacific Economic
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See Far Eastern Economic Review, 2 Jun. 1994, p 21.
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It is believed that USA has historically adopted a way to support its global political
interests and espouse open regionalism, as a means of avoiding new conflicts between
regional and global progress. This concept evolved naturally as a guiding principle of
the organization. Thus, APEC exerted the mechanism of voluntary liberalization
compatible with globalism. Although APEC is not a security forum but aims at
promoting primarily trade and investment, it has security implications. Along with the
rise of economic multilateralism, movements to institutionalize a multilateral
cooperative framework in politics and the area of security have gained renewed vitality.
Therefore, it is widely recognized that it will in the future play a constructive role in
deterring future threat to Pacific Rim prosperity, and significantly contribute to the
reduction of security tensions.

2.

Asia-Pacific

Economic

Cooperation

Working

Group

on

Telecommunications (APEC TEL)
The APEC Telecommunications Working Group (TEL) was established at the
APEC Senior Officials Meeting in 1990. TEL's activities are consistent with specific
goals set out by APEC economic leaders in the 1994 Bogor Declaration.

~;

369

The Bogor

Declaration stressed a more open multilateral trade system, trade and investment
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See http://www.apecsec.org.sglworkgroup/telecom_upd.html
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liberalization, the free flow of goods, services and capital, as well as improving
economic infrastructure, such as information and telecommunications. Under the
leadership and guidance of the United States, TEL was charged to address human
resource development; technology transfer and regional cooperation; opportunities for
on-site visits,

obs~erships

and fellowships; and telecommunications standardization.

I.
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The work of TEL has been accomplished by four steering groups that proposed,
implemented and monitored projects and activities to advance the overall goals of
APEC. Those are Liberalization Steering Group, Business Facilitation Steering Group,
Development Cooperation Steering Group, and Human Resource Development
Steering Group.
APEC Ministers responsible for the Telecommunications and Information
Industry have met regularly and examined the work of the TEL as well as the
development of the Asia-Pacific Information Infrastructure (APII). The First
Ministerial Meeting was held in Seoul, Korea in 1995. Ministers announced the Seoul
Declaration including ten core principles and objectives for the APII. The Second
Ministerial Meeting was held in Queensland, Australia in 1996. Ministers made the
Gold

Coast Declaration that contained

a Program for Action for the

Telecommunications and Information sector in APEC economies. The Program for
Action focuses on continuing liberalization efforts, including endorsement of a
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Reference List of a Fully Liberalized Telecommunications Sector. 370 At the Third
Ministerial Meeting, the Singapore Declaration was issued. The Ministers endorsed the
Mutual Recognition Arrangement for Conformity Assessment of Telecommunications
Equipment, marking the first success of APEC's Early Voluntary Sectoral
Liberalization initiative. Ministers also approved a Reference Framework for Action on
Electronic Commerce and a set of principles for use by economies wishing to provide
universal access to telecommunications services. 371 The Fourth Ministerial Meeting
was held in Cancun, Mexico in May 2000 where its discussion focused on the theme of
"Convergence".
Business and private sector participation is one of the major principles of TEL.
The business and private sector from many APEC member economies are actively
involved in TEL activities and TEL Steering Groups. They are active in the efforts of

II

the Liberalization Steering Group to enhance market access. In the Human Resource
Development and Development Cooperation Steering Groups, they also play an active
role in courses, and infrastructure development initiatives. Since TEL's 13th meeting in
March 1996, each meeting of the working group has included a Business-Government
Dialogue, organized jointly with the Pacific Economic Cooperation Council (PECC),
which provides an opportunity for the two sectors to engage in informal discussion on

I.
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topics of mutual interest.372 At the Third Ministerial Meeting, a Government-Industry
Dialogue was held, allowing the APEC member economies and the business and
private sectors to hold frank discussions on issues affecting the telecommunication and
information industry. 373 In addition, the Business Facilitation Steering Group's focus on
electronic commerce in the region includes a current study of the legal and regulatory
barriers to electronic commerce, and a major survey of the use of electronic commerce
by small and medium enterprises. Business has encouraged the publication of the Guide
to Regulatory Environments in APEC Member Economies. 374
TEL has completed a number of projects such as Interactive Medical Curriculum
Project, Educational seminar on the application of Global Positioning System (GPS)
technologies, Training course on Disaster Recovery and Contingency Planning,
Seminar on Implementation of the WTO Agreement on Basic Telecommunications, the
report on legal and regulatory barriers to electronic commerce, an E-commerce Survey

I
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for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises, study on International Charging
Arrangements for Internet Services (ICAIS}, and the Symposium for Collaborative
Strategies for Multimedia and World Wide Web Production Skills Development,
among others. By 1997, TEL also had approved approximately thirty active projects
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and activities including Development of a Model Mutual Recognition Arrangement on
Conformity Assessment for Telecommunications Equipment; Studies and seminars to
build awareness and confidence in the benefits of liberalization and to develop
transparent means of providing universal access to telecommunications users;
Establishment of an APII Cooperation Center in Korea and the APII Technology Center
in Japan; Development of an APII videoconferencing and collaboration system;
Promotion of business and private sector investment in telecommunications
infrastructure; Distance learning projects and workshops and personnel exchange
programs for the telecommunications and information human resource development.
In 1998, a joint TEL-PECC seminar on electronic commerce was held in the 17th
TEL's meeting in Brunei. The Reference Framework for Action on Electronic
Commerce adopted by Ministers in 1998 committed the TEL to collaborating with the
APEC Electronic Commerce TaskForce, and to a focused program of work. 375 In 1999,
TEL finalized the APEC Framework for Telecommunications Interconnection. The
Framework is a resource for use by businesses and policy makers and aims to support
secure and competitive supplies of services to users in an environment of certainty
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which gives investors confidence in the ongoing development of existing networks as
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well as the development of new networks. APEC began implementing the Mutual
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Recognition Arrangement on Conformity Assessment for Telecommunications
Equipment in July 1999. To date, nine economies are participating in Phase I (Mutual
Recognition of Test Reports) and four economies are participating in Phase II (Mutual
Recognition of Equipment Certification). Currently, TEL continues to review and
implement the program to achieve goals set by APEC Leaders and Ministers including
over forty active projects and activities as well as several new projects. The new
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projects include the Distance Learning Training Courses project, the APEC Distance
Learning project on Basic Telecommunication Technology, the Interconnection
Resources projecr 76, and the Techno-economic Modeling projects. 377

3. Analysis
Supported by the US, "Open regionalism" has been adopted as a fundamental
principle of APEC organization from its creation in 1989. APEC decided at the Bogor

i.... :
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summit in 1994 to achieve "free and open trade and investment in the region" by 2010
for its industrialized members and by 2020 for the rest. With the focus on the goal of
achieving free and open trade and investment, the Bogor Declaration emphasized that
APEC will achieve this goal "in a GAIT-consistent manner." The declaration also
,.
•
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Interconnection Resources project to give busmess and governments practical information and a

simple methodology to make negotiations and mterconnection policy faster and easier.
377

The Techno-economic Modeling project aims to integrate decision-making tools to help regulators,

'
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management teams and network engineers make sound decisions.
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added that the member's wish to "emphasize their strong opposition to the creation of
an inward-looking trading bloc that could divert from the pursuit of global free trade."
The APEC leaders at Bogor added that "the outcome of trade and investment
liberalization in the Asia-Pacific will not only be the actual reduction ofbarriers among
APEC economies but also between APEC economies and non-APEC economies." The
best way for APEC to do so is to indicate publicly both its precise liberalization
program and its willingness to extend that liberalization to all members of the WTO on
a reciprocal basis. 378
After the Bogor Declaration, the goal was reaffirmed in the Osaka APEC
Meetings and moved from the vision stage to the action stage. Moreover, with
comprehensive facilitation measures in the Osaka Action Agenda, APEC is headed in
the same direction as the EC's drive for a single market. Generally speaking, depending
on how much progress is made in eliminating border measures, it is evident that
regional agreements have been achieved a custom union, free trade area, or common
market. Most regional trade agreements whether a customs union or a free trade
agreement are preferential and discriminatory ones that run counter to the GAIT's
MFN clause. However, APEC has not yet created any as "preferential trade
agreements" (PTAs) against the idea of global free trade. With facilitation measures and
fl
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non-PTAs, APEC envisages a regional integration to achieve the kind of systemic and
regulatory harmonization on a global scale without discrimination against nonmembers.
Indeed, all liberalization agreed by APEC has proceeded in a manner that is consistent
with the principle of open regionalism that the institution has adopted from its inception.
Pursuing trade liberalization on a global basis, APEC clearly promotes its vision of free
trade in the region in ways that will further attain its global goals. Thus it must

I.

r

faithfully pursue open regionalism in its own practices, and it must encourage other
regional arrangements to do so as well.379
In order to greatly expand trade liberalization and substantially enhance global
economic benefits, APEC plans generalizing barrier reductions to all nonmembers that
agreed to take similar steps and anticipates that nonmembers would accept the offer to
avoid being discriminated against by APEC. Under those

measur~s,

the extension of

APEC liberalization would be compatible with the spirit of WTO and could essentially
represent a multilateral liberalization. With this promotion, APEC proves its pace with

I·
1:

globalism and goes far ahead of most regional integration arrangements. There is even
no regional arrangement in history that has ever made such an offer. The other
consistent principle emphasized in most meetings is the non-binding and voluntary
commitment by APEC members. The trade liberalization within APEC is on a
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voluntary basis and most APEC members are also extending their liberalization
advances to non-APEC countries on a non-discriminatory basis. This is thus a regional
integration concept that differs markedly from the free trade area or custom union. It is
essential that APEC continues to move in the direction of an "open economic area"
direction. Following the meaning of "open," APEC observes the MFN clause. If an
APEC member lowers its tariffs, the benefits of this lowering accrue not only to other
APEC members but to non-member countries as well.
One of the original proponents of this approach called for APEC to become an
"Open Economic Association" with "association" indicating a continued reliance on
unilateral actions that would generate "openness" via unconditional MFN. 380 The
unconditional MFN approach is linked to the parallel emphasis of some in the region on
unilateral trade liberalization with its inherently unconditional MFN character.
Unconditional MFN has several attractions for APEC including obviating the need to
work out preferential rules of origin and detailed plans to qualify as a "free trade area"
under Article 24 of the WTO. Besides, it would avoid the violation of new preferential
and discriminatory practices and the risks of creating new trade conflicts against the

~.I•

fundamental interests of all APEC members. However, there are both economic and
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political drawbacks to the unconditional MFN option. 381 The economic cost is that it
would forego the use of APEC's huge negotiating leverage, based on its formidable size,
to negotiate reciprocal liberalization by nonmember trading partners. The political cost
is that its "free rider'' implications, especially for sizable outsiders such as the EU,
could doom the prospects of achieving APEC 's liberalization goals within some of the
member countries themselves. 382
, I

I

It is because countries that are early in the liberalization process and thus retain
high barriers may find it relatively easy to reduce barriers unilaterally and thus offer
unconditional MFN treatment. By contrast, countries where remaining barriers are low
generally face much tougher domestic resistance and must therefore mobilize the
political economy of reciprocal trade policy to push farther. In addition, small countries
do not have much leverage in reciprocal trade negotiations and cannot obtain much
foreign response even if they insist on "concessions" by others. Large countries and
regions, such as the EU, by contrast have extensive leverage and should use it. 383 Most
APEC members would prefer to avoid choosing between conditional and unconditional
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MFN treatment of nonmembers. They want to avoid the economic and political costs of
new discrimination, in light of their global trading interests, but also recognize the case
for using APEC's leverage to induce reciprocal concessions from nonmembers and the
political impracticality of permitting extensive "free riding."384
As to membership policy, the 1993 Seattle summit and the Bogor Declaration had
attempted to implement the far-reaching free trade commitment and enabled APEC to
focus on its substantive agenda. Later on, the 1996 agenda had discussed that APEC
could accept all countries that are either Asian or border on the Pacific. It already
includes countries that are not Asian such as Canada, Chile, Mexico, United States or
seeks to include countries that are not on the Pacific states such as Russia and India.
Therefore, it was hard to argue that countries must be both in Asia and Pacific region to
qualify for accession to APEC. A dozen countries behind this definition have already
applied, including several major states as India and Russia in future accession. From its
extension, APEC is not only qualified as a model of "open regionalism" but also
developed toward "globalism." APEC now represents not merely a confined regional
interest, but comprises of several sub-regional and major economic anticipations.
Modem telecommunication and advanced transportation technology increases the

I

I
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potential return of cooperation, while multiplying the cost of war. In other words,
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liberal optimists believe, as did their forebears of the 18th and 19th century, that
dynamic economic growth in the region promotes peace by fostering more trade and
interdependence.385 Under the trend, APEC has an important role to play in enabling
the Asia-Pacific region to sustain economic growth and telecommunication
cooperation. Telecommunication and technology transfer issues have been discussed in
most annual meetings of APEC and included small and medium enterprises,
government officials, and academics. An APEC-wide decision to offer global access to
telecommunication markets thus could promote trade liberalization and even
globalization progress. Unlike the EU and NAFTA, APEC has gradually organized and
structured under all members' agreement and nonmembers' extension. Thus APEC is
open in the telecommunication area on a non-discriminatory and non-preferential basis.
In light of APEC's size, this is potentially the most far-reaching trade agreement in
history. 386 APEC is thus a major factor in the world trading system and its embrace of
"open regionalism" has propelled the concept into global prominence. However, at the
same time, due to its considerable size and diversity member conditions, the
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implementation of many of APEC's proposed prospects still remain on the
announcement and walking steps.

B. Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)

I.

1. Introduction
Historically, Southeast Asia is a region rooted in cultural, ethnic, geographical,
and developmental diversity but generally transformed into a united bloc. Due to
western imperialism invasion in 19th century, regional conflicts such as territorial
disputes and national unification aggravated distrust between neighbors and prolonged
fragmentation of Southeast Asia. 387 The common experiences in this region were
colonialism in 19th century and hegemonic encounter during the Cold War period.
Because at that time the region was badly divided by ideological conflict and war, the
emergence of a shared sense of security community is extremely slow and difficult.
Internal insurgencies and economic hardship forced Southeast Asian countries to waste
their resources in defense and to rely on external powers for security and aid. Those
factors restricted the opportunity to create a regional identity in the region. Guided by

387
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the United States, a number of security arrangements were gradually formed during the
Cold War period. However, most of the organizations created during the 1950s and

fi
1960s were subject to a number of limitations including geographical, temporal,
functional, and ideological ones. Even so, there are several potential advantages for
future cooperation in this region. Firstly, there are billions of hard-working people
constructing their nation after independence. It has also been fuelled by an
11

extraordinary growth in inputs like labor and capital rather than by gains m

efficiency. 11388 Furthermore, Southeast Asian economies have been export-oriented
from the 1950s onwards. They exported mostly to Europe and USA but intra-Asian
trade has always been relatively less dynamic.
Founded in 1967, ASEAN was an organization of non-communist countries
including Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand for cooperating
actively towards peace, stability, progress and prosperity in the region. Initially, one of

I"'

the major objectives of ASEAN was to deal with various inter-state conflicts in the area
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and prevent the spread of communism. With the communists coming to power in 1975
in Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam, ASEAN was alerted. ASEAN states' foreign policies
and thereby created a common security concern and a solid reputation around the world
as a genuine regional organization. Thereby ASEAN was doing away with what was an
,I
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artificial and obsolete Cold-War-imposed regional division, and assumed an
uncontested leadership role in Southeast Asia in terms of regional cooperation. 389
Starting in 1992, Southeast Asian countries decided to create an "inner market" through
the ASEAN Free Trade Area {AFTA).
Although ASEAN countries were hesitant at the beginning, they have since
adopted the APEC cause as their own and made major progress for liberalization and
facilitation in the last few years. The most remarkable way was the creation of the
AFTA scheme similar to NAFTA. AFTA was designed for lowering intra-regional
tariffs and putting country-of-origin regulations in place. This is intended to promote
the production and procurement of parts for consumer electronics and other industries.
Although some degrees of trade liberalization had been achieved, multilateral
ll-\

frameworks in political and security cooperation still lag far behind the area of
economics. In 1993, ASEAN formed a regional security forum called the ASEAN
Regional Forum (ARF), which is intended to foster cooperation on political and

[,
security issues. The Forum's annual meeting includes 18 countries, comprising all the
ASEAN members and others such as the US, PRC, Russia, Japan and South Korea. In
addition, t)lere has been a proliferation of channels for security dialogue, which is

ij
loosely organized and less formal. Some of them are "distinctively Asian", and many
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are non-governmental or quasi-official. 390 These collective efforts are created for
keeping the pace of economic growth and preventing tensions between members.
Indeed, ASEAN is one of the most solid and long-term regional associations and it has
the potential and self-confidence to adapt to the current global trend.
.1

I

2. ASEAN Telecommunication Regulators' Council (ATRC)
In1967, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) was established by
I

..
;,

the five original Member Countries including Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, and Thailand. Brunei Darussalam, Vietnam, Laos, Myanmar and Cambodia
lately joined ASEAN at some point before April 1999. ASEAN has a population of
about 500 million, a total area of 4.5 million square kilometers, a combined gross
domestic product of US$737 billion, and a total trade of US$ 720 billion.391 When
ASEAN was established, trade among the Member Countries was insignificant.
Estimates between 1967 and the early 1970s showed that the share of intra-ASEAN
trade from the total trade of the Member Countries was between 12 and 15 percent.
ASEAN economic cooperation covers widespread areas such as trade, investment,
industry, services, finance, agriculture, transportation and communication, intellectual
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property, and tourism.
Within economic cooperation, telecommunication cooperation started late in 1994.

~

After the dissolution of the ASEAN Sub-Committee on Posts and Telecommunications
(ASEAN POSTEL), the ASEAN Telecommunication Regulators' Council (ATRC) was
formed to provide a platform for ASEAN telecommunications regulators to meet and
discuss telecommunication cooperation in general as well as strategic and regulatory
issues facing ASEAN. The ATRC groups the telecommunication regulators of all
ASEAN countries to achieve greater and closer telecommunications cooperation. Since
its formation, the ATRC has held several meetings and the first one was in Indonesia in
July 1995. The fourth ATRC was held in Bangkok in July 1998 to engage in
telecommunications cooperation activities in the sub-regional groupings like Brunei
Darussalam-Indonesia-Malaysia-Philippines

East

ASEAN

Growth

Area

(BIMP-EAGA), the Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle {IMT-GT) and the
Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS). The fifth ATRC Meeting stressed cooperation in
type-approval of telecommunications terminal equipment and testing capabilities with
, I

the conclusion of the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Arrangement for conformance
testing. The ATRC has grown to be a valuable forum for intra-ASEAN cooperative
efforts. The ATRC has also spurred greater consultation among the ASEAN regulatory
authorities at international fora such as the ITIJ to forge a common perspective on

225
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global issues. These include radio frequency coordination, harmonization of standards,
international and regional telecommunications developments and regulatory trends. In
addition to the regulatory authorities of the respective ASEAN countries,
telecommunication operators of the ASEAN countries have also participated in the
meetings as well as representatives from the I1U, the APT and the ASEAN
Secretariat 392
The major goals in intra-ASEAN telecommunications cooperation include
regulatory, policy and strategic accomplishments. Those are the designation of
common ASEAN frequency bands for one-way and two way paging services to
facilitate roaming and free circulation of paging subscriber units within the region; the
adoption of procedures for numeric and alpha-numeric radio paging input via telephone
keypad to facilitate trans-national roaming; and cooperation in regional broadband
interconnectivity to address the interconnectivity and interoperability of the National

·l
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Information Infrastructure of the ASEAN countries. ASEAN plans to develop and
implement a Plan of Action on regional broadband interconnectivity, which addresses
the policy and regulatory environment, universal access, private sector participation,
technical standardization and harmonization, information development, data security
and intellectual property rights and cooperative applications. ASEAN shall intensify
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cooperation in ensuring seamless roaming of telecommunications services and in

fi

facilitating intra-ASEAN trade in telecommunications equipment and services. 393
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3.Analysis
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Historically, Southeast Asia is a politically fragmented place and confronted many

l

internal conflicts and external pressures, thus regionalization in this region is slow and
difficult. Numerous regional conflicts over land frontiers or maritime boundaries, and
disputed control over newly discovered natural resources are portrayed as the
geopolitical expression of deeper national animosities. 394 This is not only because of a
lack of formal regionalism but also lack of a local hegemony to handle conflict
management and guide a belief that the global process of regionalization will have a
deep impact on Southeast Asia area.395 In Southeast Asia, nationalism rooted deeply in
ethnic and racial differences is "a reflection of the region's diversity, geographical
dispersal, troubled past and its lack to date of the soothing interconnections that have
existed for some time in Western Europe." 396 Hence regionalization is not very

,I
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successful in Southeast Asia over time.
Acting as one of the strongest external hegemonies, the US became the driving
force in this area to unite anti-communist countries preventing the expansion of Soviet
Union and threat from Communist China. At the beginning, ASEAN functioned well as
a security organization to deal with violent regional conflicts and domestic power
struggles. However, hard pressed under the form of "old regionalism," ASEAN also

·J
suffered problems of internal conflicts, limited membership, or its lack of common

I
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interest that most regional organizations created during the Cold War. 397 For an
organization that is born of a combination of external threats and domestic challenges, a
fundamental change in both the external environment and the ideological content is by
definition crucial to its future. Facing new challenges of the post-Cold War period and
emerging economic competition from other regions, regionalization in Southeast Asia
is fronting the same transformation and entering a new era. ASEAN, as the most
important regional institution in Southeast Asia, is no longer serving Cold War interests,
and has to prove capable of providing economic, social and political integration, or
harmonization.
Indeed, the challenge facing ASEAN from global power fluctuations, from
redefined security interests, and from institutional competition calls for new political
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roles. 398 In addition, after the Cambodia issue, regional conflicts in Southeast Asia are
likely to be loomed and less ideologically based. Due to the alteration, ASEAN has
made some changes as a solid and long-term security forum in this region. The
development of ASEAN seems to shift from "old regionalism" to the EU model. Not
only economic integration but political cooperation, ASEAN hoped to build its own
regional identity out of the recent flow of regional competition. Its structure stands out
as a unique combination of countries united in common efforts to attain economic
growth and political cooperation taking place on the member states' conditions.
ASEAN now has accepted accession from disputed countries, Cambodia and Myanmar,
as well as communist countries, Vietnam and Laos. With the increase in membership
and those enjoying observer status, the current ASEAN seems to be moving toward the
trend of"new regionalism."
As to economic integration, it has proposed a free trade area agreement, AFTA,
I
I

1:

similar to the NAFTA model to act as a customs union. The proposal has covered a

I,

range of upper-level topics including telecommunication, transportation, tourism,
financial service, and foreign investment. It shows this plan not only focused on basic
barrier reductions but also facilitation measures. However, ASEAN has not functioned
as an organization that has created economic growth. Firstly, most Southeast Asian
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countries are homogeneous as developing economies and have an export-oriented
trading pattern. Among them, economic development does not pose mutual benefits but

T

on competitive stage. Secondly, Southeast Asia is an area full of cultural, political, and
economic diversity. Hence ASEAN, as an economic association, is not very successful.

{

~:
In fact, "its economic achievements have been minimal," and one could argue that
various regional trading and industrial cooperation schemes have never had any

[I
genuine political backing.

399

In other words, ASEAN as a regional political stabilizer

has obviously been instrumental in achieving high economic growth. 400
Due to distinct political cultures and unsettled intra-relationship, however,
regionalization in Southeast Asia is widely different from those either in Europe or
North America. Although ASEAN has endeavored to be a successful regional bloc like
EU or NAFTA, the diversity rooted on different backgrounds on this region makes it
less possible to achieve the same model. On the contrast, in Southeast Asia, the aim of
regionalization closes to informal trade relations in order to gain more political
leverage on the international scene and the desire to take revenge on decades of
colonialism and subsequent condescension from European countries. 401 Actually,
regional conflicts and rapid economic growth are the two features most commonly
399
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associated with Southeast Asia in the last three decades. These tssues are now
reappearing as regional concerns in a different guise. Many future issues will be
complex and rooted in the internal affairs of Southeast Asian countries. The inherent
contradiction in achieving both regionalization and a strengthening of the sovereign

<I

state is becoming progressively urgent for ASEAN to deal with. 402 Besides, if ASEAN
wants to keep its position as the solver of sovereign regional issues, it has to adjust its
involvement in the domestic affairs of member countries.

I
I:
I
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VI. Conclusion
Although regionalism is developing toward the same direction in Europe,
Americas, and Asia-Pacific areas, the processes of regional cooperation vary due to
different political, economic, and social conditions in each region, affecting the process
of nature and speed. Some regions are more integrated than the others, and some are
still maintaining nations-diversion status. The integrative processes in each of the three
sub-regions are likely to proceed at a different pace, assume different forms, and have
differential, even contradictory effects on the region as a whole. 403 With efforts to
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promote liberalization and facilitation among neighbors, those regional integration
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have endeavored to lower or eliminate the barriers to trade and investment within the

I

region, to harmonize the member countries domestic regulations, practices, procedures,
and to seek a degree of policy coordination.
At the same time, there are also moves toward globalism seeking to promote

lI

liberalization and cooperation at the global level. To harmonize between globalism and

~.

regionalism, Article I of the GATT calls for general MFN treatment, and Article 24,

!.

expressing the hope that regional liberalization will lead to global liberalization, allows
free trade agreements as exceptions to Article 1. However, these endeavors toward
globalization are both slower and weaker compared with the process of regionalism.
For example, the Urugnay Round negotiations almost took seven years to conclude
rather than the proposed four years. Compared with regionalization for integrating
homogeneous neighbors, globalization seems much complex and difficulty because of
its diversity. Therefore, building a model of regional integration toward globalization is
a possible way toward globalism. There are two different styles of regionalism; one is
called "old closed regionalism," the other is "new open regionalism." Aimed for
regional identity, old closed regionalism stresses on interregional competition and
intra-region protectionism. Different from old regionalism, new regionalism focuses on
trade liberalization and economic cooperation. If the old closed regionalism prevails, a
very conflicted relationship between the process of global trade liberalization and the
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increasingly stronger regional integration would obstruct future global development
and economic growth. However, if open regionalism prospers and guides the efforts to
achieve freer regional trade, then integration will be a catalytic force for global free
trade. 404 In other word, the model of new regionalism not only benefits regional trade
liberalization but also a best way for future globalization.
In the Western Hemisphere, the OAS stands for an old regionalism aimed for
regional security and identity. Due to the end of Cold War and the success of regional
integration in Europe, the OAS has proposed the plan of FTAA and adjusted its

;;·j

direction toward new regionalism. Moreover, under tend of new regionalism, many

J[!

different trade integration agreements such as NAFTA, MERCOSUR, ADCOM have

if'

been signed in the last few years leading to a spectacular growth of intra-regional trade.

I, I

However, NAFTA and those regional blocs in Latin America are still in the free trade
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agreement stage with tariffs eliminated on trade within the region but all of member
countries maintaining their own tariffs on imports from outside. It also contains very
rigorous rules of origin regulations that will decrease the intensity of integration. In

>I
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addition, because the scale of the US economy posed a large portion in the whole North
America, Canada and Mexico as a whole only add a few influences for this regional
bloc; the NAFTA cannot be compared to the EU. For furthering a whole regional trade
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integration in the Western Hemisphere, there are several choices underling. The most
remarkable way is the proposed FTAA and the expansion ofNAFTA. For enlarging
participation covering all nations and current regional blocs in Americas, a proposed
FTAA tries to collectively build a Hemispheric-wide free trade zone to offer a bigger
market and reduce diversion of trade flows. However, consisting of countries with
distinct development levels and numerous small states, the efficiency ofFATT has been

r
questioned. In my opinion, the better way for promoting regional integration in
Americas is core-outward model. Based on NAFTA, countries that meet requirements
and are ready for openness may apply accession into NAFTA. Already, NAFTA started
by the US in frustration with the pace of the GATT involves bringing Canada and
Mexico into a free trade area for broader market access in the regional market. Even the
level of regional integration in the Western Hemisphere is behind EU; the process of
globalization supported by the US is still an unavoidable influence. In addition, most
nations of the Americas have embraced GATT, the Uruguay Round and joined the

,.

WTO. Therefore, it seems that a mixture of regionalism and globalism on trade has
,.

been formed in this region.
In forming regional integration and becoming a transnational trading bloc, the EU
model is often viewed as proof that global development is moving in the direction of
"new regionalism." The European model is the most successful because of its
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homogeneity. The EU embodies the pan-European tradition and builds upon a political
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decision to pursue integration. A very advanced form of customs union, it is extending
its influence to neighboring countries and growing larger. Most important of all, the

'I

adoption of the Euro as a pan-European currency signals a movement from a single
market to a single currency and from national sovereignty to regional integration.
Those successful experiences witnessed the possibility of regional integration toward
globalization. However, the issue of the Balkans and the development of Eastern

I,
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Europe still question the ability of EU to devise a common foreign policy. Besides,
although the EU stands for a successful model, the purposes and functions of regional
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organizations vary and diversity may make success difficult in other regions. On the
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other hand, the Asia-Pacific region remarkably has enjoys rapid economic growth in
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the last few decades, but it does not have an organizational structure similar to the EU's
customs union or NAFTA's free trade area. Rather, the core APEC organization is
proposing a new model for promoting economic development through voluntary
liberalization and regional cooperation. Because Asian countries tend to depend much
more on exporting to North America or Europe than to their neighbors, regional
integration thus hardly exists in the Asia-Pacific region due to this competitive
relationship. Most Asia-Pacific countries also prefer to maintain their regional military
power under a strong American military presence. APEC is still at the step of
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announcement and aspiration and ASEAN also suffers from internal contradictions
such as the Cambodia issue and financial crisis since 1997. Yet, lots of international
telecommunication cooperation have been achieved; for example, under ITIJ
terminology, Asia is made up of all the countries whose telephone country code starts
with an 8 or a 9.
With the major advances in information processing, telecommunications, and

t
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transportation, companies have desired to move beyond their national borders and to
create market systems shift to borderless manufacturing and marketing. As well,
governments have to dismantle obstacles on trade and standardize regulations to attract
foreign firms and maintain their indigenous competition. Based on corporate
globalization and governmental adjustment, regional integration toward globalization
is necessary and unavoidable. General speaking, different regional agreements are
compatible with GAIT and have a technical proclivity towards harmonization and
convergence. Therefore, those different regional trade blocs are inclined towards a
broader liberalization of trade. Although a reaching global agreement on liberalization,
deregulation, and harmonization is a long and laborious process, regionalism is seen as
an intermediate step to the goal. In addition, with specific characters relating to service
and business, multilateral telecommunication cooperation is urgent and compulsory. It
is believed that regional integration would not contradict with globalization and is
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compatible with an open and liberal global economic order. Thus telecommunication
cooperation within regional blocs will benefit future global telecommunication
negotiation. Therefore, the challenge for the next decade will be to guarantee the
continuity of the telecommunication liberalization process in each region with
nondiscriminatory and compatible with the efforts to expand global trade.
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Chapter V Radio Regulations and
Telecommunications

I. Introduction
Radio is an indispensable tool for our daily life and it also covers numerous
economic and industrial sectors such as television, sound broadcasting, mobile
telephones, and Internet. The enormous impact of radio use on our lives carne about
rather rapidly. Moreover, the incorrect use of radio will cause various harmful
interferences and could nullify the benefits. To avoid such interference, the use of radio
should be well arranged and regulated. Because the radio frequency spectrum is a
limited natural resource and its use does not respect national borders, it is essential that
,,

all countries in the world proceed with international negotiations and cooperation to
resolve this global issue. Radio waves and satellite orbits are common heritages for all
human beings and no one country can operate alone without cooperating with the
others.

..
I'

This chapter will be divided into four parts. Following the introduction, the
chapter will debate radiocommunication and spectrum management. From the
definition, uses, and scarcity of radio frequency spectrum, it will examine why these
238
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resources should be managed and regulated. Secondly, the chapter will focus on Radio

~

Regulations to see its history, frequency allocation and registration, as well as its future

I

development. At the end, the chapter will follow the characters of radio frequency to

(!

emphasize the importance of international negotiations and cooperation in sharing this

l

limited natural resource.

II. Radiocommunication and Spectrum Management

•I

r

1. Definition of Radio Frequency Spectrum
~

,li
I

Radio is defined in the Radio Regulations as "a general term applied to the use of
radio waves," 405 and radiocommunication means "telecommunication by means of

~
I

radio waves. ,,406 Radio waves also called hertzian waves were electromagnetic waves
of frequencies arbitrarily lower than 3000 GHz, propagated in space without artificial

i

l

guide. 407 The radio spectrum is the range of frequencies used radio-communication of
all types. We use interchangeably the terms "radio waves", "radio frequency spectrum"
and "spectrum." It is divided into frequency nine bands including VLF, LF, MF, HF,
VHF, UHF, SHF, and EHF. As the unit of frequency is the hertz (Hz), frequencies are
expressed by kilohertz (KHz), megahertz (MHz), and gigahertz (GHz). Meanwhile,

40s

RR Sl.4.

406

RR Sl.6.

407

RR Sl.S.
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,1

those include kilohertz (KHz) up to and including 3,000 kHz; megahertz (MHz) above
3 MHz, up to and including 3,000 MHz; and gigahertz (GHz), above 3 GHz, up to and
including 3,000 GHz.408
At the beginning, radio frequency spectrum was only an abstract mathematical
idea introduced by Jean-Baptiste Fourier (1768-1830) to solve differential equations.
The idea was strongly criticized and considered as a curiosity of doubtful value. Until

I·
I

Peter Dirichlet (1805-1859) and Georg Riemann (1826-1866) resolved these doubts,
the spectrum concept started to be generally accepted and had gradually become a
powerful tool used in signal processing, communications, computers and many other
fields. With the creation of radio engineering, the concept of radio spectrum is now
being used daily. The concepts of radio frequency spectrum already expand into three
areas including the market demand and pressure of wireless service providers, users,
and equipment manufacturers; the development of international wireless services; and
the threat of cross-border radio interference. The ability to carry energy and messages at

-.

a distance, at no cost and at the speed of light, made the radio spectrum a valuable

I

resource for all human beings. In addition, free access from any place and at any time
added the attractiveness of radio.

I

'

I.
401

RR S2.L
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2. Use of Radio and Radio Services
Radio services means all types of service using the radio spectrum, not only for
straight communication purposes, but also for those including sound and television
broadcasting, radio astronomy, aeronautical and maritime services, meteorological
observations, radio-navigation, and research, etc. The radio-communication service is
defined as the service involving the transmission, emission and reception of radio
waves for specific telecommunication purposes. 409 After its invention about one
hundred year, radio is entering a new era. Radio now becomes indispensable to the
functioning ofhuman's society and applies numerous areas including national defense,
disaster warning, public safety, and weather forecasts. The 1969 moon landing, the
most spectacular illustration of the conquest of space by humans, would never have
been possible without the radio. 410 Remote-sensing satellites are also irreplaceable in
discovering natural resources of the earth and in monitoring the climatic changes. In
addition, radio and television provide necessary information to illiterate people, about
two-thirds of the world's population, that are unable to read. Like the nervous system in

I

a living organism, radio plays a more and more decisive role both in security and

'

economy, nationally and worldwide.
The radio frequency spectrum is currently allocated to different radio and
409

RR Sl.l9.

410

Ryszard Struzak, "Renaissance of Radio," ITU Report Issue No. 03/99.
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t'
scientific services. Generally, the use of radio spectrum by different radio services in
different parts of the world is expected to be in line with these allocations from
kilohertz to gigahertz. The spectrum requirements of a given service constantly evolve
depending on the stage of development of the service, the availability of appropriate
technology, and the increasing demand from users for more powerful derivatives of that
service. Even in the wake of technological improvements that mean more efficient use
of the spectrum, sooner or later, the net requirements will exceed the present
allocations. 411 However, if incorrectly exerted or operated, various uses of radio waves
can interfere with each other and nullify the benefits and results. To avoid such
interference, the use of radio often requires some amount of radio frequency spectrum
for exclusive use.
The development of telecommunication and information technologies already
tends to an energetic period that is even hard to imagine before. In spite of economic
fluctuations, the telecommunication sector alone has been one of the most profitable
industries, after pharmaceuticals and diversified financials. 412 With the use of radio
waves, many industrial processes and scientific experiments have been improved, and
uncountable businesses have been created.

411

The

convergence of wireless

Ram Manohar: "Spectrum allocations- Additional mobile-satellite service (MSS) spectrum
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allocations: how can they ever be made?" ITU Report Issue No. 03/99.
412
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telecommunications and information technologies will be a major engine of economic
'I

growth and improvement of living standard in the future. Indeed, the enormous impact
of radio on our lives continues to increase, although we still do not fully realize all the
consequences of that development. 413

3. Scarcity of Spectrum
Within several international agreements and treaties, radio frequencies and the

l

geo-stationary satellite orbit are already regarded as limited natural resources and must
be used affordable so that countries or groups of countries may have equitable access to

1

l1

each other.414 Because most of the suitable frequencies have already been occupied

t!
~ '

!I

within the existing arrangements and the demand exceeds what can be assigned further,

r

there is no place for new radio stations in some frequency bands and geographical

ll!

l

regions. Spectrum scarcity is observed in VHF and UHF frequency bands if the
population density exceeds 200 people per square kilometer and the gross national
product is US$ 10,000 per capita annually. 415 Similarly, the geo-stationary satellite
orbit becomes congested and there are also no places for new satellites in some areas.
Sharing limited resources, such as radio frequencies and satellite orbits, has its

413

Green Paper on Radio Spectrum Policy in the Context of European Community policies such as

Telecommunications, Broadcasting, Transport and R&D, Commission of the European Communities,
Brussels, Sep. 12, 1998.
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Ryszard Struzak: "Spectrum Management- Spectrum scarcity;" ITU Report Issue No. 06/99.
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intrinsic benefits and drawbacks. The benefits are that all shareholders can obtain
profits from the access to the resources; and the disadvantages are referred to the
"tragedy of commons." A famous writer, Hardin considered a simplified model of
common pasture exploited by a group of herdsmen to explain such a condition. At the
end of his paper, he concludes: "Therein is a tragedy. Each man is locked into a system
that compels him to increase his herd without limit- in a world that is limited. Ruin is
the destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a
society that believes in the freedom of the commons."416 Hardin's model portrayed that
the concept of a free, unregulated access to a limited resource does not work if the
number of its users exceeds certain limits. For radio waves, the conclusion has been
reached from practical experience.
At the beginning, due to the market competition, the equipmen~ manufacturers and
service providers did not want to share, regulate or impose common standards for the
use of radio spectrum. But the users of radio wanted to communicate freely and
f.

independently within a liberal environment that means a non-interference

I'
I

communication. Without any regulation, mutual interference often paralyzed the
operation of wireless systems. Therefore, all interested parties gathered and recognized
that a regulation, coordination and management environment for the uses of the

416

•'

HardinG: "The tragedy of commons, Science, Dec. 1968, pp. 1243-1248.
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spectrum are an unavoidable necessity. Such management and conclusion started on a
national scale. However, as radio waves do not recognize political borders, the global
nature of the problem required international cooperation. 417 Only a few years, after the
first transatlantic transmission astonished the world, the first international conference
was held in Berlin in 1903 to regulate and manage the use of the radio. The problem of
shortage of radio frequencies was repeatedly raised at international conferences. This
would indicate that the spectrum shortage has a periodic or chaotic character. To solve
spectrum scarcity and orbit congestion problems, numerous international conferences
and symposia gather thousands of experts every year to discuss this issue. In particular,
the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) holds World Radiocommunication

~)} I!.i

..··li.
Jj

Conferences (WRCs) every two years to debate the allocation of spectrum.418

~ :1

The radio frequency spectrum is a limited natural resource. On the other hand,
liberalization and deregulation trends encourage the introduction of new services and
new technologies, which generates demand for radio frequencies. Therefore, the
number of radio services in operation worldwide becomes enormous and continues to

I

1
increase. The spectrum thus will have to be shared more "optimistically" between
services, where sharing can be feasible. 419 The frequency allocations for incompatible

417
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services may have to be rearranged. The scarcity of spectrum hampers further
development of telecommunications. The issue is critical for the future of services and
applications. The seriousness of spectrum scarcity is evidenced by the numbers and
applications of international organizations that participate in these events. Today,
seeking new solutions to this problem depends largely on the progress in science and
technology, on development mechanisms, and on a mixture of competition and
cooperation.

4. ITU and Spectrum Management
Currently, there are over 40 different services competing for frequency allocation,
covering a variety of uses from terrestrial to satellite, fixed to mobile, and radar to
research. The diverse demands of these services have been taken into account and
accommodated in the Regulations, which carry the status of an international treaty and
are binding on the ITU Member States. The ITU has a long history of developing
international frameworks and binding instruments for telecommunications.420 One of
main responsibilities of ITU is to regulate the use of radio frequency spectrum and
international telecommunications. This is done through treaties which have the force of
international law and which oblige ITU Member States to apply the provisions of the
Radio Regulations (RR) and the International Telecommunication Regulations (ITR) in
420

Dr. pekka tarjanne: 'The WTO basic telecommunications agreement: an ITU viewpoint," negotiating

international trade issues, Geneva, WTO, Nov. 28, 1997.
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their national law. This function probably sounds more intimidating, and more
constraining of technological progress and market development, than it actually is. In
fact, the aim of ITU regulations is to provide the minimum treaty-level agreements
required to permit the existing global telecommunications system to function, and to
facilitate the development and application of new technologies.
Ever since the advent of wireless communication, the work of ITU to regulate the
use of radiocommunication entails the direct concern to the public at large, given the

,I
''
I

intangibility of radio frequencies. The work of ITIJ is vital for such services as mobile

I!

1H
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telephony, microwave radio-relay, satellite imaging, television broadcasting, AM, FM

~ fl

!I I
~

I

and short-wave radio, maritime or aeronautical communications, wireless computing,
and a wide variety of other kinds of radio-based networks such as those used by the

:t I

police, ambulance service, taxis, and so on. The ITIJ has served as a forum for

'.,

discussions and agreement on technical and procedural matters through years. At the
highest level the Administrative Regulations, consisting of ITR and RR, crucial in the

'I
I

operation of radio services, adopted by Administrative Conferences of ITIJ have the
same legal status as the ITU's constituent documents. For the ITU Members, they are
law; on the other hand, recommendations have a lesser, though not insignificant,
status. 421 These different layers of law contain standards for the operation of

421

CS Art. 4.1, 4.3 & Art. 54.
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telecommunications, and for mechanisms that can affect the operation of
telecommunications equipment. Where the product manifests as part of the ITU's
Administrative Regulations, these are legal rulings. 422

5. Radiocom.munication and Operational Organs of ITU
a. ITU-R and Radiocommunication Conferences (RC)
Following with the new telecommunications evaluation, the 1989 Plenipotentiary
Conference established a committee of experts and with the light of the Committee's
recommendations, the former ITU decided to take the structural and operating changes
that will enable the new ITU to serve the international telecommunications community

;
I

more effectively. The Conference took place in 1992 and transformed the former ITU
into three major sectors including radiocommunication (ITU-R), standardization
(ITU-T), and development (ITU-D). Meanwhile, the ITU-R ensures the rational,
equitable, efficient and economic use of the radio frequency spectrum by all
radiocommunication services, including those using the geostationary satellite orbit,
and to carry out studies without limit of frequency range. 423 The ITU-R works through
world and regional radiocommunication conferences (RCs), radiocommunication
assemblies (RBs), the Radio Regulations Board (RRB), study groups (SGs) and the
I
422
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Professor Francis Lyall, "Communications Regulation: The Role of the International
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Telecommunication Union;" information paper published on 31 October 1997, the Journal of
Information, Law and Technology (JILT).
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Radiocommunication Bureau (BR).

424

World Radiocommunication Conferences

(WRC) address radiocommunication issues of a worldwide nature and make revisions

to the Radio Regulations and any associated Frequency Assignment and Allotment
Plans. The economic and industrial implications of decisions concerning use of the
radio frequency spectrum are invariably considered in the negotiations carried out at
ITU conferences. The conferences of ITU aim to strike the right balance between the
need to keep pace with technological change and the need to ensure a degree of system

li

stability in the application of new technology.
b. Radio Regulations Board (RRB)

l
r!

The members of Radio Regulations Board (RRB) are elected by the

,l1i

l
I

iI

Plenipotentiary Conference since 1994. 425 They do not serve as representing their
respective Member States, but as custodians of an international public trust. 426 The

~ II

members normally meets up to four times a year at Geneva, at which meetings at least
two-thirds of the membership are to be present.427 The duties of the RRB listed in the
Constitution and Convention of ITU are wide-ranging. It approves Rules of Procedure
under which registration of frequency assignments is to be made. The Rules can be
commented on by Members and in the case of a continuing dispute as to their terms; the

cs Art. 12.2.
42S cs Art. 8.2.h, & cv Art. 10.1.

424
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matter will be put on the agenda of a world radiocommunication conference.428 The
RRB also considers reports from the Director concerning harmful interference
investigated at the instance of an interested administration and formulates
recommendations on related matters. 429 The members have a duty to take part in an
advisory capacity in radiocommunication conferences and assemblies. The RRB may

I!
I'

have its responsibilities added to by a competent conference, or by the ITU Council
with the consent of a majority of members in connection with the work of a competent
conference. 430 The root justification of RRB is the instilling and maintenance of
confidence in the international radio regulatory system.
c. Radiocommunication Bureau (BR)

The Radiocommunication Bureau (BR) is responsible for technical and
administrative support of ITU World and Regional Radiocommunication Conferences,
the application of the Radio Regulations, Radiocommunication Assemblies and Study
Groups. The Bureau also carries out the international regulatory processes for
registration of frequency assignments and satellite orbits and assists administrations in

.

'·
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their coordination and implementation of frequency spectrum and orbit requirements as
well as in resolving cases of harmful interference. It provides the specialized technical

428
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secretariat for the work of the Radiocommunication Study Groups and the
Radiocommunication Assembly in the development of recommendations for spectrum
utilization and radio system characteristics. 431 The BR is organized into four
Departments including Space Services Department, Terrestrial Services Department,
Radiocommunication Information System Department and a Study Group Department.
One of the primary responsibilities of BR concerns the examination of notices, from
administrations, of new frequency assignments as well as changes to frequency
assignments, and their entry in the Master Register following the application of any

I.,
i

coordination procedures between Members of ITIJ, in accordance with the relevant

a!

!II

I~

]r,

provisions of the Radio Regulations. The BR must be notified of any use of frequencies
that might cause interference outside the territory of the country in which the relevant
station is located or if the country wishes to have international recognition for its usage
of frequencies. The RB examines the notice for its conformity with the Table of
Frequency Allocations and the other relevant provisions of the Radio Regulations and,
in some specific cases, assesses the extent to which the use of the frequency, under the
notified conditions, could cause interference to stations of any other administrations

t

whose assignments are recorded in the Master International Frequency Register.

~ii

Procedures governing notification and registration of frequency assignments in the

431
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Master International Frequency Register may be broadly subdivided into the acts of
coordination, notification, examination, and registration. The intent of these procedures
is in effect to ensure a coordinated approach by administrations to the use of spectrum,
thus reducing the probability of harmful interference.

ill. Radio Regulations (RR)
1. Historic Overview
The use of radio waves do not respect political borders and represent a world
resource. The means of avoiding harmful interference between countries is through
worldwide consensus ·on their use. Such a global nature of the problem required
international cooperation and coordinated the radio use through international bodies.
The first type of radiocommunication, wireless telegraphy, was invented in 1896. For

I

I

utilizing this new technique, the former ITIJ, the Telegraph Union convened a
preliminary radio conference in 1903 to study the question of international regulations

·-

for radiotelegraph communications. At the beginning, nine countries met in Berlin to
undertake preliminary studies for the international regulation of radio uses. The
conference marked the uncontrolled rivalry and unregulated radiocommunications. At

.·

that time, the spectrum resources consisted of only two frequency bands, one near 500
kHz and another about 1 MHz, and were used to help in marine disaster relief off the
coast. In 1906, the first radio conference, the International Radiotelegraph Convention
252

....

drew up what are presently known as the Radio Regulations. The annex to this

!

1

Convention contained the first regulations governing wireless telegraphy and these

I

l jl
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regulations had been amended and revised many years. 432

I;'
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With the increase in the number of applications using radio frequencies and
technical advances which made it possible to use the radio frequency spectrum more

'li

extensively for commercial purposes, the Radio Regulations covered wider and wider

I

spectrum and included more and more radio services. This gave rise to the idea of an

fl

, !i'I

internationally agreed Table of Frequency Allocations, which was included in the

'lj

Radio Regulations. The Table of Frequency Allocations was introduced in 1912 that.

il

allocated to services using radio waves specific frequency bands with a view to

I

.,

~I

!
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avoiding interference between stations in communications between aircraft and control
towers, car telephones, ships at sea and coast stations, radio stations or spacecraft and
earth-based stations. 433 In 1927, the former ITU allocated frequency bands to the
various radio services including fixed, broadcasting, amateur, maritime, aeronautical,
and experimental to ensure greater efficiency of operation in view of the increasing
services using frequencies and the technical peculiarities of each service. For enlarging
the functions and efficiencies, the International Telegraph Convention of 1865 and the
International Radiotelegraph Convention of 1906 were combined to form current ITU

m Ibid.
33
4

Ibid.
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in 1934 in order to reaffirm the scope of all forms of communications by wire, radio,
and optical or other electromagnetic systems.
The World Warn dramatically accelerated the growth of radio uses throughout the
world. The rapid progress in radiocommunication techniques resulted in an explosive

;·

increase in the demand for the radio uses in every country. Increased pressure on the
available resources of the usable radio frequency spectrum also added the possibility of
harmful interference between users and services. The fact that the radio frequency
spectrum below 30MHz provided the means for all long-distance radio communication
considerably increased the need to introduce strict discipline in the use of that part of
the spectrum. Several countries thus met in Moscow in 1946 to make decisions that
were subsequently expanded upon and endorsed at 11U Administrative Radio
Conference and the Plenipotentiary Conference held in Atlantic City in 1947.434 One of
these decisions was to make, from 1947, the Table ofFrequency Allocations contained
in the Radio Regulations compulsory for all users. The Atlantic City Radio Conference
developed a structure for the management of the frequency spectrum based on four

,I
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fundamental principles including frequency allocation, planning, coordination, and
notification.
The Radio Regulations based on these principles have undergone two complete

434

See the Atlantic City Convention of the ITU.
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revisions (1959 and 1979) and many partial revisions since 1947. The basic principles
on which the initial Regulations were based have remained essentially the same. The
RR defines the way the radio frequency spectrum can be used, and the rights and
obligations of countries in managing this valuable resource. The need to simplify the

1[1

:I

Regulations was recognized formally in 1989 at the Nice Plenipotentiary Conference,
and a Voluntary Group of Experts was set up to study the issues. Later on, in 1992, the
agreements reached at ITU radiocommunication conference at Torremolinos opened
the way for the introduction of personal communication services provided by mobile
satellite and terrestrial networks, as well as for high definition television and digital
audio broadcasting. The conference preceded two agendas including the simplification
of the RR, and facilitation of access to the radio frequency spectrum for the new
satellite services.
The goals of 1995 WRC held in Geneva are the restructuring and simplification of
RR, the discussion of arrangements for frequency coordination of non-geostationary

'I

~

(non-GSO) satellite networks, a multiple frequency coordination procedure for satellite
services. The 2000 WRC have been acquired in using the new procedures, the

I.

L.j
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Conference has requested subsequent WRCs to continually review and update the
advance publication, coordination and notification procedures. The review would
include associated technical characteristics, and the related Appendices ofRR, so as to

255

ensure that they reflect the latest technologies.435 Today, the Regulations cover use of
the frequency bands widely and have increased in volume and complexity at each radio
conference. Due to the modernization in the light of technical developments, the
improvement of the efficiency and the reflection of political changes, the Regulations
were necessary to be amended an~ revised regularly, twice bi-annually.

2. International Legal Status of RR
Because radio waves can not be contained within countries' boundaries, it is
essential that governments reach agreement on which radiocommunication services

Ir.

I
will use which frequencies, as well as on rules and procedures to avoid harmful
interference between terrestrial radio stations and earth orbiting satellites. The ITU
Radio Regulations embody these agreements. The Radio Regulations, appended to the
ITU Convention and Constitution, have the status of an international treaty. They

2

i
i

represent a very fundamental international legal status covering the use of the
~

radio-frequency spectrum by radiocommunication services. They are the principal
mechanism for ensuring the rational, equitable, efficient and economic use of the radio

,.
frequency and satellite orbits. The Radio Regulations have the force of an international
treaty and must form the minimum essential element of national law of each Member
country in respect of the use of radiocommunications. Each government warrants that

.
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the Radio Regulations are respected by everyone under its jurisdiction.
The Radio Regulations contain rights and obligations of Administrations and
applicable procedures. These Regulations are an international treaty setting out the
allocation of frequency bands to different radio services, technical parameters to be
respected by radio stations; procedures for the notification and international
coordination of specific frequencies assigned to the stations by Administrations, and
other procedures or operational provisions. They are vital to the modem world, for if
radio services are to operate efficiently worldwide without harmful interference,
frequency assignments must respect the prescribed allocations, technical requirements
and operational procedures. The Radio Regulations, being an international treaty, can
only be amended by decision of the signatory states of ITU. The world
radiocommunication conferences address radiocommunication issues of a worldwide
nature and make revisions to RR and any associated Frequency Assignment and
Allotment Plans. The latest version of RR is the 1998 edition, contained in a
four-volume red book. The body of the text is divided in to chapters, articles and
provisions;

then

come

the

appendices;

and

lastly

the

resolutions

and

recommendations. 436 Sometimes, more detailed guidance is required as to the precise
interpretation or application of provisions of the Radio Regulations.
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3. Frequency Bands and Allocations
Frequency bands can be divided into planned and non-planned bands. In the
so-called planned bands, access to the spectrum is guaranteed by a priori planning such
as allotment plans, channeling arrangements, normally carried out at world or regional
planning conferences. Each country submits its requirements, technical bases for the
plan are established at the conference and a plan is drawn up to "share out" the available
spectrum. Procedures are established for the introduction of new assignments or
modification of existing ones, contained in an Agreement in conjunction with the Plan.
The advantage of this system is that it guarantees equitable access to the spectrum and
each country receives an entry to use as and when it is necessary. The drawback is its
rigidity; valuable spectrum is tied down, even if it is not in use. The so-called
non-planned bands are filled on a first-come-first-served basis, according to the
requisite combination of the procedures described above. The advantage of the
procedure lies in its flexibility, making efficient use of the spectrum. However, it makes
it more difficult for latecomers to fit in their assignment.437
Under RR, frequencies are allocated to services as the name of allocation,

I·
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assigned to stations as assignment, and allotted to areas or countries as allotment.
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Frequency bands are allocated to the different services either worldwide or
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Figure 1: Map identifying Region 1, Region 2, and Region 3, as defined in paragraph 2.1 04(b ), and
the Tropical Zone (shaded area), as defined in paragraph 2.104(c)(4).
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regionally. 439 Band allocations are set out in the Table of Frequency Allocations
including Frequency Allocations of the Amateur and Amateur Satellite Service. 440
Each band may be allocated to one or more services, with equal or different rights.
There are three categories of service including primary, secondary and permitted.
Under RR, the world is divided into three Regions for purposes of frequency allocation.
Roughly, the three Regions can be identified as Region 1 - Euro-Asia and Africa,
Region 2 - Americas, and Region 3 -Asia-Pacific area. 441 Frequency allocations may
be selected by Regions. For each region, allocations are listed by KHz, MHz and GHz
subdivided into frequency bands. Exceptions such as additional or alternative
allocations, different categories of services, etc or restrictions on allocations in the
Table, usually geographical in a smaller area than the region like a country or group of
countries are covered in footnotes of the Table.

4. Table of Frequency Allocations
The usable range of spectrum is actually sliced up into small portions of varying
widths, depending on the types of use envisaged. Those sections are referred to as
frequency bands and allocated in a Table of Frequency Allocations 442 to different
radiocommunication services on an exclusive or shared basis. Frequency bands are
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allocated to the various radio services on either an exclusive or a shared basis. Such
allocations may be made worldwide or regionally. The ITU Member countries have
three instruments at their disposal as a means of sharing frequencies at the international
level including the Radio Regulations, the Table of Frequency Allocations, as well as
assignment and allotment plans. The Radio Regulations and the Table of Frequency
Allocations can be amended only by a World Radio communication Conference (WRC)
to which all Member States of the ITU are invited and can be effected only on the basis
I

of decisions taken by consensus, or vote if necessary, following negotiations among

I.

;~

l1;!

national delegations. Amendments are introduced to aim at reconciling the demand for
frequencies with the capacity of the spectrum.

~~

If a country or a group of countries request the use of a band by a service different

~I

from that on which the rest of the world has agreed, such use may, if there is consensus
to this effect, be included in the Table in the form of a footnote or authorized by the
application of a procedure introduced in the Regulations whereby the countries
concerned secure, prior to the planned use of the frequencies in this band, the
agreement of other countries which may be affected. The three regions have decided to
'I

I

I

use frequencies for different services. In addition, exceptions have been accepted as
indicated in the additional allocations in the footnote.

443

443

Since a similar scenario

For example, in Region 2, the frequencies between 138 and 143.6 MHz are shared between the fixed,

mobile, radiolocation and space research services in the following order of priority: first, the fixed,
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applies to all frequencies it is an extremely difficult and complex matter to negotiate
amendments to the Table and manage their application. Conferences of the ITIJ also
adopt assignment or allotment plans for certain services in specified frequency bands in
which transmission and reception are not necessarily confined to the territory of a given
country. On the basis of the requirements expressed by each country, assignment plans
allocate frequencies for each station in a given service; allotment plans grant to each
country frequencies intended for use by a given service, frequencies which the country
then assigns to the stations within its jurisdiction according to their needs. When such
plans are established, delegations study and adopt technical criteria, applicable
planning parameters and criteria for sharing with other services if appropriate. They
also have to assess all the risks of harmful interference and establish implementation
procedures before assigning or allotting frequencies. Such plans must always comply
with the Table of Frequency Allocations.
!

5. Registration of Frequency Assignments
When a country intends to implement a frequency assignment to a radio station
that is liable to affect other countries' stations, RR come into play. The country's
telecommunication adm~istration has to follow relevant procedures of RR to register

mobile and radiolocation services on a primary basis. then space research on a secondary basis (i.e.,
without right of protection against signals from stations in the primary services category but with right of
protection against signals from other stations in the secondary services category). The same frequencies
are allocated differently in Regions 1 and 3.
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the frequency. The procedures mainly ensure the new assignment does not adversely

•j

affect other countries' existing or planned assignments and also record the new

11

assignment so that it enjoys recognition by subsequent assignments and protection

.I j
against harmful interference. The registration procedure depends on the precise service

l
and band concerned and difficult to summarize into one or two words. The procedures

l
;II

differ significantly, in particular, between space and terrestrial services as well as
planned and non-planned bands. Generally speaking, registration assignments go
through several combinations of the steps.

I
Ji

a. Notification

'I

§.,

.

t_

The telecommunication administration wishing to bring an assignment into

~F.

service submits all relevant information, including at least the basic characteristics of

~8

l)
·III
I

'II

the assignment, to the Radiocommunication Bureau of I1U (BR).
b. Advance publication
The BR publishes the information in its Weekly Circular to inform all other
administrations and allow them to react.
c. Examination
The BR examines the proposed assignments from the point of view of conformity

111

r!
.I...

I

with the Regulations and to determine whether it can operate without causing or
suffering harmful interference technical examination. The conclusions of the BR's

I

,r(

Ll
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study will take the form of a finding, which may be favorable or unfavorable. In some

!·

I·
cases, for example, incomplete information, notice submitted too early, the notices are

r

returned to the notifying administration without finding.
d. Coordination

The administration and the affected administrations communicate with each other

I'r

in order to iron out any incompatibilities and difficulties such as by changing some of
the characteristics, agreeing to certain hours of operation or levels of interference, etc.
When the matter is settled, the notifying administration is deemed to have obtained

!

coordination agreement.
e. Seeking Agreement

Before the administration notifies to BR a frequency assignment in accordance

I

with footnote in the Table of Frequency Allocations, which makes reference to
Appendix S4, it should obtain agreement of any other administration whose services
may be affected. This procedure may be initiated before or at the same time as the
application of the provisions of Appendix S9 of the Radio Regulations.

f. Registration
Once all the relevant procedures and agreements have been successfully
completed and obtained, BR records the assignments in a database called Master
International Frequency Register (MIFR) or Master Register for short. The entry in the
I
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register, set out in different columns, includes all the technical and other details
pertaining to the assignment including frequency, power, date of commencement of

!''

j

operation, etc.

6. Future Development of RR
The radio frequency spectrum and the geostationary satellite orbit (GSO) are
natural resources belonging to all countries and should be well exploited for the whole
human beings. Recently, radiocommunications becomes increasingly complex, both in
technology and in the sheer number of different services in use or planned. The related

i5

regulatory problems already become a global issue. The issue of rational use, sharing,

..t
~

and protection of the limited common resources has caused serious problems on the

i..

national and international scale. 444 There is a continuing debate over whether spectrum

~

!

!

is to be treated as a free common heritage of humankind, a scarce natural resource, a

.,

renewable and reusable commodity, or a saleable, auctionable, rentable piece of real
estate. J.D. Bedin, a French jurist, defined it in a few words: "the frequency spectrum is
technology, industry, money, culture, and power."
On the other hand, new technologies in radiocommunications have increased with

high speed, and also brought new difficulties. The speed of technological progress,
l

particularly in mobile radiocommunications, continually presents vast opportunities as

I

444

Dr. Pekka Tarjanne: Global Mobile and Satelhte Communications ' 95 Conference, The Implications

and Decisions ofWRC-95; Keynote Presentation,ITU. Brussels, 28 Nov. 1995.
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well as increasingly complex challenges. Advanced technology in radiocommunication
offer great potential benefits to society as a whole. However, to realize their full
potential, the radio frequency spectrum and orbital resource needs to be managed
efficiently and equitably. It needs frequent review of RR and the frequency
management practices and flexibility in its approach to the introduction of new services
and the protection of existing services. 445 To facilitate the development of new radio
,.

services, while continuing to assure equitable access to and compatibility in the use of
the radio frequency spectrum, it is clear that the development and application ofRR and
ITU-R Recommendations should be speeded up. 446 New services are proliferating and
investments are being made in a much shorter time than in the past.447
For the time being, the spectrum and orbit resources are still treated as public on
the international scene. No access fee mechanism has been envisaged till now, but the
access is controlled following RR negotiated by all ITU Member States at the

.

~

I
!

competent conferences. However, on the national scene, most countries have
introduced a system of access fees. National and international coordination frameworks
are being challenged. Innovative approaches are being adopted for national frequency
management including a greater emphasis on the economic value of the spectrum.448 To
''·
445

Ibid.

4461bid.
447 Pekka Tarjanne, WRC-95, ITU.
448 Ibid.
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keep pace with technological, political, and economic changes, the Regulations need
periodically reviewed at ITU World Radiocommunication Conferences. However, the
process of intergovernmental conferences more concerned about politics and public
relations than an exercise in economics and engineering, so only a few modifications

fI
are attained at each conference, leaving fundamental principles essentially untouched.
It is an extremely difficult and complex matter to negotiate amendments to the Table

and manage their application. 449 It will be necessary to minimize the differences
I

i;! ...

between regional allocations particularly for the satellite-based services that have
global implications. An exercise to review, and if necessary rearrange, the frequency

§~

~~
~~

allocations of different services on a band-by-band basis may well prove beneficial.

i...,

The conflicting claims of additional spectrum requirements of different services will

.

!i '".
Jw

l

have to be established dispassionately. After all, the various services are meant to serve

•I

a common user and so such services should only be complementary. National
'

governments must decide on the priority between different services and, as a first step
establish, unequivocally, the needs for additional spectrum requirements for any given
service. That will then ensure that there will be a common will to find the solution. Due
to radio communications cover many social and economic sectors, a suitable regulatory
system and periodically repeated reviews are necessary for the common benefit of
1
449

1I

Dr Henry Chasia: The Future of Global Telecommunication and the Role oflntemational

Organizations; 47th International Aeronautical Congress; ITU, Beijing (China), Oct.9 1996.
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humanity.

IV. Applications of Spectrum Management and Radio
Regulation
1. Space Services
a. Radio Regulations and Space Services
The use of the geostationary satellites and space stations for radio services is the
result of long and difficult coordination negotiations conducted among countries.
Within the framework ofRR, GEO stands for the geostationary satellites occupying an
orbital position 36,000 km above the earth, and remaining in a stationary position
relative to the Earth itself. They are located 10,000 from the Earth. The world's major

I
i~

i

existing telecommunications and broadcasting satellites fall into this category. Little
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) operates a small non-geostationary satellite providing mainly
mobile data services and big LEO is a larger non-geostationary satellite providing
mainly mobile telephony services. New global mobile phone services will be provided
by this type of satellite, which are located between 700-1 ,500 km from the Earth. MEO
represents a non-geostationary satellite, which operates in Medium Earth Orbit, also
providing mobile telephony services. These satellites have been proposed to be used as
part of new global mobile telephone systems.
267
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Under the RR, space stations shall be fitted with devices to ensure immediate
cessation of their radio emissions whenever such cessation is required under the

y
I

,~ I
di
~ I·

provisions of these Regulations. 450 Non-geostationary-satellite systems shall not cause
unacceptable interference to geostationary-satellite systems in the fixed and the
broadcasting satellite service operating.451 Whenever the emissions from geostationary

·I

satellites in the inter-satellite service are directed towards space stations at distances
frotn Earth greater than that of the geostationary-satellite orbit, the bore-sight of the
antenna main-beam of the geostationary satellite shall not be pointed within 15° of any

~s

1=

point on the geostationary-satellite orbit.452 The equivalent power fluxed density, at any

j
~

!i

point on the Earth's surface visible from the geostationary-satellite orbit, produced by

~.

emissions from all the space stations of a non-geostationary-satellite system in the

=
.
§_

ii

fixed-satellite service in the frequency bands.453
The use of orbiting satellites has attracted a great deal of attention for global
satellite communication systems that use compact, lightweight communication
terminals like cellular phones. By placing a telecommunications satellite, the service

:I

!I

area could effectively cover a large area of actively phased array antenna in a
quasi-geostationary orbit in order to keep in a position directly above the country. The
450

RR S 22.1 § 1

451

RR S 22.2 § 2 1

452

RR S 22.3 2

453

RR S 22.5C § 5 1
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new satellite systems create complete telecommunication infrastructure in the sky,
accessible from any place and any time. They are capable of providing the needed
services at a low cost, regardless of distance or location. Because satellites in polar
orbits move in relation to the Earth, the cost of continuous coverage of any one point on
Earth is the same as the cost of covering all points on the Earth's surface. These systems
radically transform the economics of telecommunications and enable earlier stages of

I·
telecommunication technology development to gain immediate access to the most
advanced information infrastructure. The value of such systems lies in the number of
people getting access to advanced communication services and who otherwise would

,!•
~
t

i.

never have such access. 454

I

b. International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT)
Founded in 1964, INTELSAT owns and operates a global communications
satellite system providing capacity for voice, video, corporate and private networks as

l

!;
•

I·
i.

well as Internet in more than 200 countries and territories. 455 After starting operations

~

with the Early Bird satellite in 1965, INTELSAT launched additional spacecraft and

I

established the first global satellite communication system. In 1969, the INTELSAT
provided global television coverage of the historic Apollo lunar landing. In addition,
INTELSAT implemented the first international digital voice communications service
454

Ryszard Struzak; see http://www.itu.int/joumal/199906/EihtmVperspect.htm.

455

See http://www.intelsat.int/about/about.htm.
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that became modem advanced digital networks in 1974. Following the launch of the
spacecraft V series during the 1980s, INTELSAT implemented the first use of the
dual-polarization technique. After the successful launch of spacecraft V series, the
largest and most complex commercial satellites, the spacecraft VI series was built
Broadcasters were able to transmit news via the system that uses very small and easily
transportable earth stations. In 1998, parties of INTELSAT voted to restructure and

.'

commercialize INTELSAT, a key indicator of the organization's commitment to change
in this vibrant industry to ensure INTELSAT's continued vitality and resilience as the
organization moves into the new century. 456 Currently, INTELSAT has 143 state
Members and Signatories. Meanwhile, those members can be divided into the
Signatory (S) and additional Investing Entities (IE). 457
The INTELSAT is the premier satellite services provider of core backbone
international public switched telecommunications services, business and private
networks, Internet, and video services worldwide. The INTELSAT operates 19
state-of-the-art satellites and offers the widest range of global satellite services. With

I

1

19-satellite fleet and global earth station networks, INTELSAT provides truly global

456

See http://www.intelsat.int/about/notjust.htm.

457

With over 140 member countries and more than 40 investing entities, INTELSAT currently operates

as a commercial cooperative. The INTELSAT has three regional support centers including offices in
Singapore, Mumbai, London, and Cflte d'Ivoire to provide local geographical support and increase
market awareness and business development. See http://www.inte lsat.int/about/signat.htm.
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coverage. Since 1965, INTELSAT has provided ground network and mission support
for the launch of over 60 satellites and another 60 non-INTELSAT satellites. The
INTELSAT satellites connect the prosperous cities and the most remote areas through
I

an extensive web of over seven thousand larger earth station antennas and millions of

,.I

DTH (direct to home) and VSAT (very small) antennas. 458 The satellites are helping

r

millions of people to communicate, exchange information and perform transactions all
'•'

over the world. Through INTELSAT's satellites, millions of international Internet
connections, phone calls, transcontinental transactions and database exchanges can

,•r
reach and connect.

I·

There has been a change in the mix of service applications that can be attributed to
modem telecommunications and media market trend such as voice, data and video

..
~

traffic into interactive multimedia and Internet. The voice and data traffic, carried over

t

l'
the international and domestic public switched networks (PSN), has traditionally

..

generated substantial revenues for INTELSAT. The INTELSAT also offers
leased-based services as a cost-effective option to support higher data rate or
multi-carrier public switched network applications. This segment of INTELSAT's
"

voice and data services is comprised of INTELSAT's business service, and voice and
data lease services supporting open and closed networks as well as a variety of lower

451

See http://www.intelsat.int/about/annrept/98/wwide6.htm.
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data rate Internet carriers. The INTELSAT is also working closely with the world's

I

broadcasters to tailor new media technologies to the needs and applications of this vital

J

community. 459 The advent of digital video transmission over satellite has created great
opportunities in the industry for satellite providers and video content developers. The

! II

INTELSAT has embraced the new technology and assumed a leadership role in

°

removing impediments to the widespread acceptance of its use. 46 Contributing to the
level of service and system excellence are INTELSAT's Television Service Center
(TVSC) 461 , Operations Center (IOC)462 and Satellite Control Center (SCC). 463
Currently, INTELSAT plays an ever increasingly important role in providing the
global information infrastructure and continues to deregulate in order to fit the
expanding demand for Internet and multimedia applications. By providing global

1

!.

Internet services to Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in more than 80 countries, the
INTELSAT have become a key platform on which the global information highway is
built. In addition to the rise of the Internet and new technologies, the industry has also

.I

I

459

See http://www.intelsat.int/about/annrept/98/future4.htm.

460

See http://www.intelsat.int/about/annrept/98/future.htm. The INTELSAT operates the headquarter in

Washington, DC.

II

461

II

462

The TVSC is the focal point for occasional use and short-term lease video feeds for coverage of major

news events. The TVSC also provides on-site representation and face-to-face client service as needed.
The IOC is the nucleus for INTELSAT earth station operations and coordinates and controls earth

station access to the INTELSAT system. The IOC also conducts antenna verification and testing, and
ensures the integrity of all communications links activated and operated within the system.
463

The SCC monitors and maintains the health of INTELSAT's extensive global fleet, ensuring that it

performs to INTELSAT's unsurpassed standards.
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seen the opening of new markets due to regulatory changes worldwide. In 1998,

l

customer base increased due to deregulation and liberalization trends in many of the
member countries, where authorities have granted additional telecommunications
entities direct access to the INTELSAT system. The Internet will play an
ever-increasing role in a wide range ofiP-based applications, from distance learning to
telephony to entertainment, benefiting users in developing and developed countries.
The INTELSAT supports the growth of Internet, devising ways and means of
cost-effectively delivering Internet services.464 The INTELSAT also works closely with
customers fore-Business Services by an award-winning extranet, INTELSAT Business
Network (IBN) and the online service-ordering tool, TVMax. 465
The creation of New Skies was a fundamental step toward the full
commercialization of INTELSAT to adjust itself for new competitive and dynamic
marketplace. In 1998, INTELSAT successfully launched and deployed the last two of a
series of six INTELSAT VIII and VIII-A spacecraft to provide improved power and
coverage, at C- and Ku-band. Each INTELSAT VIII was deployed in one of three ocean
regions covering Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans.466 The INTELSAT ordered five

464

See http://www.intelsat.int/about/annrept/98/wwide4.htm.

465

See http://www.intelsat.int/about/annrept/98/cust2.htm.

466

Each of them offers a total of 44 transponders both at C and Ku band and a full range of voice, data,

video and Internet applications to worldwide markets via VSAT and digital compression technologies.
See http://www.intelsat.int/about/annrept/98/future.htm.
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of the most advanced generation of spacecraft, the INTELSAT Ixs, and slated them to
provide service from the beginning of 2000.467 The INTELSAT provides value-added
training, assistance and development services, and the INTELSAT Advantage Program
and the INTELSAT Digital Equipment Loan Program to provide technical and financial
assistance. 468
The aims of the INTELSAT are providing satellite capacity for advanced
telecommunications applications, such as voice, data, Internet and video services for

i'
I 1
global communications. Over two decades, the INTELSAT has provided reliable, high

!~
I
h:.~
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quality telecommunication services and truly global satellite coverage. Users pay a

~~ I

charge for all INTELSAT services, depending on the type, amount, and duration of the

!~I

i... I
~

~F

II

service. Any country may use the INTELSAT system, no matter it is a member or not.
The INTELSAT was instrumental in addressing technological innovation, and in
making modem telecommunications services increasingly accessible worldwide at
affordable prices. As a wholesaler of satellite communications, the INTELSAT plays a
very important role to link global telecommunications networks together through
seventeen geostationary satellites systems. It is believed that the INTELSAT has shaped
a brighter future and created opportunities for people worldwide by providing advanced
telecommunications services to all countries on a non-discriminatory basis.

467

See http://www.intelsat.int/about/annrept/98/future3.htm.

468

See http://www.intelsat.int/about/annrept/98/cust.htm.
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c. International Mobile Satellite Organization (INMARSAT)
Established in 1979, INMARSAT originally pioneered and developed global
mobile satellite communications for maritime management as well as distress and
safety applications. The INMARSAT grew out of an initiative of the International
Maritime Consultative Organization (former IMO). When INMARSAT began its
service in 1982, it provided communications for commercial, distress and safety
applications for ships at sea. 469 Because mobile satellite communication was an
unexplored technology and embryonic industry, it was decided that INMARSAT
should be a joint cooperative venture of the countries' post and telecommunications
providers to contribute the capital and bear the high risk involved. The INMARSAT
operates a global satellite system that is used by independent service providers to offer
an unparalleled range of voice and multimedia communications for customers on the
move or in remote locations.470 The INMARSAT has expanded into land, mobile and
aeronautical communications, so that users expanded to people living or working in

i
l

r'

,.

.
I·

remote areas without reliable terrestrial networks, such as journalists and broadcasters,
,.

health and disaster relief workers, land transport fleet operators, airline passengers and
air traffic controllers, national emergency and civil defence agencies.

469

See http://www.inmarsat.org/about2/index.html

470

Ibid. The INMARSAT becomes an intergovernmental organization to privatize and a limited

company.
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The INMARSAT satellites are located in geostationary orbit 22,223 miles out in
space. The INMARSAT System consists of nine satellites in geostationary orbit and

J
I

each satellite covers up to one-third of the Earth's surface.

471

The INMARSAT system

divides the world into four ocean regions and covers every comer of the globe apart

,·~

from the extreme poles. Every time while a call is made from an INMARSAT mobile, it

il

emits to one of the satellites. On the ground, distributed all around the world, giant
communications antennas are listening for the return signal, which they route into the
ordinary telephone network. There are about 40 INMARSAT land earth stations (LES)

~

I

5

that receive and transmit communications through the INMARSAT satellites and

sI

provide the connection between the satellite system and the world's fixed

•

~

..

~

communications networks throughout different regions. With an extensive system of
equipment manufacturers, distributors and dealer outlets worldwide, customers can
access telecommunication services by using the INMARSAT network through a wide
variety of service providers. Telecommunications services initiated from a mobile or
remote terminal are provided by dozens of different organizations around the world.
There are over 150,000 terminals commissioned for use with services offered via the
INMARSAT system including direct-dial telephone, data, facsimile, telex, electronic
mail, high quality audio, compressed video and still video pictures, telephoto,

471

Ibid. Four of these satellites provide overlapping operational coverage of the world and the others are

used as in-orbit spares or for leased capacity.
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slow-scan television, videoconferencing and telemedicine in the world. 472 Mobile and
portable-communications terminal equipment for use with the INMARSAT satellite

I(

system is manufactured by many major electronics producers, and sold and serviced by
agents worldwide. Mobile equipment tends to be specifically designed to suit the needs
and operating environments encountered when fitted to vehicles, ships or aircraft.
The INMARSAT works closely with terminals manufacturers, with distributors,
and with the Land Earth Station Operators (LESOs) that offer INMARSAT based
communications services. 473 Each of them operates and establishes a commercial
relationship with a land earth station, the installations that provide the link between
INMARSAT

satellites

and

global

fixed

communications

networks.

Telecommunications from customers using the fixed network to contact a mobile or
remote terminal are provided by local telephone companies and network operators.
Many fixed and mobile service providers use the INMARSAT name or via the
INMARSAT logo for their services. Since the INMARSAT came into being, new
'·

technology, new services, expanding markets, growing competition and regulatory
changes are having profound effects on the way it will operate in the future. Using the

472

1bid.

473

The INMARSAT partnership made up of more than 1,200 companies that are dedicated to offering

customers the widest possible choice of services and equipment, at cost effective prices. The Partnership
includes manufacturers, service providers, software and middleware providers, systems integrators and
distribution outlets. The INMARSAT calls the many companies worldwide that offer INMARSAT based
services or provide equipment INMARSAT partners. See http://www.inmarsat.org/suppliers/index.html.
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experience gained through long-running successful mobile satellite operation,
INMARSAT is actively following a business strategy that will place it at the heart of the
convergence between computers, communications and mobility. This strategy will

lj

I

enable INMARSAT to continue to serve its traditional markets in the maritime,
aeronautical and land mobile communities, along with new markets for personal and
multi-media mobile satellite communications.

'l
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2. Sounds and Television Broadcasting
Since the early 1920s, a new kind of radio service, ''broadcasting," began its
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development. 474 At the end of 1921, there were eight broadcasting stations in the USA
and the number increased rapidly. However, this transmitter caused interference to

I

~=I
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other services and was closed down soon. But with huge public pressure, regular
broadcasts in England recommenced in 1922.475 All this gave rise to a new problem on
how to share radio frequencies over which transmissions travel so as to avoid the
otherwise inevitable interference between stations. The first negotiation was made at
the Washington Radio Conference of 1927. which allocated bands of frequencies to all
of the different radio services including maritime and broadcasting.476 Later on, the first
474

In 1916 Mr. Sarnoff proposed the use of rad1o for domestic broadcasting. The first regular broadcasts

were from the station PCGG in the Hague in 1919. See http://www.itu.int/joumal/199506/radio.htm.
475 Ibid.
476
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regular television broadcasts started in 1936 with high-definition designed by Mr.
Schoenberg and Blumlein.477
Under the rule ofRR. the establishment and use of broadcasting stations including
sound broadcasting and television broadcasting stations on ships, aircraft or any other
floating or airborne objects outside national territories is prohibited. 478 As to the
broadcasting-satellite service, to devise the characteristics of a space station in the
broadcasting-satellite service, all technical means available shall be used to reduce, to
the maximum, the radiation over the territory of other countries unless an agreement
has been previously reached with such countries. 479 Because of the difficulty of high
atmospheric noise level and propagation where it may be shown that it is not possible to
provide economically a more satisfactory service by using low, medium, or very high
frequencies, the RR regulates "broadcasting in the Tropical Zone" several restrictions
and the priority ofbroadcasting service over other services.480

477

Ibid. Meanwhile, Mr. Blumlein, a highly inventive engineer who designed the first stereo disc

recording system, was responsible for the choice of the carrier frequency, 45 MHz.
478

RR S 23.2 § 1 1. In principle, except in the frequency band 3 900-4 000 kHz, broadcasting stations

using frequencies below 5 060 kHz or above 41 MHz shall not employ power exceeding that necessary to
maintain economically an effective national service of good quality within the frontiers of the country
concerned. Also see RR S 23.3 2.
479

RR S 23.13 § 4

480

RR S 23.5 § 2 §3 & RR S23.8 4
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3. Amateur Services
Amateur and amateur-satellite are fully recognized radiocommunication services
defined in the Radio Regulations. Under RR, amateur service is defined as a
radiocommunication service for the purpose of self-training, intercommunication and

I

technical investigations carried out by amateurs, that is, by duly authorized persons

.1
'

1
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interested in radio technique solely with a personal aim and without pecuniary
interest.481 The amateur-satellite service is a radiocommunication service using space
stations on earth satellites for the same purposes as those of the amateur service.482 The

;

;.
~.

amateur service is the oldest radio

service and pre-dates regulation of

It

radiocommunication. The original reason for regulation of the radio was to improve

s

i~

maritime safety and to ensure that coast stations would communicate with all ships, not
just those using their company's equipment.
In 1912, amateurs could use any frequency above 1.5 MHz, as they were regarded
as "of no value for marine, governmental, and commercial communications" or
"undesirable and scarcely useful." However, the value of the higher frequency bands
had begun to be recognized in the early 1920s, and perhaps the most important
experiments by amateurs were those conducted on 90 meters in 1923. By 1924 it was

481
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apparent that amateurs would have to make way for other services.483 These bands
provide the whole range of radio wave propagation mechanisms and amateurs have
greatly contributed to the understanding of propagation. The amateur and
amateur-satellite services include self-training as an important purpose and the training
of youth in radiocommunication. Radio amateurs have the opportunity for planning,
designing, building, operating and maintaining a complete radio station, which
contributes to the telecommunication human resources development of a country.
Radio amateurs have made significant technical contributions to the field of radio
propagation high frequency single sideband radio, HF data communication systems,
packet radio protocols and communication satellite design.
Amateur radio continues to play an important role in disaster communication. It
has a unique ability to provide radiocommunication independent of the telephone
network or other radios services particularly in the first few days before relief agencies
are at the scene and have set up disaster telecommunication services. At the
international level, national societies throughout the world work together for the
international good of Amateur Radio under the auspices of a representative democracy,
the International Amateur Radio Union (IARU).484 The ITU has cooperated with IARU

483

Until now, the amateur service still retains relatively narrow bands throughout the radio frequency

from 1.8 MHz through 250 GHz. See http://www.itu.int/radioclub/arsforew.htm.
484

Founded in Paris, France, IARU has guided the world Amateur Radio community for many decades.

The IARU Constitution has provided for an IARU Member Society to serve as the Union's International
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and acknowledges the IARU's representation of the interests of its member societies
and radio amateurs throughout the world. The present and anticipated future
requirements for frequency allocations to the amateur and amateur-satellite services
have been identified from decisions taken at the conferences ofiARU.

4. Fix Services and Services for Public and Research Purposes
Fixed Service is a radiocomrnunication service between specified fixed points .

.I,!

i~~~,Sil
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Fixed-Satellite Service is a radiocomrnunication service between earth stations at
specified fixed points when one or more satellites are used. In some cases this service

II'

includes satellite-to-satellite links, which may also be effected in the inter-satellite

$

II

•

I.. ....
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servtce; the fixed-satellite service may also include feeder links for other space

§~
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radiocomrnunication services. Within fixed services, the frequencies necessary for the
international exchange of police information to assist in the apprehension of criminals

l:i
or synoptic meteorological information shall be selected from the bands allocated to the

!I

fixed service. 485 To facilitate more efficient use of the radio frequency spectrum and to

I!

assist other technical and scientific activities, governments providing or intending to
provide a standard frequency and time signal service have coordinated the

Secretariat. See http://www.iaru.orgl.
48

II
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s RR S24.3 § 2 1 & S24.5 § 3 1
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establishment and operation of such a service on a worldwide basis. 486 Each
administration has taken steps to coordinate any new standard frequency or time signal
transmission or any change in existing transmissions in the standard frequency
bands.487 In addition, an experimental station can enter into communication with an
experimental station of another country only after it has been authorized to do so by
administration. 488 General administration regulations have applied to experimental
stations. In particular, experimental stations have complied with the technical
conditions imposed upon transmitters operating in the same frequency bands.489

I''
5. Aeronautical Telecommunications
For aeronautical telecommunications, the ITIJ has cooperated with the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) for decades. 490 The ICAO is
responsible for the safety, regularity and efficacy of international civil aviation. It

I.
I

adopts international Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) for aeronautical

486

RR S26.1 § 1 1

487

RR S26.2 2
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RR S27.1 § 1 1

489

RR S27.5 § 4 1
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In November 1944, an International Civil Aviation Conference was held by the US and the Major

Allies invited by the US government in Chicago. Fifty-four States attended this Conference, Convention
on International Civil Aviation, was signed by 32 States and set up the permanent International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) as a means to secure international cooperation and highest possible
degree of uniformity in regulations and standards, procedures and organization regarding civil aviation
matters. See http://www.icao.org.
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telecommunications systems and radio navigation aids. Approved by the Council,
ICAO has coordinated the result of the World Radiocommunication Conferences
(WRCs) of ITU concerning international aviation requirements for radio frequency
spectrum. The air traffic management (ATM) system's ability to support safe and

I

,I

jr.i

efficient future flight operations is dependent on a high-performance, reliable,

~

f

cost-effective communications, navigation, and surveillance (CNS) infrastructure.
Therefore, the development and the implementation of ATM and CNS systems and the
safety of international civil aviation could be seriously jeopardized unless aviation
requirements for allocations of radio frequency spectrum are satisfied and protection of
these allocations achieved.

~.

.~

The ICAO has recognized the need to develop international standards for

§

=

capability and has directed the Secondary Surveillance Radar Improvements and

1
~

.

Collision Avoidance Systems Panel to include this standardization activity in its work
program. Another key technology is applying satellites to ATM. Aircraft users are
anticipating sufficient benefits and are aggressively planning to incorporate this
technology in airframe deliveries by developing appropriate interface standards.
Enhancements in CNS provide the basis for dramatic improvements in system
performance including improved safety, reduced delay, increased capacity, and greater

Ill

·I
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efficiency.491
Under RR, the service of each aircraft station, aircraft earth station, and automatic
communication devices would be controlled by an operator holding a certificate issued
or recognized by the government. 492 In the case of complete unavailability of the
operator in the course of a flight, and solely as a temporary measure, the person
responsible for the station may authorize an operator holding a certificate issued by the
government of another Member State to perform the radiocommunication service.493
Generally speaking, the holder of a radiotelephone operator's certificate may carry out
the radiotelephone service of any aircraft station or of any aircraft earth station.494

l
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j.,
Frequencies in any band allocated to the aeronautical mobile servtce and the

I.

aeronautical mobile-satellite service are reserved for communications relating to safety
and regularity of flight between any aircraft and those aeronautical stations and
aeronautical earth stations primarily concerned with flight along national or

.·
international civil air routes.495 In order to reduce interference, aircraft stations have

i

t·

endeavored to select for calling the band with the most favorable propagation
I:
I

491

The future satellite's role in CNS systems has been highlighted by the Future Air Navigation System

committee established by ICAO in 1983. See http://nasdocs.faa.gov/nasiHTMURED/red97/97-3.html.
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characteristics for effecting reliable communication. 496

6. Maritime Telecommunications
a. Radio Regulations and Maritime Telecommunications
Early uses of radio were confined to official purposes, for defense and for the civil
telegraph service. It was recognized that radio could provide a unique means of
communicating with ships over the horizon, and this became its first application. In
1897, Marconi's radio system was adopted by the Italian navy, with ranges up to 20 km.
By 1910 it was mandatory for large ships to be so equipped, and ship-borne radio

.~
I

assisted in the arrest of Dr Crippen, a notorious murderer. In 1912 the value of radio
was confirmed through distress signals.497 Since the invention of radio at the end of the

;~

·I
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19th Century, ships at sea have relied on Morse code, invented by Samuel Morse and

j'

used in 1844, for distress and safety telecommunications. The need for ship and coast

jl
I

,.

radio stations to have and use radiotelegraph equipment, and to listen to a common

;II

radio frequency for Morse encoded distress calls, was recognized after the sinking of

J

the liner Titanic in the North Atlantic in 1912. 498 The International Maritime
Organization (IMO) and the ITU are responsible for defining and regulating maritime

•

496
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See http://www.itu.int/joumaV199506/radio.htm .

498

See http://www.navcen.uscg.miVmarcomms/gmdss/.
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telecommunications systems. The most current system adopted by these two
organizations is the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS). The ITU
followed suit for ships of all nations. Morse encoded distress calling has saved
thousands of lives since its inception almost a century ago, but its use requires skilled
radio operators spending many hours listening to the radio distress frequency. 499
Although telecommunications technology is improving quickly, ships at sea do
not have access to the same telecommunications infrastructure persons ashore have.
Mariners not only need to access international shore telephone and data public switched

I
r··

networks, they need to be able to communicate with other ships of any size or

i

nationality, to receive and send urgent maritime safety information, and to send or

I·

receive distress alerts in an emergency to or from rescue coordination centers ashore
and nearby ships anywhere in the world. 500 Unlike cellular telephones and land mobile
radios, maritime telecommunications systems must be internationally interoperable
I"

because numerous foreign ships sail in international waters. Bringing new
telecommunications technology to mariners can be difficult, since to be interoperable,
the technology must be affordable, acceptable and available to most ships and maritime
countries.501

499

Its range on the medium frequency (MF) distress band (500kHz) is limited, and the amount of traffic

Morse signals can carry is also limited. See http://www.navcen.uscg.miVmarcomms/gmdss/.
500

See http://www.navcen.uscg.miVmarcommsldefault.htm.

501

See http://www.navcen.uscg.miVmarcommsldefault.htm.
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b. International Maritime Organization (IMO)

During the 19th Century, maritime commerce was increasing and vast numbers of
people were moving from continent to continent via oceans. At the same time,
Maritime accidents always caused the loss of hundreds of lives and millions of dollars,

il
I;

and led to demands for developing international maritime safety treaties and

,!J

agreements came about as a result. It has been recognized that the best way of

i!l

improving maritime safety is to develop international regulations that are followed by
shipping nations and to establish a permanent international body to deal with shipping,

!Ii ~~I
;~

!I-ll
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similar to the bodies that had already been established to regulate international postal
and telecommunication services. At the end of in 1945, many countries become
convinced of the need for greater international maritime cooperation. After the World

§ ~~

= iiH

War II, the UN was established by universal agreements and a number of specialized

111I

1

I

agencies were also created to deal with specific subjects and agencies within the
framework of the UN. In 1948, a conference convened in Geneva to consider the
establishment of a new organization to deal with international shipping, especially
shipping safety. In the conference, countries agreed to reach a Convention, known as
the Convention on the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO)

·1'1

I

I

l'~

that entered into force in March 1958. Later on, the name of the Organization was
changed to the International Maritime Organization (IMO) in accordance with an
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amendment to the Convention which entered into force in May 1982.502
The purposes of IMO are to provide machinery for governmental cooperation in
the field of regulation and practices relating to technical matters of all kinds affecting
shipping engaged in international trade, to encourage and facilitate the general adoption
of the highest practicable standards in matters concerning maritime safety, efficiency of
navigation and prevention and control of marine pollution from ships. 503 At the
beginning, the IMO had been primarily a technical organization for shipping safety and
pollution prevention. For this purpose, the IMO updated a number of existing treaties,
notably the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SO LAS). The IMO
r'

h

also accepted responsibilities regarding the International Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea, the International Code of Signals and the International Convention
for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, which was adopted in 1954.504 Once a
convention enters into force, it becomes mandatory for Contracting Parties, and

I
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The IMO is a specific agency of the UN that is located in London, and its decisions have treaty status

in most countries. The IMO consists of an Assembly, a Council and five main Committees including the
Maritime Safety Committee; Marine Environment Protection Committee; Legal Committee, Technical
Cooperation Committee; and a Facilitation Comm1ttee. The Assembly is responsible for approving the
work programs, voting the budget and determimng the financial arrangements. The Council is the
Executive Organ ofiMO and is responsible for supcmsing the work of the organization. The IMO now

1.

has 158 Member States and two Associate Members_See http://www.imo.orglimo/structur.htrn.
503

The IMO Convention, Art. l(a).

504

The IMO committee responsible for maritime safety is the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC). Under

MSC, two subcommittees, the Radiocommunicauons and Search and Rescue (COMSAR) Subcommittee
and the Safety of Navigation (NAV) Subcommittee, are responsible for maritime communications and
radio navigation. See http://www.imo.orglimo/50annlhistory3.htrn.
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acceptance involves making the provisions of the convention part of national maritime
law. Another duty undertaken under IMO is to establish a group of experts to consider
the unification of tonnage measurement that had vexed the shipping industry almost
ever since ships were first constructed. The SOLAS Convention adopted in the 1960 is
the most important treaty dealing with maritime safety and covers a wide range of
measures designed to improve the safety of shipping. 505 These include subdivision and
I•

r

stability; machinery and electrical installations; fire protection, detection and extinction;
lifesaving appliances; radio; the safety of navigation; the carriage of grain; the carriage
of dangerous goods; and nuclear ships. 506 Since the updating of the Convention was
vital to IMO's efforts to improve maritime safety, it was decided to adopt a new
convention that would not only incorporate all the amendments made to the 1960
version but a new amendment procedure as well. This procedure, known as "tacit
acceptance" has enabled the Convention to be changed on several occasions. Most of
IMO's other technical conventions now include ''tacit acceptance" provisions. Under
"tacit acceptance," an amendment to the convention enters into force on a specified
date unless it is rejected by one-third of Contracting Parties or Contracting Parties

sos Ibid.
506

In 1974, IMO adopted a new SOLAS Convention to update the 1960 version by means of regular

amendments that would be adopted as and when necessary. However, the amendment procedure was
very slow and none of the amendments had been adopted by IMO.
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whose combined fleets represent half of world tonnage. 507 The 1988 amendments to
SOLAS was to introduce the global maritime distress and safety system (GMDSS), the
biggest advance in maritime communications since the invention of radio, and a new
harmonized survey and certification system.
After 1960, IMO turned its attention to such matters as the facilitation of
international maritime traffic, load lines and the carriage of dangerous goods and
adopted the International Convention on Load Lines in 1966. These regulations
concerning traffic separation schemes had been introduced as a recommendation in

I.
;,

several parts of the world where maritime traffic was particularly congested. The
adoption of such schemes has considerably reduced the number of collisions in many
areas. Another convention adopted by IMO was the safety of containers that had
become an important feature of international maritime trade, and the convention was
designed not only to maintain a high level of safety in the carriage of containers by

0

'·

r
providing generally acceptable test procedures and related strength requirements, but
I

also to facilitate the international transport of containers. In 1976, one of the IMO

r·

conferences adopted the International Convention on the International Maritime
Satellite Organization (INMARSAT). 508 Because conventional radio facilities became

507

By the "tacit acceptance" procedure, SOLAS was amended on several occasions and response to

major disasters, such as the capsizing of the ferry Herald of Free Enterprise in March 1987.
508

The name has since been changed to the International Mobile Satellite Organization, but the acronym

remains the same. The Convention came into force in 1979 and resulted in the establishment of
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increasingly congested, it was impossible to increase the number of wavelengths

t.
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available. By using space satellites, these difficulties could be overcome. Satellites
have been of great benefit in commercial and other aspects of ship operation, but their

·j'

I

greatest advantage is in safety. Improved communications enable distress messages to

iij
i

be transmitted and received much more effectively than terrestrial methods.

,1,1

During the 1990s, the development of IMO focused on the implementation of

ltl

existing regulations rather than the adoption of new legislation. The safety of bulk

111
carriers was one of the major tasks and resulted in SOLAS being amended on several

1!1
l ~~

occasions. In 1994, three new chapters were added to the SOLAS Convention. One

!iif~
~ f'

made mandatory the International Safety Management (ISM) Code.509 A second new
chapter recognized changes in shipping technology by introducing a new mandatory

5 ~

= ::
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Code of Safety for High Speed Craft while further safety measures are contained in the

!~I

third. In 1997 IMO's Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) issued a circular on

Jll

"Guidance for the use of radio signals by ships under attack or threat of attack from

1il

pirates or armed robbers." The circular recommends that when shipboard personnel

11

detect pirates before they have boarded the ship, a piracy and armed robbery attack

,,

INMARSAT. In 1979, IMO adopted the Intemauonal Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue

l

designed to improve existing arrangements for carry~ng out search and rescue operations following
accidents at sea and entered into force in 1985.
509

The ISM Code was first developed as a result of the Herald of Free Enterprise tragedy and was

designed to make safety a first priority for shippmg company management. It became mandatory for
passenger ships, tankers, bulk carriers and some other ships on 1 July 1998.
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message should be sent through INMARSAT or Digital Selective Calling (DSC)
equipment on distress and safety frequencies, providing the ship has not been ordered

'I!·

to maintain radio silence.

!',.

Communications technology made it possible for IMO to introduce major
improvements into the maritime distress system. In the 1970s, a global search and

'~

~I
I

rescue system was initiated and INMARSAT was establishment to improve the
provision of radio.and other messages to ship. After the Global Maritime Distress and
Safety System became operative in 1992 and fully in force in 1999, it meant that a ship

.,-..~

,

that is in distress anywhere in the world could be virtually guaranteed assistance, even
!'

if its crew did not have time to radio for help, as the message will be transmitted
automatically. 510 Other measures introduced by IMO have concerned the safety of

I•

containers, bulk cargoes, liquefied gas tankers and other ship types. Within IMO
treaties, the one affecting maritime communications and other marine electronics

J:.
predominantly is the SOLAS Convention. Chapter IV of SOLAS Convention defines
telecommunications requirements on passenger ships and ships greater than 300 tons

f.

.[
1·.'

i'
on international voyages, and was amended in 1988, replacing what primarily had been

I

'•
a Morse telegraphy based system with newer, more modem means of communications.
The system comprising satellite and terrestrial radiocommunications is collectively
510

Special attention has been paid to crew standards, including the adoption of a special convention on

standards of training, certification and watch-keeping. See http://www.imo.org/imo/introd.htm.
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known as the Global Maritime Distress & Safety System (GMDSS). Since Chapter IV

:ii
of the SOLAS defines an international maritime safety telecommunications system

c

I

having treaty status, that chapter has become the architect for maritime
telecommunications used by vessels not regulated by SOLAS, such as recreational

IL

boaters and commercial fishing vessels. Although GMDSS was designed primarily for
ships subject to the SOLAS Convention, it will also affect safety telecommunications

'II
I

of all vessels. 511 Chapter V describes navigation safety requirements for governments

t·'

I
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as well as all ships, except warships, on all voyages.512 The objectives ofiMO were to
achieve "safer shipping and cleaner oceans." After its continuous updates, IMO
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recommendations that have been developed and accepted by the international maritime

~ i .'
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certainly attained these goals and created a body of conventions, codes and

community. Because of its influence and cooperation, the IMO will likely be more

1

,· J

I

active in the future.
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IV. Conclusion

/I

After its invention over one hundred years, radio now enters a new century both

:I
I

511

SOLAS provided for the phasing in ofGMDSS, beginning in 1992 and ending in 1999.

512

Changes to SO LAS Chapter V, including requirements for carriage of global navigation sateJJite

systems such as GPS, electronic chart requirements, ship transponders, and maritime safety broadcast
requirements. See http://www.navcen.uscg.miVmarcommslimo/.
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technically and practically. Radio already plays an indispensable role in human society
and also covers numerous economic and industrial sectors that deeply influence our
daily life. The enormous impact of radio on our lives continues to increase. In spite of
economic fluctuations, the radiocommunication sector remains one of the most
profitable industries. With the use of radio waves, many industrial processes and
scientific experiments have been improved, and uncountable businesses have been
created. The exertions and technologies of radio are like a major engine for economic

'I

growth and improvement of living standards. Like the nervous system in a living

1:

'.r
organism, radio is a vital body for both security and economic growth. However, if the
use of radio is incorrectly exerted or operated, various harmful interferences will
happen that it will nullify its benefits and results. To avoid such possible effects, radio
must be well organized and regulated.
The radio frequency spectrum is a limited natural resource. Because most of the
suitable frequencies have already been allocated within existing arrangements and

...
'

demand exceeds what can be assigned further, there is no place for new radio stations in
some frequency bands and geographical regions. On the other hand, liberalization and
deregulation demands that the number of radio services in operation worldwide should
increase.

The

scarcity

of

spectrum

hampers

further

development

of

telecommunications. The seriousness of spectrum scarcity is evidenced by the numbers
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and applications of international organizations, which participate in these events. In

il
I

addition, the development of telecommunication and information technologies already

~~I

tends to be so energetic that it is even hard to imagine. Radio services have become

1

l

increasingly complex, both in technology and in the sheer number of different services

I'·
!

in use or planned. The related regulatory and procedural problems of radio use have

I

I

I
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already become a global issue. Such a global issue requires negotiation to resolve

li

through an international body these complex issues.

I

The ITIJ ,has a long history that deals with international frameworks and binding
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instruments for telecommunications. One of main functions of ITIJ is to regulate the
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use of radio frequencies and international telecommunications. The work ofiTU is vital
for radio services such as mobile telephony, satellite, broadcasting, maritime or
aeronautical telecommunications, and a wide variety of other kinds of radio-based
networks used by the police, medicine, research, and so on. The ITIJ has served as a
forum to discuss and negotiate the legal, technical and procedural matters through

I·
many years. The Radio Regulations designed for the operation of radio services hold
the same international legal status as the ITIJ's constituent documents. They represent a
very fundamental international treaty covering the use of the radio frequency spectrum
by radio services. They are necessary for radio services to operate efficiently
worldwide without harmful interference so that frequency assignments respect
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prescribed allocations, technical requirements and operational procedures. They are
also the principal mechanism for ensuring the rational, equitable, efficient and
economic use of the radio frequency and satellite orbits. For the ITU Members, they are

.

t·
law. Each government warrants that the Radio Regulations are respected by everyone
under its jurisdiction and its revision and amendment only can be done through the

f

I

I.
World Radiocommunication Conferences (WRCs). The WRCs are held every two
years to debate the allocation of spectrum.

I~

,.
l

The radio frequency spectrum and geostationary satellite orbits are natural
resources that belong to all human beings and should be exploited for everyone's
interest. The use of radio waves do not respect political borders and represent a resource
without conventional boundaries. The issue of rational use, sharing, and protection of
such a limited common resources should be negotiated and coordinated on a national
and international scale. The means of avoiding harmful interference between countries
is through worldwide consensus on their use. Therefore, it is essential that governments

r

f'
reach agreement on which radio services will use which frequencies, as well as on rules

!i

and procedures to avoid harmful interference between terrestrial radio stations and
earth orbiting satellites. The problem of shortage of radio frequencies is becoming more
urgent and was repeatedly raised at international conferences. To solve spectrum

;

i·
scarcity and orbit congestion problems, numerous international conferences and
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symposia gather thousands of experts every year to discuss this issue. The best
solutions to this problem will depend largely on progress in science and technology, and
on a mixture of global negotiation and cooperation regulated by frequent review.
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Chapter VI International Trade, Foreign
Investment and Telecommunications
~·
I

~·.,.

I. Introduction

(
Telecommunication plays a dual role in economic activities, not only itself a
distinct circle in economic system but also supplying a means for other sectors.
Possessing this kind of special characteristic, telecommunications covers and relates to
many other industrial and economic sectors, including manufacture, entertainment, and
communication. Under the WTO, many countries have signed the GATS Annex on
Telecommunications that provides specific rights for services and service suppliers
with respect to access to, and the use of the public telecommunications transport

..

networks and services. The agreement puts trade in telecommunications services, both
basic and value-added, within the ambit of the new multilateral trading system and has
far-reaching implications for the telecommunications sector. It contains not only the
traditional GATT provisions, but clearly adopts some new concepts for future
negotiations. It is believed that telecommunications, as a service and product, will
continue to be addressed in the future WTO negotiations and will also play a key role in
other trade sectors.
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On the other hand, foreign investment has been one of the most important driving
force in the exploration of natural resources and improvement of economic conditions

11.

I

in underdeveloped and developing countries for centuries. Recently, foreign
investment has not only increased rapidly but also covered a wide spectrum of
industries around the world. The role offoreign investment has played a more and more

'I

important role in the world's economy. Generally speaking, foreign investment money

j

will spur economic growth and create a better living standard in the newly invested

~~~

countries. From an economic standpoint, international investment mutually benefits
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both sides of the investing and invested countries; however, there is still not an

!
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international investment regime or thorough international agreement that fairly

11

addresses both sides. Although foreign investment brings abundant funds and
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advanced technology, many developing countries fear that by opening up their markets
to competition without any restriction, they will be forfeiting economic guiding power
and lose control of strategic industries.
Among FDI, telecommunications is one of the most strategic industries of
national economic control. Even though foreign investments on telecommunications
will bring advanced technological skills, large amount of funds, as well as market
competition and will benefit national telecommunications development, many
countries guide policy and legal requirements to control foreign investment to
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correspond to their economic and developmental demands. Telecommunications have
a substantial and important influence on national security, social stability and economic
development, as well as many industrial sectors. Due to its particular character,
telecommunication industries are often state-operated and monopolized in many
countries. Therefore, the balance between economic gains from foreign investment and

r~

f

national telecommunications sovereignty presents a challenging task.
This chapter will be mainly divided into two sections to discuss business aspect of
,.

telecommunications, one for trade and the other for investment. First, this chapter will
from newly authorized GATS Annex on Telecommunications to discuss the
relationship between trade and telecommunications under the structure of

wro.

Second, this chapter will examine international investment regimes including the
meaning of Foreign Direct Investment (FDn, the proposed Multilateral Agreement on
Investment (MAn, and their relation with telecommunications as an influence in the
~.

global economic market. From the standpoint of both trade and investment, this chapter
hopes to find a new poisition for telecommunications in a formingly integrated global

.
t·

market
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ll. Trade and Telecommunications -- WTO and Trade in
Service on Telecommunications

I,

·I
I

1. Historic Background

I

I

In 1994, 125 countries participated in the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade

·l
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I
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Negotiations and signed the Final Act under the structure of GAIT in Marrakesh. This
Round created a new trading system, the World Trade Organization (WTO), to replace
the former GAIT. The new WTO comprises a Ministerial Conference, a General
Council, a Dispute Settlement Body and three subsidiary Councils on services, goods
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and intellectual property rights to deal with issues concerning global trade cooperation
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and negotiations. Meanwhile, in developing the General Agreement on Trade in
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Services (GATS), the Uruguay Round continued to address it as one kind of a
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framework agreement for trade in services. GATS contains the traditional GAIT
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provisions, but clearly adapts some concepts for future negotiations. 513 GATS operates
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on three parts. At first, the main text contains general principles and obligations.
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Secondly, the annexes deal with rules for specific sectors. Thirdly, the individual
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countries' specific commitments and lists show where countries are exempted from the
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principle of non-discrimination and how to access their markets. The GATS annexes
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temporarily comprise several activities including movement of natural persons,
financial services, telecommunications, air transport services, and maritime services,
among others.
After the Uruguay Round, the Marrakesh Ministerial Meeting adopted decisions
concerning services that included negotiations on trade in basic telecommunications.
With the participation of thirty-three WTO Members, the negotiations began under a
working group called the "Negotiating Group on Basic Telecommunications" (NGB1)
in May 1994. The NGBT adopted the policy of voluntary participation and fifty-three
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WTO Member governments had decided to participate fully in the Group. The
negotiations in the NGBT are open to all member governments and the proceedings are
reported periodically. 514 In addition, one group called the GBT (Group on Basic
Telecommunications) was set up in April 1997 and is responsible for implementing the
further extension of negotiations. This Group was to modify the rules on participation
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in meetings so that all WTO members and observers could have a full voice in those
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activities.
Additionally, participant countries met monthly and held numerous bilateral
negotiations on market access offers. Participators also maintained informal contacts at
I.

the 1996 Singapore Ministerial Meeting and the 1997 Geneva meeting.m Afterwards,
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See http://www.wto.orglwto/services/19-bastl.htm
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the WTO negotiations on market access for basic telecommunications resulted in 34
offers and covered 48 governments in April 1996. From 1994 to 1997, with the
three-year negotiations, the commitments of69 governments contained in 55 schedules
were annexed to the Fourth Protocol of the General Agreement on Trade in Services in

I.

February 1997. 516 At the end of 1997, governmental meetings were held and had
accepted the Fourth Protocol. However, they were unable to reach a consensus, because
20 participants had not yet deposited their acceptance pending the completion of
domestic ratification processes. 517 At the beginning of 1998, with 12 parties not
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submitting acceptances, a decision to implement the Protocol in early February was
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telecommunications services formally entered into force. 518 The major industrialized
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countries and over 40 developing countries including the Central and Eastern European
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arrived at and the results of the WTO negotiations on market access for basic
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economies all participated. The markets of the participants accounted for more than 91
percent of global telecommunications revenues. It is believed that because of special
characters of telecommunications and the telecommunication developmental gaps
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between industrialized and developing countries, a more detailed multilateral
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agreement and structure on telecommunication under WTO will take a longer way to
achieve.

2. GATS Annex on Telecommunications
GATS contains several annexes including air transport, financial services,
movement of natural persons, and telecommunications. The GATS Annex on
Telecommunications provides specific rights to services and services suppliers with
respect to access to, and use of, the public telecommunications transport networks and
\.·

services. However, the Annex does not cover the provisions of telecommunications by
a foreign supplier. It addresses access to telecommunications by services users who
have rights under the Agreement. 519 The Annex requires each Member to ensure that all
service suppliers seeking to take advantage of scheduled commitments are accorded
access to and use of public basic telecommunications, both networks and services, on a
reasonable and non-discriminatory basis. 520
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The Annex is composed of seven paragraphs. The objectives of the Annex are "to
recognize its dual role as a distinct sector of economic activity and as the underlying
transport means for other economic activities" and ''to elaborate upon the provisions of
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Practice, p 544, 1996.
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the Agreement with respect to access to and use of public telecommunications transport
networks and services."521 The Annex applies to all participants' measures concerning
access to and use of public telecommunications transport networks and services and
covers
~

I
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government

measures

relating

to

all

providers

of public

basic

telecommunications services including public and private owned operators. 522 This
Annex does not apply to measures affecting the cable or broadcast distribution of radio
or television programming. It requires the participant to authorize service suppliers of
any other participants to establish, construct, acquire, lease, operate, or supply
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telecommunications transport networks or services, other than as provided for in its
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Schedule; or not offered to the public generally..523 The Annex also applies to
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telecommunications within countries or across borders between and among defined
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network termination points. Different from other GATS Annexes, the Annex on
Telecommunication emphasizes access and use rather than supply or provision
aspects. 524

521

See GATS Annex on Telecommunications Paragraph 1.
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services by whatever measures are necessary.
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3. Telecommunications sector and its definition
The telecommunications sector plays a dual role in economic activities, not only
itself a distinct circle in economic system but also a supplying means for other sectors.
The telecommunications sector includes both service and equipment and relates to
several WTO agreements. On the equipment side, the GATT schedules of tariff
concessions and developments in the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade
(Standards) are both important. 525 Developments that address both telecommunication
goods and services are the expanded coverage of the Government Procurement Code
and the new rules on trade related aspects of intellectual property rights. Additionally,
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GATS puts trade in telecommunications services, both basic and value-added, within
the ambit of the new multilateral trading system. These agreements have far-reaching
implications for the telecommunications sector.
Participant countries also agreed to set aside national differences in basic
telecommunications definition and negotiated in both public and private
telecommunications services involving transmissions of customer supplied information.
Participants agreed that basic telecommunications services provided over network
infrastructure as well as those provided through resale would both fall within the scope
of commitments. 526 As a result, market access commitments will cover cross-border
I
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telecommunications supply and services provided through the establishment of foreign
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firms, or commercial presence. Those are voice telephony, data transmission, telex,
telegraph, facsimile, private leased circuit services, fixed and mobile satellite systems
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and services, cellular telephony, mobile data services, paging, and personal
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communications systems.527 A few participants even chose to extend their offers to
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value-added services and telecommunications for which suppliers 11 add value11 to the
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customer's information. Those include on-line data processing, on-line data base
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storage and retrieval, electronic data interchange, and e-mail or voice mail. At the end
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of the Uruguay Round, value-added services were included in 50 governments'
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commitments as a result under the WTO Multilateral Trade Negotiations. 528
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Under the Annex, ''telecommunications" means the transmission and reception of
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signals by any electromagnetic means. "Public telecommunications transport service"
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means any telecommunications transport service required, explicitly or in effect, by a
Member to be offered to the public generally. Such services may include telegraph,

f

telephone, telex, and data transmission typically involving the real-time transmission of
customer-supplied information between two or more points without any end-to-end
change

in

the

form

or

content

of the

customer's

information. "Public

telecommunications transport network" means the public telecommunications
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infrastructure that permits telecommunications between and among defined network
termination points. 529 Due to the differences of definition in each country, some
members hoped to limit certain coverage on telecommunications but some wanted to
expand telecommunication categories. Thus, an open and flexible schedule was
achieved to fit those requirements and series of mutual agreements replaced a more
detailed multilateral one in Annex and commitments.

4. General Obligations and Disciplines for Telecommunications

,.

a. Non-discriminatory Basis

Certain important obligations and disciplines of GAIT also apply to GATS and its
annexes. Among those rules, "non-discrimination" is the most basic one in trade
agreements. Under GATT and GATS, the term "non-discriminatory" is understood to
refer to "Most-Favoured-Nation" (MFN) and ''National Treatment'' (NT). Under GATS,

.
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MFN is defined to say that "each Member shall accord immediately and
unconditionally to services and service suppliers of any other Member treatment no less
favourable than that it accords to like services and service suppliers of any other
country."530 MFN prohibits WTO Members from discriminating among themselves, or
treating other members less favorably than any other member. Although, it still permits
529

See GATS Annex on Telecommunications Paragraph 3.

530

See GATS Article II (I).
I
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individual members a one-off chance to exempt certain measures from the MFN
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obligation. 531 On the other hand, National treatment requires that each member "shall

'

accord to services and service suppliers of any other member... treatment no less
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favourable than that it accords to its own like service and service supplies."532
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Based on the non-discriminatory rule, each Member shall ensure that any service
supplier of any other member is accorded access to and use of public
telecommunications

transport

networks

and

services

on

reasonable

and

non-discriminatory terms and conditions in the telecommunications sector. 533 Each
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Member also shall ensure that service suppliers of any other member have access to and
use of any public telecommunications transport network or service offered within or
across the border of that member including private leased circuits. 534 Under the
Annex, each member shall ensure that service suppliers of any other member may use
public telecommunications transport networks and services for the movement of
information within and across borders including intra-corporate communications and
access to information contained in databases or otherwise stored in machine-readable

531

See GATS Article II (2).

m See GATS Article XVII.
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See GATS Annex on Telecommunications Paragraph 5 (a).

The term "non-discriminatory" is understood to refer to most-favoured-nation and national treatment as
defined in the Agreement, as well as to reflect sector-specific usage of the term to mean "terms and
conditions no less favourable than those accorded to any other user oflike public telecommunications
transport networks or services under like circumstances".
534
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form in the territory of any member. 535
Additionally, several general obligations and disciplines of GATS are relevant to
telecommunications. Article VI of GATS on domestic regulation sets out some rules of
fair play for regulations not directly addressed by commitments entered in the
schedules. Article

J,·

vm on monopolies and exclusive service providers and Article IX

on restrictive business practices are relevant because of the prevalence of monopolies

r

in the telecommunications sector and the frequent presence of telecom providers with a
dominant market share and the potential to take unfair advantage of their position. 536
Because the Annex focuses access to these services by users rather than the ability to
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enter markets to sell such services, members incur these obligations depending on
whether or not they have liberalized the telecommunications sector. The annex
[·

obligations strike a fragile balance between the needs of users for fair terms of access
and the needs of the regulators and public telecommunications operators to maintain a
system that works and that meets public service objectives. 537 By the way, some articles
mandate further negotiations such as the articles on government procurement, subsidies
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and emergency safeguards in the telecommunications sector. 538 Compared with GATT,
the Annex on Telecommunication is simpler and not all rules of GATT applied to
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See GATS Annex on Telecommunications Paragraph 5 (c).
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telecommunication sector. But a trace toward GAIT structure on telecommunication
sector seems likely expect in the future.

b. Transparency
The principle of transparency requires members to make public their laws, rules
and regulations affecting trade in services, so that service suppliers can know the rules
under which they can do business. This principle is the key element to promote the

1
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stability and predictability of the trading system. Under paragraph IV of the Annex,

~~

"each Member shall ensure that relevant information on conditions affecting access to
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and use of public telecommunications transport networks and services is publicly
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available." The relevant information includes tariffs and other terms and conditions of
service, specifications of technical interfaces with such networks and services,

o I

information on bodies responsible for the preparation and adoption of standards
affecting such access and use, conditions applying to attachment of terminal or other
equipment, and notifications, registration or licensing requirements.

539

Because

transparency is one of the barriers in many telecommunications markets, this paragraph
is an important feature of the Annex and a fairer trade system in the telecommunication

"
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sector can be achieved.
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See GATS Annex on Telecommunications Paragraph 4.
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5. Exemptions and Specific Commitments for Telecommunications
a. Exemptions for Telecommunications

The essential rights of telecommunications consumers are provided in Paragraph
Five, where access is accorded to the network "on non-discriminatory terms and
conditions" to services providers with rights under the agreement. To consider the

I,
I·
I
I
I
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security and confidentiality of messages, members may take necessary measures that
would not constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised

!.
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restriction on trade in services. 540 Member also may impose special conditions on
access to and use of public telecommunications transport networks and services for

I·

l·

those reasons including (i) to safeguard the public service responsibilities of suppliers
of public telecommunications transport networks and services, in particular their ability
to make their networks or services available to the public generally; (ii) to protect the

I,
technical integrity of public telecommunications transport networks or services; or

..

(iii) to ensure that service suppliers of any other Member do not supply services unless
permitted pursuant to commitments in the Member's Schedule. 541
As mentioned above, those conditions for access to and use of public
telecommunications transport networks and services include (i) restrictions on resale or
540

See GATS Annex on Telecommunications Paragraph 5 {d).
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shared use of such services; (ii) a requirement to use specified technical interfaces,
including interface protocols, for inter-connection with such networks and services; (iii)
requirements, where necessary, for the inter-operability of such services and to
encourage the achievement of the goals; (iv) type approval of terminal or other
equipment which interfaces with the network and technical requirements relating to the
attachment of such equipment to such networks; (v) restrictions on inter-connection of
private leased or owned circuits with such networks or services or with circuits leased
or owned by another service supplier; or (vi) notification, registration and licensing.
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Due to developmental differences, developing countries can place reasonable
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conditions on access to and use of public telecommunications transport networks and
services necessary to strengthen their domestic telecommunications infrastructure and
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service capacity and to increase their participation in international trade in
telecommunications services. 542 Those measures aim to protect lower-developed
countries' telecommunication constructions from industrialized countries' exploitations
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,I
and raise developing countries' willingness to participate in trade negotiation on
telecommunication sectors.
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GATS, Paragraph 5 (g).
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b. Schedules of Commitments for Telecommunications

I

,.

Additionally, similar to GAIT tariff schedules on goods, each member of GATS
may submit its schedules of services commitments. This is the means made legally
binding to provide specified levels of access to trade in each member's market. The
schedules are the result of a lot of negotiations, and through those negotiations, the
commitments are to be progressively expanded and liberalized. The schedules contain

I
each member's commitments on market access and national treatment, and can also

I.

contain additional commitments. 543 Market access is defined as the term of quantitative
~··

restrictions and includes some other forms oflimitations such as caps on foreign equity
participation. 544 Additional commitments are a possibility to negotiate commitments on
measures affecting trade in services that are not expressly captured by market access
and national treatment. 545 The results of the negotiations on basic telecommunications
are a partial view of the commitments the WTO has achieved in this sector. 546 In the
schedules, each member may grant full market access and national treatment or enter
any limitations on the telecommunication sector. Many service sectors included in the
schedules are considered intensive users of telecommunications services. And the
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commitments through negotiations are inscribed in the schedules annexed to GATS. 547

6. Related Issues for Telecommunications
a. Technical Cooperation
Under the Annex on Telecommunications, there is the recognition that an efficient
and advanced telecommunications infrastructure within and among countries is
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requires that each member endorses and encourages the participation of the developed
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and developing countries and their suppliers of public telecommunications transport
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essential to the expansion of global trade in services. For this purpose, the annex
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networks and services and other entities in the international and regional development
programs, including the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the United

1
I
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Nations Development Program, and the International Bank for Reconstruction and

I ~~- I

Development. 548 Within developing countries, members are encouraged and supported
with telecommunications cooperation at the international, regional and sub-regional
levels. 549 In addition, for cooperation with relevant international organizations,
members shall make available telecommunications information and developments to
assist in strengthening developing countries' domestic telecommunications services

547

1bid.

548

See GATS Annex on Telecommunications Paragraph 6 (a).
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GATS, Paragraph 6 (b).
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sectors. 55 For the least-developed countries, members are required to give special
considerations and opportunities in encouraging foreign telecommunications suppliers
to assist in the transfer of technology, training and other telecommunications
infrastructure supports.m However, lower-developed countries, on one side, are eager
.,

to secure foreign investment and suppliers to improve their telecommunication

~

infrastructures. On the other side, they are worried that industrialized countries will
exert technical advantage to engage in unfair competitions or even destroy their
traditional lifestyles and transactional models.

r·
I

b. Relation to International Organizations and Agreements

Due to the importance of international standards for global compatibility and
inter-operability of telecommunication networks and services, members undertake
I'

I

measures to promote such standards through the work of relevant international bodies,

I
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including the International Telecommunication Union and the International

1.

Organization for Standardization. 552 Thus, intergovernmental and non-governmental
organizations and agreements play an important role in ensuring the efficient operation
of domestic and global telecommunications services, in particular the ITU. Obviously,
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GATS, Paragraph 6 (c).
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GATS, Paragraph 6 (d).
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GATS, Paragraph 7 (a).
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"

GATS on Telecommunication emphasizes trade and service part of telecommunication
sectors, so it is an important step to make GATS on Telecommunication to conform to
those international agreements under ITIJ and related international organizations.
Therefore, members shall make appropriate arrangements, where relevant, for
consultation with such organizations on matters arising from the implementation of this
Annex.ssJ
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7. Future Development of GATS on Telecommunications
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The results of the negotiations on basic telecommunications are only one part of

="I
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what the WTO has achieved in this sector. Before the results of the negotiations,
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schedules. 1\venty-six of these had committed on some form
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sixty-nine WTO Member governments had listed telecommunications in their
of basic

!! !If
telecommunications and fifty had committed on some or all value-added services. The
negotiations increased the total number of Member governments with commitments on
telecommunications to eighty-six and contained in seventy-two schedules.

554

The

1
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negotiations on Telecommunications is still continuing under WTO Rounds, and its
decisions and commitments will be playing an increasingly important role in the
telecommunications market and have a deep influences for global telecommunication

553

GATS, Paragraph 7 (b).

554

See GATS, Paragraph 6 (d).
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development.
On the whole, the GATS Annex on Telecommunications provides meaningful

opportunities for foreign services suppliers to achieve their telecommunications
needs. 555 For many countries, especially developing countries, the fundamental issue
posed by the Annex on telecommunication was whether universal service would be
undermined at the expense of giving services multinational priority to the
telecommunications network. In recent years, however, there is a new direction by
which telecommunications can be provided without following this way. Universality
can be well achieved by providing a more open market to allow for the new
technologies entering this sector. As more countries go through this direction, the

..

rights provided under the Annex, rather than its safeguards, are likely to become more

I
!.

paramount. On the other side, underdeveloped countries expect to use those
opportunities to attract foreign investment and suppliers to improve their
telecommunication infrastructures. But how to balance the protection of their domestic

I
I'

telecommunication industries from industrialized countries' technical advantages and

I
heightening the efficiency and technical skill of telecommunication industries
domestically will be an important task in the future negotiations at GATS. Moreover,
because of its character in relation to national security and information confidentiality,

sss See supra note Russell Pipe, p545.
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telecommunications was controlled and regulated by national governmental power in

I
'IJ,

most countries for a long time. Thus, a more flexible and open agreement was formed at
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this time. More complicated commitments and Schedules as well as more applied

I'I

exemptions in GATS on Telecommunication than other Annexes also describe its

J
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special characters

and

difficulties

in

relaxing

domestic

regulations

from

governmental-controlled to market competition systems. It is known that without
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respect for national borders and sharing such a limited natural resource internationally,
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a global telecommunication trade agreement for negotiation and cooperation is
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necessary. Hence, it is believed that confronting the telecommunication gaps between
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industrialized and developing countries will play a key role on the success of GATS on
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Telecommunication at next Rounds and future construction of an efficient trade system
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on global telecommunication cooperation.
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III.

Foreign

Direct

Investment

(FDI)

and

Telecommunications

I
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1. Meaning and Economic Benefits of FDI
Over the past two decades, FDI has been one of the most important driving forces
for the world's economic growth. According to the US Department of Commerce, FDI

I

·:

is a direct investment which "implies that a person in one country has a lasting interest
320

in, and a degree of influence over the management of, a business enterprise in another
country. "556 The US Commerce Department defines FDI as "ownership or control by a
foreign person of 10 percent or more of an enterprise's voting securities or the
equivalent," which is deemed enough to influence management decisions. 557 At a
Global Investment Forum hosted by the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development558 (UNCTAD), it was reported that "there was a strong feeling among
1:1

ministers from some developing countries that more research and analysis was needed
about the critical issues at stake in a multilateral framework on investment.. .and many
speakers stressed the complexity of the issues related to the effects of economic policy

..

liberalization on the quantity, quality and distribution of FDI, and its impact on
development. " 559
Requiring sufficient economic information and abundant funds, foreign
investment is always accompanied by higher risks. With such risks, foreign investment
also comes with the possibility of much greater returns. Traditionally, foreign

556

US Department of Commerce, Economics and Statistics Administration, Bureau of Economic

Analysis, Foreign Direct Investment in the U.S.: 1992 Benchmark Survey, p. M-3.
557

1bid, Foreign Direct Investment in the U.S.: 1992 Benchmark Survey, p. M-3.

sss Established in 1964, the UNCfAD aims at the development-friendly integration of developing
countries into the world economy. UNCfAD is the focal point within the United Nations for the
integrated treatment of trade and development and the interrelated issues in the areas of finance,
technology, investment and sustainable development. Source available on http://www.unctad.org
559

Foreign Direct Investment and Economic Development - Lessons from Six Emerging Economies;

This report was presented at an OECD-DNME Workshop on Foreign Direct Investment held in Mexico
City on 10-ll Dec. 1997. The information has been updated up to 1 Mar. 1998.
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investment bas been very closely related either with trade or with an international
development agency. Most current foreign investment thus has either been the result of
someone taking a huge risk or the result of an international organization such as the
World Bank underwriting that risk. Meanwhile, international developmental agencies
often pursue the more enlightened goal of helping countries develop properly rather
than seeking the greatest return. 560
I

The benefits of foreign investment include promoting economic growth,

j
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technology transfer and job-creation in the local economies. It is assumed that exports

It

would increase since a large part of exports is comprised of shipments from domestic
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companies to their foreign affiliates. Technology transferred from foreign investment

I
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projects will improve the efficiency of local firms as well. These effects become the

1

major attractions for developing and underdeveloped countries seeking foreign
investment. 561 In addition, FDI can serve to integrate domestic markets into the global
economic system far more effectively than could have been achieved only by
traditional trade flows. The benefits from FDI will be enhanced in an open investment
environment with a democratic trade and investment regime, active competition

560

Stan Ng: "Background Information on the Multilateral Agreement on Trade;" see

http://darwin.bio.uci.edu/-sustainlissueguides/MAIIMAI_Background.htm
561

Michelle Sforza, Scott Nova, and Mark Weisbrot: "Writing the Constitution of a Single Global

Economy: A Concise Guide to the Multilateral Agreement on Investment - Supporters' and Opponents'
Views." also see http://www.preamble.org/MAUmaioverv.html
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policies, macroeconomic stability and privatization and deregulation. 562 Under such
conditions, FDI can play a key role in improving the capacity of a country to
correspond to global economic integration and future national developmental strategies.
In practice, the greater the openness and freedom toward FDI, the more economic

I·
I

I,
reforms and potential benefits that receiving countries will reap. 563
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2. Policy Requirements of FDI and Multinational Enterprises
Although FDI implicitly brings large economic benefits and potentially attracts
I

,,'·
~

numerous business opportunities, many countries are only partially open to foreign
investment or even refuse business with foreign enterprises. Those countries believe
they will be losing the control power over the local economy by inviting foreign
investment. They often use performance requirements such as exporting requirements
or technology transfer agreements to control the categories and sizes ofFDI. For many
countries, performance requirements on foreign investment were considered necessary

·I

and desirable to ensure that the activities of foreign capitals are consonant with local
countries' developmental strategies. 564 The same decline in effectiveness can be seen in
I'

terms of policies designed to maximize the potential benefits from inward investment.
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Ibid.
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See http://www.preamble.org!MAI/maiweb.html
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H. Brian Thompson: "Investing in the Global Information Infrastructure," Telecom '99 Keynote Panel:

Investing in Communications Companies; Geneva, Switzerland, Oct. 11, 1999.
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However, since it has been acknowledged that FDI can stimulate economic growth and
national development, there remains a tremendous diversity in countries' approaches
on their policies towards FDI. Countries can also screen incoming investment and
retain control on foreign participation in particular sectors. 565 Those measures are
designed to certify local government can still retain the final decision on economic
policies and ensure foreign investment will not cause negative effects on national
I
I

I
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development.
Due to the increase of international trade and the advent of internationalization,
more and more industrial firms from different countries are expanding their business
scale through foreign direct investment, and these cross-nation companies have
gradually formed as multinational enterprises (MNEs). Different from traditional

1

~ !!_ I.J

l =~ ,I

small-scale foreign investment, direct investment by MNEs has the potential to

,[

restructure local industries rapidly and to transform local economies into prodigious

.I

exporters of manufactured goods or services to the global market 566 Targeted at huge

.,

benefits of the international market, almost all economies now compete to attract huge

l

investments from those MNEs. Integration with the global economy does not merely

I·!
I·

f

come through direct exports from foreign-owned companies, but it also derives from
the presence of foreign MNEs in sectors providing goods and services to exporters. As

s6 s Ibid.
s66 See http://www.oecd.orgldaf/cmis/fdi/fdisix.htm#execsum
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foreign affiliates of MNEs become more oriented toward the global market and less
dependent on the domestic market, and as the number of countries eager to attract FDI
grows, the tolerance of foreign investors for barriers and restrictions on their operations
is likely to be much less than in the past. 567 When more and more economies tend to
~

.

compete for FDI and MNEs, foreign investors now consider not only economic
conditions of invested countries such as the location of natural resources or labor force,
but also local economic policies. Other relatively new factors include whether distort
investment exist, where corporations are chartered, and how real estate and other fixed

r
assets are regulated. Under this trend, the policy requirements of FDI gradually

f

deregulated in many countries and a more open attitude toward FDI has been adopted.

3. Arguments about FDI in the Global Economy
The economic problems of underdeveloped and developing countries are

,.
'

fundamentally different from those of developed countries and require different
measures and policies. Since the 1950s, it was recognized that "late industrialization
countries" required even greater protection and state intervention than even the most
developed countries had relied upon during their early development.

568

For

567

Ibid, also see supra note H. Brian Thompson, 1999.
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Alexander Gerschenkron: "Economic Backwardness in Historical Perspective: A Book of Essays;"

Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1966.
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underdeveloped or developing countries, FDI would undermine many of their
development strategies and developmental processes. For example, in Mexico, most
people seemed to be economically better off under a more authoritarian regime.569

l

Prior to international trade and investment liberalization, Mexican economic growth
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was fairly rapid, at a real per capita rate of 3.9% in the 1960s and 3.2% in the 1970s.
Since the 1980s, after liberalization began, per capita income has stagnated and real
wages have actually fallen. 570 Economists have pointed out that the instability of
international financial markets was a major cause of the previous 1994 financial crisis
in Mexico. 571 The effect of such disinvestments with Mexico, therefore, should be

~~ ,il
i;l

questioned whether or not the deregulation of international capital flows is in the best

~. ill

interest of"emerging market" economies. 572
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Likewise, in South Korea, many economic regulations that were prohibited by the
national treatment provisions were essential to economic growth and development.
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The Korean government used measures like subsidized credits, tax and tariff
exemptions and export subsidies to intervene against foreign investment. They targeted
industries such as cement, fertilizer, steel, chemicals, and consumer goods, etc. FDI

569

See Angus Maddison, Monitoring the World Economy 1820-1992, 1995, pp 78-79.
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Ibid.
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Guillermo Calvo and Enrique Mendoza, "Reflections on Mexico's Balance of Payments Crisis: A
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Chronicle of a Death Foretold," Journal oflnternational Economics; 1995, p. 235.
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See supra note Mark Weisbrot, 1998.
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was restricted and played a minimal role in South Korea's industrialization and
economic development. 573 After Asia's financial crisis in 1997, the IMF required the
Korean government to take measures for internationalization and deregulation,
including the removal of a number of restrictions on foreign ownership of domestic
stocks and bonds, residents' ownership of foreign assets, and overseas borrowing by
domestic financial and non-financial institutions. 574 The sharp reduction in government
planning and industrial policy has caused problems such as overcapacity in the
petrochemical industry, over-investment, and corporate failures in industries. 575
Meanwhile, the 1997 Asia Financial Crisis, one of the world's worst economic crises
since the Great Depression. The crisis engulfed much of Asia including South Korea,
Thailand, and Indonesia caused by the set-off of hot money prior to August 1997, and
then a true panic when the Thai baht began to fall. The liberalization of international

..I
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investment was struck by the Asian financial crisis and economists pointed out that the

I·

~·

liberalization of international borrowing and investing in those countries over the last

I.

i
I

decades created the instability from which the crisis was born. One economist has
noted, "The Asian crisis cannot be separated from the excessive borrowings of foreign
.I.
573

See Larry Westphal, "Industrial Policy in an Export-Propelled Economy: Lessons from South Korea's

Experience," Journal of Economic Perspectives, Vol. 4, No.3, Summer 1990, pp 41-59.
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Chang, Ha-Joon, Hong-Jae Park, and Chul Gyue Yoo. 1998. "Interpreting the Korean Crisis-

Financial Liberalization, Industrial Policy, and Corporate Governance." Draft of forthcoming article in
Cambridge Journal ofEconomics, Vol. 22, No.6, pp. 9-14
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See supra note Chang, Ha-Joon, Hong-Jae Park, and Chul Gyue Yoo, 1998.
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short-term capital as Asian economies loosened up their capital account controls and
enabled their banks and finns to borrow abroad. It has become apparent that crises
attendant on capital mobility cannot be ignored." 576 The reversal of capital flows
amounting to eleven percent of the regional GDP was a result of foreign and domestic

d

investors stampeding for the exits for fear of being caught with greatly depreciated
local currency and assets. 577 Economists who supported increasing deregulation of
international investment have recently begun to concede that a large number of workers
have indeed been hurt by such a process. On the other hand, foreign investors take into
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account all relevant information affecting asset returns when deciding their market

If~~ .I

positions and would be hard pressed to explain future disinvestments from these

-·
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countries. 578 The OECD has just issued a report intended to make the case for

II

5!~I

international investment liberalization where they contend that such negative impacts
are "at most, modest." 579
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See Jagdish Bhagwati, "The Capital Myth: The D1fTcrence Between Trade in Widgets and Dollars,"

Foreign Affairs, 1998, p 8. Jagdish Bhagwhati, one of the world's leading international economists and
the Economic Policy Adviser to the Director-General of the GATT (1991-93).
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4. Meaning of FDI on Telecommunications
Foreign direct investment on telecommunications comprises the ability to
establish a commercial presence in a foreign territory, or the purchase of telephone
companies by foreign investors or joint ventures between local and foreign partners to
establish new telecommunication service companies. Historically, the opportunities for
foreign investment in the telecommunication services sector have been limited by the
fact that ~ost countries had state-owned monopoly telecommunication carriers. Since
1984, however, forty-four Public Telecommunication Operators (PTOs) have been
privatized raising 159 billion US dollars with about one-third of this investment
coming from outside the home countries. 580 Obviously, fueling the operation of old
PTOs, foreign investment has gradually played a more important role in either
domestic or international telecommunication market. For increasing the proportion of
foreign investment on telecommunication sectors, foreign capital now has raised either
through a share offering or the sale of a minority share of a PTO to foreign partners.
Under the process of privatization of telecommunication industries, there are
increasing numbers of opportunities for foreign investors to establish foreign

!'

subsidiaries or to combine with others in joint ventures. 581
580

"Public Telecommunication Operators for Sale"; Value ofprivatizations ofPTO's, by region, 1984-96

and over time, 1990-1996; ITU Telecommunication Privatizations Database.
581

1996/97 World Telecommunication Development Report, Trade in telecommunications, Executive

Summary; also see http://www.itu.int/plweb-cgi!
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On the other hand, because telecommunications covers many other industrial
sectors including the sectors of manufacture, entertainment, and communication, it has
a dual role as both a traded product and service, and as a facilitator of trade in other
products and services. Liberal foreign investment on telecommunications will promote
more economic gains including new and improved telecommunication products and
services with lower prices and additional investment on other industrial sectors.
Opening foreign investment on the telecommunication services sector should result in
more competition, lowering prices for most businesses and for many consumers and
providing both with a choice of different service providers. 582 FDI brings not only new
technology and developmental funds to telecommunications industries; it also brings

I
~.

[
innovation and competition for telecommunications providers. These positive effects
promote the capacity of telecommunication in underdeveloped and developing
countries and benefit the formation of ..world village."

!

t

S. FDI and Global Telecommunication Development
Telecommunication development represents not merely expanding the number of
telephone lines per hundred inhabitants, but it enhances the heightening of culture
exchange, business opportunities, education promotion and new technology invention.

582

See supra note 1996/97World Telecommunication Development Report.
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However, many countries still have fewer than 10 telephones per 100 inhabitants while

,:1!
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about half of the population are waiting for a telephone, and the other half waiting for a
dial tone. They live in rural and often isolated areas where most of the natural resources
are located. Access to information and telecommunications is essential for

I"

,I:
development of such areas but is still inadequate or non-existing. It was reported that
there are still43 million people on registered waiting lists for telephone connections in
emerging markets with the average waiting time longer. than a year. 583 By introducing
foreign investment into those areas, waiting lists can be sharply reduced. At this point,
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the role of foreign investment on telecommunications is not a market competitor but a
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basic service provider.
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For most developing and developed countries, foreign investment on

~ '

1

telecommunications is not merely a provider for improvement of local

I"
telecommunication equipments but also a driving force for telecommunication market

j,1
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competition and transformation. Seeing the huge benefits from foreign investment in
telecommunications, a large portion of the world hopes to attract foreign investmentto
pursue a schedule of projects to improve the basic telecommunications infrastructure.
First, to attract more foreign investment and making market competition, developing

583

Integrated Rural Development and Universal Access; Brief description ofiTU 's Buenos Aires Action

Plan Programme Nos. 9 & 12 (ValettaAction Plan Programme 3) Situation on 16 Oct. 1998; also see
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countries privatized their public telecommunication operators at the start of the
1990s. 584 By deregulating domestic telecommunication regimes, it is expected that
local telecommunication markets will be more efficient and attractive for foreign firms

[

I

especially those MNEs. Second, to attract more foreign investment and to operate
toward an integrated global economy, countries have to make more available
high-speed data networks, cellular radio, mobile satellite services, Internet access and
facsimile for foreign firms. By deregulating domestic telecommunication regimes and
upgrading the level of telecommunication methods, these countries expect that FDI or

1.'
I

MNEs would have more willingness to choose them as a base for future global
telecommunications competition. In developed countries, they have concentrated more
on recognizing telecommunications trends and have tried to satisfy the complex
•'

requirements of multinational enterprises. Both developed and developing countries
face the same pressure to upgrade and diversify the telecommunications sector, but
developing countries typically have less financial, technical and operational resources
to do so, particularly in light of an incomplete basic infrastructure.585 The best way to
resolve this dilemma and to attract foreign investment for business and basic
telecommunication infrastructure will be through upgrading the technology skill of the

584

See supra note 1996/97 World Telecommunication Development Report.
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Sir Donald Maitland, "'The Missing Link': Still Missing 8 Years Later?" Proceedings of Seminar on

Telecommunications and Its Role in Socio-Economic Development, ISBN 87-984401-0-1, p. 5.
(Eigtveds Pakhus, Copenhagen, 2nd-3rd, Nov. 1992)
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labor force and the privatization of public telecommunication regimes.
In the Asia-Pacific region, telecommunications market reform has continued

I

.I
I

apace with developing countries such as the Philippines, Taiwan and Thailand, and has
opened up their markets to foreign investment In Latin America, several countries that
first privatized their domestic operators at the beginning of the decade are now
preparing for a second round of market-openings. Even Africa, which has long been the
last bastion of telecommunication monopolies, is leading the way by attracting foreign
partners investing in their telecommunication sectors. 586 Foreign private investment
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has

entered

the

developing

markets

through joint

ventures

with

local
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telecommunication operators, the award oflicenses to foreign companies, or the sale of

;sl I
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equity stakes in state-owned telecommunication entities to private foreign investors.
Private investment was initially permitted mostly in value-added services, but
increasingly, it is entering the basic services as well. 587
In Latin America and Africa, privatizations have been conducted through the sale
of an equity interest in the company to foreign strategic investors such as France

.I

Telecom, Telekom Malaysia and SBC ofUSA.588 Privatization and increased foreign

586

Dr Pekka Tarjanne; "Telecommunications and World Development: Forecasts, Technologies and

Services;" ITU Forum ITA, Moscow, Feb. 5, 1997.
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Dr. Henry Chasia: Forum De Crans Montana; Deputy Secretary-General ITU; Session of Saturday

27th June Crans Montana, Switzerland, Jun. 25-28, 1998.
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See supra note Dr. Henry Chasia: Forum De Crans Montana.
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investment in telecommunication markets has resulted in substantial progress in
meeting developing countries' basic telephony upgrading goals. It is also expected that
market competition as a the provision of international and domestic telecommunication
services will bring a significant reduction in prices and more parity between domestic
and international telephone services. Where markets have been liberalized, the level of
investment, particularly foreign investment, .has generally increased and telephony and
network development has proceeded more rapidly. This combination of competitive
markets, private ownership and foreign investment has created an appropriate

,..

environment for next generation global telecommunications development.

6. FDI on Telecommunications and International Organizations
The telecommunications sector is currently undergoing a transition from a global
market system for telecommunication services that has been based on multilateral
arrangements. This should foster a suitable international environment where
investment and entrepreneurship can prosper, including the development of new forms
of electronic commerce. For FDI in the Telecommunications sector, the WTO and ITU
are two of the most important international organizations. The WTO agreement hopes
to promote foreign and domestic investment in the telecommunication sector and, as a
consequence, the development of each country's telecommunication infrastructure and

,',.
,·!\.;
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services. 589 Under the WTO, GATS on Telecommunication which was concluded on

I.,

February 1997 and which entered into force on February 1998, commits 72 countries to

j,l
a program of progressive opening of their basic telecommunication service markets to
competition and increased foreign investment.

I
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590

Those agreeing countries made

commitments to liberalize their telecommunication market and to open up to foreign
investment in basic telecommunication services. That is, the provision of voice
telephone, telex, telegraph, data transmission and privately leased circuits. 591
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On the other hand, the lTV provides great benefits in terms of telecommunication
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infrastructure construction and the development of information processing industries.
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The ITU allocates a global spectrum to particular services and manages scarce
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communications resources among countries that benefit trade liberalization and the
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prevention of discrimination between domestic and foreign suppliers. The ITU also
promotes global telecommunication development and plays the role of providing the
information to let developing countries understand the benefits that liberalization and
trade in telecommunications can bring, as well as the measures necessary to protect

I
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national interests. 592 Both WTO and ITU encourage the development of global
telecommunication infrastructure and the formation of an integrated global
telecommunication market. Global telecommunication development tends to
strengthen the leadership role of the private sector in the development of a diverse,
affordable, and accessible information infrastructure around the world. Under this
trend, it also hopes to promote the involvement of developing countries in the building
and utilization of a truly global and open information infrastructure and facilitate

'··
activities and identify policy options that foster the effective global application of
I •

telecommunications, broadcasting, and information technologies and services.593

7. FDI on Telecommunications and Economic Growth
r

Investment in telecommunications is a prerequisite for broad based economic
development. The dual role of telecommunications as both a traded service and a
vehicle for trade in other service sectors means that price reductions, improvements in
the level of investment and the development of infrastructure and services brought
about by liberalization should also have an impact on other sectors of the economy.594
In addition, efficient, low-cost telecommunication networks will provide the necessary
592

See supra note Dr Pekka Tmjanne: Telecommunications and Trade.

593

See supra note H. Brian Thompson, 1999.
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See supra note Third Draft of the Secretary-General's Report to the Second World Telecommunication

Policy Forum.
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platform for the growth of electronic commerce. The implementation of liberalized

I

telecommunication investment should produce significant benefits not only within the
country's telecommunication sector but also for the national economy as a whole. The
opening of telecommunication markets has facilitated the entry of domestic and foreign
private capital and technological skills that have in turn accelerated network build-out,
the provision of new services and improvements in the quality of service. Market
liberalization also has a profound effect in promoting development in other sectors
I

I 9.
I ::I'
! 11! I
I n• '
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reliable and low-cost telecommunications.

I

Economic development in these sectors indeed has been constrained in many
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countries because of the lack of an adequate telecommunication infrastructure to
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such as information technology and computing, which depend heavily on good,

ii

service them. 595 Inadequate telecommunications also reduces efficiency throughout the

--~

economy, diminishes the effectiveness of investments and development programs,
causes a comparative disadvantage in attracting investment, and lowers the quality of
living standard as well as personal access to communication. The evidence leaves no
doubt that there was indeed a correlation between economic development and

I
I

investment on telecommunications. 596 Throughout economic developmental history,
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Ibid.
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Robert M. Frieden: "Social, Logistical and Development Issues in The Global Information

Infrastructure" Penn State University, USA.
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telecommunication infrastructure has played an important role in supporting the
economic development of counties. There are numerous documented examples about
the direct relationship between investment in telecommunication infrastructure and
economic growth. The growth of global telecommunication development will bring
rapid expansion of new and advanced information services, attract more domestic and
foreign investments, and improve economic development and global competitiveness,
as well as a better living standard ofhealth care and education.

IV. Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAl) and

f

.

Telecommunications
The MAl is a new international investment agreement currently being negotiated

I

I

t
at OECD that establishes rights for foreign investors. It is designed to make it easier for
individual and corporate investors to move capital across international borders. The
MAl is mainly based on the investment provisions of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA} and expands these provisions into all economic sectors in the 29
members of OECD. 597 Non-OECD members will also be asked to join this agreement
The major aim of the MAl is to ensure that foreign investment from individuals and
multinational corporations can move capital in and out of countries without

597

See http://www.preamble.orglmai/bits.html
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governmental interference.

1. Historic Overview- OECD and MAl
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a. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)

Founded in Paris, France, the OECD was originally established as the
Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) to help rebuild the
European economies after World War 11.598 In 1961, after economic reconstruction in
Europe was mostly accomplished, USA, Canada and the European countries decided to

9~

form OECD in place of OEEC to serve as a forum to conduct research and negotiations
I
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on global trade and investment 599 Currently, there are 29 members representing the
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most high-income countries in OECD. 600 The OECD has previously created two codes
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on investment liberalization: the Code ofLiberalization of Capital Movements and the
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Code of Liberalization of Current Invisible Operations. 601 Unlike the UN, OECD is not
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51
a quasi-parliamentary body, and has no supranational legal authority over individual
members. Instead, OECD members have relied upon "peer pressure" to encourage
compliance with the Codes. 602
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b. Brief History of MAl Negotiations

The seeds of the MAl can be traced back to the 1960s, when member countries
adopted two binding OECD Codes on investment liberalization. 603 Since 1995, formal
discussions and negotiations were initiated at OECD, but the MAl was opposed by
many developing countries. 604 In 1997 OECD held a ministerial meeting to discuss the
MAl and had set a deadline of May 1998 for completion. However, after several
negotiations, the Ministers still could not complete the MAl by the deadline and had to
delay further talks. At the end of 1998, French withdrawal from the latest round of
discussions and the failure to make progress made the future of the MAl at OECD
I

doubtful.

605

''

It was believed that there was very little chance that the MAl negotiations

~

would make further progress at OECD. 606

2. Future Development- WTO and MAl
Since the demise of the MAl negotiations in the OECD, some supporters of the
I •

MAl model have stepped up efforts to move the negotiations to the WTO. In January
1999, the EU and Japan formally proposed that they would push the MAl negotiations
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Ibid.

604
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into WTO to be completed by 2003. 607 However, because a WTO agreement would
likely be much weaker than the draft that was emerging at OECD, the US has currently
opposed the MAl negotiations moving to the WT0. 608 But ifOECD process continues
to falter, the US may accede to the change in venue. 609 Many developing countries and
non-governmental organizations have stated that WTO is neither democratic nor
transparent and that an MAl in the WTO would be more unacceptable than in the
OECD. 610 There have been other attempts to suggest that future MAl negotiations may
I It
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take place at the UNCTAD instead of OECD or WTO. UNCTAD is considered to be a
better forum for developing countries, but critics still have charged that UNCTAD has
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tended to favor the interests of multinational corporations in recent years. 611
i
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Many developing country members objected to the WTO intervention in the area

ii
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of investment policies. The WTO prohibitions on Trade Related Investment Measures

:;i

""·

(TRIMS) require its members to eliminate certain policies that impose conditions on
foreign investment. TRIMS is a precursor to the MAl and eliminates requirements that
foreign investors use local materials or suppliers when doing business in developing

"
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countries. Full-fledged investment rules in WTO would prevent its members from
adopting policy requirements designed to ensure that local businesses, workers and
citizens enjoy the benefits of foreign investment. 612 Unlike OECD that lacks the power
to enforce regulations, WTO is an institution with dispute settlement instrument that

addresses issues that many least-developed and developing countries worry about. Its
appalling track record on the critical issues of labor rights, environmental and public

!·
:·

health protection, and sovereignty and democratic accountability constitutes ample
evidence that those countries will protest against an MAl negotiated under WTO
auspices. 613 In addition to WTO and UNCTAD, there are many venues where they are
simultaneously pursuing similar agendas such as the proposed Free Trade Area of the
Americas (FTAA), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the Transatlantic
Economic Partnership (TEP), and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
forum.614

3. Main Provisions of MAl
The MAl is designed to ease the movement of capital - both money and
production facilities - across international borders by limiting the power of

612

See http://www.preamble.orglmailmaihist.html

613

See http://www.citizen.orgfpctrade/Shell_Game/Wto.htm

614

See http://www.citizen.orgfpctrade/Shell_Game/Cover.htm
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governments to restrict and regulate foreign investment. The investment provisions of
MAl are based on those of NAFTA. Unlike NAFTA that only applies to the U.S.,
' ri

Mexico and Canada, the MAl will amplify and apply its provisions worldwide. 615
These basic rules of the MAl include

616

:

National Treatment - It requires countries to treat foreign investors and
investments no less favorably than domestic ones. Under National Treatment, countries
may not place special restrictions on what foreign investors can own, or maintain

,,
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economic assistance programs that solely benefit domestic companies or require that a
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corporation hire a certain percentage of managers locally. 617
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Most Favored Nation - It requires governments to treat all foreign countries and

l

til

all foreign investors the same with respect to regulatory laws. Laws prohibited by MFN
would include economic sanctions that punish a country for human rights violations by

Ill!

-4.

preventing corporations from doing business there. 618

Limitations on Performance Requirements - Performance requirements are

.I

laws that require investors to invest in particular channels of a local economy or to meet

'I~I
I,

615

The Multilateral Agreement on Investment: A "Bill of Rights" for International Investors? See

http://www.preamble.org/mai/4-pager.html
616

See http://www.oecd.org/daflcmis/mai/maitext.pdf

617

The Multilateral Agreement on Investment: Content III. Treatment oflnvestors and Investments; The

MAl Negotiating Text ofOECD, 14 Feb. 1998; OECD, Main Features of the MAl 37; Working Group A,
in OECD Documents 118; also see http://www.preamble.org/mailkeyprovs.html
618

See MAl Working Group A, in OECD Documents 122.
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social or environmental goals in exchange for market access. Under the MAl, these

,.

I.

requirements would be banned where they discriminate against foreign investors. 619
A Ban on Uncompensated Expropriation of Assets - The MAl would require
governments, when they deprive foreign investors of any portion of their property, to
compensate the investors immediately and in full. Expropriation would be defined not
just as the outright seizure of a property but would also include governmental actions
"tantamount to expropriation." Thus, certain forms of regulation could be argued to be
'

l

expropriation, potentially requiring governments to compensate investors for lost

r-.
I

revenue. 620
A Ban on Restrictions on the Repatriation of Profits or the Movement of
l·I
I

Capital - Countries could not prevent an investor from moving profits from the
.•

operation or sale of a local enterprise to that investor'.s home country. Nor could
countries delay or prohibit investors from moving any portion of their assets, including
financial instruments like stocks or currency. It ensures that corporations and
individuals can move their assets more easily. However, there are some exceptions that
will be made in the case of national financial crises. 621

,.

619

See NAFTAArt.1106, 1106.2 & 1106.4.

620

See 1998 MAI: Content IV. Investment Protection; OECD Main Features of the MAl 20; Working
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Group C, in OECD Documents 138.
621

See OECD, Main Features of the MAl 12-15; Working Group C, Investment Protection; MAl Report;

Working Group D, Dispute Settlement, in OECD Documents 155.
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Investor-to-State Dispute Resolution Mechanism - Under the MAl, it gives
corporate or individual investors the right to sue local governments and seek monetary
compensation in international court in the event that a law violates investor rights as
established in the agreement. International investors would have the option to sue a
country before an international tribunal rather than in the country's domestic courts.
This investor-to-state dispute mechanism is a significant departure from previous
international economic agreements like GAIT, which allow only governments to bring
complaints against other governments. 622
Moreover, the MAl includes "Roll-back" and "Standstill" Provisions 623 that

il
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require nations to eliminate laws that violate MAl rules and to refrain from passing any
such laws in the future. Currently, the MAl does not contain language on the
responsibilities of corporations regarding treatment of employees, environmental

u
protection, fair competition or other issues. There is discussion of including an existing
OECD code of corporate responsibility in the MAl, but these provisions would be
non-binding. 624

622 See Content V. Dispute Settlement, 1998 MAl.
623 See MAl Working Group B, New Issues, in OECD Documents 129.
6241bid.
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4. Differences between MAl and Bilateral Investment Treaties
Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) are investment agreements negotiated by two
countries to establish equal or preferential investment treatments for each other. Most
BITs are signed by a developed and lesser-developed country. Unlike the BITs, the

•j•
original MAl signatories are capital-rich countries and major exporters of international

.,'
I

investment. Those countries can lever the dispute process to their advantage and
challenge local governments' policies on health, safety and environment, etc. Under the
MAl, the investor-state dispute mechanism will be exercised to challenge local
regulatory regimes perceived by investors as onerous barriers to investment. 625 In
addition, the MAl will apply to more economic sectors than the BITs. The MAl's
provision on expropriation goes further than that of the BITs, and could force local

·.~
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governments to compensate investors for regulations that cost inve~tors money. 626 The
MAl will also ban a wider range of performance requirements than the BITs concern
such as mandatory local job creation, mandatory joint ventures with local firms, and so
on. 627 Based on these differences, several critics have focused on the MAl's negative
potential impacts on state sovereignty over economic development.

...

625 See http://www.preamble.orgfmailbits.html
6261bid.
6271bid.
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5. Influences of MAl in Global Economy
!,

I

a. Arguments of MAl's Proponents

The most prominent non-governmental proponents for the MAl are business
groups. They claim that the agreement will provide needed protections for international
investors against discrimination and expropriation, reduce the distortions and
inefficiencies caused by excessive regulation, increase access to foreign markets on
favorable terms and help businesses, consumers and workers. Increasing foreign direct

"' j'
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investment will also benefit developing countries through the transfer of technology

1
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and improve the efficiency of the global economy. 628 The MAl will protect the rights of
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investors to free, equal and safe access to markets, and resolve the conflicts that are

~!

inevitable between governments and transnational corporations (TNCs). 629 Proponents

...Et-·

-·
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also regard investment, like trade, as an engine of economic growth, employment,

....11:11

sustainable development and rising living standards in both developed and developing
countries. The MAl would establish mutually beneficial international rules that would
not inhibit the nondiscriminatory exercise of regulatory powers by governments, and
ensures such exercise of regulatory powers would not amount to expropriation.630

628

See http://www.preamble.orglmai/procon.html

629

The Multilateral Agreement on Investment: A "Bill of Rights" for International Investors?

; also see http://www.preamble.orglmai/4-pager.html
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See http://www.preamble.orglmailmaistat.html
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b. Arguments of MAl's Opponents
There are, however, substantial concerns of opponents against the MAl from a
large numbers of environmental, labor, consumer, and women's organizations. 631 They
claim that the MAl will accelerate an economic and environmental "race to the
bottom." This could hasten job flight from industrialized countries and increase the
pressure on all countries to compete for investment capital by lowering wages, labor
and living standards, as well as weakening environmental and consumer-safety
standards. In addition, the MAl will allow investors to challenge legitimate regulatory
safeguards that enjoy widespread public support but are viewed by investors as

•'

impediments to the free flow of capital. 632 The MAl provides legal protections for the
rights of investors, but imposes no obligation for investors regarding labor rights,
environmental standards, or anti-competitive business practices. The MAl allows
investors to sue governments for compensation if they believe that any national, or
\

"I

local law violates their rights or poses a barrier to investment Based on this point, it
will undermine national sovereignty by requiring the roll-back oflaws that violate MAl

J

rules. Many laws and policies that could be challenged are designed to protect the
public interest such as local economic development programs, laws designed to
631

See "The Sinking of the MAl," The Economist, Mar. 14, 1998; Guy De Jonquieres, "Network

Guerillas," Financial Times, Apr. 30, 1998; and Madeleine Drohan, "How the Net Killed the MAl." One
World News Service, Jul. 3, 1998.
6321bid.
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conserve valuable natural resources or land, community reinvestment laws, and bans
on the production of dangerous products. 633
Opponents have argued that the only real provision of the MAl is its
nondiscriminatory basis for investors. Weighted toward business, it will cause
difficulty for local governments to protect their environment, health, or safety of its
citizens. 634 The OECD also has been strongly criticized for its failure to include
developing countries in negotiations. Developing countries, led by India, Egypt,
Pakistan and Malaysia, have expressed strong suspicions and oppositions toward the
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MAl agreement and its presumed bias towards developing countries. 635 The MAl
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would spell an end to boycotts and trade sanctions against countries or businesses
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violating environmental, labor, and human-rights standards. 636 The MAl would make it

I
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more difficult to implement these kinds of self-reinforcing actions in the future. 637 The
MAl would also make it more difficulty for governments to prevent or regulate
international mega-mergers like BP Amoco or Daimler-Chrysler that will the interests

I
I
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633

Ibid.

634

See "Boulder opposes international investment treaty; Threat to local authority seen," Denver Post,

Aug. 2, 1998.
635

"Opposition Building to MAl at the WfO," Bridges Weekly Trade News Digest- Vol. 2, No. 43 Nov.

9, 1998.
636

See http://www.sierraclub.orglsierra/199807/LOLI.html; "Trade Secrets," Sierra Magazine, JuVAug

1998.
637

Mark Weisbrot, "A Corporate Bill of Rights?" Distributed by Knight-Ridderffribune Media Services,

Sep 15, 1998; also see http://www.preamble.orglmai/mwmai998.htm
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of multinational corporations ahead of the public interest. 638
Customarily, under international law, only countries have rights arising under the

I.
I

I

treaties they negotiate. The MAl creates rights that can be invoked directly by
individuals or corporations, as a legitimate precedent for protecting very broad investor
rights. A corporation need no longer persuade any government of the legitimacy of its
complaint before seeking enforcement under an agreement to which it is not even a

r.
r

I
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party. Such panels would operate under international law and according to procedures
established for resolving international disputes arising under commercial contracts, but

•I

I·
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not by local legal principles and procedures. These MAl procedures are in many ways

I

antithetical to the principles of open, participatory and democratic decision-making

1..
I

that are the hallmarks of contemporary legal systems. 639
.'

6. MAl and Telecommunications
Unlike the GATS on telecommunication under the WTO, the MAl lacks any
related regulations on telecommunications. In addition, the MAl is a proposal under
negotiation; therefore, its influences on telecommunication industries are not yet
visible. Due to the importance of information and communication, most

638

Mark Weisbrot, "Megamergers and the MAl," USA Today, Aug 12, 1998; also see

http://www.preamble.org/columns/weisbrot/megamergers.htm
639

Steven Shrybman, "The Rule of Law and Other Impediments to the MAl," West Coast Environmental

Law, Apr. 1998.
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telecommunication industries are state-operated and monopolized in many developing
countries. Many developing countries fear that by opening up their markets to
competition and foreign investment without restrictions will cause the loss of control of

I

r

this strategic industry. The MAl forbids governments to compel foreign corporations to
transfer technology. This rule will deprive developing countries of an avenue to access
technology in telecommunications and reap economic benefits from the foreign
country's economic activities. 640 It will also constitute an obstacle for national
telecommunication infrastructure and universal service in underdeveloped as well as

It
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developing countries. The dilemma is that, on the other hand, foreign investment in
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telecommunications generally will bring increased technological skills, funds and
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market competition that will benefit national telecommunications development.

n
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Adopting the MAl rules such as national treatment will provide an opportunity to

" I
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benefit from an emerging "single market" for telecommunication services. Those
countries not making commitments under the agreement may find difficulty in
attracting foreign capital for infrastructure investment. 641 The rapid technological
development in the field of communications has necessitated the development of
global telecommunication marketplace.
64

°Kelly Lim: "Arguments Against the Multinational Agreement on Investments;" also see

http://darwin.bio.uci.edu/-sustainlissueguides/MAIIMAI_Con.html
641

See supra note, Third Draft of the Secretary-General's Report to the Second World

Telecommunication Policy Forum.
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Under the MAl, industries will have access to technologically advanced methods
of manufacturing, which will be produced more efficiently and result in less waste. 642
Though, with a more open foreign investment regime in telecommunications, we risk
possible damage to national telecommunication sovereignty and universal access for
citizens. Telecommunications have substantial and essential influences to national
security, social stability, and economic development and also encompass many
industrial sectors. Considering the particular character of telecommunications, some
regulations of the proposed MAl should be exempted. Performance requirements are
essential safeguards in local laws for market access and foreign investment
commitments to be effective. Rules pertaining to competitive safeguards,
interconnection, universal service, licensing, the establishment of an independent
regulator and the use of scarce resources like the radio spectrum are necessary for local
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telecommunications development.
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V. Conclusion
During the past few decades, foreign investment has rapidly increased among
countries and has enhanced global economic growth. The evidence shows us that there

642

Jason Lam: "Arguments In Favor of the Multilateral Agreement on Investments;" also see

http://darwin.bio.uci.edu/-sustainlissueguides/MAIIMAI_Pro.html
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was indeed a correlation between economic development and investment in
telecommunications. FDI brings the promotion of economic growth, the obtainment of
technology transfer and the creation of employment. Although FDI brings huge
economic benefits, many countries are still only partially open to foreign investment.
Developing countries fear that by opening up markets to competition and foreign
investment without any restrictions, they will lose control of their strategic industries.
They have used performance requirements to control the categories and sizes of FDI,
such as exporting requirements or technology transfer agreements. Balancing economic
gains from FDI with the power to control national economic sovereignty is a dilemma
,,
'
II

with substantial history. To possibly solve many of the disputes between foreign

::

H

investment and national sovereignty, a proposed MAl has been negotiated at the
"

..,.,.""

OECD.
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The MAl is potentially a model of international investment agreement based on
non-discrimination and is designed to make it easier for individual and corporate

II

investors to move capital across international borders. The MAl will provide needed
protection for international investors against discrimination and expropriation, and will

1il

reduce the distortions and inefficiencies caused by excessive regulations. Increasing
foreign direct investment will benefit developing countries through technology transfer
and economic gains. However, this study has shown that the MAl could hasten job

Il
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flight from industrialized countries and could increase the pressure on all countries to
compete for FDI capital with related fears pertaining to lower wages, lower living
standards, and weakened environmental standards. The MAl also creates a new
investor dispute mechanism that could undermine national sovereignty and challenge
legitimate regulatory safeguards based on widespread public interests. Developing
countries worry that a loosened environment for FDI through the MAl would supersede
many of their developmental strategies and industrialization processes. Economic
differences between developed and developing countries necessitate a level of
I

'
sovereignty in developing countries that would allow them to attain their economic
developmental plans and industrial strategies in parallel with the MAl's pro-investment
environment.
The discussion throughout this article has also pointed out that a more open
foreign investment environment does not always violate national economic sovereignty.
Although developing countries need stronger control to guide their developmental
directions and industrial strategies, such countries often lack necessary capital and

..

'
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technological skills to attain their industrialization goals. Foreign investment brings
abundant capital, advanced technologies and huge economic profits, which can easily
resolve developing countries' economic problems. However, a stable, transparent and
non-discriminatory regulatory system is the best way to attract more foreign investment.

354
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Because of increased global economic competition, more and more developing
countries already relax control over foreign investment and provide a more favorable
investment environment and accompanying laws to foreign investors. Since there will
be more countries competing to attract more foreign investment, a mandated
investment agreement, i.e., the MAl, is ultimately not necessary for the global market.
With neither transparency nor full-participation, the MAl may ruin many developing
countries' economic profits and undercut their national sovereignty.
In sum, foreign direct investment is a necessary mechanism for developing
countries to promote their economic growth; however, a uniform global investment
instrument, the proposed MAl, is unsuitable to meet the different demands from
different countries. With different developmental models and suffering different
economic difficulties, underdeveloped and developing countries would be expected to
strongly oppose such an international investment agreement. The proposed MAl is
simply treated as an unfair attempt by developed countries that is designed to take
advantage over developing countries. Moreover, the MAl forbids governments to
require foreign corporations to transfer technology. This provision will deprive
developing countries of an avenue for accessing technology in telecommunications that
would reap economic benefits for the foreign country's economic development Such a
provision will

I'·
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also constitute

an

unnecessary obstacle for
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further local

telecommunication infrastructure and universal service m developing countries.
Considering the particular character of telecommunications, regulations of the
proposed MAl should be exempted or set aside in favor of the needs of developing
countries. A way to resolve this problem is to combine market competition,
privatization and foreign investment in order to create an appropriate environment for
('

telecommunications development that recognizes the special status of developing
networks.
Similarly, the GATS Annex on Telecommunications faces like tasks and pressures
from developing countries. For many countries, especially developing countries, the
fundamental issue posed by the Annex on telecommunication was whether universal
service would be undermined at the expense of giving services multinational priority to
the telecommunications network. Developing countries expect to use opportunities
arising from WTO negotiations to gain more support for their telecommunications
development with universal access, and using foreign investment and suppliers to
''
I
improve their telecommunication infrastructures. How to balance between protecting
domestic telecommunications industries from industrialized countries' technical
advantages and heightening the efficiency and technical skill of telecommunication
industries domestically will be an important task in future negotiation at GATS. There
will likely be a drive for a global telecommunications trade agreement to balance these
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competing demands.
Additional investment in telecommunications from aboard should bring
technology transfer, more abundant capital, and increased market competition, which
should benefit national telecommunications development. By introducing foreign
investment into developing countries, a workable local telecommunication

II

infrastructure and universal access can be more easily reached. We have shown that
increased foreign investment and privatization in telecommunication markets will
result

in

substantial

progress

in

meeting

developing

countries'

basic

t
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telecommunications requirements. Of equal importance, telecommunications also have
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a substantial and essential influence on national

u
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sec~ty,

social stability, economic

development and many industrial sectors. In response, the opportunities for foreign
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investment in the telecommunication services sector historically have been limited and

il,. .'
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most developing countries have monopolistic and state-owned telecommunication
carriers. An efficient trade and investment regime for telecommunication cooperation
will have to recognize these two competing factors for a successful agreement between
developing and developed countries.
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Chapter VII International Influences on
Taiwan's Telecommunications Regulations

I

I. Introduction

I·

The Taiwanese legal culture had not only ancient Chinese influences but also stout
foreign colors, as a result of the Western imperialism in the 16th and from the late 19th
to mid-20th century. In 1945, the Nationalist government brought the new Chinese
legal system from Mainland China into Taiwan and branded as the landmark event on
<.

Taiwanese legal development. The resulting legal system is based on the distinctive
Chinese legal traditions and the Western European legal regime. From then on,
Taiwanese legal system has been Europeanized and can be ranked as one member of the
family of civil law system. In the following three decades, Taiwanese people and the
Nationalist government endeavored to create a freer market as well as democracy on
this small island. Due to geographical advantages as well as the scarceness of natural
resources, Taiwan has developed a trade-oriented economy with high-speed and
inserted its market into the international community. In addition, because of the rapid
creation of new technology and the growth of economic development, Taiwanese
government has adopted a series of steps to restructure its legislation to fit international
358
'•I
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requirements. Those legal adjustments include the protection of natural environment
and intellectual property, as well as the liberalization of telecommunication, banking,
and financial services, etc. Meanwhile, the globalization and deregulation of

:j

telecommunications

has

caused intense

discussions

and

debates.

Because

telecommunication is one of the most strategic industries and also relates to national
security, social order, and commercial transactions, its restructuring has been a highly
charged issue.
Reviewing the development oflegal history and the formation of economic market,
Taiwan has been strongly influenced by foreign influences and tended to

l

internationalization. Did Taiwan's telecommunication legislative development still
follow this model or the government already find a particular way to structure its own
telecommunication legal system? If Taiwan's legislatures follow the prior model to
establish the telecommunication legal system, which country's legislation they will
adopt and why? In addition, how did international telecommunication and trade
agreements influence on Taiwan's telecommunication development? And how did
Taiwanese government adopt those agreements into its telecommunication regulations?
Does Taiwanese government also choose a freer economic environment and raise the
percentage of foreign investment to make itself more competitive in international
telecommunication market? From historical reviews, this chapter will discuss the role

359
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ii..
of international influences on the restructuring of the telecommunications industry in
Taiwan. It will examine the impact of international agreements and foreign legislation
on the reform process. First, the chapter will review the background of Taiwanese legal
system and the development of telecommunication industries to witness international
and foreign effects to Taiwanese telecommunications sector. Secondly, the chapter will
explore the effects of international agreements and foreign legislation on the legal
codes of the current telecommunications regulations. Furthermore, it will survey the
role of the regulatory authority, including the limitation of foreign ownership, the
classification of services, the issues of labor participation, the prohibition of
cross-subsidization and the establishment of the new dispute resolution committee.

..
Finally, the chapter will make a conclusion to prove the reality and strength of
international effects on Taiwanese telecommunications regulations.

II.

International

Influences

on

Taiwanese

Telecommunication Development
1. Taiwanese Legal System and the Impacts of International
Regulations and Foreign Legislations
Taiwanese legal system is a blend of the distinctive Chinese heritage with strong

'•

Western influences. From the 18th and 19th centuries, thousands ofMainland Chinese
360
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had increasingly immigrated from Fujian and Guangdong Provinces to Taiwan Island
supplanting aborigines as the dominant population group in this island. They brought

II·

not only the culture and lifestyle, but the Mainland Chinese also imported Imperial
China's political and legal system to Taiwan. During that period, ancient Chinese legal
tradition and customs ruled the old Taiwanese society. Within ancient Chinese society,
Confucianism and the social order played the most important role in Chinese ethical

Ill

thought and behavior. Legislation was simply complementary in Chinese social order,
based as it was on the notion of a social status. Chinese had followed other paths to
search for justice rather than law.643

In 1896, Japan took Taiwan from the Ch 'ing Dynasty as its first colony. 644 In order
to completely control this island, the Japanese colonial government ruled Taiwanese by
high-pressure rules. During fifty years of the colonial period, Japanese rule led to the
"Japanization" of the island. At the beginning, the Japanese government kept the

nI

Taiwanese legal traditions intact. 645 They chose to recognize and respect some
Taiwanese traditional social norms such as family practices in order to placate old
Taiwan's society. 646 Since 1923, the Japanese legal system replaced the Imperial

. I
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Tung-Tsu, Chu, Law and Society in Traditional China, in: Hyperion Pr, (1979)
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In 1895, Ch'ing Dynasty was defeated by Japan in the first Sino-Japanese war and ceded Taiwan to

Japan in the Treaty of Shimonoseki.
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Chaui-Ru, Chen, The History of the Right to Divorce- The Establishment and Meaning of Taiwanese

Women's Right to Divorce, Source: LL.M. thesis, National Taiwan University, (1997), 69-79.
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Ibid.
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Chinese legal tradition to govern Taiwanese society.

647

Specifically, Japanese exerted

their criminal and land legal system for control over Taiwanese society. There was a
tendency to apply all Japanese laws to Taiwanese society during the 1920s. This change
marked the point at which Taiwanese legal history separated from that of Imperial
China. By 1945, most oflmperial Chinese legal traditions and Taiwanese customs had
been replaced with new rules by the Japanese government.
At the end of the World War n in 1945, Taiwan reverted to Chinese rule. 648 The
Imperial Chinese Code and Taiwanese custom law prevailed in Taiwan until 1945,
when the Japanese colonial period ended. In 1945, the Nationalist government from
Mainland China took over Taiwan and brought the new Chinese legal system. 649 The
new Chinese legal system was established following the Republic Revolution of
1911.650 Due to the effects of domination, the republic regime of China had adopted a
series of codes manifestly based on western models including the Civil Code in 1929,
the Land Code in 1930, and the Civil Procedure in 1932. The current new Chinese legal
system has been Europeanized and can be ranked within the family of laws deriving

647

Tay-Sheng Wang, The Westernization of Taiwanese Legal System for One Hundred Years, in: The

Establishment ofTaiwanese Legal History, (1996), 343-78, 362.
648

The Anti-Japanese War lasted eight years. Chinese people defeated Japanese and won the war.

649

See supra note Wang, p 362.

650

In the 1911 Revolution, Chinese people led by the KMf overthrew the Ch'ing Dynasty and the

Republic of China (ROC) was established.
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from the Romanist tradition. 651 Those codes are still in force in Taiwan.
Generally speaking, Taiwanese legal system belongs to civil law system and based
largely on German, Swiss, and Japanese models. Taiwanese legal system also
incorporates a good deal of Chinese legal traditions. In an effort to deal with modern
economic development and adjusting itself toward international community, Taiwanese
government recently adopted and amended several regulations including intellectual
property, environmental protection, telecommunication, maritime, banking and
financial rules, immigration and emigration, as well as professional personnel laws for
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further deregulation and globalization. Those changes and improvements are prepared

~~

for the accession to the WTO and the future "Asia Pacific Regional Operational
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Center" Plan (APROC). Obviously, Taiwanese legal system is rooted in Western
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European civil law system as well as Chinese traditional customs, but recently tends to
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adjust its legislative direction to conform rules and provisions of treaties and
international agreements.

2. Current Transformations of Taiwanese Telecommunication
Development
Not only Taiwanese legislation but also its economic development is evolving
651

Rene David & John E. C. Brierley, Major Legal Systems in the World Today, in: Stevens & Sons (3rd

ed.), (1985), 523, London, England.
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toward internationalization. Beginning with the lifting of the ban on new newspaper
registration in January 1988, the related telecommunication liberalizations have been
variously implemented in just a few years. The most essential changes included the
openness of cable TV, the release of broadcast frequencies, and the proliferation of the
print media. Desiring for accession to the WTO, Taiwan has both significantly opened
'I

its telecommunication market to foreign investment and amended dozens of
telecommunication regulations to fit the requirements of WTO. 652 In early 1998,
governments on Washington and Taipei had initialed a bilateral WTO accession
I

agreement that opened Taiwan's telecommunication market to American competitors.

f.
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The agreement has reduced interconnect fees for US invested mobile phone companies,
and increased the foreign ownership limit in the telecommunication companies from 20
to 60 percent. The percentage of foreign ownership on cable TV networks also was

1..
I

increased from 20 to 50 percent in 1999. Satellite broadcasting was also opened to
foreign investment and allowed up to 50 percent foreign ownership in the Satellite
Broadcasting Law.
In general, Taiwan's telecommunications systems are well developed and efficient.

In the last few decades, Taiwan's telecommunications infrastructure was processed

.
I
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under the jurisdiction of Taiwan's Directorate General of Telecommunications (DGT)
'
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After its long-run application over ten years, Taipei's entry to the WTO finally concluded in 2002, by

the name of''the Separate Customs Territory ofTaiwan, Penghu, Kinmen, and Matsu."
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under the Ministry of Transportation and Communication (MOTC). The quality and
reliability of Taiwan's Telecommunication infrastructure have been improved with the
widespread use of fiber-optic communication lines. Two domestic fiber-optic
submarine cable systems, one linking Tainan, the Pescadores, and K.inrnen as well as
another between Taipei and Matsu are currently in operation to facilitate
communication between Taiwan and the offshore islands. The DGT also has invested
and constructed dozens of international fiber-optic submarine cable systems linking
Taiwan and other neighbor countries. The Asia Pacific Cable Network, which is one of
Asia's longest fiber-optic super-highway linking Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand, Hong Kong, the Philippines, Japan, Korea and Taiwan, had also been
scheduled to operate since late 1996.653
Taiwan has one of the highest teledensity rates in the Asia-Pacific region and the
number of its telephone subscribers has rapidly increased over 12 millions in recent
years. 654 Local and long-distance phone calls, as well as facsimile are widely used in
Taiwan both in rural and remote areas. There are total eight fiber-optic networks
covering the whole island, and international direct dialing is also available to over one
hundred countries. The inauguration of Asian and trans-Pacific satellites in 1970 and
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Source of data: 1997 DGT Report.
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"Taiwan's Telecommunications Market;" East Asian Executive Reports, Nov. 15, 1998. Taiwan has

one of the highest teledensity rates in the Asia-Pacific region, at 48 percent. The number of telephone
subscribers on the island has increased from 10.8 million in 1997 to over 11.5 million in 1998.
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continual improvements in the domestic infrastructure have helped to ensure high
quality international telephone service. Telecommunication facilities provide access to
the Internet as well. Individuals and companies have taken full advantage of these
convenient international links. 655 To meet growing demands for a stronger national
information infrastructure in the Taiwan, an Asynchronous Transfer Mode virtual path
switch multi-plexer and local area network was established. Trial services for distance
learning, remote diagnosis, image transfer and retrieval, and multimedia database
retrieval also began since mid-1995. 656 Taiwan's satellite communications market was
also opened to private competition since 1998.657
With regard to radio broadcasting system, Taiwanese government has been opened

.~·

to private applications for 185 FM and six AM stations in four batches since early
1993.658 Many applications are from political groups and social service organizations.

m Ibid. At the end of 1998, a total of 167licenses for the Value Added Network services were issued and

the number of Internet users increased 3 million at the same time.
656

See supra note 12. A commercial network named HiNet has also been set up to provide Taiwan users

high-speed access to Internet.
657

See Supra note "Taiwan's Telecommunications Market;" at East Asian Executive Reports. Total18

licenses and preliminary permits were issued by January 1999.
658

The first two batches of applications resulted in the approval in 1993 and 1994 of 24 station licenses

out of91 applications for 57 regional FM channels. A third batch of four applications for six regional
AM channels resulted in two approvals in early 1995. The fourth batch has resulted in 46 licenses being
issued out of 174 applications for 99 local FM stations, 11 licenses being approved out of 45 applications
for 28 regional FM stations; and a single national FM allocation for which there were 14 applicants.
Since these first four batches did not result in all potential channels being allocated, a fifth batch was
solicited, resulting in 136 applications for 55 local FM channels, and six applications for four regional
AM stations. A sixth batch of applications for stations in the K.inmen and Matsu area has resulted in one
366
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Taiwan's television industry was initially launched with the inception of the
experimental National Education Television station and the inauguration of Taiwan
Television Company (TfV) in 1962. Following the establishment of the China
Television Company (CTV) in 1969 and the Chinese Television System (CTS) in 1971,
Taiwanese television system tended to more competitive. Prior to November 1993,
Taiwan's cable systems merely operated administrative orders, forcing the government
to step up legislative proceedings on the Cable Television Act. The Act was passed in

August 1993 and the Government Information Office (GIO) started to deal with details
of the legal framework for cable systems. It also released the Temporary Regulations
Governing the Transmission of Cable Television Programs from November 1993 as a
transitional measure to deal with existing illegal operators.

3.

International

Influences

on

Taiwan's

Telecommunication

Development
Changes on the international telecommunication regime as well as foreign
legislations have had a major impact on Taiwan's telecommunication development.
Since 1980s, followed by the alteration and creation of advanced technology, the
state-owned telecommunication corporation model has been gradually privatized and

application for ten local FM radio channels, and three applications for one regional AM station.
367

the telecommunication market have also been liberalized in many developed countries
including countries in North America and Europe. In 1996, the US Congress amended

I

I·
;
I

its Telecommunication Act to increase market competition and convergence among
telephone, cable television, and the publishing industries. In addition, the WTO
members started to negotiate the liberalization of basic telecommunications services
and proceeded negotiations on basic telecommunications services in Geneva in 1997.
In early 1998, the European Union decided to liberalize telephone competition and

introduced free and full competition among its members in basic telecommunications

I~
r;

J.•

service. At the same time, the monopoly situation in Taiwan became undesirable, and
the DGT began studies on liberalization. 659

'

t~;t

Starting in the late 1980s, the Directorate General of Telecommunications (DGT)
1

I

began to permit private domestic companies to provide limited value-added
telecommunications services. However, the process of liberalization was still slow. In
I·

the mid-1980s, under foreign trade pressure, the DGT made a decision about
procurement of switching equipment that led to a three-way oligopoly. Each equipment
supplier in northern, central, and southern Taiwan would set up as an international joint
venture affiliated with DGT. In 1995, this anti-competitive procurement policy was
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Lawrence S. Liu, Telecommunications Market Liberalization in Taiwan: Political and Legal Issues,

No. 10 E. Asian Executive Rep., 1996, p 9.
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reexamined by the Committee of Economic Planning and Development (CEPD)660 of
Executive Yuan (EY) for discontinuation in 1996. In addition, under the old
of

Telecommunications

Act

telecommunications

service

1958,
was

foreign

barred.

If

ownership
Taiwan

of any
had

type

of

liberalized

its

telecommunications market for only domestic companies under the 1958 legislation
without allowing foreign participation, it would seriously violated the national
r

I

treatment principle of the WTO. In this regard, the Ministry of Transportation and
Communication (MOTC) and CEPD of Taiwanese government had created several
new telecommunication bills to replace the 1958 Act. The 1992 bill represented
Taiwanese wish to lift the prohibition on foreign participation and to create leverage for
bid to join the WTO.
Under the mechanism of WTO, each member is required to treat other WTO
members on "non-discriminatory" basis, which is referred to the principles of
"Most-Favoured-Nation" (MFN)661 and ..National Treatment" (NT). 662 MFN prohibits
WTO Members from discriminating among themselves, or treating other members less

660

The CEPD is one of minis trial level organs wnhm the EY and responsible for Taiwan's economic

developmental plans and programs.
661

Under GATS, MFN is defined "each Member shall accord immediately and unconditionally to

services and service suppliers of any other Member treatment no less favourable than that it accords to
like services and service suppliers of any other country." See GATS, Art. 2(1 ).
662

National treatment requires that each member "shall accord to services and service suppliers of any

other member ... treatment no less favourable than that it accords to its own like service and service
supplies." See GATS Art. 2 (2).
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favourably than any other member. Based on such non-discriminatory rule, the GATS
Annex on Telecommunication also regulated that each member shall ensure that any
service supplier of any other WTO member is accorded access to and use of public
telecommunications

transport

networks

and

services

on

reasonable

and

non-discriminatory terms and conditions in the telecommunications sector. 663 The
'I

principle of transparency is also regulated under the GATS to require members to make
public their laws, rules and regulations affecting trade in services, so that service
suppliers can know the rules under which they can do business. 664 Because
transparency is one of the barriers in many telecommunications markets, this rule is one
of the most important features of the Annex to achieve a fairer trade system on
telecommunication sector. To fit those requirements, Taiwanese government began to

l

introduce foreign operators into the telecommunications market and provide a freer
competition environment.
Facing domestic demands and foreign pressures, the government had to adopt a
series oflegal adjustments on telecommunications. From early 1995, the MOTC started

663

See GATS Annex on Telecommunications Paragraph S(a). The term "non-discriminatory" is

understood to refer to most-favoured-nation and national treatment as defined in the Agreement, as well
as to reflect sector-specific usage of the term to mean "terms and conditions no less favourable than those
accorded to any other user of like public telecommunications transport networks or services under like
circumstances."
664

Under the paragraph IV of the GATS Annex on Telecommunications states, "each Member shall

ensure that relevant information on conditions affecting access to and use of public telecommunications
transport networks and services is publicly available."
370
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to grant licenses to private domestic investors to set up second-generation cordless

. "I

telephone operations, a lower level of mobile telephone service. In addition, the MOTC
and DGT made a formal policy to begin free competition and permit future

I

interregional investment in the mobile telecommunications segment including mobile
phones, paging, mobile data, and trunk radio in late 1995. 665 For fixed line
telecommunications business, however, the EY decided to give the newly established
operator, Chunghwa Telecom Company (CTC), a five-year grace period from
competition beginning with CTC's incorporation. Under the new 1996 Act, foreign

II

!~

II

companies started to enjoy no ownership limitation on investing in Value-Added

!!

Services, which include Internet services, teleconferencing, the operation of automated
cash machines, electronic bulletin boards and fax services. However, foreign operators
still encountered twenty percent investment limit on wireless services, which include
;;·
r:

mobile phones, pagers, trunk radio communication, mobile data communications and
very small aperture satellite terminal (VSAT) services. 666 International dominating
telecommunications operators including AT&T, AirTouch, Southwestern Bell
.I

~

Corporation, Mitsubishi, Nynex, France Telecom, Telia, First Pacific, Sprint, GTE,

665
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There would be up to 8 regional mobile telephone operators, 8 regional paging operators, 24 trunk

radio operators, and 21 regional mobile data operators to open for applications and registrations. The new
telecommunications legislation would allow the MOTC to schedule from March 1996 to begin receiving
applications to provide those types of telecommunications whose liberalization had been promised in
1994 for implementation by the end of 1995.
666
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Anne Phelan, Taiwan Passes Telecom Laws, 18 No. 1 E. Asian Executive Rep., 1996, p 5.
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Telstra, and Ameritech all showed their willingness to participant in the newly opened
Taiwanese market It is believed that not only foreign legislations but also many
multinational corporations will increase their impacts on Taiwan's telecommunications
development and further reform into the telecommunication legislation and market.
On the other hand, due to Taiwan's young democracy and special status in

international community, political factors continue to add spice to further
telecommunications reform initiatives in its dynamic economy. 667 For international
'I

firms and partners, such a specific political and economic background in Taiwan will
also be an arduous challenge. As to Taiwan's future telecommunications development,
the 1996 telecommunications reform largely guided by the MOTC and DGT is still
considered to be too conservative and fails to reflect current developments in global
telecommunication industries. Therefore, how to speed the process of the

,.

telecommunication reform and adjust Taiwan into international telecommunications
trends will determine the success of Taiwan's APROC plan and its future participation
in international telecommunication market.

667

Lawrence S. Liu, Aspiring To Excel-The Uneasy Case Of Implementing Taiwan's Asia- Pacific

Regional Operations Center Plan, 10 Columbia J. As1an L., 1996, p 199.
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III. Reforms of Taiwan's Telecommunications Regulations
1. Historical Overview of Reforms of Taiwan's Telecommunication

Regulations
The old Taiwan's Telecommunication Act {TA) was enacted in 1958 and that
stood for a bureaucratized telecommunication regime and a monopolistically
state-owned telecommunication enterprise. At that time, the DGT under the MOTC
implemented Taiwan's telecommunication policies and operated as the sole
telecommunication cooperation in Taiwan's telecommunication market. Since 1980s,

I,.
under global transformation and foreign pressures, the MOTC, CEPD and DGT began
rl

to take steps to liberalized Taiwan's telecommunications market. At that time, the EY

submitted a bill drafted principally by the DGT to amend the old TA to the Legislative
Yuan (LY) in April 1992. The 1992 bill provided a more complicated regulatory
!!

framework, which would entail granting the DGT monopoly rights in principle, and
then allowed for periodic reviews every six months to examine which services could be
opened for competition; furthermore, licensing by the MOTC and DGT would be
required. However, many legislators argued that the bill was insufficient for future
market competition. 668 To release Taiwan's monopolistic telecommunication market,

668

After the submission ofthe new Telecommunications Act amendment bill in April 1992, by the EY to

the LY, the LY's Transportation and Telecommunications Committee insisted two other bills, the organic
statutes of the new DGT and ere, also be submitted. Meanwhile, legislators from different parties had
373
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the EY designed two additional bills, one for restructuring the old DGT and the other

,'.
I

for establishing a new telecommunication company in an effect to coxporatize the
business unit of the DGT, in effect, separating the regulatory and business functions of
the old DGT. These bills were submitted to the LY for deliberation in December 1994,
but the resistance of the old DGT employees and political economic conflicts made
those bills controversial and problematic.
Because of its desire to accede into the WTO and the future APROC Plan,

,.f

Taiwan's telecommunications reform is unavoidable. The second-stage opening of the

i

I,

APROC plan was foreign participation in Taiwan's telecommunication market, which
was prohibited by the 1958 TA. Under the requirement of the APROC plan and foreign
pressures, the EY submitted those bills and negotiated with the Legislators dozens of
times. In July 1995, the CEPD formally intervened to reexamine telecommunications
reform bills pending in the LY. After intensive consultations among the CEPD, MOTC,
DGT and other relevant ministries, those revised reform bills and recommendations
were finally submitted to the LY. Facing conflicts among different political parties, and
various opponents from industrial, academic and consumer groups, 669 those bills had

attached about ten competing amendment bills for the new Telecommunications Act. In addition, labor
unions of the old DGT waged an effective lobbying campaign with the LY to postpone deliberation of the
three bills indefinitely until union demands were included.
669

At that time, the major opposition party, the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), gave marching

orders to boycott the three bills, to begin at the committee level. In addition, legislators resorted to
pushing and shoving during some committee hearings, a typical act of showmanship at the LY. The old
374
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been delayed and resubmitted many times. It was clear for the EY if those reform bills
were not passed before January 1996, the possibility to their passage would be doubtful
due to the change of political environment. 670 Its failure would have destructive
consequences for Taiwan's APROC plan and its desire for accession to the WTO. For
example, the market-opening program of the MOTC scheduled for 1996 would have
been further delayed, as foreign ownership in any type of telecommunications service
would have been barred by the Telecommunications Law of 1958. If Taiwan had gone
ahead to liberalize its telecom market for only domestic companies under the 1958

•I

I;

I

legislation without also allowing some foreign participation, it would have seriously
violated the national treatment principle. In addition, violent opposition from the old
DGT labor unions forced those bills to a revised and compromising position.

671

The

main revisions of those bills included the reduction of foreign ownership limits for
common carrier businesses from one-third to twenty percent and a compromise
provision to allow up to one-fifth of the CTC's directors to be "experts," who may be

ruling party, KMT resorted to LY house rules to pull the three bills out of the LY's committee sessions for

II
'I

a direct showdown in the plenary sessions.
670
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Due to close to the elections of Legislators and President in 1996, most legislators merely interested

in using the issue of telecommunications reform to gain publicity and political support. The bare
majority maintained by the ruling party caused some faction members to hold out by threatening to
withdraw support to reform. The opposition parties including DPP and New Party also sought to strike
down the ruling of KMT on this issue.
671

During the LY discussion session, about 2,000 old DGT employees waged several demonstrations

outside the LY premises, shooting firecrackers, honking car horns, and putting on loud speakers singing
protest songs, drawing close to a hundred riot police at times.
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employee representatives.
After a confounded and arduous process, the LY finally passed three pieces of
telecommunications legislation on January 16, 1996. On February 6, 1996, the
President promulgated the three new telecommunications Acts. These are the

f.'

Telecommunications Act (TA), the Organizational Statute of the Directorate General of

[·
I

Telecommunications {DGT Statute), and the Statute of Chunghwa Telecom Company
(CTC Statute). Under this reform, the new TA defines the two types of
telecommunications services and determines the level of foreign investment for each
type of service. Those three reform bills ended the governmental monopoly on
telecommunications services in Taiwan and opened Taiwan's telecommunications
market to domestic and international competitors. The bills provided equal access and
imposed a universal service obligation to ensure interconnections. Furthermore,
intra-monopolist cross-subsidization would be

replaced by industry wide

cross-subsidization to ensure the penetration ofbasic services in even remote areas. The
new bill also required the reorganization of the DGT as strictly a regulatory body .and
the establishment of a new state-owned service provider, the Chunghwa
Telecommunications Company (CTC). The DGT Statute has divested DGT's
operational function and reorganized it to play a strictly regulatory role. The CTC
Statute establishes the CTC as the state-owned corporation assuming the

I'
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\"
telecommunication operations role. On the other hand, for giving the CTC extra time to
face new market challenges, the EY made a decision in October 1995 to postpone
competition in basic telecommunications services for five years after the three bills'
passage.

2. Review of Taiwan's Telecommunication Act
Taiwan's new TA has adopted several steps to fit the goals of a much more
competitive market, universal access, and nondiscrimination services. The goals are not
II

..
II

II

only tried to correspond to the requirements of the WTO, but also to achieve the

!!

APROC plan in the near future. Those include the separation of operational business
from regulatory authority, release of the limit of foreign ownership, protection of
"
,,"""

privacy and

il

.
c:"

confidentiality,

prohibition of cross-subsidization and service

II

discrimination, as well as tariff liberalization, etc.
a. Separation of Operational Business from Regulatory Authority

The new Telecommunication Act had separated operational businesses from the

l
't
~'

old Regulatory Authority. The Act regulated that the competent authority for
telecommunications enterprises was the MOTC. For supervising, guiding, and
administering telecommunications, a new Directorate General of Telecommunications

377
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(DGT) was organized under the MOTC. 672 It required the new DGT to be an

••,
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independent regulator and the monopolistically operational business part of the old
DGT was separated and cooperated as the Chunghwa Telecom Company (CTC) from
the year of 1996. For reorganizing the DGT and the new CTC, two bills were enacted
including the DGT Statute, and the CTC Statute to cooperate the business unit of the
DGT, in effect, separating the regulatory and business functions of DGT.
b. Classification of Services
Under the new TA, telecommunications enterprises were classified into two
categories, Type One and Type Two. 673 Type One telecommunications enterprises, also
known as "basic services," are defined as those which install telecommunications

·..

machinery and wiring facilities to provide telecommunications services. 674 Type Two
telecommunications enterprises are defined as those that are not Type One enterprises
and also known as "value-added service" (VANS) including packet switching, fax relay

..

and storage, and videotext, etc. 675 The Act follows a "negative listing" approach

..

regarding this classification, providing that Type Two business consists of whatever is
not Type One business. 676

672

Telecommunication Act (TA), Art. 3.

673

TA, Art. 11(1).

674

TA, Art. 11(2).

675

TA, Art. 11(3).
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See supra note Liu.
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Type One telecommunications service is based on an oligopoly model and
enterprises must receive special permission and a license from the MOTC before
operation. 677 In addition, Type One telecommunications enterprises are required to
obtain a network construction permit from the MOTC and complete the network
construction within an appointed area and time frame specified in the permit, as well as
register as a company according to Taiwan's Corporation Law.

678

Type Two

telecommunication services are open to market competition. Unlike Type One
telecommunications, Type Two enterprises obtain permission from the DGT and
register, as a company according to the Corporation Law and then the DGT will issue a
license. 679 Type One telecommunications enterprises can be engaged in Type Two
business but should calculate profit and loss separately without cross-subsidization. 680
c. Foreign Ownership
Under the new TA, the total direct shareholding foreigners of Type One
telecommunications may not exceed twenty percent, and the sum of direct and indirect

I; ~
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shareholding by foreigners may not exceed sixty percent. 681 For the twenty percent
limit on foreign ownership, proponents considered that telecommunications is a too
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TA, Art. 12(1).

678

TA, Art. 14.

679

TA, Art. 17.

680

TA, Art. 19.

681

TA, Art. 12(2)
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strategic industry to permit a higher limit over twenty percent. Opponents, on the other
hand, argued that a less than a majority limit on foreign ownership would be necessary

1'.

for sufficient market competition in the liberalized segment of telecommunications
market. For future globalization and privatization, it is believed that lifting foreign
investment limitation in such a changeable industry is necessary.
•'

Type One telecommunications enterprise's chairman of the board and a majority of
I,

the directors and supervisors must be Taiwanese nationals. It means that up to slightly
:·

less than a majority of board members or supervisors can be foreigners if agreed to by
the domestic shareholders. Compared to the limit on foreign ownership, the

'l

disproportionately larger quota for foreigners as directors and supervisors is a
deliberate attempt to permit international strategic alliances to be made in the future. 682
To keep a market competition model, foreign ownership in Type Two business is not
limited. In sum, releasing foreign ownership on telecommunication enterprises is a
necessary incentive to attract foreign high technology industries and benefit for
adequate market competition.
d. Universal Access and Prohibition of Service Discrimination
To enhance the right to telecommunicate, the MOTC requires Type One
telecommunication

682

enterprises

to

provide

See supra note Liu.
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universal

telephone

and

data

\•

communications services.

683

To achieve this goal, Type One and Type Two

telecommunication enterprises are required to provide a specific proportion of funds to
establish a telecommunications Universal Service Fund. The fund is to provide
subsidies to remote-area users and those telecommunication enterprises that provide
universal service. Moreover, the new Act regulates there should be no discrimination in
the services provided to the public by the telecommunications enterprises. 684 Also,
telecommunications

enterprises

cannot

refuse

to

receive

or

transmit

a

telecommunications message without a legal basis. 685 This anti-discrimination policy
specifically prohibits telecommunication enterprises from discriminating against their
customers by using any excuses such as cost, volume or any type of services. However,
if the content of the message appears to be harmful to national security or public s~fety,
the vendor should refuse or stop the transmission of the message.
e. Protection of Privacy and Confidentiality
The new Act still stresses the importance of protection of privacy and
confidentiality. It regulates that telecommunication enterprise have to adopt appropriate
and necessary measures to safeguard the confidentiality of its processed
telecommunications.

683

TA, Art. 20.

684

TA, Art. 21

685

TA, Art. 22.

686

TA, Art 6(2).

686

A telecommunication enterprise or its personnel should
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maintain confidentially of the existence of a telecommunications message and its

It;,.

contents. 687 The property and facilities of telecommunications enterprises also should
not be inspected, requisitioned, or confiscated. 688 However, it can be exempted under
specified laws, judicial collection of evidence, supervisory or security agencies through
proper legal procedures, avoidance of imminent dangers and infringed, as well as

I

I·}
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necessary protection of national security and public order.689

I'
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f. Interconnection and Prohibition of Cross-Subsidization

For free interconnection, the new Act regulates that Type One telecommunications

,I
I

enterprises should not refuse the network connection requests from other operators. 690
This specific obligation requires Type One companies to provide equal access and
interconnection to other telecommunication companies. Additionally, the arrangement
of network interconnection should follow the principles

of transparency,

reasonableness, nondiscrimination, and basic pricing. 691 Because the CTC still plays
the monopolistic role in Type One business, the CTC holds the position of one-way
interconnection and there is no symmetry for two-way for pricing and billing purposes.
On the other hand, the CTC is also hard pressed to reconcile its interconnection

687

TA, Art. 7(1).

688

TA, Art. 4.

689

TA, Art. 4, 5, 7(2), 8(2), 8(3), & 22.

690

TA, Art. 16(1).

691

TA, Art. 16(2).
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obligations with its profit making objectives. Therefore, an independent arbiter and
adversarial proceedings involving the DGT, MOTC, even the Fair Trade Commission
(FTC) will be necessary to resolve those antitrust and competitive issues.
Besides, based on its dominant position, Type One telecommunications
enterprises are prohibited from subsidizing their Type Two businesses. 692 The spirit of
new TA, the APROC plan, and the Fair Trade law all support a more market
competitive environment and discourage a predatory trade practices. The prohibition of
cross-subsidization consummates this thought and attempts to provide an absolute
nondiscrimination access.

g. Tariff Liberalization and Uses of Frequencies
The Act also contemplated tariff rate liberalization. For Type One businesses, the
DGT has set the major tariff rates subject to agreements with the MOTC and
determined secondary tariffs for Type One businesses by DGT itself. As to Type Two
businesses, the tariff is completely deregulated. However, the new Act still provides the
LY the approval power of the tariff formula. Although market competition is introduced
into Type One business, the LY's review and approval of the tariff formula will be a
politicized process and it is believed there \\ill be legislative oversight under the natural
monopoly utilities model.

692

TA,Art. 19.
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In addition, the Act give the MOTC the power to handle radio regulatory matters
,.

..
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such as the range of radio frequencies, transmission modes, and radio station call
signals. 693 To use radio resources efficiently, the MOTC also can collect frequency
usage fees and establish fee collection standards. 694 In addition, based on the needs of
telecommunications and information development, the MOTC should review
periodically the harmonious and efficient use of frequencies, and adjust frequencies or
upgrade equipment. For this purpose, telecommunications operators and users cannot
refuse or request compensations. 695 As to the use of industrial, scientific, medical and
other radioactive electrical equipment and military communications, the MOTC will be
will be jointly handled with relevant organizations. 696

,.
0

IV. Reforms of Taiwanese Telecommunication Regulatory

and Operational Organizations
1. Introduction
,,"

The old DGT was established in 1943 as a government agency under the

t

0

supervision of the MOTC to assume the dual roles of regulating telecommunications,

693

TA, Art. 48(1 ); Radio regulatory management rules will be made separately by the MOTC.

694

TA, Art. 48(2).

695

TA, Art. 48(3).

696

TA, Art. 48(3), 48(4).
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enterprises, and providing telecommunications services. In the early 1990s, for
restructuring the old DGT to meet the trend of telecommunication liberalization, the EY
and LY started to engage in amending the old Telecommunications Act. After years of
effort, the legislation for a new telecommunication system including the new
Telecommunications Act and the newly enacted Organizational Statute of the DGT
(DGT Statute) and the Statute of the Chunghwa Telecom Company (CTC Statute) was
finally completed and promulgated in 1996. In accordance with the new legislation, the
EY authorized the establishment of the Chunghwa Telecom Company on July 1, 1996
and the new company was legalized to inherit the business operation of the old DGT.
By transformation. the old DGT's dual roles as both player and referee were terminated
and a newly independent regulatory authority, the new DGT, was established. The new
reform bill specifically regulated that the CTC shall be a state-owned company. 697 For
future competition. the CTC Statute removes prior auditing controls and barred from

.,,

predation and

cross~subsidization.

The CTC will operate both domestic and

international telecommunication businesses and seek to enter the ranks of the
world-class telecommunications carriers through superior service, enterprising
management, and continually improving performance.

697

TA, Art. 30.
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2. The Organizational Statute of the Directorate General of

-·
Telecommunications (DGT Statute)
a. Role and Reconstituting of DGT
According to the directive of the EY, the DGT was designed to specialize in the

.

~

telecommunication policy formation and market management. The DGT Statute thus
reconstitutes the DGT as a professional telecommunications regulator and supervisor
under the MOTC. Pursuant to new telecommunication regulations, the DGT shall
devise

an

integrated

telecommunications

development

plan,

supervise
I ,.

telecommunications enterprises and promote the development of an information
society so as to enhance public welfare. 698 To fulfill its future duty, five departments of
the DGT were set up and put in charge of general planning, public telecommunications,

I,

.

i

I

I'
I

dedicated telecommunications, radio and TV broadcast technology, and radio wave

'·'
I

regulation. In addition, for implementing the telecommunications regulatory
responsibility, three regional telecommunications regulatory stations have been

l.
..,.
r

J

established within the northern, central, and southern regions of Taiwan. To ensure
radio waves are maintained in order, the DGT also coordinated with the National Police
Administration to set up a telecommunications police unit. Reviewing its role and

·lI
I

<

•

structure, the new DGT is designed as an independent and powerful regulator.
698

TA, Art. 3 & The Organizational Statute of the Directorate General ofTelecommunications (DGT

.

Statute), Art. 1.

l
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b. Dispute Resolution Committee

The role and structure of the new DGT caused wide discussion during the
legislative debate period. It was argued whether the DGT as a special agency under the
MOTC should be abolished and an inter-ministry communications commission

.I

modeled following by the US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) should be
set up to take its place. Proponents of the FCC model believed that there should be more
coordination among ministries and the FCC model would prevent the new CTC from
enjoying preferential relations with telecommunications regulators. Opponents retorted
that most developed countries, except USA, adopted a ministerial telecommunications
directorate model and set up a dispute resolution committee to keep its neutral and

f·

i

detached status. Considering domestic practice, the new Act chose a compromising
position to adopt both the directorate model and the commission model.
The DGT Statute establishes a new organ, the Dispute Resolution Committee to
review and resolve telecommunication disputes under the DGT. The Committee is

11

composed of 15 to 21 representatives from several categories including political parties,
government agencies, academics and experts, as well as consumer groups. 699 The

II

1

members of the Committee will be appointed by EY and a proportionate representation
will also be required. The number of representatives from the same category may not

699

DGT Statute, Art. 11(2).
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exceed one third of the total, and the number of those belongings to the same political
party may not exceed half the totae00 Although the DGT is a subordinate agency under
the MOTC, the composition structure and election method of the Committee will make
the new organ a potentially powerful check on the DGT. Meanwhile, the details of
members' election, the appeal proceeding, and related administrative relief are still
waiting for future legislation.

,.
3. The Statute of the Chunghwa Telecomm Company (CTC Statute)

F.
I

t .
a. Business Scope and Market Competition
Seeking future market competition and internationalization, divestiture and
corporatization of the old DGT's business unit is one of the most important steps in
Taiwan's telecommunications revolution. However, like the reconstitution ofthe AT&T
r·

Company in USA in 1984, the establishment ofthe Chunghwa Telecom Company also
t

I•

brought a plethora of economic and political obstacles in Taiwan. This transformation

I

.f
'

from governmental unit to private company affected labor rights of the old DGT
employees and its businesses. To corporatize the Chunghwa Telecom Company, the
",•,

current provisions of Corporation Law were not sufficient for such a transformation and

I •

., .
.'

a special form of legislation was necessary. Thus, similar with the transformation of

700

,I·..

DGT Statute, Art. 11(3).
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other state-owned enterprises, the LY mandated the CTC Statute to regulation related
operational and employment issues. The operational organs of the CTC are divided by
regions and fields of business. There are seven Business Groups including Offices in
Northern Taiwan, Central Taiwan, and Southern Taiwan, Long Distance and Mobile,
International, Data Communication, and Global Development.
The Corporatization of the business side of the old DGT and the establishment of
the Chunghwa Telecom Company include a major overhaul of its organizational
structure, meeting the requirements of the Budget Law and Corporation Law, and other
matters. Specially, the CTC Statute allows the CTC to invest or operate
telecommunications-related business and other businesses approved by the MOTC.701
This provision represents an acknowledgement by the old DGT that its successor
corporation would have to diversify. It requires efforts such as the removal of restraints
I;

on cross-competition between cable television and telecommunications operators
:1

embedded in the Cable Television Law. 702 Due to the CTC's operational advantages,
this provision also brings a foreseeable threat to telecommunication companies in other
market sectors. Therefore, the boundaries among telecommunications business and fair

701

The Statute ofChunghwa Telecommunications Cooperation (CTC Statute), Art. 2.

702

The CATV operators worried that CTC will enter the cable TV market, but the CATV operators are

not allowed to enter the telecommunications market. Their fears are justified because of a unique
provision that DGT inserted into the Cable Television Law when it was adopted in 1993 to legalize the
CATV industry.
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competition should be considerably clarified. The MOTC also should set up

'

I

•

I'

r·

circumspect restraints with regard to allowing the state-owned CTC to enter any new
I'

market. The LY should leverage its budget review power over the CTC to monitor its

...
I

competitive strategies in new markets.

b. Posterior Audit and Financial Issues

', .

"

Pursuant to the CTC Statute, the newly established CTC has specifically adopted
the "Posterior Audit" different from the "Prior Audit" requirement that the old DGT
was subjected. This audit requirement is one of major duties of the Control Yuan (CY)
and audits by definition should occur after the close of the fiscal year. 703 However, the

...

CTC has still tended to submit to prior audits so that its procurement will not be

f..

second-guessed by the Audit Ministry. In addition, under Taiwan's Constitution and
Budget Law, the legislative budget review has also extended to state-owned enterprises.
Although opponents argued that the new CTC should be free from all governmental

t.

r.
F
;

oversight, the CTC continues to proceed with the audit system and budget review. As a
state-owned enterprise, the CTC is not subject to generally accepted accounting
principles or auditing standards applicable to private companies in Taiwan. The

,.,

prospects for tightening CTC's capital budgeting and financial management are not

703

The CY is the branch of Taiwanese government that exercises oversight and impeachment power

over activities of agencies and state-owned enterprises, and it administers the Audit Statute, which
provides for such prior audits.
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promising. Therefore, the integrity ofCTC's accounting system and the transparency of
its cost structure are limited. Such inadequacies will cause significant negative impacts
on the CTC's future market competition.
c. Board Qualifications and Labor Participation

The Statute indicates that the chairman and other members of the CTC's board of
directors nominated by the government should be civil servants. 704 This requirement
could preclude recruitment of experienced business leaders to serve on the CTC's board,
a reality with which state-owned enterprises have to deal. The most contentious in the
CTC Statute is labour issues. Because the old DGT has transformed from one
governmental unit into a private corporation, the labor rights and welfare of its
employees would be seriously affected. Hence, both the old DGT labor unions and
other state-owned labor unions such as the Chinese Petroleum Corporation and Taiwan
l\

I~

Power Company got together to strive for their labor rights during the period of
legislative debate. They formed a united front to represent the employees of
state-owned companies and gained publicity to lobby for their demand. The demands of
their interests at the old DGT focused on more employee participation under the label
of "industrial democracy."
One of their demands was that suitable labor representatives, one-third of the

704

ere Statute, Art. 11(1).
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board seats, stand on the board of directors or supervisors within the newly established

~..
.,
'~

company.

705

Labor activists specifically referred to employee participation legislation

in certain European and socialist countries. To support their argument, they cited
German Codeterrnination Law concerning labor-participation legislation for large
enterprises, and' the Organic Statute for France Telecom Company that grants one-third

I'

·f
,,'

of board seats to employees. To placate those resistances, the CTC Statute contains a

,.

compromise regulating that one fifth of CTC's board of directors should be "expert"
representatives. 706 However, because Taiwan's Corporation Law requires that board
directors should be elected from among shareholders or their representatives,

707

the

complaints of labor unions regarding employee participation in corporate governance
seem insufficient from legislative perspective. On the other hand, the MOTC and DGT

t.
.,

also denied the extended interpretation of this provision that "experts" could include

.·•

labor representatives. Due to the MOTC's right to appoint the directors and supervisors,
•'

there has been no labor representation in the CTC's board. The labor unions thus still
continue striving for vocal. Pursuing further privatization in Taiwan's state-owned

705

'·

~

,,.I
•'

The labor unions of the old DGT resisted their participation in the LY negotiations among the MOTC,

CEPD representatives and the three dominant political parties on the passage oflegislations. At union
members' request, the DPP sought to introduce a non-binding concurrent resolution that such experts
should include employee representatives. However, obtaining another non-binding concurrent resolution,
the EY countered that such experts need not be status-based and the DPP resolution was not adopted. It
resulted in some threats by union members to continue boycotts over the definitive corporatization task.
706

CTC Statute, Art. 5.

707

Corporation Law, Art. 192.
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enterprises in the legislative debate of the LY and competing lobbies on the industrial
democracy inform the enactment of the CTC Statute will have a profound impact on the
role of employees on other related issues.

d. Job Security and Ownership Diversification
In addition to the issue oflabor participation, the other point is whether the CTC's
employees quality for civil servants status. Due to labor unions • strongly vocalization,
the CTC statute maintains employees' civil servant status and provides similar welfare
protection that other governmental employees enjoy. Due to privatization, the Statute
also allows the new company to recruit non-civil servants into employment, so that the
CTC can be gradually transformed into a more entrepreneurial company. 708 This dual
personnel system is a breakthrough for state-owned enterprises in Taiwan. Not only
providing the CTC's employees with job security, the Statute also gives them a priority
and preferential right to participate in ownership diversification programs or for the
issuance of new shares. 709 This treatment is similar to that under the Statute for
Privatizing State-Owned Enterprises. Although labor unions consider board
representation more than the legitimate owner of the company, the provision will bring
more benefits to both the CTC itself and its employees. As both shareholders and
employees, workers of the CTC will pay more contributions and form a good turn into

708
70
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ere Statute, Art. 10(1), 11, &
ere Statute, Art. 14.
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the CTC's operations. For the future development of the CTC, the distribution of its
r'
I

I

shares to citizens and even to international telecommunications companies will create
economic profits and social justice, and change its bureaucratic culture into efficient
operations.

•"•
e. Price Capping and Rate Rebalancing

The other special issues of the Statute are rate rebalancing and the rate-of-return
•'

rules for tariff rate regulation. In the past, the old DGT resorted to making higher profits
I

from long distance and international calls in order to subsidize local calls. Due to the

I•

prohibition of cross-subsidization under the new Act, rate rebalancing is necessary to
I•'

.· ..
prevent market distortion and promote future competition. This special amendment was
I
1•,

examined from Japanese telecommunications liberalization experience. After Japanese
telecommunications liberalization in the 1980s, the state-owned Nippon Telegraph and

.. ,
'

Telephone Company (NTT) was unsuccessful in enhancing market competitiveness. It
was believed that the major reason for NIT's failure was its inability to conduct a
rate-rebalancing program to reduce cross-subsidization. Considering the failure ofNTT,
the MOTC implemented the rate-rebalancing policy concerning the DGT

,.
telecommunications tariff to reduce cross-subsidization of tariffs among different

i

sectors. This measure was deemed crucial for bringing forth major market
,.

f

liberalization.

i,.,
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In addition, the old TA had contemplated a rate-of-return pricing model for a
public utilities monopoly and required LY approval of pricing formulas for the tariff
rate. The 1996 TA continued this policy; in response, mobile telecommunications
operators had complained this policy of an 11.5 percent limit on return on investment
would create an unfair status in market competition. It was argued that a price-capping
approach should be adopted for a market competition model. In bilateral trade
negotiations with the USA in 1996, the DGT reportedly took the step to accept the
merits of price capping and amended the pricing formula for the tariff with legislative
approval. However, due to its state-owned status and job security for employees, the
CTC may not have been strongly motivated to improve its efficiencies and make
difficult for any price-capping proposal. 710

V. Conclusion
Since 1980s, following the creation of advanced technology and the privatization
of the state-owned telecommunications companies; telecommunication markets in
North America and Europe have gradually been liberalized and internationalized. For
example, the US Congress enacted the new Telecommunication Act in 1996 to increase
market competition and convergence. The WTO members also began the basic
710

See supra note Liu.
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.,
telecommunications services negotiations in Geneva since 1997. In the early 1998, the
European Union decided to liberalize telephone competition and introduce full

It.
I

competition among its members in basic telecommunications services. Facing such
changes, Taiwanese government has restructured its legislation for further deregulation
and globalization since the early 1980s. The monopolistic telecommunications
situation in Taiwan became undesirable and demanded legal adjustments to fit
international requirements. Subsequently, Taiwan has both significantly opened its
telecommunication market to foreign investment and amended many provisions of
I,

telecommunication regulations to avoid the violation of the principle of
non-discriminations under the WTO agreement Those legal adjustments are all

'··

preparation for the accession to the WTO and the future APROC plan.
To conform to foreign legislations, Taiwan's new TA had separated operational
businesses from old regulatory authority. For the role of the new regulatory authority,
the American inter-ministry communications commission model and European
ministerial telecommunications directorate model have been mixed and adopted in
Taiwan. In addition, the new act also has removed the limitation of foreign investment
and gave increased preferential treatments to foreign telecommunications investors. To
meet the 11U's missions and the meaning of the right to telecommunication, the act also
incorporated the provision concerning universal access and prohibition of service
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discrimination. In the 1996 Taipei-Washington bilateral trade negotiations, Taiwan's
telecommunication regulatory authority followed the US requirements to adopt the
merits of price capping and amending the pricing formula for the tariff. Considering the
failure of the privation of Japanese NTT Company, the new act has conducted a
rate-rebalancing program to reduce cross-subsidization. As to the issues of labor
participation and board qualifications, Taiwan's labor activists specifically referred to
employee participation legislation in certain European and socialist countries including
German and French Telecommunications regulations to strive for labor rights. Those
implementations all show Taiwan's new Telecommunication Act is blends of
international agreements and foreign legislations. Furthermore, due to Taiwan's special
status and current politic dilemma, the telecommunication reforms yielded to domestic
pressures and included some special provision such as posterior audit, the formation of
the Dispute Resolution Committee, and the twenty percentage of foreign investment
limitation.
Generally speaking, Taiwan's new Telecommunication Act has adopted several
steps to fit the goals of a much more competitive market, universal access, and
nondiscrimination services. It tends to not only correspond to requirements of the WTO
but also achieve the APROC plan in the near future. These include separation
operational business from regulatory authority, release of the limit of foreign ownership,

397

protection of privacy and confidentiality, prohibition of cross-subsidization and service
I•

discrimination, as well as tariff liberalization, etc. Obviously, the major factor that
impacts Taiwan's current telecommunications developments is the change of
international telecommunications regime and foreign legislations. It is believed that not
I

only foreign legislations but also multinational corporations will increase their

t
I

influences to Taiwan's telecommunications development, reform, and legislation. The
1996 telecommunications reform are still considered too conservative and failed to
reflect current developments in the global telecommunications industries. Taiwan is
one of the highest teledensity areas in the Asia-Pacific region. Related
telecommunications infrastructure in Taiwan is also well developed and efficient.

.'

Therefore, if Taiwan can speed its steps in telecommunications liberalization and adjust
itself to suit for international trends, Taiwan's APROC plan and its intention to actively
participate in international telecommunication market will be achievable and
successful.

,·

,,~I
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Chapter VIII Recommendations and
Conclusion

I. Universal Access and Taiwan's Participation in ITU
With the creation of new technologies, the capabilities of telecommunication have
expanded rapidly. In the era of this information revolution, lifestyles have changed
dramatically, in accompaniment with modern telecommunication tools. With the
development of new telecommunication technologies, the right to communicate has
taken on a more energetic role in modem world. "The right to communicate" is one of
natural and fundamental rights affirmed by numerous historic legal documents and
international agreements. Additionally, the basic right to communicate serves a great
influence on the right to know, the right to print, and the right to education. Because a
large portion of populations in developing countries lack basic communication tools, it
is necessary for the developed countries to assist the developing ones in order to
promote basic telecommunication services, thereby contributing to their basic rights.

711

711

As Dr. Tarjanne, the former Secretary-General oflTU said: "The Universal Declaration of Human

Rights sets out the rights and freedoms that people everywhere should be able to enjoy. It is the best
definition the world community has so far been able to develop of the common elements of humanity
shared by all people." He also warned: "Without action on the part of the world community, there is a
very real danger that the global information society will be global in name only; that the world will be
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For people to enjoy the basic rights of modem life, they must have access to basic
communication and information services through the so-called "universal access. 712
The relation between universal access and the right to communicate is very intimate.
Universal access to basic telecommunications has been emphasized for decades in the

..

past and leading to the new century. A vital role in international telecommunication
cooperation is to make universal access affordable, in the interest of addressing

..

I

everyone's basic right to communicate.
Amongst dozens of different international organizations, the ITIJ has taken the
step to broaden its functions within the international telecommunication industry to
offer developmental assistance to developing countries. Providing technical assistance

I

"'

to developing countries in order to make telecommunications available universally is
one of important missions of the ITIJ. One of the major goals of ITIJ is to reduce the
I

disparity between industrialized and developing countries.

713

The ITIJ stresses that

telecommunication should be available to the public so that every human being can

divided into the "information rich" and the "informatton poor"; and that the gap between developed and
developing countries will widen into an unbridgeable chasm." See ITU News. No 6/97
712

Universal service is defined as a telephone in e\·ery household and universal access is defined as being

within easy reach of a telephone. See BDT: Asia and Pacific Telecommunication Trade and Finance
Colloquium, New Delhi, India, Nov. 3-5, 1997.
713

ITU Constitution Art. 1.1 (c) states the ITU should "promote the development of technical facilities

and their most efficient operation with a view to tmproving the efficiency of telecommunication
services ... so far as possible generally available to the public." Also, Art. 1.1 (d) states the ITU should
"promote the extension of the benefits ofthe new telecommunication technologies to all the worlds

inhabitants."
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enjoy the benefits of the new telecommunications. 714 Under the principle of universal
access, the ITU encourages and supports universal service, global access and fair
pricing while giving special attention to the least developed countries. 715 Those actions

jll

I.

and programs are designed to develop best-practice, sustainable and replicable models,
in order to provide access to modem telecommunication facilities and information
services, especially to people living in rural and remote areas. The final goal of these
programs and plans is to provide universal and accessible telecommunications to the
whole ofhumanity.
Composed of the public and private sectors, the ITU is the most important

!j

international

telecommunication

organization

working

to

arrange

global

telecommunications cooperation and development. The lTV regulates the terrestrial
and space uses of the frequency spectrum and the use of the satellites as well as the
interconnection of telecommunication standardization on a worldwide basis. Because
of the broad scope and far reaching programs ofiTU, it is very important for Taiwan to

714

Under Art. 33, every state should "recognize the right of the public to correspond by means of the

international service of public correspondence. The services, the charges and the safeguards shall be the
same for all users in each category of correspondence without any priority or preference."
715

With the pilot and support ofiTU, there are several Action Plan Programs planned and proceeding

such as the Buenos Aires Action Plan and the Valetta Action Plan Program, etc. In 1998, the ITU held the
World Telecommunication Development Conference in Malta and 143 participatory countries adopted
the Valletta Declaration and Action Plan. The Valletta Declaration underlines the importance of
translating the indisputable potential of telecommunications into tangible results to improve the lives of
all people of the world, especially those in developing countries.
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participate in the activities ofiTU and also to become a member ofiTU. At the present

•'
I''

time, Taiwan cannot launch any wholly owned sole control of high-orbit spacecraft
because of its status as a non-ITU member. Taiwan is not eligible to register with the
ITU for the utilization of satellite capacity; instead, Taiwan has leased transponders
from the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization and subscribed to
international submarine cable services. 716 Although Taiwan's telecommunication
companies and institutions cannot register within the ITU, they can still seek approval
or recognition from other Member States of ITU. 717 Taiwan's telecommunication

..

'I

1

.!•'
companies and institutions also may adopt multinational operational strategies and seek
the approval of those countries. 718 On the other hand, the Taiwan government can
cooperate with other Member States to convene regional telecommunication or
~l

I'

developmental organizations, and then use the name of such organizations to
participate in the activities of certain Sectors of ITU under Article 19.1. (c).
Under the principle of"the right to communicate" and "universal access," Taiwan,

716

"Taiwan Joins the Satellite Fraternity;" ABIX (Australian News Abstracts) Aug. 27, 1998.

717

Taiwan's Chunghwa Telecom Co. has cooperated with Singapore Telecom Co. and launched Taiwan's

first telecommunications satellite, ST-1, registered with the ITU under the name of Singapore. See
''Taiwan's First Satellite Takes Flight;" Taiwan Economic News, Sep. 1, 1998.
718

Under Art. 19.1. (a) and (b) of the Convention, any recognized operating agencies, scientific or

industrial organizations, and other entities dealing with telecommunication matters that are approved by
the Member State can participate in the activities and become the Sector Members ofiTU. Taiwan is not
a Member State of ITU; therefore, any telecommunication agencies, organizations, and institutions
recognized or approved by Taiwan government such as Chunghwa Telecom Co. or National Science
Committee cannot apply to be the Sector Member of ITU.
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as one of world's inhabitants, should not be eliminated merely based on political
consideration. Membership of ITU is open only to "states" under Article 3 of the new
Constitution; Taiwan fulfills all requirements of being a "state." 719 It has its own
telecommunication policies, systems, and self-controlled market. Any companies or
investors interested in participating in telecommunications within Taiwan is required to
receive permission from the government on Taiwan. Additionally, the main mission of
ITU is international telecommunication cooperation and that means every member of
the international community should have the equal right to participate in global
telecommunication affairs. 720 Taiwan is one member of the international community
and people in Taiwan are also the world's inhabitants. Therefore, Taiwan's accession
into the ITU fully fulfills the mission of ITU and Taiwan also fits the requirements of
the related Articles of the Constitution. Additionally, Taiwan has powerful economic

719
I

Taiwan owns the self-governing territory, 2.5 million people, and a government that can exercise its

jurisdiction efficiently, and also maintains foreign relations with many countries. Under international law,
Taiwan fulfills all requirements to be a "state" and possesses the international personality and
treaty-making capacity. See "The Determination of Statehood" at Louis Henkin, Richard C. Pugh, Oscar

I

I~

I

Schachter, and Hans Smit: "International Law: Cases and Materials;" 3rd edition, West Publishing Co.,
pp 242-259.
720

According to ITU Constitution Art. 2, the ITU "shall, having regard to the principle of universality

and the desirability of universal participation in the Union." Also, Art. I (d) states that the ITU shall
"promote the extension of the benefits of the new telecommunication technologies to all the world's

inhabitants." Art. I (g) states that the purpose ofiTU is ''to promote, at the international level, the
adoption of a broader approach to the issues of telecommunications in the global information economy

and society, by cooperating with other world and regional intergovernmental organizations and those
non-governmental organizations concerned with telecommunications."
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advantages and advanced technical skills, and also has shown its willingness to offer its
'I

developmental experiences, financial and technical assistances to developing countries.
With its accession, Taiwan can provide substantial contributions and benefits to many
members of 11U. Through joining the 11U's programs and projects designed for
universal access and services, Taiwan can furnish its advanced technologies and
financial assistance to developing countries that lack basic telecommunications
services. Therefore, Taiwan's admittance into the I1U will benefit not only Taiwan but
also the ITU itself and many members.

·.
II. Globalization and Role of Taiwan in the current trend of

Regional Telecommunication Integration

·'

For the past few decades, regionalism has been emerging as a new global force
expanding its wings broadly and deeply. The EU is spreading its membership

,,
geographically to Eastern Europe. The regional trade agreement between the US,

..
Canada, and Mexico also has begun to accommodate regionalism by forming the
NAFTA with further expansion into Latin America. In addition, regional integration

~I

r

has recently extended to wider spheres including investments, services, labor markets,
regulations, economic policies, and currencies. 721 Countries around the world are
721

Several multilateral ecological and environmental problems even have been solved within the
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exploring new ways of regional cooperation adapted to the global economy, which is
becoming more integrated and rapidly changing due largely to the spread of
information networks. Furthermore, the new global direction of regionalism not only
harmonizes with basic concepts ofWTO, but also will help accelerate the liberalization
pursued by the WTO and even further the harmonization of various domestic systems.
With preferential barriers aimed at protecting members, the nature of regional trade
agreements run counter to the MFN principle and national treatment of GATI.
However, based on Article 24 of the GATI, the formation of trading blocs is not a
violation of the GATI regulations which require only that qualified regional
arrangements not increase their barriers to nonmembers. 722 Even more, in the series of
postwar GATT, regional integration could even accelerate the furthering of
globalization. Thus regional economic blocs could be a preliminary step toward global
free trade. 723 Regional formations such as the EU, ASEAN, NAFTA, and others are

'.,
establishing effective communities of interests, norms, laws and sanctions.
[!

framework of regional cooperation and management programs.
722

Under Art. 24, regional economic bloc must co\cr ''substantially all" trade of member countries.

Second! y, they must avoid raising new barriers to nonmembers. They must also achieve free trade among
members by a date certain which normally not to e\cccd ten years from the start date. The GAIT have
been largely ineffectual in certifying and monitonng Implementation of these criteria but it is widely
agreed that the most important regional pacts such as the EU and NAFfA have wholly or largely met
them.
723

See Jeffrey A. Frankel: "Regional Trading Blocs m the World Economic System," Institute for

international economics, Oct. 1997.
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Due to the influence of several regional organizations, the process of globalization
is rapidly evolving and many international issues can now be negotiated on a regional
or global basis. Since World War ll, the international system has been focusing its
attention on the identification of collective interests and priorities, reassessing the
importance of formal alliances and well-structured international organizations.
Numerous of international organizations have been created for global purposes such as
security, economic cooperation, environmental protection, human rights promotion and
developmental assistance. 724 Globalization is rapidly transforming the world economy.
Economic and information integration has been proceeding rapidly not only in the
industrial countries, but also in developing ones. In the cultural sphere, due to strong
communication tools and media, the individual cultural influences are becoming less
,:

important and a single global culture is gradually forming. It is believed that globalism
will bring the expansion of political and economic freedoms, as well as the benefits of
free trade. This trend may also be a force for peace. The expansion of opportunity and
the benefits of free trade are likely to engender a recognition of shared interests and a
common identity among people as well as a sense of satisfaction within this
international community. Indeed, globalization mobilizes world capital, allocates it
~;

·,

724

'·
For political purpose, the most prominent example is the United Nations. In the economic realm, there

are the Bretton Woods institutions including the World Bank, the IMF, and the GAIT have been set up to
deal with the increasing global economic and information integration.
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globally, and reduces the risk to private investors. With these benefits, it is easy to see
why the process of globalization via regional integrations seems to be the unavoidable
new direction for global trade.
Over the past few decades, with powerful authority, hardworking labor and a
well-developed economic plan, Taiwan has achieved such successful economic
development as to be noted as an "economic miracle." Simultaneously, there have been
many remarkable changes in the international community in the past few years
including the end of Cold War, the establishment ofWTO, and the creation of European
Union, among other events. The industrialized countries are pushing the debate and the
negotiations toward what has been called the new themes, such as intellectual property,
trade in services, competition practices, standards, labor, competitive practices,
environmental standards and so on. On the other hand, newly industrialized countries
and less developed nations have a very different set of priorities. Their concerns are
more traditional, and focus on unresolved problems regarding market access,
unjustified protectionism and subsidies for agriculture and politically sensitive
industries. Facing the push for market competition, deregulation, and privatization,
Taiwan has confronted the new challenges of opening capital markets, the trend of
globalization and the formalization of regional competition. It is evident that if Taiwan
fails to push forward with regional agreements, it will run the risk being placed in a
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disadvantageous position in international competition.
To adjust adaptation into the international community, Taiwan has made efforts to
participate in APEC and WTO, as well as propose the Asia-Pacific Regional Operation
I'

Center plan. Due to the new flow of regional integration evolving throughout the world,

I

Taiwan by necessity must develop means of cooperating with like-minded countries in

·~
I,

order to encounter future regional competition and seek globalization compatible with

.1..

Taiwan's long-term national interests. With regard to trade and investment, it is
important that it maintains the basic position of contnbuting actively to APEC's open
regional cooperation and to promote economic restructuring. A good part of Taiwan's

:..

·

I •

strategy is premised upon globalization, while at the same time contributing to regional
development.
Moreover, both Japan and the US, Taiwan's two biggest trading partners, have
deeply impacted Taiwan's strategies for future WTO as well as APEC negotiations. The

..'
'

US, as the sole superpower in the post-Cold War period, seems to solidly behind
globalization, especially the WTO and APEC. In addition, the US has zealously
strengthened regional economic blocs in the Asia-Pacific and Western Hemisphere
areas to maintain its maximal interest since

wwn.

Actually, the US manufacturing

industries have gradually lost their international competitiveness and traditional
.,

advantages. However, guiding and dominating regional economic blocs, the US

''

'•'
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benefits from regional binding agreements and maintains its innate advantages. At the
same time, the US was able to get the smaller, spoke countries to agree to trade
liberalization by promising them access to the much-larger US hub market. Japan, on
the other hand, seems to insist on protectionism, and an apparent response to its
historical and cultural traditions. Facing globalization and new regional integration,
Japan is facing the challenge of its latent, inward-looking nationalism. Although
Japanese companies are more active worldwide, Japan has been reluctant to accept
foreign entities and foreign nationals into their market. Hence while cooperating with
the US and Japan, Taiwan must take the necessary steps so that it is able to effectively
advance its own interests.
On the other hand, PRC, as the most powerfully emerging economic power in the
Far East, already constitutes a huge threat both in economic competition and future
regional integration. Dozens of Taiwanese firms have left to relocate their production
on the mainland and there are fears of industrial hollowing out. Maintaining, and even
enhancing cross-strait relationship with the Mainland China will be one of the most
important tasks for Taiwanese global strategies. Countering the high land costs,
high-cost labor, and unfulfilled regulations will be crucial to retain domestic industries
and attract foreign investment. The most important factor for Taiwan's global strategies
has to be the restructuring of the economy of Taiwan. It is crucial that Taiwan makes the
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economy more efficient, restore its vitality, and creates more efficient and high
value-added industrial structure by forcefully promoting administrative reform. Other
areas in need of serious attention include fiscal reform, deregulation, as well as the
necessary internal restructuring. If Taiwan can achieve these goals, it will be able to
sustain open multilateral integration, to enhance its cooperative relationships under the
liberalization of WTO and APEC. The success of these goals is critical in order for
Taiwan to acquire the appropriate standing in negotiations with other economic powers.

I.
'

1
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III. WTO Membership and a New Stage for Taiwan in the

'

Changing International Telecommunication Market
1. WTO Membership and Taiwan's Telecommunication Legal
Adjustment
Taiwan is a small island; therefore, its economic development is heavily

,I,.
dependent on expanding its participation in international trade. Meanwhile, WTO
membership will guarantee Taiwan's economic benefits and protection under the global

J'
'

trade system. With accession into the WTO, Taiwan will be able to participate directly
in the negotiating process of setting future rules for international trade and thus
contribute to shaping the international trading system. Having recourse to the WTO
Dispute Settlement Mechanism, Taiwan will be able to challenge and remove trade
410

barriers existing between other WTO members and itself. Taiwan will also be able to
elevate the level of competitiveness of its domestic industries, facilitate efforts toward
job creation, raise the national income, and enhance the ability of its consumers to
•. J

increase their standard of living. In addition to the WTO, Taiwan has promoted its
participation in the OECD 725 with observer status at the OECD Committee for
Scientific and Technological Policy. Because the OECD has significant influence in the
international community, Taiwan wished to pursue an important unified approach to
technology, economics and foreign relations following its admission to WT0.726
With the mechanism ofWTO, "non-discriminatory" basis is referred to within the
principles of "Most-Favoured-Nation" (MFN) and ''National Treatment" (NT). Based
on such non-discriminatory rule, the GATS Annex on Telecommunication mandated
that each member shall ensure that any service supplier of any other WTO member is
I

:;t
accorded access to and use of public telecommunications transport networks. It further
mandated that services be provided on reasonable and non-discriminatory terms and

725

The OECD, whose headquarters are located in Paris, France, is an organization comprised of

industrialized countries. The OECD currently has 30 member nations, including South Korea and some
Eastern European countries. It holds a leading position in creating the intellectual framework for many of
the world's new developments and policy directions. For example, in the 1990s, the OECD Jed the way in
promoting the concept of a knowledge economy. In addition, the OECD occupies a crucial position
receiving policy from the G7 at a higher level and transmitting it downstream to the WTO, serving as a
platform for influencing the multilateral policy framework of the WTO and other international
organizations.
726

See "Taiwan plans OECD membership;" Liberty Times, Apr. 23, 2002.
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conditions in the telecommunications sector. The principle of transparency is also
regulated under the GATS to require members to make public their laws, rules and
regulations affecting trade in services, so that service suppliers can know the rules
under which they can do business. Because transparency is one of the barriers in many

..

telecommunications markets, this rule is one of the most important features of the
Annex to achieve a fair trade system on telecommunication sector.
To insure conformity between its domestic legal system and the requirements of
various WTO agreements and related multilateral obligations, Taiwan has made
changes on its domestic legal and econoimc system. Its accession will have an
inevitable impact on certain sectors of the economy.727 Over recent years, Taiwan has
made significant efforts to become a member of the WTO, and this commitment is
reflected in the trade liberalizations that Taiwan has made in its economic regimes. The
actions required by Taiwan's WTO accession include the reduction of tariffs,
deregulation of the domestic market, and domestic market liberalization. Taiwan will
implement its accession commitments by opening the domestic market and by

.,
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For example, Taiwan has revised the Patent Law to legalize the extension of the patent protection

from the existing 15 years to 20 years in accordance with the regulations set by the World Trade

l:

Organization, adding that the extended patent protection period will be put into practice after Taiwan
joins the WTO. Taiwan's Copyright Law has also been amended to include a clear re-definition of
reproduction rights and temporary reproduction rights, the definition of computer programs, and the
responsibility of Internet service providers. See "Intellectual property protection to be enhanced,"
Taiwan Economic News, Mar. 2, 2001

\.
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adjusting its economic and trade regimes to conform to WTO regulations. The
competitiveness of imported products will increase and the business opportunities for
foreign enterprises in Taiwan's market will expand.
In the area of manufacturing, Taiwan has shifted its production from
labor-intensive products to high-tech products and telecommunications equipment.
Additionally, Taiwan expects to develop information and telecommunication industries.
Taiwan's commitments for trade in services, such as the liberalization of the domestic
telecommunications services market, are expected to help Taiwan in its efforts to attract
new foreign investment. In accordance with the results of WTO's accession
negotiations, Taiwan has established a set of horizontal commitments as well as a set of
sector-specific commitments on telecommunication services. A majority of Taiwan's
sector-specific market access commitments have already been implemented and are
reflected in domestic regulations that are currently in force. 728 The small number of
sector-specific commitments that will come into force following Taiwan's accession
include removing restrictions on the ratio of foreign investment in telecommunication
service and removing restrictions on the number of imported copies of foreign entities,

728

The US Trade Representative's Office had commented against Taiwan and 10 other nations for

retaliation unless they step up market liberalization efforts. During the latest round of trade talks in Taipei,
U.S. trade officials demanded that Taiwan open fixed-line telecom services before July 1, 2001. The US
negotiators also asked for a more flexible liberalization of the undersea cable leasing business. See
"Telecom market liberalization ahead of schedule: officials," The Taiwan Economic News, Apr. 4, 2001.
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as well as restrictions on the number of domestic theatres that may simultaneously
show a foreign film. 729 Taiwan's WTO accession commitments provide the outlines of
the trade and investment opportunities that will be created. Further, Taiwan has abided
by its commitments and advanced timetable to open the telecom market in accordance
with its progress into WT0. 730
The liberalization of the telecommunication services industry will cover
equipment and switching terminals, large-scale information management systems,

..
software systems, advertising, and marketing; thus helping these services operate more

'

efficiently. Presently, the telecommunication sector is not only a rapidly growing
segment of Taiwan's economy; it is also likely to become a pivotal part in its future
economic growth. Liberalization of the telecommunication industry will attract modern
i.
':

management practices and new technology to the domestic services sector; elevate the
quality of Taiwan's services industry; and provide beneficial spillover effects for other
domestic industries. Implemented as Taiwan's WTO accession, these changes will
create new trade and investment opportunities, and will play a critical role in Taiwan's

729

In January 1996, the Legislative Yuan passed Jegtslation to deregulate the state-run

telecommunications sector within five years and open It up to foreign investment as part of Taiwan's
efforts to meet WTO requirements. See "Chungh"' a Telecom gets first fixed-line challenger," Taipei
Times, Jan. 29, 2001.
73

°For example, although the WTO-related agreements did not mention about the undersea cable leasing

service, the government had taken the initiative on Its own to open the business in consideration of the
needs of international telecom service providers
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overall future telecommunication development.

2. Impacts of Foreign Investment on Taiwan's Telecommunication
Regulations
Similar with other countries, Taiwan depends on investment and capital formation
to stimulate economic growth and achieve sustainable development. Lacking natural

resources, Taiwan is more dependent than many larger economies on FDI to spur
business development and related job creation. After World War ll, FDI substantially
contributed to Taiwan's economic growth. To promote the introduction of foreign
capital, Taiwanese government enacted the "Regulations of Foreign Investment" in
1954, and the "Regulations for Encouraging Foreign Investments" in 1960. These
regulations have guaranteed favorable treatments in taxes and in acquiring industrial
lands for foreign investments, for which the influx of foreign capital has increased
rapidly since 1960s. 731 The investments from Japan, USA and Europe, especially
resulted in the effect of technology transfer and played the leading role of opening the
oversea markets for Taiwan's telecommunication products. In addition, FDI has
increased Taiwanese productivity in the telecommunication sector, brought new

731

From 1952 to 1990, there were 5,774 cases of foreign investment amounting to US$1,325,160,000.

Among those FDI, Japan stood first, followed by the USA, European countries and Hong Kong. See
http://www.leksu.com/frames 11 e.htm
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technologies, upgraded management and marketing skills, promoted sustainable
development, and lead to wider access into international telecommunication markets.
Taiwan's efforts to retain and increase its share of FDI in telecommunication are
constrained by intense global competition for international investment. A wide range of

~

I

generous investment incentives offered to investors by governments in competing

I

countries is key element for attracting foreign investment in the telecommunication
sector.
To attract more foreign investment, the Taiwanese government provides a package
of incentives and privileges for foreign investors. 732 In addition to keep pace with
global advances in high-tech and high value-added industries such as information and
telecommunication services, the government has also made emerging industries the

f.

.

focus of the overall economic development policies. In 1990, in order to develop a
favorable environment for foreign investment, and to encourage investment by foreign
companies for the purpose of upgrading the industrial base, the government has enacted

j."
the "Statute for Upgrading Industries."

732

733

To promote an investment environment in

For example, the government had offered 100% enterprise ownership, protection of intellectual

property rights, and retention of company's earnings up to the amount of capital investment, low-interest
loans and CO-financing for Research and Development investments. To promote investment in
high-tech industries, the government also participates in investment, a total ofNT$20 billion allocated
for active investment in new high-tech enterprises and in the procurement of new technologies by
existing companies. See http://www.taipei.org/, also available on
http://www.idic.gov.twlhtmVechin_7.html
733

According to this statute, investment tax credits are available for spending on high-tech industries.
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telecommunication, "Strategies and Measures in Developing the Ten Emerging
Industries," "Development of Key Components and Products," and other plans had
been implemented from 1991.
Foreign ownership in telecommunications service was barred by the old 1958
Telecommunications Law. FDI in Taiwan's state-run telecommunications industry was
also restricted until the early 1996. Commensurate with applying WTO membership,
Taiwan

enacted

significant

changes

in

investment

policies

relating

to

telecommunications and continued to move toward bringing its trade and intellectual
property laws in line with international standards. If Taiwan had liberalized its telecom
market for only domestic companies under the 1958 legislation without also allowing
some foreign participation, it would have seriously violated the national treatment
principle. Since 1990, Taiwan's telecommunication reforms created greater investment
opportunities by allowing competition and by liberalizing foreign equity participation
in the industry. Foreign investors may now own more than fifty percent of certain
companies

through

the

use

of joint venture

enterprises.

734

The

1996

Stockholders of important technology, enterprises, investment businesses, and venture capital
corporations are eligible for tax credits or a 5-year tax holiday, available on
http://www.idic.gov.twlhtml/echin_7 .html
734

The amended TL limits foreign ownership in type I businesses to 20 percent. While this limit is

substantially lower than the one-third limit contemplated by CEPD/MOTC in the revised TL bill of 1995,
it is far better than the relevant provision in the 1992 bill, which would have ruled out foreign ownership.
See Lawrence S. Liu: "Aspiring To Excel--The Uneasy Case Of Implementing Taiwan's Asia- Pacific
Regional Operations Center Plan" Columbia Journal of Asian Law, Spring, 1996.
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Telecommunication

Act

provides

investment

incentives

telecommunications services by allowing foreigners

for

industries

on

to access value-added

telecommunication service and the Internet, increasing the ratio of shares that
foreigners may hold in Type I telecommunications corporations, and elimination of the
limitation on the ratio of shares foreigners may hold in Type II. In addition to
telecommunications services, foreigners may also provide related services that utilize
common carrier networks. 735
Following accession to WTO, Taiwan's economic system can be expected to
become increasingly stable and predictable, thereby providing foreign companies
investing in Taiwan with growing commercial opportunities and a reliable policy
environment in which to operate. Taiwan currently seeks to combine local capital and
••

foreign technologies, utilizing existing high-tech skills to attract foreign investment,

't

'

and upgrade industrial technologies. It is hoped that these moves will strengthen trade
and ensure that Taiwan's economy continues to develop steadily amidst the changing
global environment. The primary factor to attract foreign investment is a productive
~·

(

and dynamic economy, including a good marketplace framework, high levels of
innovation, and strong relationships with trading partners. To improve the international

I

I

I

investment climate, the government has to adopt competitive, efficient and fair foreign

735

See Alice Hung: "Taiwan Widens Foreign Access to Telecom Sector;" The Reuter Asia-Pacific

Business Report, Jul. 1996.
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investment regulations. By fostering the competition in foreign investment regulation,
and implementing related policies to address foreign investment issues such as
intellectual property protection and risk management. Taiwan is taking some of the
required steps for its entry into global community. And by harmonizing with other
jurisdictions, and participating in bilateral, regional and multilateral trade and
investment agreements, Taiwan hopes to become a place more attractive to foreign
investors in telecommunication and forward its goal of becoming a telecommunication
center in Asia-Pacific region.

IV. Future Development -

Taiwan as an Asia-Pacific

Telecommunication Center?
1. Taiwan's Economic Advantages and APROC plan
After achieving the so-called "economic miracle" in the last few decades, Taiwan
is currently at the threshold of a new era in economic development and faces a new set
of internal and external challenges. 736 Taiwan's economic structure has changed
il.;
736

Taiwan's economic success has been acclaimed as a model for other developing countries to follow.

The economy has been transfonned from one basc:d on agriculture and light industry in the 1950s to one
based on services and capital-intensive high-tech manufacturing in the 1960s. Export-oriented free
enterprise has been the driving factor behind th1s extraordinary growth. It is notable that the island's
entrepreneurial and dynamic private sector has achlc\·cd such heights without accumulating any
significant levels offoreign debt-in marked contrast to other Asian countries. See "APROC Taiwan: the
birth of a bright new beacon of enterprise at the very heart of the Asia-pacific region;" published by
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considerably since the 1980s and its scientific, technological and service industries are
replacing the traditional labor-intensive industry in importance. 737 Under the speedy
transformation of Taiwan's industrial development, the economic and trade relations
across the Taiwan straits have intensified and created ever-increasing interdependence.
Facing the changing cross-straits relationship, Taiwan has to respond to the tremendous

of
I

impact of swiftly developing trade and economic relations with Mainland China, and
not only its relation with Mainland China, but also encounters the challenge of dramatic
changes in the world economy under the trend of globalization and regional integration.
The rapid economic growth and integration of the Asia-Pacific region has raised the

r.I.

'··

importance of the Asia-pacific economy in global trade. 738 With the consideration of
the Asia-Pacific region as the new center of gravity of the global economy, many
enterprises now increase their investments in this region in order to play a role in this
rapidly growing market. On the other hand, due to the creation of APEC and ASEAN,

Council for economic planning and development, Executive Yuan, Taiwan, Jul. 1997.
737

Taiwan's economic structure has changed considerably since the 1980s. High-tech products have

constituted a sharply increasing percentage of exports, up from 27.6 in 1986 to 41.6 in 1993. Over the
same period, the service sector's share of gross domestic product (GDP) rose from 47.9 percent to 55.9
percent. These statistics indicate clearly the lines along which the economic structure has been
transformed. See "The plan for developing Taiwan into an Asia-pacific regional operations center;"
published by Council for economic planning and development, Executive Yuan, Taiwan, Jul. 1997.
738

The Asia-pacific region has come to the fore with faster economic growth than any other area in the

world. In 1992 East Asia accounted for 22.6 percent of the world's gross output in goods and services.
The region's share of global trade, also 22.6 percent in 1992, is expected to rise to some 33 percent by the
year 2010.
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economic integration in the Asia-Pacific area is proceeding apace, as demonstrated by
the swiftly rising level of intra-regional trade. 739 Facing strongly economic competition
regionally and against the background of unrelenting change, it is necessary for Taiwan
to have a comprehensive strategy to optimize its economic prospects and prepare it for
a more significant role in the Asia-Pacific area.
Based on this recognition, in early 1995, in order to enhance Taiwan's
competitiveness regionally and globally, Taiwanese government had adopted an
ambitious Asia-Pacific Regional Operations Center Plan (APROC Plan) aimed at
increasing economic liberalization and internationalization. The APROC Plan covers
telecommunications liberalization, as well as financing, manufacturing, transportation
and media sector reforms. 740 The APROC plan was designed to hasten and better
Taiwan's economic strength and integrate Taiwan into the booming Asia-Pacific
market. Those steps include further opening and globalizing Taiwan's economy through
spurring the flow of investment, industry, individuals and information. 741 For this

739

Intra-regional trade as a percentage of the region's aggregate trade rose from 38.4 percent in 1980 to

42.9 percent in 1987, and then climbed even more steeply to 49.2 percent in 1992.
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The launch of Phase Two ofTaiwan's plan to become an Asia-Pacific regional operations center

passed almost unnoticed on July 1, 1997. The 10-yearplan was announced in January 1995. According to
government statistics, Phase One created business opportunities worth NT$395.7 bilJion. From the
government standpoint, the success of the plan rests on passage of 54 laws, 105 administrative orders, 98
administrative measures, and 10 procedures.
741

The Asia-Pacific Regional Operations Center plan is divided into three phases by two milestones,

1997 and 2000 with different priorities for each phase. For the phase before 1997, the priorities are the
adjustment oflaws and regulations and smaller-scale addition or improvement of facilities. For the phase
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purpose, the Taiwanese government has relaxed controls on capital movement, and
opened more business sectors to foreign investors. The government also has established
a series of legal protections for intellectual property rights, and procedures for
employing foreign nationals. It aims at molding a highly liberalized and
internationalized economic environment to facilitate the free movement of goods,
services, persons and funds to attract multinational enterprises and to encourage local
business in order to make Taiwan a base for investment and business operations in the
Asia-pacific region. From the base, multinational enterprises will be ideally placed to
exploit the opportunities in ~e booming Southeast Asian, and Mainland China markets.
While providing a base for domestic and foreign business entities from USA, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Europe and elsewhere, it also plans to function as an economic
intermediary, acting as a window through which East Asia's developing economies
may expand their external trade and economic ties.

,.
Considering the factors to the success of the APROC plan, Taiwan has many
advantages in future economic development including substantial economic resources,

P•

a strategic geographic position, a comprehensive economic and trade network, a solid
industrial foundation, the ability to make practical applications of science and

from 1997 to 2000 and beyond, the plan will proceed diligently in keeping with the completion of various
major construction projects and the progress of the Twelve Development Plan. Source available on
http://www.taipei.orglpress/theunfla.htm
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technology, and high-quality manpower. Taiwan poses an advantageous central
geographical position as a gateway to the Asia-Pacific region that fulfills emerging
economic potential and measureless developmental prospects. 742 This position makes
Taiwan an ideal base for the transportation of goods and products to other countries
around the world. 743 Also, Taiwan is one of the leading suppliers of export products, a
major importer as well as one of Asia's most sought-after markets for international
goods and services. Taiwan owns a stable political environment, well-educated human
resources, excellent basic infrastructure, and valuable entrepreneurial traditions and
ethics. With an open market and diversified system, Taiwan definitely has a good
chance of utilizing its solid economic infrastructure and firmly democratic
development to raise international competitiveness and transform itself into a business
operations center in Asia-Pacific area through the APROC plan.

742

A regional operations center must have a central location. It must be well integrated with the other

economies of the region. Taiwan sits in the middle of the region. Its centrality gives Taiwan the shortest
average flight time to the region's major cities and the shortest average sailing time to the main
Asia-pacific ports. In addition, Taiwan firms have vast and wide-ranging investments in Mainland China.
Business links across the Taiwan straits are already extensive and steadily being reinforced. Taiwan firms
have also been major investors in Southeast Asia, and have close ties with the economically powerful
overseas Chinese communities across the region. See "The plan for developing Taiwan into an
Asia-pacific regional operations center;" published by Council for economic planning and development,
Executive Yuan, Taiwan, Jul. 1997.
743

The plan will fully uses Taiwan's strategic geographical position in the Asia-pacific region and in the

cross-straits relations to maximize its economic strengths, expand economic horizons and reach a new
plateau of development. Meanwhile, highlighting Taiwan's pivotal role in regional economic integration,
it may serve Taiwan as a bridge between mature and developing economies.
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2. Taiwan as an Asia-Pacific Telecommunication Center?
Under the APROC plan, rapid progress is envisaged in the liberalization of
telecommunications in Taiwan. The idea of Taiwan being the Asia-Pacific
telecommunication center aims to take advantage of Taiwan's sizable existing facilities
to effectively improve the perfmmance of the telecommunications industry on the
island. The government has planned to open up the domestic telecommunications
j

market, expediting the transformation of the domestic telecommunications

I.

f.,

infrastructure, to promote the provision of high-quality telecommunications networks
and value-added services, and to encourage both domestic and foreign companies to

t.

develop internal network centers, thereby enhancing the basic conditions for Taiwan's
I; •

l

functioning as a regional operations center. Sequential market opening is the backbone
of the program and consists of three stages. 744 The first stage involves more
value-added telecommunications services. The second stage involves the opening to
competition of the sale of certain radio services. The third stage focuses on

744

The first stage involves more value-added telecommunications services including opening of the CT2

(second generation cordless telephone) market to the private sector. The second stage involves the
opening to competition of additional segments of the wireless market including cellular phone, paging,
mobile data, mobile telephones, Very Small Aperture Satellites, and trunked radio services by the end of
1995. The third and final stage focuses on liberalization of international, long distance, and city 1:alling
services and the introduction of competition in the wired/fixed line basic service market over the next
five years. See Lawrence Liu: "The APROC Plan contains a three-stage program for opening Taiwan's
telecom market."
I '
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liberalization of international, long distance, and city calling services. A key step is the
separation of business and regulatory aspects of old governmental telecommunication
monopolized entity. The separation of commercial operations from industry regulations
was completed in 1996 when the Chunghwa Telecom Corporation (CTC) was hived off
from the directorate general of telecommunications to become a full-fledged corporate
entity set for eventual privatization. 745 Apart from improving its efficiency, revamping
the regulatory structure of the telecommunications industry will also keep with the
policy of liberalization. After liberalizing the telecommunications industry sequentially,
Taiwan has developed a national information network based on the efficient
telecommunications sector, making Taiwan a hub of the Asia-pacific digital
information networks. This goal aims to transform Taiwan into a regional and a global
hub of information network and enhance international competitiveness.
Reviewing

Taiwan's

telecommunication

development,

the

changes

of

international telecommunication environment and foreign telecommunication
legislation has been the major impact and driving force on the transformation of
Taiwan's telecommunication regime. Since the 1980s, following the alteration and
creation of advanced technology, the state-owned telecommunications corporation

745

Taiwan started to liberalize its telecommunications market since Jan. 1996. The most important

measure is that the Chunghwa Telecom was separated from the Directorate General of
Telecommunications to become a full-fledged corporate entity set for privatization and commercial
operation. See http://www.aproc.gov.tw/index_e.html
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model was gradually privatized and the telecommunications markets were also
liberalized in many of the developed countries including those in North America and
Europe. In 1996, USA has amended its Telecommunications Act to increase market
competition and convergence among telephone, cable television, and publishing
industries. The WTO members also started to negotiate for the liberalization of basic
telecommunications

services

and

proceeded

with

negotiations

on

basic

'·

telecommunications services in Geneva in 1997. In early 1998, the European Union
decided to liberalize telephone competition and introduced free and full competition
'·

among its members in basic telecommunications service later on. During the same
period, the monopoly situation in Taiwan became undesirable, and the Directorate
General of Telecommunications (DGT) began studies on liberalization in the early
I'

1980s.

746

Facing domestic demands and foreign pressures, the Taiwanese government began
,'I

to introduce foreign operators into the market and provide a free competition
environment. Starting from the late 1980s, the DGT began to permit private domestic
companies to provide limited value-added telecommunications services. However, the
process of liberalization was still slow. In the mid-1980s, under foreign pressure, the
DGT made a decision about procurement of switching equipment that led to a
746

Lawrence S. Liu: "Telecommunications Market Liberalization in Taiwan: Political and Legal Issues;"

East Asian Executive Reports, Taipei, Taiwan, 1996.
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three-way oligopoly. Each equipment supplier in northern, central, and southern
Taiwan would set up as an international joint venture affiliated with DGT. In 1995, the
old anticompetitive procurement policy was reexamined by the government for
discontinuation. The government also started to grant licenses to private domestic
investors to set up second-generation cordless telephone operations, a lower level of
mobile telephony service and made a formal policy to begin free competition and
permit future interregional investment in the mobile telecommunications segment
including mobile phones, paging, mobile data, and trunk radio in late 1995.747
The 1996 Telecommunication bills reforms stood as a milestone in Taiwan's
telecommunication transformation. At first, separating the DGT's regulatory and
business

functions

was

implemented

by

the

enactment

of three

new

telecommunications bills in order to meet the increasing demands of the rapidly
liberalizing global telecommunications market and international competition. 748 It

747

In 1996, the Taiwanese government granted eight cellular licenses to private operators and they are

based on the European GSM and DCS 1800 standards. Besides, there would be up to 8 regional mobile
telephone operators, 8 regional paging operators, 24 trunk radio operators, and 21 regional mobile data
operators to open for applications and registrations. The new telecommunications legislation would
allow the MOTC to schedule from March 1996 to begin receiving applications to provide those types of
telecommunications whose liberalization had been promised in 1994 for implementation by the end of
1995. Source available on http://www.amcham.com.tw/taiwanlwhite_paper_199717-9 .html#top
748

On Jan. 16, 1996, Taiwan's Legislative Yuan finally passed three pieces of telecommunications

legislation. On February 6, 1996, the President promulgated the three new telecommunications Acts.
These are the Telecommunications Act (TA), the Organizational Statute of the Directorate General of
Telecommunications (DGT Statute), and the Statute ofChunghwa Telecom Company (CTC Statute). The
new Telecommunication Act had separated operational businesses from the old Regulatory Authority.
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symbolized the end of governmental monopoly of the telecommunication sector and
the new start of business competition and internationalization of Taiwan's
telecommunication development. In addition, under the old 1958 Telecommunications
Act, foreign ownership in any type of telecommunications service was barred. If
Taiwan liberalized its telecommunications market for only domestic companies under
the 1958 legislation without allowing foreign participation, it would seriously have

~.

..

violated the national treatment principle of WTO. In this regard, to lift the prohibition
on foreign participation and in compliance with the requirement ofWTO, the new 1996
Act was amended for foreign companies to enjoy no ownership limitations in investing
on Value-Added Services, but foreign operators still encountered twenty percent
investment limit in wireless services. 749 The new Act also comes forcefully against

..

,•

cross-subsidization in order to promote fair and full competition and the privatization

I·,
The Act regulated that the competent authority for telecommunications enterprises was the MOTC. For
supervising, guiding, and administering telecommumcations, a new Directorate General of
Telecommunications (DGn was organized under the MOTC. It required the new DGT to be an
independent regulator and the monopolistically operational business part of the old DGT was separated
and cooperated as the Chunghwa Telecom Company (CTC) from the year of 1996. For reorganizing the
DGT and the new CTC, two bills were enacted mcludmg the DGT Statute, and the CTC StaMe to
cooperate the business unit of the DGT, in effect. separating the regulatory and business functions of
DGT.
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Value-Added Services include Internet sen·tccs. teleconferencing, operation of automated cash

machines, electronic bulletin boards and fax SCJ'\'tccs. Wireless services include mobile phones, pagers,
trunk radio communication, mobile data commumcauons and very small aperture satellite terminal
(VSAn services. See Anne Phelan: "Taiwan Passes Telecom Laws" East Asian Executive Reports; Jan.
15, 1996.
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of Taiwan's telecommunications market. 750 Most basic telecommunication services
including mobile phone, paging, mobile digital communication, and trunking radio
markets have been opened up in due course. 751 The cellular telecommunications
spectrum and value-added network services have been released to the private sector,
and foreign investment in telecommunication services is being liberalized.752 On the
other hand, international telecommunication cooperation in making Taiwan a call
'.
I'

transfer and customer service center is another important prong of the new plan. It
includes participation in more international trunkline construction projects,
international roaming and credit card calling services, and strategic alliance
arrangements with leading international telecommunications companies to secure more
call- and data-transfer services in Taiwan. Taiwan is also an active participator in the
fmancing and placement of undersea fiber-optic cables, as well as expanding the
switching capacity of its international exchanges. Based on those changes, major
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In Taiwan, the comprehensive service coverage by the Directorate General of Telecommunications,

an effective monopoly run by the Ministry of Transportation and Communications, has led to
cross-subsidization of various telecommunications services. Rate rebalancing is necessary not only for
market liberalization purposes, but also for the instilling of rigor, logic and discipline in the pricing of the
DGTs tariff rates, so that its business unit can be corporatized. Also available on
http://www.amcham.com.tw/taiwan/white_paper_1996/13 .html#telecommunications
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The mobile phone, paging, mobile digital communication, and trunking radio markets have already

been opened up; in due course, all basic telecom services will follow suit. And the rates paid by
customers for services have already been greatly reduced: for international call by 23%, for mobile
phone calls by 32%. Available on http;//www.aproc.gov.tw/index_e.html
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See http://www.taipei.org/press/theunfla.htm
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international telecommunications operators have started to participate the newly open

·"
I

telecommunication market in Taiwan. 753 It is believed that international influences not
only foreign legislation but also majestic multinational corporations will increase their
impacts and pressures on Taiwan's telecommunications development and further

..
reform.
In the telecommunication sector, Taiwan possesses two prime strengths; one is the

,.

firm foundation of its basic telecommunications infrastructure, and the other is the

ability to absorb new technology. 754 Based on the strengths, Taiwan plans to become a
regional telecommunications center and establish itself as a base for the provision of
region-wide telecommunications services in Asia-Pacific area. Developing Taiwan as a

-··

telecommunications center means establishing Taiwan as a base for the provision of
region telecommunications services. Under this idea, Taiwan's liberalization of
telecommunications and its technological upgrading will benefit not only the
development of other industrial sectors, but also the foundation for the
telecommunications infrastructure essential to the functioning of an advanced economy
in the future. By providing reasonable-priced and high-quality telecommunications
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Those companies including AT&T, AirTouch, Southwestern Bell Corporation, Mitsubishi, Nynex,

France Telecom, Telia, First Pacific, Sprint, GTE, Telstra, andAmeritech wanted to participate in this
newly open market in Taiwan.
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See "New Century New Center: Taiwan APROC The Plan For Developing Taiwan Into An

Asia-Pacific Regional Operations Center;" published by Coordination and Service Office for APROC,
CEPD, Executive Yuan, Taiwan, 1997. Also available on http://www.aproc.gov.tw/index_e.html
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services, the idea has attempted to make Taiwan more favorable for local and foreign
enterprises to set up international communications networks. Through that way,
Taiwan's telecommunications industry can be effectively enhanced and hones
international competitiveness and it will favor foreign investment setting up
telecommunication operations centers on Taiwan. This idea of telecommunications
center plan is also critical to the success of other APROC programs and calls for
sequential market liberalization, rate rebalancing, separation of business and regulatory
functions, formation of call transfer and customer service centers, and development of
the National Information Infrastructure. 755 With the stable foundation of basic
telecommunications infrastructure and a good capability of absorbing new technology,
if Taiwan's

telecommunications

industry

can

speedily

raise

international

competitiveness and collaborate with world-class telecommunications enterprises,
Taiwan will have the potential to occupy the leading position in the Asia-Pacific
telecommunications market. However, on the other hand, due to Taiwan's young
democracy and unique international status, political factors will continue to add spice to
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A national information infrastructure (Nil) in Taiwan is being developed, using optical cable for the

digitization of more services. Taiwan is actively participating in the financing and emplacement of
undersea fiber-optic cables, as well as expanding the switching capacity of its international exchanges.
The Nil program caBs for efforts such as digitization of telecommunications networks and fiber optic
lines pavement, establishment of broadband information networks, and a government-wide information
and data system.
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further telecommunications reform initiatives in its dynamic economy.
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For

international telecommunication enterprises, such a specific political and social
background will also be an arduous challenge for investment considerations. Hence
decreasing the negative and unstable effect of political consideration will imply the

!
I·

l:
'

success of the telecommunication center plan. Considering Taiwan's recent
telecommunication reforms, those measures and legal adjustment are still too

rII
.,

conservative and fail to respond to current developments in the global
telecommunications industry. Mostly, those conservative adjustments yielded to
political considerations by opposition parties and domestic pressures by interest groups.
Because the telecommunications reform would lead to new business opportunities for
telecommunication

industries

and

investors,

how

to

speed

its

steps

in

telecommunications reform and adjust itself into international telecommunication

.....
j··
I
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trends will examine the success of Taiwan's future telecommunication development
and its ambition of being the Asia-Pacific telecommunication center.

3.Analysis

I j

From a review of the path of global economic development in the last few decades,
it appears that the global economy will continue to grow in the direction of
756

Lawrence S. Liu: "Aspiring To Excel--The Uneasy Case Of Implementing Taiwan's Asia- Pacific

Regional Operations Center Plan;" Columbia Journal of Asian Law, Spring, 1996.
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liberalization and globalization. Success in the Uruguay round of negotiations of the
GAIT and formation of WTO witness the direction of liberalization and globalization
under the international legal system. For its long application, Taiwan's accession into
WTO significantly carries the path of economic liberalization and internationalization
in Taiwan's future economic development. Besides, Taiwan's economy traditionally is
highly trade-oriented and produces a variety of products developed for global markets;
therefore, such trends will enhance prospects for Taiwan's future economic
development Hence it is the time for Taiwan to move ahead with an adjustment of
economic structures, expansion of external trade network, and attuning more closely to
prevailing global economic trends. The establishment ofthe WTO and the conclusions
of multinational trade negotiations regionally and globally as well as their rapid growth
also spearheaded the global trend towards more economic freedom, which will affect
the long-run economic regionalism has grown rapidly, especially in the naturally
evolving Asia-pacific economic region. Under such trend of globalization and regional

ll;,

integration, Taiwan should not only strengthen its own economic power but also deepen

,
\

its participation in neighboring economic integration.

"

ASEAN is the closest regional organization surrounding the area of Taiwan and
the relationship between Taiwan and ASEAN members has traditionally been closely
linked from post-WWII till now. ASEAN also holds one of the most important
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positions in the booming Asia-Pacific region. For years, Taiwan's government has
guided the "Go-South" policy aimed at enlarging its trade and investment relations with
ASEAN. Taiwan has sought an additional security shield both economically and
politically, apart from a peremptory security umbrella from the USA, to ensure that
China would not act unilaterally to harm Taiwan's benefit. ASEAN has since then
resisted the temptation of taking up the foreign aid offered by Taiwan and its numerous
initiatives. In addition, Taiwan has been trying unsuccessfully to have a link with
ASEAN in one way or another. Taiwan had applied as a dialogue partner of ASEAN,

I

.

but its request was turned down. 757 Ironically, Taiwan has one of the best economic
qualifications to be a full dialogue partner. However, due to political considerations, it
would be extremely difficult for ASEAN to embrace the island. Though formal relation
became impractical due to China's persistence, each ASEAN member has managed to
develop extensive informal economic relations with Taiwan and bilateral trade and
investment between Taiwan and ASEAN members has continued to grow largely. On
the other hand, ASEAN also seeks the restoration of investor confidence in the area of
Southeast Asia, and boost ASEAN's competitiveness against China. Hence the
development of Taiwan-ASEAN relationship is mutually beneficial to both sides.
Seeking to link up with ASEAN as backup for its plan for an Asia-Pacific
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See David C. Unger: "Asian Anxieties, Pacific Overtures: Experiments in Security for a New

Asia-Pacific Community;" World Policy Journal, Vol. XI, 1994, p37.
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telecommunication center, Taiwan no doubt would face challenges from the most
qualified competitor, Singapore. For a long time, Singapore has shown its advantages
as the most affluent but trade-reliant ASEAN member, and has connected itself with
outsiders including the USA, Japan, China, New Zealand, and Australia for building its
status as a global trade and telecommunication hub. Facing Singapore's economic
superiority, Taiwan has to speed up its liberalization and internationalization efforts on
telecommunication development.
On the other hand, Mainland China has sharply displayed its economic energy by
high economic growth and potential huge market and has caught the most interested
eyes from the world. Since the 1990s, Mainland China has gradually posed as the leader
both in terms of actual and potential economic growth in the booming economy in the
Asia Pacific area. However, Taiwan's current governmental policy of caution toward
investments in the Mainland China and the lack of trust between Taipei and Beijing
prevent local and international companies from leveraging cross-strait resources. By
quashing the "One-China" policy, Taiwan's current foreign policy has raised Taiwan's
overall relations with USA, Japan, EU and ASEAN and restrained high demands for
openness of cross-strait relation internally and from its investors in Mainland China.
While those major trading partners have no formal ties with Taiwan, it will make future
contacts with those groupings even harder, especially with the island's wish to associate
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with ASEAN, one of the most important economic blocs in the Asia-Pacific region.
Therefore, Taipei's negotiations with Beijing and its policies relating to the openness of
cross-strait relationship would implicate the future success of Taiwan's economic
development. Speeding its economic links with Mainland China and even forming a
"Greater Chinese Economy" encompassing the PRC, Taiwan, and Hong Kong will be
an ideal way to stand up and survive under this trend of regional integration. Moreover,

,.

the other very challenging competitor, Hong Kong, which holds the whole of China as
its hinterland, would make the idea of Taiwan as Asia-Pacific telecommunication
center become inconceivable. Hence, if Taiwanese government cannot smash the
deadlock of cross-strait relations and remove the China-Taiwan tension at this crucial
moment, Taiwan's ideals as an Asia-Pacific telecommunication center would further be
delayed.
Taiwan's APROC plan has stood upon solid foundations laid over many decades
of successful economic development, decades that have seen Taiwan transform from an
agricultural backwater to a modem industrial society and a significant player in global
trade. It also shows Taiwan's ambition as an economic leader in Asia-Pacific region.
The six centers under design had planned on supporting one another, drawing on skills,
and driving Taiwan's economic advantage, to propel the next phase of Taiwan's
economic advancement in tune with the trend of globalization in the information age.
•.
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The idea of a teleco~unications center plan is critical to the success of other APROC
I

programs and calls for sequential market liberalization, rate rebalancing, separation of
business and regulatory functions, formation of call transfer and customer service

I_

I

centers, and development of the National Information Infrastructure. 758 Developing

'I:'

·~
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Taiwan as a regional telecommunication center would be consistent with the trend of
change in Taiwan's telecommunication industrial structure. It will be based on Taiwan's
well-developed telecommunication foundations and advanced manufacturing sectors
and specialized service industries. It will also combine the strengths of multinational
and local corporations, create a region-wide business network, and spur the
regionalization and globalization of industry. Indeed, Taiwan's economic advantages
remain its strategic geographical location, advanced technological foundation, and
highly educated manpower. However, there is still dissatisfaction with government
transparency in policy-making and decision. Due to Taiwan's young democracy and
political environment, it is doubtful that Taiwan's legislation would timely amend and
renew the related bills and regulations to speed up the process of liberalization and
internationalization for the plan as a regional telecommunication center. It is also
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A national information infrastructure (Nil) in Taiwan is being developed, using optical cable for the

digitization of more services. Taiwan is actively participating in the financing and emplacement of
undersea fiber-optic cables, as well as expanding the switching capacity of its international exchanges.
The Nil program calls for efforts such as digitization of telecommunications networks and fiber optic
lines pavement, establishment of broadband information networks, and a government-wide information
and data system.
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questionable that the adaptability of Taiwan's current legal system could improve the

...
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efficiency and professionalism of the legislature in the short term to fit the demands of
modem business transactions. Taiwan's political factors have continuously involved
further telecommunications reform initiatives. Thus achieving the government's goal is
a complicated and uneasy task in Taiwan's political environment.
Given that Taiwan is located at the very center of the Asia Pacific region and,
moreover, holds the advantage of using the same language as China, Taiwan offers the
best location from which multinational entities can establish a bridgehead to explore
broader regional opportunities. Taiwan has the potential to occupy the leading position
in the Asia-Pacific telecommunications market. However, for international
telecommunication

enterprises,

Taiwan's

specific

political

background

and

international status has been an arduous challenge for investment consideration.
Therefore, not only decreasing the negative and unstable effect of political
1

il

1,)

considerations in the process of telecommunication reform, but also releasing current
onerous restrictions on economic integration with Mainland China would be the key for
the practicability and success of Taiwan's regional telecommunication center plan. A
progressing cross-strait relation will both help Taiwan catch on China's huge
telecommunication market and modify the difficulty of Taiwan's formal tie with other
regional economic blocs and major trade partners. By increasing transparency and
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openness in regulating telecommunication business and industry on the island,
pursuing domestic political consensus on telecommunication issues, and improving the

]
l

. 11
,/j{
..·l l

tension between Taipei and Beijing, it is believed that Taiwan can combine valuable
and specialized expertise already in existence and geographic advantages to obtain
benefits from the pursuit of cooperative ventures into the markets represented by China
and the countries of the Asia-Pacific region and make its ambition as regional

;:II
·q

telecommunication center come true.
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Appendix 1: Universal Declaration of Human Rights
On December 10, 1948 the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted and proclaimed the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights the full text of which appears in the following pages.
Following this historic act the Assembly called upon all Member countries to publicize the text of the
Declaration and "to cause it to be disseminated, displayed, read and expounded principally in schools
and other educational institutions, without distinction based on the political status of countries or
territories."
PREAMBLE
Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of
the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,
Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have
outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which human beings shall enjoy
freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest
aspiration of the common people,
Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion
against tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be protected by the rule of law,
Whereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly relations between nations,
Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in fundamental
liuman rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal rights of men and women
and have determined to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,
Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-operation with the United Nations,
the promotion of universal respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms,
Whereas a common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the greatest importance for the
full realization of this pledge,

Article 1
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.They are endowed with reason and
conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.

Article 2
Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of
any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the
political, jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a person belongs,
whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty.

Article3
Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.
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Article4
No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their
fonns.

Article 5
No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Article 6
Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.

Article 7
All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the law.
All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and
against any incitement to such discrimination.

Article 8
L.

Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating
the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.

Article 9
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.

Article 10
Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial
tribunal, in the determination ofhis rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against him.

Article 11
(1) Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty
according to law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence.
(2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission which did not
constitute a penal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor
shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal offence was
committed.

Article 12
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No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence,
nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law
against such interference or attacks.

Article 13

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each state.
(2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country.

Article 14

(1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution.
(2) This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising from non-political
crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

Article 15

(1) Everyone has the right to a nationality.
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change his nationality.

Article 16

(1) Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion, have the
right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage, during marriage
and at its dissolution.
(2) Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending spouses.
(3) The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by
society and the State.

Article 17

(1) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others.
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.

Article 18

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to
change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or
private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.

Article 19

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold
opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any
media and regardless of frontiers.
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Article 20
(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.
(2) No one may be compelled to belong to an association.

Article 21
(1) Everyone bas the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or through freely
chosen representatives.
(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his country.
(3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this will shall be
expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall
be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.

Article 22
Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is entitled to realization, through
national effort and international co-operation and in accordance with the organization and resources
of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free
development of his personality.

['.
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Article 23
(1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable conditions of
work and to protection against unemployment.
(2) Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work.
(3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for himself and
his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means of
social protection.
(4) Everyone has the right to form and to join trad~ unions for the protection of his interests.

Article 24
Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours and
periodic holidays with pay.

Article 25
(1) Everyone has the right to a standard of h\'tng adequate for the health and well-being of himself
and of his family, including food, clothing, housmg and medical care and necessary social services,
and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or
other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond hts control.
(2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children, whether born
in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.
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Article 26
(1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and
fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional education
shall be made generally available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis
of merit.
(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding,
tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities
of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
(3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children.

Article 27
(1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts
and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.
(2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any
scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.

Article 28
Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in
this Declaration can be fully realized.

Article 29
(1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development of his
personality is possible.
(2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are
determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and
freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the general
welfare in a democratic society.
(3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and principles of
the United Nations.

Article 30
Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person any right to
engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms
set forth herein.
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Appendix II: GATS Annex on Telecommunications of the World Trade
Organization
Recognizing the specificities of the telecommunications services sector and, in particular, its dual role
as a distinct sector of economic activity and as the underlying transport means for other economic
activities, the Members have agreed to the following Annex with the objective of elaborating upon the
provisions of the Agreement with respect to measures affecting access to and use of public
telecommunications transport networks and services.
'
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1. Objectives
Recognizing the specificities of the telecommunications services sector and, in particular, its dual role
as a distinct sector of economic activity and as the underlying transport means for other economic
activities, the Members have agreed to the following Annex with the objective of elaborating upon the
provisions of the Agreement with respect to measures affecting access to and use of public
telecommunications transport networks and services. Accordingly, this Annex provides notes and
supplementary provisions to the Agreement.

2.Scope
(a) This Annex shall apply to all measures of a Member that affect access to and use of public
telecommunications transport networks and services.
(b) This Annex shall not apply to measures affecting the cable or broadcast distribution of radio or
television programming.
(c) Nothing in this Annex shall be construed:
(i) to require a Member to authorize a service supplier of any other Member to establish, construct,
acquire, lease, operate, or supply telecommunications transport networks or services, other than as
provided for in its Schedule; or
(ii) to require a Member (or to require a Member to oblige service suppliers under its jurisdiction) to
establish, construct, acquire, lease, operate or supply telecommunications transport networks or
services not offered to the public generally.

3. Definitions
For the purposes of this Annex:
(a) "Telecommunications" means the transmission and reception of signals by any electromagnetic
means.
(b) "Public telecommunications transport service" means any telecommunications transport service
required, explicitly or in effect, by a Member to be offered to the public generally. Such services may
include, inter alia, telegraph, telephone, telex, and data transmission typically involving the real-time
transmission of customer-supplied information between two or more points without any end-to-end
change in the form or content of the customer's information.
(c) "Public telecommunications transport network" means the public telecommunications
infrastructure which permits telecommunications between and among defined network termination
points.
(d) "Intra-corporate communications" means telecommunications through which a company
communicates within the company or with or among its subsidiaries, branches and, subject to a
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Member's domestic laws and regulations, affiliates. For these purposes, "subsidiaries", "branches"
and, where applicable, "affiliates" shall be as defmed by each Member. "Intra-corporate
communications" in this Annex excludes commercial or non-commercial services that are supplied to
companies that are not related subsidiaries, branches or affiliates, or that are offered to customers or
potential customers.
(e) Any reference to a paragraph or subparagraph of this Annex includes all subdivisions thereof.
4. Transparency
In the application of Article mof the Agreement, each Member shall ensure that relevant information
on conditions affecting access to and use of public telecommunications transport networks and
services is publicly available, including: tariffs and other terms and conditions of service;
specifications of technical interfaces with such networks and services; information on bodies
responsible for the preparation and adoption of standards affecting such access and use; conditions
applying to attachment of terminal or other equipment; and notifications, registration or licensing
requirements, if any.
S. Access to and use of Public Telecommunications Transport Networks and Services
(a) Each Member shall ensure that any service supplier of any other Member is accorded access to
and use of public telecommunications transport networks and services on reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms and conditions, for the supply of a service included in its Schedule. This
obligation shall be applied, inter alia, through paragraphs (b) through (t).
(b) Each Member shall ensure that service suppliers of any other Member have access to and use of
any public telecommunications transport network or service offered within or across the border of that
Member, including private leased circuits, and to this end shall ensure, subject to paragraphs (e) and
(f), that such suppliers are permitted:

(i) to purchase or lease and attach terminal or other equipment which interfaces with the network and
which is necessary to supply a supplier's services;
(ii) to interconnect private leased or owned circuits with public telecommunications transport
networks and services or with circuits leased or owned by another service supplier; and
(iii) to use operating protocols of the service supplier's choice in the supply of any service, other than
as necessary to ensure the availability of telecommunications transport networks and services to the
public generally.
(c) Each Member shall ensure that service suppliers of any other Member may use public
telecommunications transport networks and services for the movement of information within and
across borders, including for intra-corporate communications of such service suppliers, and for access
to information contained in data bases or otherwise stored in machine-readable form in the territory of
any Member. Any new or amended measures of a Member significantly affecting such use shall be
notified and shall be subject to consultation, in accordance with relevant provisions of the Agreement.
(d) Notwithstanding the preceding paragraph, a Member may take such measures as are necessary to
ensure the security and confidentiality of messages, subject to the requirement that such measures are
not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or
a disguised restriction on trade in services.
(e) Each Member shall ensure that no condition is imposed on access to and use of public
telecommunications transport networks and services other than as necessary:
(i) to safeguard the public service responsibilities of suppliers of public telecommunications transport
networks and services, in particular their ability to make their networks or services available to the
public generally;
(ii) to protect the technical integrity of public telecommunications transport networks or services; or
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(iii) to ensure that service suppliers of any other Member do not supply services unless permitted
pursuant to commitments in the Member's Schedule.
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(f) Provided that they satisfy the criteria set out in paragraph (e), conditions for access to and use of
public telecommunications transport networks and services may include:

(i) restrictions on resale or shared use of such services;
(ii) a requirement to use specified technical interfaces, including interface protocols, for interconnection with such networks and services;
(iii) requirements, where necessary, for the inter-operability of such services and to encourage the
achievement of the goals set out in paragraph 7(a);
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(iv) type approval of terminal or other equipment which interfaces with the network and technical
requirements relating to the attachment of such equipment to such networks;
(v) restrictions on inter-connection of private leased or owned circuits with such networks or services
or with circuits leased or owned by another service supplier; or
(vi) notification, registration and licensing.
(g) Notwithstanding the preceding paragraphs of this section, a developing country Member may,
consistent with its level of development, place reasonable conditions on access to and use of public
telecommunications transport networks and services necessary to strengthen its domestic
telecommunications infrastructure and service capacity and to increase its participation in
international trade in telecommunications services. Such conditions shall be specified in the Member's
Schedule.

I
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6. Technical Cooperation
(a) Members recognize that an efficient, advanced telecommunications infrastructure in countries,
particularly developing countries, is essential to the expansion of their trade in services. To this end,
Members endorse and encourage the participation, to the fullest extent practicable, of developed and
developing countries and their suppliers of public telecommunications transport networks and
services and other entities in the development programmes of international and regional organizations,
including the International Telecommunication Union, the United Nations Development Programme,
and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
(b) Members shall encourage and support telecommunications cooperation among developing
countries at the international, regional and sub-regional levels.

1'

(c) In cooperation with relevant international organizations, Members shall make available, where
practicable, to developing countries information with respect to telecommunications services and
developments in telecommunications and information technology to assist in strengthening their
domestic telecommunications services sector.
(d) Members shall give special consideration to opportunities for the least-developed countries to
encourage foreign suppliers of telecommunications services to assist in the transfer of technology,
training and other activities that support the development of their telecommunications infrastructure
and expansion of their telecommunications services trade.

7. Relation to International Organizations and Agreements
(a) Members recognize the importance of international standards for global compatibility and interoperability of telecommunication networks and services and undertake to promote such standards
through the work of relevant international bodies, including the International Telecommunication
Union and the International Organization for Standardization.
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(b) Members recognize the role played by intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations and
agreements in ensuring the efficient operation of domestic and global telecommunications services, in
particular the International Telecommunication Union. Members shall make appropriate arrangements,
where relevant, for consultation with such organizations on matters arising from the implementation
of this Annex.
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Appendix III: Constitution Of the International Telecommunication Union

Preamble

While fully recognizing the sovereign right of each State to regulate its teleconununication
and having regard to the growing importance of teleconununication for the preservation of
peace and the economic and social development of all States, the States Parties to this
Constitution, as the basic instrument of the International Teleconununication Union, and to the
Convention of the International Teleconununication Union (hereinafter referred to as "the
Convention") which complements it, with the object of facilitating peaceful relations,
international cooperation among peoples and economic and social development by means of
efficient telecommunication services, have agreed as follows:

CHAPTER I
Basic Provisions

ARTICLE 1
Purposes of the Union

1.

The purposes of the Union are:

a)

to maintain and extend international cooperation between all Members of the Union for
the improvement and rational use of teleconununications of all kinds;

b)

to promote and to offer technical assistance to developing countries in the field of
teleconununications, and also to promote the mobilization of the material and financial
resources needed for implementation;

c)

to promote the development of technical facilities and their most efficient operation with
a view to improving the efficiency of teleconununication services, increasing their
usefulness and making them, so far as possible, generally available to the public;

d)

to promote the extension of the benefits of the new teleconununication technologies to
all the world's inhabitants;

e)

to promote the use of telecommunication services with the objective of facilitating
peaceful relations;

f)

to harmonize the actions of Members in the attainment of those ends;

g)

to promote, at the international level, the adoption of a broader approach to the issues of
teleconununications in the global information economy and society, by cooperating with
other world and regional intergovernmental organizations and those non-governmental
organizations concerned with telecommunications.

2.

To this end, the Union shall in particular:

a)

effect allocation of bands of the radio-frequency spectrum, the allotment of radio
frequencies and registration of radio-frequency assignments and any associated orbital
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positions in the geostationary-satellite orbit in order to avoid hannful interference
between radio stations of different countries;
b)

coordinate efforts to eliminate harmful interference between radio stations of different
countries and to improve the use made of the radio-frequency spectrum and of the
geostationary-satellite orbit for radiocommunication services;

c)

facilitate the worldwide standardization of telecommunications, with a satisfactory
quality of service;

d)

foster international cooperation in the delivery of technical assistance to the developing
countries and the creation, development and improvement of telecommunication
equipment and networks in developing countries by every means at its disposal,
including through its participation in the relevant programmes of the United Nations and
the use of its own resources, as appropriate;

e)

coordinate efforts to harmonize the development of telecommunication facilities,
notably those using space techniques, with a view to full advantage being taken of their
possibilities;

f)

foster collaboration among its Members with a view to the establishment of rates at
levels as low as possible consistent with an efficient service and taking into account the
necessity for maintaining independent financial administration of telecommunication on
a sound basis;

g)

promote the adoption of measures for ensuring the safety of life through the cooperation
of telecommunication services;

h)

undertake studies, make regulations, adopt resolutions, formulate recommendations and
opinions, and collect and publish information concerning telecommunication matters;

i)

promote, with international financial and development organizations, the establishment
of preferential and favourable lines of credit to be used for the development of social
projects aimed, inter alia, at extending telecommunication services to the most isolated
areas in countries.

ARTICLE 2
Composition of the Union

The International Telecommunication Union shall, having regard to the principle of
universality and the desirability of universal participation in the Union, be composed of:
a)

any State which is a Member of the Union as a Party to any International
Telecommunication Convention prior to the entry into force of this Constitution and the
Convention;

b)

any other State, a Member of the United Nations, which accedes to this Constitution and
the Convention in accordance with Article 53 of this Constitution;

c)

any other State, not a Member of the United Nations, which applies for membership of
the Union and which, after having secured approval of such application by two-thirds of
the Members of the Union, accedes to this Constitution and the Convention in
accordance with Article 53 of this Constitution. If such application for membership is
made during the interval between two Plenipotentiary Conferences, the SecretaryGeneral shall consult the Members of the Union; a Member shall be deemed to have
abstained if it has not replied within four months after its opinion has been requested.
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ARTICLE 3
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Rights and Obligations of Memben
1. Members of the Union shall have the rights and shall be subject to the obligations
provided for in this Constitution and the Convention.

2. Rights of Members in respect of their participation in the conferences, meetings and
consultations of the Union are:
a)

all Members shall be entitled to participate in conferences, shall be eligible for election
to the Council and shall have the right to nominate candidates for election as officials of
the Union or as members of the Radio Regulations Board;

b)

subject to the provisions of Nos. 169 and 210 of this Constitution, each Member shall
have one vote at all Plenipotentiary Conferences, all world conferences and all
radiocommunication assemblies and study group meetings and, if it is a Member of the
Council, all sessions of that Council. At regional conferences, only the Members of the
region concerned shall have the right to vote;

c)

subject to the provisions of Nos. 169 and 210 of this Constitution, each Member shall
also have one vote in all consultations carried out by correspondence. In the case of
consultations regarding regional conferences, only the Members of the region concerned
shall have the right to vote.

~·
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ARTICLE 4
Instruments of the Union
1.

The instruments of the Union are:
this Constitution of the International Telecommunication Union,
the Convention of the International Telecommunication Union, and
the Administrative Regulations.

2. This Constitution, the provisions of which are complemented by those of the Convention,
is the basic instrument of the Union.
3. The provisions of both this Constitution and the Convention are further complemented
by those of the Administrative Regulations, enumerated below, which regulate the use of
telecommunications and shall be binding on all Members:
International Telecommunication Regulations,
Radio Regulations.
4. In the case of inconsistency between a provision of this Constitution and a provision of
the Convention or of the Administrative Regulations, the Constitution shall prevail. In the case
of inconsistency between a provision of the Convention and a provision of the Administrative
Regulations, the Convention shall prevail.
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ARTICLE 5
Definitions

Unless the context otherwise requires:
a)

the terms used in this Constitution and defmed in its Annex, which fonns an integral part
of this Constitution, shall have the meanings assigned to them in that Annex;

b)

the tenns- other than those defmed in the Annex to this Constitution- used in the
Convention and defined in the Annex thereto, which fonns an integral part of the
Convention, shall have the meanings assigned to them in that Annex;

c)

other terms defined in the Administrative Regulations shall have the meanings therein
assigned to them

ARTICLE 6
Execution of the Instruments of the Union

1. The Members are bound to abide by the provisions of this Constitution, the Convention
and the Administrative Regulations in all telecommunication offices and stations established or
operated by them which engage in international services or which are capable of causing
harmful interference to radio services of other countries, except in regard to services exempted
from these obligations in accordance with the provisions of Article 48 of this Constitution.
2. The Members are also bound to take the necessary steps to impose the observance of the
provisions of this Constitution, the Convention and the Administrative Regulations upon
operating agencies authorized by them to establish and operate telecommunications and which
engage in international services or which operate stations capable of causing harmful
interference to the radio services of other countries.

ARTICLE 7
Structure of the Union

The Union shall comprise:
a)

the Plenipotentiary Conference, which is the supreme organ of the Union;

b)

the Council, which acts on behalf of the Plenipotentiary Conference;

c)

world conferences on international telecommunications;

d)

the Radiocommunication Sector, including world and regional radiocommunication
conferences, radiocommunication assemblies and the Radio Regulations Board;

e)

the Telecommunication Standardization Sector, including world telecommunication
standardization conferences;

f)

the Telecommunication Development Sector,
telecommunication development conferences;

g)

the General Secretariat.
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ARTICLE 8
Plenipotentiary Conference

1. The Plenipotentiary Conference shall be composed of delegations representing Members.
It shall be convened every four years.
2.

The Plenipotentiary Conference shall:

a)

determine the general policies for fulfilling the purposes of the Union prescribed in
Article 1 ofthis Constitution;

b)

consider the reports by the Council on the activities of the Union since the previous
Plenipotentiary Conference and on the strategic policy and planning of the Union;

c)

establish the basis for the budget of the Union and determine, in the light of its decisions
taken on the reports referred to in No. 50 above, a ceiling for the expenditure of the
Union until the next Plenipotentiary Conference after considering all relevant aspects of
the work of the Union in that period;

d)

provide any general directives dealing with the staffing of the Union and, if necessary,
fix the basic salaries, the salary scales and the system of allowances and pensions for all
the officials of the Union;

e)

examine the accounts of the Union and finally approve them, if appropriate;

f)

elect the Members of the Union which are to serve on the Council;

g)

elect the Secretary-General, the Deputy Secretary-General and the Directors of the
Bureaux of the Sectors as elected officials of the Union;

h)

elect the members of the Radio Regulations Board;

i)

consider and adopt, if appropriate, proposals for amendments to this Constitution and
the Convention, put forward by Members of the Union, in accordance with the
provisions of Article 55 of this Constitution and the relevant provisions of the
Convention, respectively;

j)

conclude or revise, if necessary, agreements between the Union and other international
organizations, examine any provisional agreements with such organizations concluded
by the Council on behalf of the Union, and take such measures in connection therewith
as it deems appropriate;

k)

deal with such other telecommunication questions as may be necessary.

t
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3. Exceptionally, in the interval between two ordinary Plenipotentiary Conferences, it shall
be possible to convene an extraordinary Plenipotentiary Conference with a restricted agenda to
deal with specific matters:
a)

by a decision of the preceding ordinary Plenipotentiary Conference;

b)

should two-thirds of the Members of the Union individually so request the SecretaryGeneral;

c)

at the proposal of the Council with the approval of at least two-thirds of the Members of
the Union.
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ARTICLE 9
Principles Concerning Elections and Related Matters

1. The Plenipotentiary Conference, at any elections referred to in Nos. 54 to 56 of this
Constitution, shall ensure that:
a)

the Members of the Council are elected with due regard to the need for equitable
distribution of the seats on the Council among all regions ofthe world;

b)

the Secretary-General, the Deputy Secretary-General, the Directors of the Bureaux and
the members of the Radio Regulations Board shall be elected among the candidates
proposed by Members as their nationals and shall all be nationals of different Members,
and at their election due consideration should be given to equitable geographical
distribution amongst the regions of the world; as far as the elected officials are
concerned, due consideration should also be given to the principles embodied in No. 154
of this Constitution;

c) the members of the Radio Regulations Board shall be elected in their individual capacity;
each Member may propose only one candidate.
2. The procedures for these elections shall be established by the Plenipotentiary
Conference. Provisions relating to taking up duties, vacancy and re-eligibility are contained in
the Convention.

ARTICLE 10
The Council
1. ( 1) The Council shall be composed of Members of the Union elected by the
Plenipotentiary Conference in accordance with the provisions of No. 61 of this Constitution.
(2) Each Member of the Council shall appoint a person to serve on the Council who
may be assisted by one or more advisers.
2.

The Council shall adopt its own Rules of Procedure.

3. In the interval between Plenipotentiary Conferences, the Council shall act, as governing
body of the Union, on behalf of the Plenipotentiary Conference within the limits of the powers
delegated to it by the latter.
4. (1) The Council shall take all steps to facilitate the implementation by the Members of
the provisions of this Constitution, of the Convention, of the Administrative Regulations, of the
decisions of the Plenipotentiary Conference, and, where appropriate, of the decisions of other
conferences and meetings of the Union, and perform any duties assigned to it by the
Plenipotentiary Conference.
(2) It shall consider broad telecommunication policy issues in keeping with the
guidelines given by the Plenipotentiary Conference in order to ensure that the Union's policies
and strategy fully respond to the constantly changing telecommunication environment.
(3) It shall ensure the efficient coordination of the work of the Union and exercise
effective financial control over the General Secretariat and the three Sectors.
(4) It shall contribute, in accordance with the purposes of the Union, to the
development of telecommunications in the developing countries by every means at its disposal,
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including through the participation of the Union in the appropriate progranunes of the United
Nations.

ARTICLE 11
General Secretariat
1. (1) The General Secretariat shall be directed by a Secretary-General, assisted by one
Deputy Secretary-General.

(2) The Secretary-General, with the assistance of the Coordination Committee, shall
prepare strategic policies and plans for the Union and shall coordinate its activities.
(3) The Secretary-General shall take all the actions required to ensure economic use of
the Union's resources and shall be responsible to the Council for all the administrative and
financial aspects of the Union's activities.
(4) The Secretary-General shall act as the legal representative of the Union.
2. The Deputy Secretary-General shall be responsible to the Secretary-General; he shall
assist the Secretary-General in the performance of his duties and undertake such specific tasks
as may be entrusted to him by the Secretary-General. He shall perform the duties of the
Secretary-General in the absence of the latter.

CHAPTER IT
Radiocommunication Sector

ARTICLE 12
Functions and Structure
1. (1) The functions of the Radiocommunication Sector shall be to fulfil the purposes of
the Union, as stated in Article 1 of this Constitution, relating to radiocommunication:
by ensuring the rational, equitable, efficient and economical use of the radio-frequency
spectrum by all radiocommunication services, including those using the geostationarysatellite orbit, subject to the provisions of Article 44 of this Constitution, and
by carrying out studies without limit of frequency range and adopting recommendations
on radiocommunication matters.
(2) The precise responsibilities of the Radiocommunication Sector and the
Telecommunication Standardization Sector shall be subject to continuing review, in close
cooperation, with regard to matters of common interest to both Sectors, in accordance with the
relevant provisions of the Convention. Close coordination shall be carried out between the
Radiocommunication,
Telecommunication
Standardization
and
Telecommunication
Development Sectors.
2.

The Radiocommunication Sector shall work through:

a)

world and regional radiocommunication conferences;

b)

the Radio Regulations Board;
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c)

radiocommunication assemblies,
radiocommunication conferences;

which

shall

be

associated

with

world

d)

radiocommunication study groups;

e)

the Radiocommunication Bureau, headed by the elected Director.

3.

The Radiocommunication Sector shall have as members:

a)

of right, the administrations of all Members of the Union;

b)

any entity or organization authorized in accordance with the relevant provisions of the
Convention.

ARTICLE 13
Radiocommunication Conferences
and Radiocommunication Assemblies

1. A world radiocommunication conference may partially or, in exceptional cases,
completely, revise the Radio Regulations and may deal with any question of a worldwide
character within its competence and related to its agenda; its other duties are specified in the
Convention.
2. World radiocommunication conferences shall normally be convened every two years;
however, following the application of the relevant provisions of the Convention, such a
conference need not be convened or an additional one may be convened.
3. Radiocommunication assemblies shall also normally be convened every two years, and
be associated in place and time with world radiocommunication conferences so as to improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of the Radiocommunication Sector. Radiocommunication
assemblies shall provide the necessary technical bases for the work of the world
radiocommunication conferences and respond to all requests from world radiocommunication
conferences. The duties of the radiocommunication assemblies are specified in the Convention.
4. The decisions of a world radiocommunication conference, of a radiocommunication
assembly and of a regional radiocommunication conference shall in all circumstances be in
conformity with this Constitution and the Convention. The decisions of a radiocommunication
assembly or of a regional radiocommunication conference shall also in all circumstances be in
conformity with the Radio Regulations. When adopting resolutions and decisions, the
conferences shall take into account the foreseeable financial implications and should avoid
adopting resolutions and decisions which might give rise to expenditure in excess of the upper
limits on credits laid down by the Plenipotentiary Conference.

ARTICLE 14
Radio Regulations Board
1. The Radio Regulations Board shall consist of elected members thoroughly qualified in
the field of radiocommunications and possessing practical experience in the assignment and
utilization of frequencies. Each member shall be familiar with the geographic, economic and
demographic conditions within a particular area of the world. They shall perform their duties
for the Union independently and on a part-time basis.
2.

The duties of the Radio Regulations Board shall consist of:
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a)

the approval of Rules of Procedure, which include technical criteria, in accordance with
the Radio Regulations and with any decision which may be taken by competent
radiocommunication conferences. These Rules of Procedure shall be used by the
Director and the Bureau in the application of the Radio Regulations to register frequency
assignments made by Members. These Rules shall be open to comment by
administrations and, in case of continuing disagreement, the matter shall be submitted to
a forthcoming world radiocommunication conference;

b) the consideration of any other matter that cannot be resolved through the application of
the above Rules of Procedure;
c)

the performance of any additional duties, concerned with the assignment and utilization
of frequencies, as indicated in No. 78 of this Constitution, in accordance with the
procedures provided for in the Radio Regulations, and as prescribed by a competent
conference or by the Council with the consent of a majority of the Members of the
Union, in preparation for, or in pursuance of the decisions of, such a conference.

3. (1) In the exercise of their Board duties, the members of the Radio Regulations Board
shall serve, not as representing their respective Member States nor a region, but as custodians
of an international public trust. In particular, each member of the Board shall refrain from
intervening in decisions directly concerning the member's own administration.

',

(2) No member of the Board shall request or receive instructions relating to the exercise
of his duties for the Union from any government or a member thereof, or from any public or
private organization or person. Members shall refrain from taking any action or from
participating in any decision which may be incompatible with their status defined in No. 98
above.
(3) Each Member shall respect the exclusively international character of the duties of
the members of the Board and refrain from attempting to influence them in the performance of
their Board duties.

4.
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The working methods of the Radio Regulations Board are defmed in the Convention.

ARTICLE 15
Radiocommunication Study Groups
The duties of the radiocommunication study groups are specified in the Convention.

ARTICLE 16
Radiocommunication Bureau
The functions of the Director of the Radiocommunication Bureau are specified in the
Convention.
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CHAPTER ill
Telecommunication Standardization Sector

ARTICLE 17
Functions and Structure
1. (1) The functions of the Telecommunication Standardization Sector shall be to fulfil the
purposes of the Union relating to telecommunication standardization, as stated in Article 1 of
this Constitution, by studying technical, operating and tariff questions and adopting
recommendations on them with a view to standardizing telecommunications on a worldwide
basis.

(2) The precise responsibilities of the Telecommunication Standardization and
Radiocommunication Sectors shall be subject to continuing review, in close cooperation, with
regard to matters of common interest to both Sectors, in accordance with the relevant
provisions of the Convention. Close coordination shall be carried out between the
Radiocommunication,
Telecommunication
Standardization
and Telecommunication
Development Sectors.
2.

The Telecommunication Standardization Sector shall work through:

a) world telecommunication standardization conferences;
b) telecommunication standardization study groups;
c)

the Telecommunication Standardization Bureau headed by the elected Director.

3.

The Telecommunication Standardization Sector shall have as members:

a)

of right, the administrations of all Members of the Union;

b)

any entity or organization authorized in accordance with the relevant provisions of the
Convention.

ARTICLE 18
World Telecommunication Standardization Conferences

1. The duties of world telecommunication standardization conferences are specified in the
Convention.
2. World telecommunication standardization conferences shall be convened every four
years; however, an additional conference may be held in accordance with the relevant
provisions of the Convention.
3. Decisions of world telecommunication standardization conferences must in all
circumstances be in conformity with this Constitution, the Convention and the Administrative
Regulations. When adopting resolutions and decisions, the conferences shall take into account
the foreseeable financial implications and should avoid adopting resolutions and decisions
which might give rise to expenditure in excess of the upper limits on credits laid down by the
Plenipotentiary Conference.
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ARTICLE 19

Telecommunication Standardization Study Groups
The duties of the telecommunication standardization study groups are specified in the
Convention.
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ARTICLE 20

Telecommunication Standardization Bureau
The functions of the Director of the Telecommunication Standardization Bureau are
specified in the Convention.

CHAPTER IV

Telecommunication Development Sector

t!' t

ARTICLE 21

Functions and Structure
1. (1) The functions of the Telecommunication Development Sector shall be to fulfil the
purposes of the Union as stated in Article 1 of this Constitution and to discharge, within its
specific sphere of competence, the Union's dual responsibility as a United Nations specialized
agency and executing agency for implementing projects under the United Nations development
system or other funding arrangements so as to facilitate and enhance telecommunications
development by offering, organizing and coordinating technical cooperation and assistance
activities.

I
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(2) The activities of the Radiocommunication, Telecommunication Standardization and
Telecommunication Development Sectors shall be the subject of close cooperation with regard
to matters relating to development, in accordance with the relevant provisions of this
Constitution.

1.

2. Within the foregoing framework, the specific functions of the Telecommunication
Development Sector shall be to:

·~"I

a)

raise the level of awareness of decision-makers concerning the important role of
telecommunications in the national economic and social development programme, and
provide information and advice on possible policy and structural options;

b) promote the development, expansion and operation of telecommunication networks and
services, particularly in developing countries, taking into account the activities of other
relevant bodies, by reinforcing capabilities for human resources development, planning,
management, resource mobilization, and research and development;
c)

enhance the growth of telecommunications through cooperation with regional
telecommunications organizations and with global and regional development financing
institutions, monitoring the status of projects included in its development programme to
ensure that they are properly executed;
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d)

activate the mobilization of resources to provide assistance in the field of
telecommWiications to developing coWitries by promoting the establishment of
preferential and favourable lines of credit, and cooperating with international and
regional financial and development institutions;

e)

promote and coordinate programmes to accelerate the transfer of appropriate
technologies to the developing coWitries in the light of changes and developments in the
networks of the developed coWitries;

f)

encourage participation by industry in telecommunication development in developing
coWitries, and offer advice on the choice and transfer of appropriate technology;

g) offer advice, carry out or sponsor studies, as necessary, on technical, economic, financial,
managerial, regulatory and policy issues, including studies of specific projects in the
field of telecommunications;

h)

collaborate with the other Sectors, the General Secretariat and other concerned bodies in
developing a general plan for international and regional telecommunication networks so
as to facilitate the coordination of their development with a view to the provision of
telecommunication services;

i)

in carrying out the above functions, give special attention to the requirements of the least
developed coWitries.

3.

The TelecommWiication Development Sector shall work through:

a)

world and regional telecommunication development conferences;

b)

telecommWiication development study groups;

c)

the TelecommWiication Development Bureau headed by the elected Director.

4.

The Telecommunication Development Sector shall have as members:

a) of right, the administrations of all Members of the Union;
b)

any entity or organization authorized in accordance with the relevant provisions of the
Convention.

ARTICLE 22
Telecommunication Development Conferences
1. Telecommunication development conferences shall be a forum for the discussion and
consideration of topics, projects and programmes relevant to telecommunication development
and for the provision of direction and guidance to the Telecommunication Development Bureau.
2.

Telecommunication development conferences shall comprise:

a)

world telecommunication development conferences;

b)

regional telecommunication development conferences.

3. There shall be, between two Plenipotentiary Conferences, one world telecommunication
development conference and, subject to resources and priorities, regional telecommunication
development conferences.
4. The telecommWiication development conferences shall not produce Final Acts. Their
conclusions shall take the form of resolutions, decisions, recommendations or reports. These
conclusions must in all circumstances be in conformity with this Constitution, the Convention
and the Administrative Regulations. When adopting resolutions and decisions, the conferences
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shall take into account the foreseeable financial implications and should avoid adopting
resolutions and decisions which might give rise to expenditure in excess of the upper limits on
credits laid down by the Plenipotentiary Conference.
5. The duties of telecommunication development conferences are specified in the
Convention.

ARTICLE 23

Telecommunication Development Study Groups
The duties of telecommunication development study groups are specified in the Convention.

ARTICLE 24

Telecommunication Development Bureau
The functions of the Director of the Telecommunication Development Bureau are specified
in the Convention.

CHAPTER V

Other Provisions Concerning the Functioning of the Union

ARTICLE 25

World Conferences on International Telecommunications
1. A world conference on international telecommunications may partially, or in exceptional
cases, completely revise the International Telecommunication Regulations and may deal with
any question of a worldwide character within its competence and related to its agenda.
2. Decisions of world conferences on international telecommunications shall in all
circumstances be in conformity with this Constitution and the Convention. When adopting
resolutions and decisions, the conferences shall take into account the foreseeable financial
implications and should avoid adopting resolutions and decisions which might give rise to
expenditure in excess of the upper limits on credits laid down by the Plenipotentiary
Conference.

ARTICLE 26

Coordination Committee
1. The Coordination Committee shall consist of the Secretary-General, the Deputy
Secretary-General and the Directors of the three Bureaux. It shall be presided over by the
Secretary-General, and in his absence by the Deputy Secretary-General.
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2. The Coordination Conunittee shall act as an internal management team which advises
and gives the Secretary-General practical assistance on all administrative, fmancial, information
system and technical cooperation matters which do not fall under the exclusive competence of a
particular Sector or of the General Secretariat and on external relations and public infommtion.
In its considerations, the Conunittee shall keep fully in view the provisions of this Constitution,
the Convention, the decisions of the Council and the interests of the Union as a whole.

ARTICLE 27
Elected Officials and Staff of the Union
1. (1) In the performance of their duties, neither the elected officials nor the staff of the
Union shall seek or accept instructions from any government or from any other authority
outside the Union. They shall refrain from acting in any way which is incompatible with their
status as international officials.

(2) Each Member shall respect the exclusively international character of the duties of
these elected officials and of the staff of the Union, and refrain from trying to inf1uence them in
the performance of their work.
(3) No elected official or any member of the staff of the Union shall participate in any
manner or have any fmancial interest whatsoever in any enterprise concerned with
telecommunications, except as part of their duties. However, the term <<financial interest>> is not
to be construed as applying to the continuation of retirement benefits accruing in respect of
previous employment or service.
(4) In order to ensure the efficient operation of the Union, any Member, a national of
which has been elected Secretary-General, Deputy Secretary-General or Director of a Bureau
shall refrain, as far as possible, from recalling that national between two Plenipotentiary
Conferences.
2. The paramount consideration in the recruitment of staff and in the determination of the
conditions of service shall be the necessity of securing for the Union the highest standards of
efficiency, competence and integrity. Due regard shall be paid to the importance of recruiting
the staff on as wide a geographical basis as possible.

ARTICLE 28
Finances of the Union
1.

The expenses of the Union shall comprise the costs of:

a)

the Council;

b)

the General Secretariat and the Sectors of the Union;

c) Plenipotentiary Conferences and world conferences on international telecommunications.
2. The expenses of the Union shall be met from the contributions of its Members and of
entities and organizations authorized to pan1c1pate in the Union's activities in accordance with
the relevant provisions of the Convention. Each Member and any such authorized entity or
organization shall pay a sum proportional to the number of units in the class of contribution it
has chosen in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Convention.
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3. (1) Members shall be free to choose their class of contribution for defraying Union
expenses.

(2) This choice shall be made within six months following the end of a Plenipotentiary
Conference in accordance with the scale of classes of contribution contained in the Convention.
(3) If a Plenipotentiary Conference adopts an amendment to the scale of classes of
contribution in the Convention, the Secretary-General shall inform each Member of the date of
the entry into force of the amendment. Each Member shall notify the Secretary-General, within
six months of the date of this communication, of the class of contribution it has chosen in
accordance with the amended scale in force.
(4) The class of contribution chosen by each Member, in accordance with No. 161 or
No. 162 above, is applicable for the first biennial budget after the expiry of the six-month
period referred to in Nos. 161 or 162 above.
4. Members who have failed to make known their decision in the time specified
respectively in Nos. 161 and 162 above shall retain the class of contribution previously chosen.
5. The class of contribution chosen by a Member can only be reduced in accordance with
Nos. 161, 162 and 163 above. However, under exceptional circumstances such as natural
disasters necessitating international aid programmes, the Council may authorize a reduction in
the number of contributory units when so requested by a Member which has established that it
can no longer maintain its contribution at the class originally chosen.
6. Likewise, Members may, subject to the approval of the Council, choose a class of
contribution lower than the one selected under No. 161 above, if their relative contributory
positions are, from the date fixed in No. 163 above for a new period of contribution,
substantially worse than their previous positions.

.
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7. Expenses incurred by the regional conferences referred to in No. 43 of this Constitution
shall be borne in accordance with their unit classification by all the Members of the region
concerned and, where appropriate, on the same basis by any Members of other regions which
have participated in such conferences.
8. Members, entities and organizations referred to in No. 159 above shall pay in advance
their annual contributory shares, calculated on the basis of the biennial budget approved by the
Council as well as of any adjustment adopted by the Council.

. '

9. A Member which is in arrear in its payments to the Union shall lose its right to vote as
defined in Nos. 27 and 28 of this Constitution for so long as the amount of its arrears equals or
exceeds the amount of the contribution due from it for the preceding two years.
10. Specific provisions, which apply to the financial contributions by entities and
organizations referred to in No. 159 above and by other international organizations, are
contained in the Convention.

I' ·I

ARTICLE29

Languages
1. (1) The official and working languages of the Union shall be Arabic, Chinese, English,
French, Russian and Spanish.
(2) In accordance with the relevant decisions of the Plenipotentiary Conference, these
languages shall be used for drawing up and publishing documents and texts of the Union, in
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versions equivalent in form and content, as well as for reciprocal interpretation during
conferences and meetings of the Union.
(3) In case of discrepancy or dispute, the French text shall prevail.
2. When all participants in a conference or in a meeting so agree, discussions may be
conducted in fewer languages than those mentioned above.

ARTICLE 30
Seat of the Union
The seat of the Union shall be at Geneva.

ARTICLE 31
Legal Capacity of the Union
The Union shall enjoy in the territory of each of its Members such legal capacity as may be
necessary for the exercise of its functions and the fulfilment of its purposes.

ARTICLE 32
Rules of Procedure of Conferences and Other Meetings

1. For the organization of their work and the conduct of their discussions, conferences and
meetings of the Union shall apply the Rules of Procedure in the Convention.
2. Conferences and the Council may adopt such rules as they consider to be essential in
addition to those in the Rules of Procedure. Such additional rules must, however, be compatible
with this Constitution and the Convention; those adopted by conferences shall be published as
conference documents.

CHAPTER VI
General Provisions Relating to Telecommunications

ARTICLE 33
The Right of the Public to Use the International
Telecommunication Service
Members recognize the right of the public to correspond by means of the international
service of public correspondence. The services, the charges and the safeguards shall be the
same for all users in each category of correspondence without any priority or preference.
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ARTICLE 34
Stoppage of Telecommunications
1. Members reserve the right to stop the transmission of any private telegram which may
appear dangerous to the security of the State or contrary to its laws, to public order or to
decency, provided that they immediately notify the office of origin of the stoppage of any such
telegram or any part thereof, except when such notification may appear dangerous to the
security of the State.
2. Members also reserve the right to cut off any other private telecommunications which
may appear dangerous to the security of the State or contrary to its laws, to public order or to
decency.
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ARTICLE 35
Suspension of Services
Each Member reserves the right to suspend the international telecommunication service,
either generally or only for certain relations and/or for certain kinds of correspondence,
outgoing, incoming or in transit, provided that it immediately notifies such action to each of the
other Members through the medium of the Secretary-General.

~ J

ARTICLE 36
Responsibility

l.
Members accept no responsibility towards users of the international telecommunication
services, particularly as regards claims for damages.

' \
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ARTICLE 37
Secrecy of Telecommunications
1. Members agree to take all possible measures, compatible with the system of
telecommunication used, with a view to ensuring the secrecy of international correspondence.
2. Nevertheless, they reserve the right to communicate such correspondence to the
competent authorities in order to ensure the application of their national laws or the execution
of international conventions to which they are parties.

I
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ARTICLE 38
Establishment, Operation and Protection of Telecommunication
Channels and Installations
1. Members shall take such steps as may be necessary to ensure the establishment, under
the best technical conditions, of the channels and installations necessary to carry on the rapid
and uninterrupted exchange of international telecommunications.
2. So far as possible, these channels and installations must be operated by the methods and
procedures which practical operating experience has shown to be the best. They must be
maintained in proper operating condition and kept abreast of scientific and technical progress.
3.

Members shall safeguard these channels and installations within their jurisdiction.

4. Unless other conditions are laid down by special arrangements, each Member shall take
such steps as may be necessary to ensure maintenance of those sections of international
telecommunication circuits within its control.

ARTICLE 39
Notification of Infringements
In order to facilitate the application of the provisions of Article 6 of this Constitution,
Members undertake to inform one another of infringements of the provisions of this
Constitution, the Convention and of the Administrative Regulations.

ARTICLE 40
Priority of Telecommunications Concerning Safety of Life
International telecommunication services must give absolute priority to all
telecommunications concerning safety of life at sea, on land, in the air or in outer space, as well
as to epidemiological telecommunications of exceptional urgency of the World Health
Organization.

ARTICLE 41
Priority of Government Telecommunications
Subject to the provisions of Articles 40 and 46 of this Constitution, government
telecommunications (see Annex to this Constitution, No. 1014) shall enjoy priority over other
telecommunications to the extent practicable upon specific request by the originator.
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ARTICLE 42
Special Arrangements

Members reserve for themselves, for the operating agencies recognized by them and for other
agencies duly authorized to do so, the right to make special arrangements on telecommunication
matters which do not concern Members in general. Such arrangements, however, shall not be in
conflict with the terms of this Constitution, of the Convention or of the Administrative
Regulations, so far as concerns the harmful interference which their operation might cause to
the radio services of other Members, and in general so far as concerns the technical harm which
their operation might cause to the operation of other telecommunication services of other
Members.

ARTICLE 43
Regional Conferences, Arrangements and Organizations

Members reserve the right to convene regional conferences, to make regional arrangements
and to form regional organizations, for the purpose of settling telecommunication questions
which are susceptible of being treated on a regional basis. Such arrangements shall not be in
conflict with either this Constitution or the Convention.

CHAPTER VII
Special Provisions for Radio

ARTICLE 44
Use of the Radio-Frequency Spectrum and
of the Geostationary-Satellite Orbit

1. Members shall endeavour to limit the number of frequencies and the spectrum used to
the minimum essential to provide in a satisfactory manner the necessary services. To that end,
they shall endeavour to apply the latest technical advances as soon as possible.

~!

2. In using frequency bands for radio services, Members shall bear in mind that radio
frequencies and the geostationary-satellite orbit are limited natural resources and that they must
be used rationally, efficiently and economically, in conformity with the provisions of the Radio
Regulations, so that countries or groups of countries may have equitable access to both, taking
into account the special needs of the developing countries and the geographical situation of
particular countries.

ARTICLE 45
Harmful Interference
I·
•I

1. All stations, whatever their purpose, must be established and operated in such a manner
as not to cause harmful interference to the radio services or communications of other Members
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or of recognized operating agencies, or of other duly authorized operating agencies which carry
on a radio service, and which operate in accordance with the provisions of the Radio
Regulations.
2. Each Member undertakes to require the operating agencies which it recognizes and the
other operating agencies duly authorized for this purpose to observe the provisions of No. 197
above.
3. Further, the Members recognize the necessity of taking all practicable steps to prevent
the operation of electrical apparatus and installations of all kinds from causing harmful
interference to the radio services or communications mentioned in No. 197 above.

ARTICLE 46
Distress Calls and Messages

Radio stations shall be obliged to accept, with absolute priority, distress calls and messages
regardless of their origin, to reply in the same manner to such messages, and immediately to
take such action in regard thereto as may be required.

ARTICLE 47
False or Deceptive Distress, Urgency, Safety
or Identification Signals

Members agree to take the steps required to prevent the transmission or circulation of false
or deceptive distress, urgency, safety or identification signals, and to collaborate in locating and
identifying stations under their jurisdiction transmitting such signals.

ARTICLE 48
Installations for National Defence Services

1.

Members retain their entire freedom with regard to military radio installations.

2. Nevertheless, these installations must, so far as possible, observe statutory provisions
relative to giving assistance in case of distress and to the measures to be taken to prevent
harmful interference, and the provisions of the Administrative Regulations concerning the types
of emission and the frequencies to be used, according to the nature of the service performed by
such installations.
3. Moreover, when these installations take part in the service of public correspondence or
other services governed by the Administrative Regulations, they must, in general, comply with
the regulatory provisions for the conduct of such services.
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CHAPTER Vlli

Relations With the United Nations, Other International
Organizations and Non-Member States

ARTICLE 49

Relations With the United Nations
The relationship between the United Nations and the International Telecommunication
Union is defined in the Agreement concluded between these two organizations.

ARTICLE 50

Relations With Other International Organizations
In furtherance of complete international coordination on matters affecting telecommunication,
the Union shall cooperate with international organizations having related interests and activities.

,t•
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ARTICLE 51

Relations With Non-Member States
Each Member reserves to itself and to the recognized operating agencies the right to ftx the
conditions on which it admits telecommunications exchanged with a State which is not a
Member of the Union. If a telecommunication originating in the territory of such a State is
accepted by a Member, it must be transmitted and, in so far as it follows the telecommunication
channels of a Member, the obligatory provisions of this Constitution, of the Convention and of
the Administrative Regulations and the usual charges shall apply to it.

CHAPTER IX

Final Provisions

ARTICLE 52

Ratification, Acceptance or Approval
1. This Constitution and the Convention shall be simultaneously ratified, accepted or
approved by any signatory Member, in accordance with its constitutional rules, in one single
instrument. This instrument shall be deposited, in as short a time as possible, with the
Secretary-General. The Secretary-General shall notify the Members of each deposit of any such
instrument.
2. (1) During a period of two years from the date of entry into force of this Constitution
and the Convention, a signatory Member, even though it may not have deposited an instrument
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of ratification, acceptance or approval, in accordance with No. 208 above, shall enjoy the rights
conferred on Members of the Union in Nos. 25 to 28 of this Constitution.
(2) From the end of a period of two years from the date of entry into force of this
Constitution and the Convention, a signatory Member which has not deposited an instrument of
ratification, acceptance or approval, in accordance with No. 208 above, shall no longer be
entitled to vote at any conference of the Union, at any session of the Council, at any meeting of
any of the Sectors of the Union, or during consultation by correspondence conducted in
accordance with the provisions of this Constitution and of the Convention until it has so
deposited such an instrument. Its rights, other than voting rights, shall not be affected.
3. After the entry into force of this Constitution and the Convention in accordance with
Article 58 of this Constitution, an instrument of ratification, acceptance or approval, shall
become effective on the date of its deposit with the Secretary-General.

ARTICLE 53
Accession
1. A Member which is not a signatory to this Constitution and the Convention, or, subject
to the provisions of Article 2 of this Constitution, any other State referred to in that Article may
accede to this Constitution and the Convention at any time. Such accession shall be made
simultaneously in the form of one single instrument covering both this Constitution and the
Convention.

2. The instrument of accession shall be deposited with the Secretary-General, who shall
notify the Members of each deposit of any such instrument when it is received and shall
forward to each of them a certified copy thereof.
3. After the entry into force of this Constitution and the Convention in accordance with
Article 58 of this Constitution, an instrument of accession shall become effective on the date of
its deposit with the Secretary-General, unless otherwise specified therein.

ARTICLE 54
Administrative Regulations

1. The Administrative Regulations, as specified in Article 4 of this Constitution, are
binding international instruments and shall be subject to the provisions of this Constitution and
the Convention.
2. Ratification, acceptance or approval of this Constitution and the Convention, or
accession to these instruments, in accordance with Articles 52 and 53 of this Constitution, shall
also constitute consent to be bound by the Administrative Regulations adopted by competent
world conferences prior to the date of signature of this Constitution and the Convention. Such
consent is subject to any reservation made at the time of signature of the Administrative
Regulations or revisions thereof to the extent that the reservation is maintained at the time of
deposit of the instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession.
3. Revisions of the Administrative Regulations, either partial or complete, adopted after the
aforementioned date shall, to the extent permitted by their national law, apply provisionally in
respect of all Members which have signed such revisions. Such provisional application shall be
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effective from the date or dates specified therein, and shall be subject to such reservations as
may have been made at the time of signature of such revisions.
4.

Such provisional application shall continue until:

a)

the Member notifies the Secretary-General of its consent to be bound by any such
revision and indicates, if appropriate, the extent to which it maintains any reservation
made in respect of that revision at the time of signature of that revision; or

b)

sixty days after receipt by the Secretary-General of the Member's notification informing

him that it does not consent to be bound by any such revision.
5. If no notification under Nos. 219 or 220 above has been received by the SecretaryGeneral from any Member which has signed any such revision, prior to the expiry of a period of
thirty-six months from the date or dates specified therein for the commencement of provisional
application, that Member shall be deemed to have consented to be bound by that revision,
subject to any reservation it may have made in respect of that revision at the time of signature
of that revision.
6. Any Member of the Union which has not signed any such revision of the Administrative
Regulations, either partial or complete, adopted after the date stipulated in No. 216 above, shall
endeavour to notify the Secretary-General promptly of its consent to be bound by it. If no such
notification has been received by the Secretary-General from such a Member before the expiry
of the period stipulated in No. 221 above, that Member shall be deemed to have consented to be
bound by that revision.

7.

The Secretary-General shall inform Members promptly of any notification received
pursuant to this Article.

ARTICLE 55
Provisions for Amending tbis Constitution

1. Any Member of the Union may propose any amendment to this Constitution. Any such
proposal shall, in order to ensure its timely transmission to, and consideration by, all the
Members of the Union, reach the Secretary-General not later than eight months prior to the
opening date fixed for the Plenipotentiary Conference. The Secretary-General shall, as soon as
possible, but not later than six months prior to the latter date, forward any such proposal to all
the Members of the Union.

;
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2. Any proposed modification to any amendment submitted in accordance with No. 224
above may, however, be submitted at any ume by a Member of the Union or by its delegation at
the Plenipotentiary Conference.
3. The quorum required at any Plenary Meeting of the Plenipotentiary Conference for
consideration of any proposal for arnendmg this Constitution or modification thereto shall
consist of more than one half of the delegat1ons accredited to the Plenipotentiary Conference.

I
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4. To be adopted, any proposed modification to a proposed amendment as well as the
proposal as a whole, whether or not mod1fied. shall be approved, at a Plenary Meeting, by at
least two-thirds of the delegations accredJted to the Plenipotentiary Conference which have the
right to vote.

5.

Unless specified otherwise in the preceding paragraphs of the present Article, which
shall prevail, the general provisions regarding conferences and the Rules of Procedures of
conferences and other meetings as contamed in the Convention shall apply.
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6. Any amendments to this Constitution adopted by a Plenipotentiary Conference shall, as
a whole and in the form of one single amending instrument, enter into force at a date fixed by
the conference between Members having deposited before that date their instrument of
ratification, acceptance or approval of, or accession to, both this Constitution and the amending
instrument. Ratification, acceptance or approval of, or accession to, only a part of such an
amending instrument shall be excluded.
7. The Secretary-General shall notify all Members of the deposit of each instrument of
ratification, acceptance, approval or accession.
8. After entry into force of any such amending instrument, ratification, acceptance,
approval or accession in accordance with Articles 52 and 53 of this Constitution shall apply to
the Constitution as amended.
9. After entry into force of any such amending instrument, the Secretary-General shall
register it with the Secretariat of the United Nations, in accordance with the provisions of
Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations. No. 241 of this Constitution shall also apply
to any such amending instrument.

ARTICLE 56
Settlement of Disputes

1. Members may settle their disputes on questions relating to the interpretation or
application of this Constitution, the Convention or of the Administrative Regulations by
negotiation, through diplomatic channels, or according to procedures established by bilateral or
multilateral treaties concluded between them for the settlement of international disputes, or by
any other method mutually agreed upon.
2. If none of these methods of settlement is adopted, any Member party to a dispute may
have recourse to arbitration in accordance with the procedure defined in the Convention.
3. The Optional Protocol on the Compulsory Settlement of Disputes Relating to this
Constitution, to the Convention, and to the Administrative Regulations shall be applicable as
between Members parties to that Protocol.

ARTICLE 57
Denunciation of this Constitution and the Convention

1. Each Member which has ratified, accepted, approved or acceded to this Constitution and
the Convention shall have the right to denounce them In such a case, this Constitution and the
Convention shall be denounced simultaneously in one single instrument, by a notification
addressed to the Secretary-General. Upon receipt of such notification, the Secretary-General
shall advise the other Members thereof.
2. Such denunciation shall take effect at the expiration of a period of one year from the
date of receipt of its notification by the Secretary-General.
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ARTICLE 58

Entry into Force and Related Matten
1. This Constitution and the Convention shall enter into force on 1 July 1994 between
Members having deposited before that date their instrument of ratification, acceptance,
approval or accession.
2. Upon the date of entry into force specified in No. 238 above, this Constitution and the
Convention shall, as between Parties thereto, abrogate and replace the International
Telecommunication Convention (Nairobi, 1982).
3. In accordance with the provisions of Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations,
the Secretary-General of the Union shall register this Constitution and the Convention with the
Secretariat of the United Nations.
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4. The original of this Constitution and the Convention drawn up in the Arabic, Chinese,
English, French, Russian and Spanish languages shall remain deposited in the archives of the
Union. The Secretary-General shall forward, in the languages requested, a certified true copy to
each of the signatory Members.
5. In the event of any discrepancy among the various language versions ofthis Constitution
and the Convention, the French text shall prevail.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed the original of this
Constitution of the International Telecommunication Union and the original of the Convention
of the International Telecommunication Union.
Done at Geneva, on 22 December 1992
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ANNEX
Definition of Certain Terms Used in this Constitution,
the Convention and the Administrative Regulations
of the International Telecommunication Union
For the purpose of the above instruments of the Union, the following tenns shall have the
meanings defined below:
Administration: Any governmental department or service responsible for discharging the
obligations undertaken in the Constitution of the International Telecommunication Union, in
the Convention of the International Telecommunication Union and in the Administrative
Regulations.
HarmfUl Interference: Interference which endangers the functioning of a radionavigation
service or of other safety services or seriously degrades, obstructs or repeatedly interrupts a
radiocommunication service operating in accordance with the Radio Regulations.
Public Correspondence: Any telecommunication which the offices and stations must, by
reason of their being at the disposal of the public, accept for transmission.
Delegation: The totality of the delegates and, should the case arise, any representatives,
advisers, attaches, or interpreters sent by the same Member.

Each Member shall be free to make up its delegation as it wishes. In particular, it may
include in its delegation, inter alia, in the capacity of delegates, advisers or attaches, persons
belonging to any entity or organization authorized in accordance with the relevant provisions of
the Convention.
Delegate: A person sent by the government of a Member of the Union to a Plenipotentiary
Conference, or a person representing a government or an administration of a Member of the
Union at a conference or at a meeting of the Union.
Operating Agency: Any individual, company, corporation or governmental agency which
operates a telecommunication installation intended for an international telecommunication
service or capable of causing harmful interference with such a service.
Recognized Operating Agency: Any operating agency, as defined above, which operates a
public correspondence or broadcasting service and upon which the obligations provided for in
Article 6 of this Constitution are imposed by the Member in whose territory the head office of
the agency is situated, or by the Member which has authorized this operating agency to
establish and operate a telecommunication service on its territory.
Radiocommunication: Telecommunication by means of radio waves.
Broadcasting Service: A radiocommunication service in which the transmissions are
intended for direct reception by the general public. This service may include sound
transmissions, television transmissions or other types of transmission.
International Telecommunication Service: The offering of a telecommunication capability
between telecommunication offices or stations of any nature that are in or belong to different
countries.
Telecommunication: Any transmission, emission or reception of signs, signals, writing,
images and sounds or intelligence of any nature by wire, radio, optical or other electromagnetic
systems.
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Telegram: Written matter intended to be transmitted by telegraphy for delivery to the
addressee. This term also includes radiotelegrams unless otherwise specified.
Government Telecommunications: Telecommunications originating with any:
Head of State;
Head of government or members of a government;

•,

Commanders-in-Chief of military forces, land, sea or air;
diplomatic or consular agents;
the Secretary-General of the United Nations; Heads of the principal organs of the United
Nations;
the International Court of Justice,
or replies to government telecommunications mentioned above.

I
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Private Telegrams: Telegrams other than government or service telegrams.
Telegraphy: A form of telecommunication in which the transmitted information is intended
to be recorded on arrival as a graphic document; the transmitted information may sometimes be
presented in an alternative form or may be stored for subsequent use.
Telephony: A form of telecommunication primarily intended for the exchange of information
in the form of speech
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Appendix IV: Telecommunications Act of Taiwan, ROC (English)
Telecommunications Act
40 articles adopted and promulgated in full on october 23, 1958, by the presidential order , ref yitzong-tze no.6055.
44 articles amended and promulgated in full on january 25, 1977, by the presidential order, ref. Yitong-(1)-yi-tze no.0272.
72 articles amended and promulgated in full on february 5, 1996, by the presidential order, ref. Hwatzong-tze no.8500027140.
The amendment of article 8 is hereby promulgated by the presidential order on the date of june 17,
1998, ref. Hwa-tzong-(1)-yi-tze no.8700119520.
The addition of the new article 26.1, article 56.1 and article 62.1, and amendments of article 6, article
7, article 12, article 14, article 16, article 19, article 20, article 22, article 26, article 28, article 30 to
32, article 41, article 42, article 44, article 46 to 49, article 51, article 55 to 58, article 61 to 68 and
article 72 are hereby promulgated by the presidential order on the date of november 3, 1999, ref. Hwatzong (1)-yi-tze no. 8800262790.
The addition of the new article 20.1 and article 61.1, and amendments of article 2, article 7, article 12,
article 14, article 16, article 17, article 19, article 26, article 26.1, article 32, article 33, article 39,
article 61 to 65, article 68 and article 72 are hereby promulgated by the presidential order on the date
of july 10,2002, ref. Hwa-tzong (1)-yi-tze no. 09100136180.
The addition ofthe new article 38.1 and article 67.1, and amendments of article 38, article 42, article
44 to article 46, article 48 to article 51 and article 58 are hereby promulgated by the presidential order
on the date of may 21, 2003, ref. Hwa-tzong ( 1)-yi-tze no. 09200088670.

Chapter 1 General Provisions
Article 1
This act is enacted to ensure the sound development of telecommunications, promote the public
welfare, safeguard the security of conununications and protect the rights and interests of users.
Matters not provided herein shall be subject to the provisions of other applicable laws.

Article 2
For the purpose of this act, the terms adopted herein are defined as follows:
1. "Teleconununications" means convey, transmission or reception of signs, signals, writing, pictures,
sounds or messages of any other nature in a win~ or wireless manner through the use of optical,
electromagnetic systems, or other scientific products;
2. "Telecommunications facilities" means the machinery, apparatus, lines and other related equipment
used for telecommunications;
.
3. "Conduit infrastructure" means the ducts, man holes. hand holes, towers, poles, main distribution
frame, telecommunication equipment room and other auxiliary or related facilities required for
installation oftelecommunications lines, lead-m hnes, telecommunication subscribers lines, and
various transmission lines and circuits, whetht.-r O\'Cr-pass, underground or submerged, necessary for
establishment of a telecommunications network;
4. "Telecommunications service" means commumcation services provided via telecommunications
facilities;
S. "Telecommunications enterprise" means an enterprise operating telecommunications services for
public use;
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6. "Dedicated telecommunications" means the telecommunications established by public or private
institutions, organizations, or nationals for their exclusive use; and
7. "Government telecommunications" means the telecommunications established by a government
agency for its exclusive use.

Article 3
The competent authority for telecommunications enterprises shall be the ministry of transportation
and communications (hereinafter referred to as the "MOTC").
The MOTC, for the purpose of supervising and guiding telecommunications enterprises, and
regulating telecommunications, shall establish a directorate general of telecommunications
(hereinafter referred to as the "DGT"). The organization of the DGT shall be governed by a separate
law.

In order to enhance public welfare, the aforementioned DGT shall devise an integrated
telecommunications development plan, supervise telecommunications enterprises, and promote the
development of an infonnation society.
Article 4
No assets or facilities of a telecommunications enterprise shall be inspected expropriated or seized
unless the law provides otherwise.
ArticleS
Local governments as well as military, military police, and police authorities, including the officers
thereof, shall be responsible for safeguarding telecommunications facilities. If a telecommunications
enterprise is in danger of being infringed upon, the above authorities and the officers thereof shall
take prompt preventive or recovery measures upon the request of the enterprise or its employees.
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Article 6
Communications processed through telecommunications enterprises or dedicated telecommunications
shall not be accessed or taped without authorization, nor shall the privacy thereof be violated through
other illegal means.
A telecommunications enterprise shall implement appropriate and necessary measures to safeguard
the confidentiality of its processed communications.

Article 7
A telecommunications enterprise or its employees, including the retired, shall hold the existence and
contents of communications in strict confidence.
The preceding paragraph is not applicable to inquiries conducted in accordance with law. The DGT
shall promulgate rules governing operational procedures for telecommunications enterprises to handle
inquiries for communications records and users' data by relevant institutions.

Article 8
A telecommunications user shall be held responsible for the contents of its telecommunications, and
any consequent effect and/or influence.
A telecommunications enterprise may terminate the use of telecommunications by a user, whose
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business is providing telecommunications contents to the detriment of public order and good morals.
· In case of any unsightly advertisement set up, posted or painted at will, which contains, for the

purposes of advertising and propaganda, one or the other's telephone number or any other
identification signs or numbers of telecommunications services, the competent authority governing
such advertisement may inform the telecommunications enterprise to terminate the provision of the
telecommunications service indicated in that advertisement.
Article 9

For a telecommunications enterprise, the use of telecommunications by a person without legal
capacity or with limited legal capacity shall be deemed as an act performed by a person with legal
capacity. Other acts resulting from use of telecommunications shall not be so construed.
Article 10

For the purpose of promoting the development of telecommunications enterprises, the competent
authority may, in consultation with the ministry of education, establish telecommunications schools,
or additional relevant departments and/ or graduate schools, in senior high or vocational schools,
colleges and universities so as to develop telecommunications specialists; and may request a
telecommunications enterprise to allocate a proportionate amount of its turnover for research and
development.
Chapter II Operation of Telecommunications Enterprises
Article 11

Telecommunications enterprises are classified into type I telecommunications enterprises and type II
telecommunications enterprises.
A type I telecommunications enterprise means an enterprise that installs telecommunications line
facilities and equipment in order to provide telecommunications services.
The aforementioned telecommunications line facilities and equipment refer to network transmission
facilities connecting the sending and receiving terminals, the switching facilities installed to be
integrated with the network transmission facilities, and the auxiliary facilities of both.
A type ii telecommunications enterprise means a telecommunications enterprise other than type I
telecommunications enterprises.
Article 12

A type I telecommunications enterprise may not operate without franchise and license issued by the
MOTC.
A type I telecommunications enterprise shall be a company limited by shares incorporated pursuant to
the company law.
The chairman ofthe board, of a type I telecommunications enterprise shall be a nationals ofthe
republic of china. The total direct shareholding by foreigners may not exceed forty-nine percent, and
the sum of direct and indirect shareholding by foreigners may not exceed sixty percent.
The percentage of indirect shareholding by foreigners mentioned in the preceding paragraph shall be
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calculated by multiplying the percentage of shareholding by domestic juristic persons in the type I
telecommunication enterprise by the percentage of shareholding or capital paid by foreigners in the
said domestic juristic persons.
The percentage of shareholding by foreigners in Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd. shall be separately
prescribed by the MOTC, and the provision in paragraph three shall not be applied hereto.
The operating items and scope, the timetable for deregulation, and the number of operators to be
allowed for type I telecommunications enterprises shall be announced by the Executive Yuan.
With respect to granting franchise to type I telecommunications enterprises' service provisions, the
MOTC may adopt a system of evaluation and examination, open tender or any other appropriate
method, in consideration ofthe objectives of liberalization policy, conditions ofthe
telecommunications market, consumers' rights, and other needs of public interests.
In the process of privatization of Chunghwa telecom Co., Ltd., the authority-in-charge for the
enterprise may order the said company to issue special shares, which are to be subscribed at a face
value thereof by the authority-in-charge, who is entitled to exercise, within three years after the date
of issuance, the rights prescribed in paragraph 9 of this article and the rights of being guaranteed
directors and supervisors.
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IfChunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd. Intends to engage in any of the following acts, it shall beforehand
obtain the consent from the shareholders of special shares:
1. Change of the name of the company;
2. Change of the company's operating business; or
3. Assignment of the whole or the main part of the business or properties.
Any act violating the aforementioned provisions shall be invalid.
The special shares issued according to paragraph 8 of this article may not be assigned. But upon
expiration of the period prescribed in paragraph 8, the special shares shall be nullified by the said
enterprise after being purchased back at face value.

Article 13
An applicant for operation of type I telecommunications enterprise shall apply with the MOTC for
establishment of its operation by submission of an application, business proposal and other specified
documents.
The aforementioned business proposal shall specify the following:
1. Operating items.
2. Service areas.
3. Mode of communication.
4. General description of telecommunications facilities.
5. Financial structure.
6. Technical capability and development plan.
7. Tariff schedule and formula.
8. Personnel structure.
9. Scheduled date of operation.
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If the mode of communication under subparagraph 3 of the preceding paragraph is wireless
communication, a detailed plan of radio spectrum allocation shall be included.
If the documentation submitted by the applicant under paragraph 1 of this article is incomplete, or if
the information contained therein is inadequate, the MOTC shall notify the applicant to make up the
documentation or information as required at a prescribed time frame. If the required documentation is
not provided within the prescribed time frame, or the documentation remains incomplete after the
required documentation is made up, the application shall be rejected.
Article 14
Once an application for the operation of a Type I telecommunications enterprise has been reviewed
and approved or awarded the bid, the MOTC shall issue an establishment permit for the establishment
to such an enterprise.
The MOTC may order the applicant to pay a performance bond as required before issuing the
establishment permit. For those applicants who fail to establish operations as required by regulations
or fail to complete the operation establishments in accordance with the approved plan, the MOTC will
not refund the performance bond or part thereof, and may annul the establishment permit as well.

An applicant who has obtained an establishment permit in accordance with paragraph 1 of this article
shall complete the establishment of its operation in the designated region within the prescribed time
frame, and proceed with company registration as required by law. If the applicant is unable to
complete incorporation and company registration within the prescribed time frame, it may file with
the MOTC a petition for extension of the said time frame, together with reasons, before the expiry
thereof.
An applicant, who has completed the aforementioned establishment in accordance with the provisions
of preceding paragraph, may file with the MOTC an application for technical inspection of the said
establishment. After passing the inspection, the applicant will be granted a franchise license for type I
telecommunications enterprise.
A type I telecommunications enterprise shall start its operations within 6 months from the date the
license is issued; otherwise, the license shall be annulled.
The MOTC shall prescribe, for the type I telecommunications enterprise, the rules governing the
operating items, service areas, technical specifications and inspection items, terms and conditions for
granting a franchise, requirements and procedures, the term of validity of a franchise, establishment of
the enterprise, method of payment and conditions of refund of a performance bond, and the matters in
relation to the supervising and managing the said enterprise, and other compulsory rules.
The enactment of rules within the permitted scope of business referred to in the preceding paragraph
shall comply with international telecommunications union standards and adhere to the principle of
technological neutrality, not compel type I telecommunication enterprises to use a particular
technology, and maintain the same degree of regulation on the provision of the same services.
Article 15
Without prior approval from the MOTC, a type I telecommunications enterprise may not:
1. Suspend or terminate operations in whole or in part;
2. Transfer the whole or substantial parts of the enterprise or its assets; or
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3. Engage in interlocking investment or merger with any other Type I telecommunications enterprise.
Article 16
Request for network interconnection between or among type I telecommunications enterprises shall
not be rejected, unless the law specifies otherwise.
The arrangement of network interconnection mentioned in the preceding paragraph shall follow the
principles of transparency, reasonableness, non-discrimination, network unbundling and cost-based
pricing. The DGT shall designate the telecommunications enterprises to which the said principles
shall apply.
Among type I telecommunications enterprises, an agreement shall be reached within three months
from the date one party requested for network interconnection. If the agreement cannot be reached
within three months, the DGT shall arbitrate the matter upon receipt of request thereof or by its
official authority.
Among type I telecommunications enterprises, if the agreement cannot be reached within three
months from the date of one party's request for amendment or renewal of a network interconnection
agreement, the DGT may arbitrate the matter upon receipt of request thereof.
In the event type I telecommunication enterprises do not carry out network interconnection as agreed
which failure is within the scope of those mandatory terms required by law to be included in
interconnection agreements, the DGT may arbitrate the matter upon the receipt of request thereof.
One who does not agree with DGT's arbitration described in the preceding three paragraphs may
request for relief in accordance with the administrative procedure.
Type I telecommunications enterprises shall not reject the request for network interconnection by type
ii telecommunication enterprises without due cause, unless the law specifies otherwise. The preceding
paragraph 3 and 6 shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the agreement of network interconnection.
The type II enterprises to which the preceding paragraph shall apply shall be announced by the DGT.
The DGT shall enact governing rules with respect to network interconnection, tariff calculation,
negotiation, mandatory terms within interconnection agreements. arbitration procedures, and matters
requiring compliance related thereto, between or among type I telecommunications enterprises and
other telecommunications enterprises.
The DGT may disclose a part or the whole of the interconnection agreement between or among type I
telecommunications enterprises which are dominant market players and other telecommunications
enterprises. Upon request, the DGT may elect not to disclose such portions of the agreement related to
patent or other intellectual property rights.
This article shall apply to applicants who have obtained an establishment approval in accordance with
paragraph 1 ofarticle 14.
Article 17
A type II telecommunications enterprise shall apply to the DGT for an operation license, and may
only commence its operation when the enterprise completes its company or business registration in
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accordance with the laws and receives the operation license.
The MOTC shall enact governing rules on business items, technical specifications and inspection
items of type ii telecommunications enterprise; the licensing method, conditions and procedures; the
term of validity of a franchise license, supervision and administration of business operation, and other
compulsory matters.
Article 18
A type II telecommunications enterprise shall apply to DGT for an operation license by submitting an
application, a business proposal and other specified documentation.
The application under the preceding paragraph shall specify the following:
1. Applicant's name and domicile; or, in case of a juristic person, name of the representative and the
principal place ofbusiness.
2. Operating items.
3. Service areas.
4. Mode of communications.
5. General description of telecommunications facilities.
If the documentation required in the application as specified under the preceding paragraph is
incomplete, or the contents thereof are inadequate, DGT shall notify the applicant to make up the
documentation or contents within a prescribed time period. Either if the required documentation is not
submitted within the prescribed time frame, or if the information furnished remains inadequate after
the required documentation is made up, the application shall not be accepted.
Article 19
Type I telecommunications enterprise shall, in accordance with their operating items, establish
separate accounting systems to calculate profits and losses and may not employ cross-subsidy to
hinder fair competition. The same applies to type I telecommunications enterprises that also operates
a type ii telecommunication enterprise or any other non-telecommunication business.
The MOTC shall establish for type I telecommunication enterprises the accounting separation system,
accounting method, procedures, and principles, guidelines for accounting supervision and
administration and other compulsory accounting criteria.
Article 20
To protect the basic telecommunications rights and interests of ROC nationals, the MOTC may
designate, based on different areas and service items, a type I telecommunications enterprise to
provide universal telecommunications services.
The term "universal telecommunications services" (hereinafter as "universal service(s)", stipulated in
the preceding paragraph, means the necessary telecommunications services of certain quality that may
be fairly enjoyed by all nationals at a reasonable price. A fund dedicated to the universal services
shall be established for achieving the goal of universal services.
The losses and necessary management expenses arising from the universal services shall be shared
and paid out to the said fund by the telecommunications enterprises publicly designated by the
MOTC.
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The MOTC shall enact regulations governing the identification of scope and service areas and
selection of providers of the universal services, and the matters with respect to the accounting and
allocation oflosses incurred thereof.
The telecommunications universal services fund shall not be construed as a "fund" described in the
budget act.

Article 20-1
Telecommunication numbers including numbering codes, subscriber numbers and identification codes
used by telecommunication networks shall be planned and administered by the DGT. The
telecommunication network-numbering plan shall be announced by the DGT.
The telecommunication numbers referred to in the preceding paragraph shall not be used or altered
without the approval ofthe DGT or of an institution authorized by the DGT.
The DGT may adjust or retrieve the assigned telecommunication numbers for the purpose of
maintaining the reasonable and effective use thereof, and may collect telecommunication number
usage fees. The criteria of telecommunication numbers usage fees shall be enacted by the DGT.
For the purpose of protecting consumer rights and promoting effective competition in the
telecommunications market, type I telecommunication enterprises shall provide number portability
service and equal access service. The applicable regulatory rules for such services related to scope,
manner of provision, implementation timetable, and other compulsory rules shall be enacted by the
DGT.
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The number portability service referred to in the preceding paragraph means the service which
enables subscribers to retain their existing telephone numbers when switching from their original type
I enterprise to another type I enterprise engaging in the same business; equal access service means the
service provided by a type I enterprise which allows its subscribers to select the long distance and
international network service of other teleconnnunication enterprises.
The DGT shall enact the administrative rules relating to the matters referred to in paragraphs 1 to 3
regarding allocation, adjustment and retrieval of telecommunication numbers, the qualifications of a
delegatee institution and conditions for such delegation of authority and the authority which may be
delegated to it, and other compulsory matters.
The DGT shall supervise and provide guidance for matters related to the administration of registration
oflntemet addresses and Internet domain names and shall promulgate rules related thereto.
The administrative work referred to in the preceding paragraph shall only be performed by non-profit
legal entity.

Article 21
A telecommunications enterprise shall provide services in a fair and non-discriminatory manner
unless otherwise provided for herein.
Article 22
A teleconnnunications enterprise shall not refuse reception and transmission of telecommunication
signals unless otherwise stipulated by law. However, it may refuse or discontinue the transmission of
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telecommunication signals whose contents appear to endanger national security or public order.
Article 23
The teleconununications enterprise shall not be held liable to its user for damages arising out of error,
delays, interruption, suspension or failure in transmissions due to a failure or breakdown of
teleconununication line facilities and equipment. However, the service fees shall be deducted
accordingly.
Article 24
In the event of any breakdown of teleconununications line facilities and equipment as a result of any
disaster or other major incidents, a teleconununications enterprise may, after making a public
announcement, suspend its conununications services either in whole or in part.
Article 25
A teleconununications enterprise shall give priority to the handling of the following:
1. Conununications to prevent disasters, provide relief or maintain order in the event, or the likely
occurrence of a natural disaster, accident or any other emergency;
2. Emergency cormnunications for traffic safety, as it relates to distress signals from land, sea, or air
transportation vehicles and aerial weather reports; or
3. Other emergency conununications necessary for the protection of national security or public
interests.
Article 26
The tariff regulation of Type I teleconununications enterprises shall adopt the price cap method.
The aforementioned method means the percentage of adjustment of controlled tariffs of the regulated
teleconununications enterprises shall not exceed the annual increase rate of consumers' price index of
Taiwan area announced by the directorate general ofbudget, accounting and statistics of the
Executive Yuan, minus index.
The MOTC shall enact administrative rules governing the tariffs of type I teleconununications
enterprise including administration and examination of tariffs, initial offer of each tariff, the entities
to which the price adjustment cap shall be applied, the services to which the tariffs shall be applied,
tariff items, the adjustment coefficient and other compulsory rules.
The determination of tariffs of Type I telecormnunications enterprise shall not involve cross subsidy
to hinder fair competition. The same is applicable to a type I teleconununications enterprises that also
operates a type ii teleconununications enterprises or other non-telecommunications business.
The tariffs for a type II teleconununications enterprise shall be determined by the enterprise itself.
Article 26-1
A dominant market player (DMP) of type I teleconununications enterprises shall not engage in the
following conducts:
1. To obstruct, directly or indirectly, the request of interconnection of networks proposed by other
type I teleconununications enterprises with its proprietary techniques;
2. To refuse to release to other type I teleconununications enterprises the calculation methods of its
interconnection fees and other relevant materials;
3. To improperly determine, maintain, or change its tariffs or methods of offering telecommunications
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services;
4. To reject the request ofleasing network component by other type I telecommunications enterprises
without due cause;
5. To reject the request of leasing circuits by other telecommunications enterprises or users without
due cause;
6. To reject the request of negotiation or testing by other telecommunications enterprises or users
without due cause;
7. To reject the request of co-location negotiation by other telecommunications enterprises without
due cause;
8. To discriminate against other telecommunications enterprises or users without due cause; or
9. To abuse its DMP status, or to engage in other unfair competition acts.
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The aforementioned DMP shall be identified by the DGT.

Article 27
A type I telecommunications enterprise shall establish its business rules in connection with the terms
for provision of services and submit the same to the MOTC through the DGT for approval prior to
announcement and implementation. The same shall apply for amendments to the rules.
A type IT telecommunications enterprise shall establish its business rules in connection with the terms
for provision of services and submit the same to the DGT for record prior to implementation. The
same shall apply for amendments to the regulations.

Article 28
The business rules stipulated in the preceding article shall establish fair and reasonable service
conditions, and be placed at every operation places and websites of the telecommunications
enterprise. The DGT shall order changes of the business rules within a prescribed time frame if it
encroaches upon consumers' rights and benefits, and appears patently unfair.
If the operation of a telecommunications enterprise fails to ensure the secrecy of communications, or
violate the provision of article 21, DGT may order tlte enterprise to make improvements within a
prescribed time frame.

Article 29
Except for indoor relocation, the function, purpose or installation site of telecommunications lines
facilities and equipment leased to users by a telecommunications enterprise shall not be altered by
users or others without authorization.
Article 30
MOTC shall establish the Chunghwa Telecom Co .. Ltd. To operate telecommunications services. The
establishment and management of the said state-run company shall be stipulated by law separately.
Chapter Ill Telecommunications Construction and Management
II

Section 1 Acquisition and Use of Land
Article 31
When a type I telecommunications enterprise engages in the construction of infrastructure for the
lines and pipes of its fixed networks, it may n:quest co-location for its lines and pipes with the
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facilities at the bottleneck of telecommunications networks with the owners of such facilities for a
charge.
With respect to the request of using the infrastructure described in the preceding paragraph, the party
being so requested shall not reject such request without due cause.
Article 32
Type I telecommunications enterprises or government agencies, which establish dedicated
telecommunications facilities may use public and private land and buildings for establishment of
conduit infrastructure and terminal equipment. Governmental authorities shall not reject a request to
use public land or buildings without due cause. If any such use ofland or buildings causes material
damage, appropriate compensation shall be made. The location and manner of use shall be the least
harmful to governmental entities and owners, occupants or users of such land or buildings.
Type I telecommunications enterprises or government agencies which establish dedicated
telecommunications facilities may use rivers, embanlanents, roads, public forest or other public-use
land and public buildings for establishment of radio stations; provided that such establishment was
necessary and proper, does not impair the original effective uses of such land or buildings, and prior
approval from the authorities concerned has been requested. The authorities concerned shall not reject
such request without due cause.
Construction or restoration by type I telecommunications enterprises or government agencies, which
establish dedicated teleconnnunications facilities shall comply with the regulations enacted by
authorities concerned.
Public land and buildings shall be provided on a priority basis when constructing conduit
infrastructure, terminal equipment and radio stations as referred to in the preceding paragraphs 1 and
2 unless it is impossible not to use private land or buildings for construction of the facilities or such
construction on/in public land or buildings would be difficult.

In the event that the private building to be used in accordance with paragraph 1 is an apartment
building, the approval of the apartment building management committee shall be obtained. Provided
that there is no management committee, the permission of each owner shall be obtained and article 8,
paragraph 1 of the statute for management of apartment buildings shall not apply to such approval.
The central and local government authorities shall assist Type I telecommunications enterprises in
constructing conduit infrastructure.
Regarding the new construction of conduit infrastructure and terminal equipment, Type I
telecommunications enterprises shall jointly establish a conduit infrastructure deployment negotiating
group which shall negotiate matters related to the planning, application, construction and facilitiessharing of conduit infrastructure. If necessary, the MOTC may mediate the aforementioned matters.
Article 33
If the local urban development plan or rural development plan fails to allocate land for public
telecommunications facilities necessary to establish switching offices in particular locations or the
land reserved for public telecommunications facilities by the local urban development plan or rural
development plan is not sufficient for use, type I telecommunications enterprises or government
agencies which establish dedicated telecommunications facilities, may select an appropriate location
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based on community development and population distribution, and apply to the MOTC for approval
of the selected location, and further apply to the local construction authority for permission to proceed
· with construction which construction shall not be subject to urban zoning regulations or regulations
on the use of non-urban land.
To accommodate the needs of radio communications construction, a type I telecommunications
enterprise or a government agency which establish dedicated telecommunications facilities may, with
payment of compensation, erect radio stations on private buildings, provided that such use shall not
affect the safety of the building concerned.

In the event that the building to be used in accordance with the preceding paragraph is an apartment
building, the approval of the apartment building management committee shall be obtained; provided
that if there is no management committee, the permission of each owner shall be obtained. Article 8,
paragraph 1 of the statute for management of apartment buildings shall not apply to such approval.

Article 34
To ensure free transmission of radio waves from the antenna of major radio facilities such as satellite
communications and microwave communications, the MOTC may, in consultation with the ministry
of the interior, select a method or designate a certain area which will cause the least damages, and
then, following approval from the Executive Yuan, issue a public notice prohibiting or restricting any
construction that may jeopardize free transmission of radio waves in such an area.
The MOTC shall, in consultation with relevant authorities, impose measures to regulate and/or restrict
power transmissions and distribution systems that induce voltage harmful to telecommunications
facilities.
Article 35
On-duty personnel of a type I telecommunications enterprise or government telecommunications may,
upon presentation of proper identification, be given priority access in the event of any holdups or
slowdowns at checkpoints and customs stations.
Article 36
In order to survey, install or maintain lines, employees of a type I telecommunications enterprise or
government telecommunications may pass through agricultural or residential land except those that
are fenced or have enclosing walls which obstruct free access. If any buildings or vegetation are
damaged as a result of such passage, the type I telecommunications enterprise or the agency
establishing government telecommunications shall verify the damage and tender appropriate
compensation. Disagreements shall be conciliated by the local government.

Article37
A type I telecommunications enterprise or an agency establishing government telecommunications
may, after notifying the property owner, cut down, trim or transplant plants that impede or are likely
to impede the survey, installation or maintenance of lines. In cases of emergencies, prior notification
is not required.
The above trees or plants shall be cut, trimmed or transplanted in a manner that results in the least
damage. In the event of any damage, the enterprise or agency responsible shall verify the damage and
tender appropriate compensation. Disagreements shall be conciliated by local govenunent.
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Article 38
When constructing a building, the builder shall install indoor and outdoor telecommunications
equipment according to the regulations and shall allocate a telecommunications room and other spaces
for the installation of telecommunications equipment. But buildings announced by the DGT are not
subject to this restriction.
The aforementioned telecommunications equipment includes entrance conduit, main distribution box,
customer-premises distribution block, distribution box, telecommunications cable and other
equipment that a user must install within the demarcation point of responsibility in accordance to
user's needs of telecommunications service.

In the event that an existing building lacks sufficient telecommunications facilities or space for the
installation of telecommunications equipment that results in the failure of the said building to comply
with the telecommunications service requirements, the owner of the building shall consult with a local
network operator that provides telecommunications service and make improvements accordingly.
The telecommunications equipment and space installed for the use of the said building, in accordance
with the requirements set forth in first and the aforesaid paragraphs, shall be connected to and used by
the local network operators at no charge subject to user's needs of telecommunications service in the
said building.
A local network operator before using the telecommunications equipment installed in the
telecommunications room of the building must obtain prior consent of the owner of the building to
provide telecommunications service for outside users of the building. The local network operator shall
negotiate with the owner for an appropriate compensation.
Regulations governing the indoor and outdoor telecommunications equipment and spaces that must be
installed within a building, its installation and use, the determination of the demarcation point of
responsibility, defined range of buildings within a community, and other related matters shall be made
by the MOTC in consultation with the ministry of interior. The installation of the indoor and outdoor
telecommunications equipment of the building shall comply with the technical specifications as
annoWlced by the DGT.
The blueprint of the design for the telecommunications equipment of a building and related space for
its installation shall be examined by the DGT before applying for the commencement of the
construction. The DGT shall inspect the said equipment and space after completion of the building.
The DGT may engage institutions with telecommunications expertise to conduct examination of ·
design for the installation and its space of telecommunications equipment in a building and inspection
of its completion as stipulated in the above paragraph.
Rules governing the qualifications of the institutions with telecommunications expertise as stipulated
in the above paragraph, the delegated authority, cancellation or termination of the engagement, and
supervision related to the engagement shall be made by the DGT.
Article 38-1
Facilities of public flXed telecormnunications outside the demarcation point of responsibility of users
building installed and maintained by the local network operators who provide telecommunication
services. However, connection of the network infrastructure between buildings of a cormnunity must
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be installed by the building constructor or the owner and maintained by the owner.
The telecommWlications equipment set up in accordance with the aforesaid article must be installed
by the building constructor or the owner and maintained by the owner.
The agreements prepared by local network operators or any third person delegated by the building
constructor or by the owner to install or maintain the telecommWlications equipment of users building
or any persons responsible for the payment of installation, maintenance and usage shall not violate the
following regulations:
1. Said persons shall not prevent the users from choosing another operator to provide
telecommWlications service.
2. Said persons shall not prevent another telecommWlications service operator from competing for
business opportunities.
I.

Any agreement that violates the aforementioned regulations shall be deemed invalid.
Telecommunication equipment installed by an invalid agreement shall not be removed or its use
prohibited without the authorization of the building constructor or the owner.
Section 2 Maintenance and Management of Telecommunications Facilities.
Article 39
Telecommunications facilities installed by telecommWlications enterprises shall conform to the
technical specifications provided by the DGT.
The following matters shall be taken into consideration in the enactment of aforementioned technical
specifications:
1. The provision of full-scale telecommunications services shall not be made difficult by the damage
or malfunction of telecommWlications facilities;
2. The maintenance of an appropriate quality of telecommunications services; e.g. upon request by a
subscriber renting a dedicated fixed data line, a record-keeping system tracking quality of service
shall be established, for such subscribers to access the recorded data pertaining to quality of service;
3. The interconnecting telecommunications facilities of users or telecommunications enterprises shall
not be damaged; nor shall the functioning of such facilities be impeded;
4. A clear identification of responsibilities among telecommWlications facilities, which are
interconnected.
Article 40
If the telecommunications facilities installed by a telecommunications enterprise fails to conform to
the technical specifications prescribed in the first paragraph of the preceding article, the DGT may
order the enterprise to either make improvements within a prescribed time period or limit its use of
such facilities.
Article 41
A type I telecommunications enterprise shall employ qualified senior telecommm1ications engineers
to be in charge of and supervise the constructions, maintenance and utilization of teleconununications
facilities. Depending on the deployment of its telecommunications facilities, a type ii
telecommWlications enterprise shall employ such personnel in accordance with relevant rules.
Article 42
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The telecommunications terminal equipment for connection to the telecommunications machinery and
line facilities of a Type I telecommunications enterprise shall conform to technical specifications, and
be certified and approved before import and sale. The technical specifications shall be prescribed and
announced by the DGT.
The DGT shall enact regulations regarding the compliance approval mode and procedure of the
telecommunications terminal equipment, the issuance, renewal, replacement and termination of the
certificate of approval, and the embossment, marking and use of approval label, as well as the
regulations with respect to the supervision and administration of compliance approval.
The technical specifications mentioned in the first paragraph must ensure the following items:
1. The connection shall not damage telecommunications machinery and line facilities oftype I
telecommunications enterprise, or cause a malfunction of the said facilities;
2. No nuisance shall be caused to other users of the telecommunication machinery and line facilities
of a type I telecormnunications enterprise;
3. The demarcation of responsibility between the telecommunications machinery and line facilities of
a type I telecormnunications enterprise and the terminal equipment connected by users shall be clearly
stipulated;
4. Ensure electromagnetic compatibility to harmonize and make effective use of the radio spectrum
shall be ensured;
5. Ensure electrical safely to prevent harm to network operator personnel or users.
Article 43
Qualified telecommunications engineers shall be appointed to construct or supervise the
telecommunications terminal equipment connected to the telecommunications line facilities and
equipment of a type I telecommunications enterprise. However, a user may himself install
telecommunications terminal equipment, which has passed inspection, if the user's indoor distribution
lines are equipped with sockets or interface facilities, which shall sufficiently divide responsibility.
Qualifications and regulations of senior telecommunications engineers under article 41, and
telecommunications engineers under the preceding paragraph shall be prescribed by the MOTC.
Article 44
The DGT or the certification bodies commissioned by the DGT shall be responsible for compliance
approval of telecormnunications terminal equipment.
Rules governing the qualifications, the scope and )mutations of delegated power, cancellation or
termination of the commission, and supervision related to the commission ofthe aforementioned
certification bodies shall be enacted by the DGl.
Article 45
Request for relocation of lines shall be made in \\rtting with reasons to a type I telecommunications
enterprise or an agency establishing government telecommunications. Lines will be relocated after
acceptance of said requests.
Compensation shall be made in the event of damagc..-s to telecommunications facilities arising from
repairs or construction of buildings, roads, irrigatmn ditches. or the laying of underground pipes,
cables or other projects.
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The MOTC shall determine the criteria and procedure for requesting relocation of lines as mentioned
in paragraph 1, the calculation and sharing of the relocation fee, the responsibility of persons who
have caused any of the aforementioned damages to telecommunications equipment and the standard
calculation for compensation.
The aforementioned criteria for responsibility and methods of damage compensation shall not affect
the injured party's right to claims by litigation.
Chapter IV Regulation for Telecommunications
Article 46
A station may not be established without prior approval from the MOTC, and shall be put into
operation only after passing the inspection and a license issued, unless waived by the announcement
oftheMOTC.
The aforementioned station, means a unit comprised of telecommunications facilities and operating
personnel, which uses wire or wireless methods to receive or transmit radio frequency signals.
Regulations governing establishment permit procedure, set-up and inspection of stations, issuance,
renewal and replacement of certification, termination of penni t, administration of the use and
establishment, qualifications of engineers, assessment system and other related matters should be
made by the MOTC.
The establishment and use of such stations shall comply with the technical specifications of the
equipment enacted and announced by the DGT.
ROC nationals may not establish or use radio broadcast stations or television broadcast stations on
ships, aircraft, or other objects floating on water or in the air, which are outside ROC territory, to
transmit radio frequency signals to interfere with legal use of radio waves.
Article 47
Dedicated telecommunications shall not be set up and operated without approval and license from the
MOTC.
Dedicated telecommunications shall not be connected to public communication systems or used for
purposes other than those contemplated in its establishment, unless approved by the MOTC for such
connections.
The applicable regulations with respect to establishment use of dedicated telecommunications and its
connection to public communication systems shall be enacted by the MOTC.
Foreigner applying to establish dedicated telecommunications shall obtain special approval on a caseby-case basis from the MOTC.
A special approval on a case-by-case basis by the MOTC is required before the establishment and
utilization of telecommunications network for the purpose of academics, education, or dedicated
experiment of research and development of networks. Such applicable regulations governing the
establishment and utilization of the aforementioned networks shall be enacted by the DGT.
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Article 48
The MOTC shall regulate radio frequency, power, mode of transmission, radio station identification
signals and call signs, and other radio wave related matters. Permission from the MOTC must be
obtained for operation or alteration of radio wave related matters. The MOTC shall enact regulations
governing the planning and allocation of radio frequency, application procedures, principles of
assignment, termination of approval, use administration of radio frequency, handling of interference
the standard definition of interference and regulations related to the supervision of radio waves.

In order to effectively utilize the resources of radio waves, MOTC shall mandate the term of
utilization of frequency, and establish a fee schedule to collect usage fees from radio frequency users.
For overall development of telecommunications and information, the MOTC shall conduct periodic
reviews to ensure the harmony and effectiveness of the common usage of frequencies. If necessary,
the MOTC may adjust frequencies in use or request facilities upgrade by enterprises or users. Such
adjustments or requests shall not be refused, nor shall compensation be demanded. However,
appropriate compensation shall be paid to an amateur radio user for an actual loss incurred as a result
of an adjustment in frequency or upgrade in facilities, which are made in accordance with instructions
from the MOTC. The MOTC shall consult with the ministry of national defense to adjust military
communications.
Regulations governing radiation emitted from industrial, scientific, medical or other electrical
machinery or equipment shall be enacted by the MOTC, in consultation with competent authorities in
charge of the relevant industries.
The stipulation of auction or open tendering of article 94 ofthe budget law is not applicable to the
following allocations of frequencies:
1. The radio frequencies for the military, police, navigational, ships, amateur radio, government
telecommunications, industrial, scientific, medical, low power radio frequency devices, academic
experiment, emergency save and rescue, and other benevolent or public uses;
2. The radio frequencies for mobile telecommunications networks, satellite telecommunications
networks, radio broadcast stations or TV stations whose operation are based on the utilization of
specific radio frequencies, which shall be designated at the time of issuance of operation permit or
franchise license, or networks thereof could not function; and any radio frequency increased for
further improvement of quality of local telecommunications; or
3. The radio frequencies, which could be used repeatedly under certain conditions of use, for wireless
local loop of fixed networks, satellite links or wireless microwaves links.

Article 49
To ensure national security and maintain the orderly sequence of radio waves, permission to
manufacture, import, install or possess controlled telecommunications radio frequency devices shall
be obtained from the MOTC; the model numbers and quantities of such devices manufactured or
imported shall be reported to the MOTC for further reference.
Regulations governing the operation permit of manufacture or import of controlled
telecommunications radio frequency devices, the issuance, renewal, replacement and termination of
operation license, administration of manufacture, import, installation and possession of the said
devices, and other related matters shall be enacted by the MOTC.
No controlled telecommunications radio frequency device shall be manufactured, imported, sold or
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publicly displayed unless it has received type approval and recognition of inspections. However, the
manufacture of such devices in connection with academic studies, technological research and
developments or experiments, as well as uses exclusively for exportation, re-importation after
exportation and other uses permitted by the MOTC of such devices are exempted.
The items of controlled telecommunications radio frequency devices mentioned in the first paragraph
shall be announced by the MOTC.

Article 50
Technical specifications for controlled telecommunications radio frequency devices shall be
mandated and announced by the DGT. In the event that national standards are already in place, said
standards shall prevail.
Regulations governing the compliance approval mode and procedure of the devices mentioned in the
preceding paragraph, the issuance, renewal, replacement and termination of inspection or compliance
approval or certificate of approval, the affixing, embossment and use of the inspection approval label,
as well as regulations related to the supervision and administration of inspection shall be enacted by
theDGT.
The DGT or the certification bodies engaged by the DGT shall conduct the compliance approval on of
the controlled telecommunications radio frequency devices. Rules governing the qualifications of the
said certification bodies, the delegated power, cancellation or termination of the engagement, and
supervision related to the engagement shall be enacted by the DGT.
The inspection and technical specifications as prescribed in article 42 shall apply to controlled
telecommunications radio frequency devices that are used in telecommunications terminal equipment.

Article 51
Any amateur radio operator shall obtain a license from the MOTC prior to initiating operations. The
MOTC shall enact regulations with respect to the class of amateur radio operators, qualifying
examination, issuance, renewal, replacement, termination and administration oflicenses, and other
related matters.
Article 52
If necessary, the DGT may order a telecommunications enterprise or dedicated telecommunications
user to submit reports relating to the following:
1. Business.
2. Finance.
3. Telecommunications facilities.
Article 53
Distress calls or communications from ships and aircrafts shall receive priority handling, prompt
response and immediate action regardless of from where such signals and communications are sent.
Article 54
Except for distress conm1Unications, radto station of ships or aircrafts entering the territorial waters or
airs of the ROC shall not communicate \\'ith radio stations not designated by the MOTC.
Article 55
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The DGT may dispatch personnel or cooperate with the police, with search warrants and evidentiary
documents, to en~er the establishments that h~bor violations of this act to conduct inspections or
extract relevant information. The owner, responsible person, resident, custodian, user or the capable
representative of the establishments shall not evade, obstruct or refuse such endeavors. For violations
of article 56 to article 60, any search and detairunent shall conform to relevant regulations ofthe
criminal procedural act.
For the purpose of monitoring telecommunications activities, and to supervise or to regulate
telecommunications enterprises, the DGT may request telecommunication enterprises, users of
dedicated telecommunications or installers and users of radio stations to provide relevant materials, or
to express their opinions by such parties hereof.

Chapter V Penalties
Article 56
Unauthorized access or use of another person's telecommunications facilities to communicate either
through wire-based, wireless or other electromagnetic means, for personal gains or benefits of a third
party, shall result in imprisonment of not more than five years, with a possible fine of not more than
NT$1,500,000.
Manufacturing, altering or importing telecommunications equipment for unauthorized access or use of
another person's telecommunications facilities, either for personal gains or benefits of a third party,
shall result in imprisonment of one to seven years, with a possible fine of not more than
NT$3,000,000. The same penalties shall also be applicable to sale, transfer, rental or lending of
telecommunications equipment for such purposes.
Possession of telecommunications equipment for perpetrating a crime by oneself or a third party shall
result in imprisonment of not more than three years, with a possible fine of not more than
NT$500,000.
Inchoate violators of the first and second paragraphs shall be penalized too.

Article 56-1
Violators of paragraph 1 of article 6 regarding infringement on others' secrecy of communications
shall be penalized with imprisonment of not more than five years, with a possible fine of not more
than NT$1,500,000.
The legal representative or service personnel of a telecommunication enterprise who takes advantage
of opportunity of his business to commit the aforementioned crimes shall be penalized with
imprisonment of six months to five years, with a possible fme ofnot more than NT$2,000,000.
The inchoate violators of the first two paragraphs shall be penalized.
The violator of the first paragraph shall be subject to prosecution instituted only upon complaints.

Article 57
An operator of a Type I telecommunications enterprise who violates paragraph l of article 12 shall be
subject to an imprisonment penalty of not more than three years, detention, and/or a fine of not more
than NT$10,000,000.
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Article 58
Anyone who sets up or uses a radio broadcast station or TV station to send radio frequency signals in
violation of paragraph 5 of article 46, that results in disturbing legal utilization of radio waves shall be
penalized with imprisonment of not more than two years, detention, and/or a fine of not more than
NT$600,000.
Anyone who arbitrarily uses or alters radio frequency in violation of paragraph 1 of article 48 without
authorization shall be penalized with detention, and/or a fine of not more than NT$200,000.
Anyone who has committed the aforementioned offence, thereby disturbing legal utilization of radio
waves, shall be penalized with imprisonment of not more than two years, detention, and/or a fine of
not more than NT$600,000.
Article 59
Representatives, agents or employees of a juristic person who commits any ofthe offenses under
articles 56 through 58 shall be penalized. In addition, the juristic person shall be fined according to
the provision(s) violated.
Article 60
Violators of articles 56 through 58 shall have their telecommunications equipment confiscated
regardless of whether these are owned by the offender or not.
Article 61
A telecommunications enterprise that fails to contribute to the universal services fund as stipulated in
paragraph 3 of article 20, shall be fined three to five times of the required contribution amount, and
served notice to contribute within a prescribed time period. Failure to make the contribution within
the prescribed time frame shall, in MOTC's discretion, result in annulment of franchise or permission.
A telecommunications enterprise that fails to pay its franchise fee or permission fee shall be fined
additionally one percent of such fee as default penalty for every two days of late payment. After thirty
days of default, the telecommunications enterprise shall be notified to pay up such fee within a
prescribed time period. Any further overdue thereafter may result in annulment of franchise or
permission.
A radio frequency user who fails to pay its usage fee shall be fmed additionally one percent of such
fee as default penalty for every two days oflate payment. After thirty days of default, the
telecommunications enterprise shall be notified to pay up such fee within a prescribed time period.
Any further overdue thereafter may result in annulment of usage of that radio frequency.
Any failure to pay up as stipulated in the preceding three paragraphs the contribution to the universal
service fund, franchise fee, permission fee, frequency usage fee and default penalty after receipt of
notification to make payment within a prescribed time period shall be referred to the court for
compulsory execution.
Article 61-1
Violators of paragraph 2 of article 20.1 regarding usage or alteration of the telecommunication
number without authorization, or violation of regulations enacted by the DGT in accordance with
paragraph 6 of article 20.1, shall result in a fine ofNT$100,000 to NT$3,000,000, together with a
notice to comply within a prescribed time frame. Failure to comply within the prescribed time frame
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may result in consecutive fmes until full compliance, or partial or full suspension of the violator's
operations, or annuhnent of its franchise or permission.
A telecommunication enterprise or other telecommunication number user who fails to pay the number
usage fee shall be fined additionally one percent of such fee as default penalty for every two days of
late payment. After thirty days of default, the telecommunications enterprise or user shall be notified
to pay up such fee within a prescribed time period. Any continued failure to pay thereafter may result
in regular suspension or annulment of the permission for use.
Failure by a Type I enterprise to provide the service of number portability or equal access stipulated
in Paragraph 4 of Article 20.1, or violation by it of regulations enacted by the DGT in accordance
with Paragraph 4 of Article 20.1, shall result in a fine ofNT$300,000 to NT$3,000,000, together with
a notice to comply within a prescribed time frame. Failure to comply within the prescribed time frame
may result in consecutive fines until full compliance, or partial or full suspension of the violator's
operations, or annulment of its franchise.
Violation of regulations enacted by the DGT in accordance with Paragraph 7 of Article 20.1 shall
result in a fine ofNT$300,000 to NT$3,000,000 together with a notice to comply within a prescribed
time frame. Failure to comply within the prescribed time frame may result in consecutive fines until
full compliance, or partial or full suspension of the violator's operations.
If the telecommunication fees and default penalty stipulated in Paragraph 2 are not paid within the
prescribed time frame as notified, the case shall be referred to the courts for compulsory execution.
Article 62
A Type I telecommunications enterprise that violates Paragraph 3 of Article 12, or fails to comply
with paragraph 6 of article 12 as stipulated by the MOTC, shall be fmed NT$500,000 to
NT$2,500,000 if it failed to comply after a notice to comply within a prescribed period of time. If
such telecommunication enterprise still failed to comply after further notification to request such
compliance therewith within a prescribed period of time, its franchise approval shall be annulled.
Article 62-1
If a Type I telecommunication enterprise had committed any of the following acts, it shall be
penalized with a fine ofNT$300,000 to NT$5,000,000, together with a notice to comply within a
prescribed time frame. Failure to comply within the prescribed time frame may result in consecutive
fines until full compliance, or partial or full suspension of its operations, or annulment of its
franchise:
1. Violation of Paragraph 1 of Article 19;
2. Violation of principles set forth by the MOTC in accordance with provision of Paragraph 2 of
Article 19;
3. Failure to provide universal services as instructed by the MOTC in violation of Paragraph 1 of
Article 20;
4. Violation of regulations set forth by the MOTC in accordance with provision of Paragraph 3 of
Article 26;
5. Violation of Paragraph 4 of Article 26;
6. Violation of Paragraph 1 of Article 26.1;
7. Violation of Paragraph 2 of Article 31 to reject the request of sharing infrastructure for lines and
pipes without appropriate reasons; or
8. Evading, obstructing or rejecting inspections by the DGT, refusing to provide materials, or refusing
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to show up to present opinions to the same agency as mandated in Article 55.

In the event of commission of any of the following acts, the violator shall be penalized with a fme of
NT$300,000 to NT$1,500,000, together with a notice to comply within a prescribed time frame.
Failure to comply within the prescribed time frame may result in consecutive fines until full
compliance, or partial or full suspension of the violator's operations, or annulment of its franchise or
permission :
1. A type I telecommunication enterprise rejects interconnection with another telecommunication
enterprise in violation ofParagraph 1 and 7 of Article 16;
2. Violation of Paragraph 3, 4, 5, or 7 of Article 16 by failing to comply with an arbitral decision of
the DGT within 2 months from the date of notice of the decision;
3. Violation of regulations enacted by the DGT in accordance with Paragraph 9 of Article 16.
Article 63
Violation of regulations enacted by the MOTC in accordance with Paragraph 6 of Article 14 shall
result in a fine ofNT$300,000 to NT$3,000,000, together with a notice to comply within a prescribed
time frame. Failure to comply within the prescribed time frame may result in consecutive fines until
full compliance, or annulment of its franchise.
Article 64
Violation of Paragraph 1 of Article 17 to operate a type ii telecommunications enterprise shall result
in a fine ofNT$200,000 to NT$1,000,000, and, in DGT's discretion confiscation of the
telecommunications equipment thereof.
Violation of the regulations enacted by the MOTC in accordance with Paragraph 2 of Article 17 shall
result in a fme ofNT$200,000 to NT$1,000,000, together with a notice to comply within a prescribed
time frame. Failure to comply within a prescribed time period shall, in MOTC's discretion, result in
annulment of its permission.
Article 65
A fine of not less than NT$100,000 and not more than NT$500,000 shall be imposed under any of the
following circumstances:
1. Suspension or termination ofbusiness operations, transfer of the enterprise or its assets,
interlocking investments or mergers consummated without prior approval in Violation of Article 15;
2. Failure to acquire approval for its business rules, or failure to comply with the approved business
rules in violation of Paragraph 1 of Article 27;
3. Violation of paragraph I of article 46 or the regulations enacted by the MOTC pursuant to
Paragraph 3 of Article 46;
4. Violation of Paragraph I, Paragraph 2 of Article 47 or the regulations enacted by the MOTC
pursuant to Paragraph 3 of Article 47;
5. Violation of Paragraph 4 of Article 47 by a foreigner who sets up dedicated telecommunications
without seeking special approval on a case-by-case basis;
6. Unauthorized establishment of telecommunications networks in violation ofParagraph 5 of Article
47, or violation of regulations enacted by the DGT pursuant to Paragraph 5 of Article 4 7;
7. Violation of Paragraph I of Article 48 or regulations enacted by the MOTC pursuant to Paragraphs
1 of Article 48;
8. Unauthorized manufacture or importation of controlled telecommunications radio frequency
devices, or failure to report the model numbers and amount of such controlled devices thereof to the
MOTC for reference in violation of Paragraph 1 of Article 49;
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9. Violation of regulations enacted by the MOTC pursuant to Paragraph 2 of Article 49; or
10. Unauthorized manufacture, importation, sale, or public display of controlled telecommunications
radio frequency devices without type approval or inspection in violation of Paragraph 3 of Article 49.
Violations of subparagraph 3 to 10 of the preceding paragraph may additionally result in confiscation
of devices in part or in whole, and annulment of franchise, permission, grant or license issued thereto.
The confiscation of devices pursuant to the stipulation of the preceding paragraph shall be imposed to
the property of anybody.
Consecutive penalties until full compliance may be applicable to violations of subparagraph 1, 2, 6 or
8 ofParagraph 1.
Article 66

A fme of not less than NT$60,000 and not more than NT$300,000 shall be imposed under any of the
following circumstances:
1. A telecommunications enterprise in violation of instructions issued by the DGT pursuant to Article
28 or Article 40;
2. A telecommunications enterprise in violation of Article 41 ; or
3. Violations of the regulations for type approval and inspection enacted by the DGT pursuant to
Paragraph 2 of Article 50.
Consecutive penalties until full compliance may be applicable to violations of subparagraph 1 or 2 of
the preceding paragraph.
Article 67

a fme of not less than NT30,000 and not more than NT$300,000 shall be imposed under any of the
following circumstances:
1. Failure to file business rules for records in violation of Paragraph 2 of Article 27;
2. Failure to place the business rules at the place of its business and its websites by a
telecommunications enterprise in violation of Paragraph 1 of Article 28;
3. Importation or sale of non-inspected telecommunications terminal equipment in violation of
Paragraph 1 of Article 42;
4. Violation of the regulations enacted by the MOTC pursuant to Paragraph 4 of Article 48;
5. Violation of the instructions issued by the DGT pursuant to Article 52; or
6. Evasion, obstruction or rejection by a party other than a Type I telecommunications enterprise to
comply with the inspections conducted by the DGT pursuant to the provision of Article 55, or such
rejection by the same party thereof to provide relevant information or to show up to present opinions.
Confiscation of equipment may be imposed for violations of subparagraph 3 of the preceding
paragraph.
Unauthorized installation or possession of controlled telecommunications radio frequency devices in
violation of Paragraph 1 of Article 49 shall be penalized with a fine ofNT$10,000 to NT$50,000, as
well as possible confiscation of its equipment.
Confiscation of equipment or devices pursuant to two preceding two paragraphs shall be imposed to
the property of anybody.
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Consecutive penalties until full compliance may be imposed for violations of subparagraph 1, 2, 4 to 6
of Paragraph 1.

Article 67-1
Any local network operator or other third person that violates Paragraph 3 or 4 of Article 38.1 will be
notified and required to make corrections within a given period. In the event that the violation
continues to exist at the expiry of the given period, the said person shall be penalized with a fine no
more than NT$300,000 and no less than NT$30,000 and may be penalized repeatedly until
improvement is made.
Any violations of the regulations enacted by the DGT in accordance with Paragraph 2 of Article 42
with respect to the renewal or replacement of certification approval, the affixing, marking and use of
approval label, and the supervision and administration of inspection will be penalized with a fme no
more than NT$300,000 and no less than NT$30,000.
Anyone who, in violation of Article 51, arbitrarily initiates radio operations without obtaining an
amateur radio operator license from the MOTC, or violates regulations enacted by the MOTC in
accordance with Article 51 with respect to the administration of amateur radio operators, and other
compulsory rules, shall be penalized with a fine no more than NT$50,000 and no less than
NT$10,000.

Article 68
The MOTC may mandate the DGT in charge of imposition of fmes, confiscation, annulment of
franchise, grant or licenses, notification of removal or compliance within a prescribed period time as
provided for therein. However, the DGT shall be responsible for the imposition of penalties stipulated
under Article 61.1, Paragraph 2 of Article 62, subparagraph 8 ofParagraph 1 and Paragraph 2 of
Article 62.1, Article 64, subparagraph 6 and 10 of Paragraph 1 of Article 65, Article 66, subparagraph
1, 3, 5 and 6 of Paragraph 1 and Paragraph 2 of Article 67, and annulment of permission of Type ll
telecommunications enterprises.
Those whose certificate has been annulled in accordance with this act shall, upon receipt of notice,
return the certificate to the DGT within the prescribed time period; in the event of failure to make
such return by the prescribed deadline, an announcement of cancellation shall be made.
If a fine is imposed pursuant to this act is not paid within a prescribed time frame as notified, the case
shall be referred to the courts for compulsory executiOn.
If a violation punishable pursuant to this act came!-. a more severe punishment under the stipulations
of another law, the other law shall be applied ac~:nrdmgly .

Chapter VI Supplementary Provisions
Article 69
Military commwlications shall not be subject to th1 s act, except Article 31 to 3 7, Article 45, Paragraph
2 of Article 47, Paragraphs 1 and 3 of Article 41\. and Article 53 .

Article 70
With respect to processing of applications for franchise approvals, permissions, exanlinations, type
approvals, inspections and issuance oflicenses pursuant to this act, an applicant shall be charged an
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franchise fee, permission fee, examination fee, type approval fee, inspection fee and license fee
according to the fee schedule established by the MOTC.
Article 71
For matters not provided herein, the MOTC may adopt and implement the criteria, recommendations,
regulations or procedures set forth under relevant international telecommunications conventions and
the riders thereof.
Article 72
This act shall come into effect as of the date of promulgation.
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Appendix V: Telecommunications Act ofTaiwan, ROC (Cbinese)

'信法
中草属国四十七年十月二十三日篇就噩跑字第 6055 由舍制军公布全文四十镰

中草民圄六十六年-月二十五日艘航噩梳(-)羹字第 02

7 2~监舍修E 公布全文四十四镰

中草民圄八十五年二月五日篝毓擎罐字第 8500027140 酿舍修正公布全文七十二像

中擎民圄八十七年六月十七日擎跑(一)篝字第 8700119520 蝇舍修正公布第八镰镰文

中革民国八十八年十-月三日孽跑-疆字第 8800262790 蝉舍公布增盯第二十六镰之-、第五
十六镰之->>.第六十二镰之-镰文;整修正第六镰、第七镰、第十二镰、第+四镰、第十六俄、第十丸

镰、第二十像、第二十二像、第二十六俄、第二十八镰、第三十镰至第三十二镰、第四十-镰、第四十
二镰、第四十四俄、第四十六镰至第四十丸镰、第五十-镰、第五十五镰至第五十八镰、第六十一镰至
第六十八镰R第七十二镰镰文
申草民圃丸十一年七月十日擎篇一疆字第 o 丸 -00 一三六一 )\0 ø舍公布精盯第二十像之->>.第六十

一镰之一镰文. .整修正第二惊、第七镰、第十二镰、第十四惊、第十六像、第十七悔、第十丸镰、第二
十六像、第二十六镰之一、第三十二像、第三十三俄、第三十丸俄、第六十一惊至第六十五镰、第六十
八镰及第七十二镰镰文

中草民圄丸十二年五月二十一日艘航草篇一蕾字第 O 丸二 000 八八六七 0 姐舍修正公布第三十八镰、
第四十二镰、第四十四俄、第四十五像、第四十六镰、第四十八像、第四十丸像、第五十镰、第五十一
像、第五十八像.增盯第三十八镰之-、第六十七镰主-镰文
第-章

跑剧

第-镰

福健全理信萤展，增造公共福利，保障通信安全R雄董使用者榷益，特制定本法.本法来规定者，
攸其他法律之规定.

第二镰
本法用嗣窟疆如下:

一、理信 : 指利用有篇、黛艘，以光、雹磁系就或其他科技重晶费退、傅输或接收符酶、信蝇、文字、
影像、噩音或其他性贯主凯息。
二、 E信段锚:指雹信所用之槌械、器具、跟路 R 其他相圃霞铺.

三、管耀基磕黠施:指福建在理信桐路所需之架空、地下或水底耀路、理信号|造棉、雹信用严鼓僧耀路
、 R 各项理需傅输艘路所需之管道、人孔、手孔、塔噩、雹棒、配艘架、磁层及其他附属或相圃黠施.

四、理信服 5: 指利用雹信鼓铺所提供之通信服罄。
五、理信事篝:指姬曾理信服费供公理使用之事'量。
六、事用雹信:指公私檀楠、圄匾或圃民所起匾，尊供真本身巢事使用之雹信。
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七、公黠事用雹信:指政府槛回所最匮之事用.信.

第三镰
理信事操之主管槛圃1\交通部。

交通部属量督、辅尊‘信事集盖帽理理信量理.霞雹信篇局;其粗篇男以法律足之。

前事‘信篇局靡盯定整幢幢信萤展轩噩，督尊雹信事撇，但道黄凯社禽噩噩.以精造公共福利.

第四镰

理信事集之噩噩E段偏弈怯法律不得徐查、徽用或扣押。

第五镰

地方政府、罩、霞、警槛团及人员鱼保霞雹信霞惜之置。理信事装有披侵害之危险畴，地方政府、
罩、疆、警槐田里人晨跑攸雹信事戴或某服ff人凰之前求，迅揭防止或作救霞主措施.

第六镰

哩信事集及事用理信血理之通信，他人不得盖撞、撞镰或以其他#法之方法侵犯其秘密.
·需事集靡摞遁富盘必要之措施，以保障其血理通信之秘密。

第七镰

雹信事最或其服罄人员重~~理信之有黛 R其内容，店服守秘密，退稿人置，亦同.

前事怯法律规定查嗣看不遁用之;.信事巢血理有回槛圃(穗)查嗣通信但镰R使用者黄料之作'提
程序，由雹信耀周盯罩之.

第)~镰

理信之内容及其费生之效果或影.，均由使用‘信人鱼其童任。
以提供妨害公共秩序 R菁蛊凰俗之哩信内窑1\曾戴者，.信事巢得停止某使用。
擅自黠匮、强贴或喷薄有砸景.之匮告物，整黔匮告物上登醺自己或他人 z.需~面或其他‘信服
罄黯别符蝇、由宿.作1\靡告宣傅者，腼告物主管梅困得通知哩信事戴者，停止提供霞厦告物壁鹏主理
信服藩。

第丸镰

黛行揭能力人或限制行1\能力人使用.需之行1\，重u合理信事棠，银1\有行局能力人。但因使用雹
信费生之其他行福，不在此限，

第十镰

主管檀困局噩噩理信事巅，得商同教青部霞立雹信擎校或在高中(躏)&大事院、校增Z量有副科、
系、所，造就回信人才， .撞得要求理信事集自某蕾棠翻提撞一定比例金额徙事研究萤展.
第二章

胃信事集之粗鲁
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第十-镰

雹信事巢分局第-黯‘需事集R 第二巅雹信事集。
第-踊雹信事集指鼓11.信槌锦鼓髓，提供理信服事之事戴。
前理雹信槛佩段髓指理接最信端舆曼信端主嗣路傅输瞿惜、舆嗣路傅输E量情形成一踵而起匮之交换

段铺、以R 二者之附.，量髓。
第二黯‘信事集指第-癫雹信事黛以外之理信事簸。

第十二镰

第-巅雹信事集臆醒交通部将5年韭萤输孰照，始得'簸。
第-巅‘信事班以位公司法殷立之股份有限公司 li 限.
第-颠理信事靠主董事是臆具有申孽R圃圄籍·其外国人噩接持有之股份踵戴不得超遇百分之四十

丸，外国人宣撞R 罔接持有之股份跑'配不得超遇百分之六十.

i

hJ
1

前事外国人罔接持有股份之轩算，怯本圄法人占第-巅理信事集主持股比例乘以外国人占黯本圄法

，‘川·'··

人之持股或出资额比例肘算之。
中草理信股份有限公司之外国人持有股份比例，囱交通部另定之，不通用第三项主规定.

第一蝠'信事棠罔鼓之旅费项目、..圃、峙程R 荤巅，由行政院公告。
第-摄瞌信事裳各事棠班主特解.交通部得警量罔踉政策之目摞、理信市喝之情况、消费者之植益

及其他公共利益之需要，探醉害制、公圃招摄制或其他遭富方式li 之。
中擎雹信股份有限公司移辑民曾峙.某事巢主管檀困得舍事蜂蜜行特 EU 股，由事集主管槌目位面额

-b

嚣鹏主，始三年内行使第丸理所列主榷利，盖 li 富然董、量事。

中擎哩需股份有限公司局下到行福，题先掘2在特 EY 股股束之罔章:
-、费更公司在稽。
二、费更所蕾事集.

三、擅舆全部或主要部分之曾巢或财量。
遣反前事规定者，黛效.

攸第八项规定蛮行之特别股，不得"疆。但揭露)\事所建期罔届满後，由骸事班以面额收回後锺除
主.

第十三镰

姬曾第一巅雹信事巢.臆橡具审蜻膏、事巢青f噩 .R 其他规定文件，向交通部审葡萄撞。
前事事巢轩童害，踵'自明下列鲁歌事项:
-、曹操项目.
二、曾巢匾域。

三、通凯型艇。
四、理信殷偏概况。
五、财莓拮槽.
六、技街能力 R 萤犀轩童。

七、收费穰掌Rit算方式.
)\、人事植篇.
丸、预定固始姬曾日期.
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前项第三歌圃黛锦理通凯者，踵群戴篇幅‘频率之使用规量10
第-项申睛篝缸靡具惜之文件不金或某缸醺内容不完俑者，交通部靡定期通知捕iE;温期不辅iEl&
捕 E 而仍不完髓者 ， 不予曼理.

第十四镰

审睛幢幢第-巅雹信事囊，但E平警核可或得穰者.囱交通部萤输篝扭罔意 .0
交通部费始篝殷同意'前，得命申捕者怯规定罐交履行保踵金;申睛看未依规定篝鼓或未攸棋可之

轩量完成篝黠者，交通部不予追遗属行保踵金主-部或全部.蓝得靡止其篝题同意。
怯第-项取得篝殷同意'看，臆按核定之匾域R期罔篝霞完成，韭依法斟理公司登缸;其黛法胎核
定期罔篝黠完成立蓝侬法莹缸者，得胎期限届满前攸规定叙明理由.向交通部申睛匮期。

.

攸前项规定篝缸完成者.题向交通部申睛技街警巅，砸譬黯合格後，萤始第-踊理信事戴特醉轨照

第-巅.懂事棠臆自取得特带轨照之日起六锢月内阁始曾巢，遭期靡止其特鲁.

第-巅‘儒事量最主曾裳项目、曾棠匾域、技橱巍躏奥蕃瞰项目、特肝之方式、镰件舆程序、特冒年轨
照有效期罔、事戴之篝霞、履行保盟金主撒交方式奥核温镰件 E曾置之量雷舆管理R其他鹰遵行事项主
管理规则.囱交通部盯定之。

前事管理规则主盯定.在回 tIJ.砸幢之棠罄篇圃肉，臆遵守圄瞟雹信聊舍'旨所定技俯巍篇R技街中立
原则，不得限制第-巅哩信事最使用特定技衔，鱼'佳持相同服费之提供均曼相同程度主管制。

第十五镰

第一巅理信事巢有下列情形之一看，臆先姬交通部核准:
-、暂停或将止全部或一部主曾戴者。
二、醺舆全部或主要部分之曹操或财重。

三、第-巅雹信事巢罔相互搜章或合饼.

第十六镰

第-颠‘信事戴帽亘罔.有-方要求舆他万之嗣路亘理畴，除法舍另有规定者外，他万不得拒跑。

前理嗣路豆迪之安排，臆符合适明化、合理化、熊差 ßU 待遇、桐路细分化R成本街面之原则 ; 其通
用酣盒，囱雹信篇局盯定之。

第-黯瞌信事集罔，臆抽一方提出嗣路互理要求之日起三锢月内速成撞撞;其不能抽三锢月内遗属
撞撞峙，踵囱雹倩徨局攸申前或攸嘀檀裁法之。

第-巅雹信事黛罔 I~- 方提出修改或重新簧盯踊路互理恤趣之日起.遭三锢月仍未造成憧11 峙囱
雹信德局依申葡截法之。
第一颠理信事集圃，不履行桐路亘遭憧瞌畸.黯注定亘遭撞撞膳制定事项.圃肉，囱理信篇局依申
睛截诀之。
不服前三项雹信篇局之戴诀血分者，得怯行鼠'能程序商求敬酒。

除法舍另有规定看外，第一蝠 '信事戴熊正富理由不得拒但第二黯田信事戴帽路亘理主要求;其捆
路亘迫之憧嚣，率用第三噶厦第六墙之规定.
遁用前事之第二巅雹信事冀，其.圃 æ.信篇属公布之。

第一额回信事黛舆某他雹信事戴罔锢路之亘遣、噩率 it算 、 撞疆、互理撞撞臆制定事理、辑法程序
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及其相圃臆遵行事唱主管理黯法，囱雹信篇局盯定之.
.信艘局得公回第-黯理信事集市揭主尊者舆其他雹信事集所篝盯亘遭撞撞鲁之-部或全部。但得

怯要求，不公嗣亘遣撞撞' 中尊利等啻篝财董榷之内容。
怯第十四镰第-理规定取得篝题同意'看.通用本镰之规定.

第十七镰

砸曾第二巅雹信事簸，跑向理信篇局申黯带可，但怯法斟理公司或商棠登缸後，啻串合肝可孰照，始
得曾策。

第二巅‘信事集曾巢项目、技街规篇舆譬黯项目、 E午可之方式、镰件舆程序、醉可孰照有效期罔、

'置之重督舆管理R其他臆遵行事项主管理规则，由交通部盯定之。

第十八镰

姬曾第二巅雹信事簸，踵梳具申楠'、事巢轩噩.&其他规定文件.向雹信熄局申 黯醉可.

前理申前'靡'昆明下到各敷事项:
-、申商人之名稿 R佳所;某~法人看，整缸'现代毒人之姓名及主事黯所.
二、曾戴晴目.

三、曾巢匾域。
四、通凯型姐.
五、雹信鼓铺概况.

前理申帽醉可臆具惜主文件不全或其缸戴内容不完髓，理需跑局臆定期通知捕正，遭期不辅正或楠
正而仍缸'配不完俑者，不予曼理。

第十丸镰

第一霸雹信事巢臆攸其所担曾裳5项目，建立分 EY轩算盈庸之'曾轩制度，盖不得有姑砸公平藏事之
交叉辅贴;第一巅理信事'提兼曾第二巅‘信事.或其他葬雹信事集装密者，亦同.
第-霸雹信事巢禽轩鱼?障制度、'曾轩血理之方法、程序奥原则、禽肘之量督奥管理R其他臆遭行事

项之*tt率则，由交通部盯定之。

第二十镰
揭保障国民基本通信檀益，交通部得债不同地匾及不同服费项目指定第一颠田信事囊提供哩信曾R
服罄。

前事所稿雹信普R服蟹，指全匾圄晨，得撮合理僵格公卒享有-jÈ晶置之必要胃信服罄。揭遣普及
服费目的，臆成立理信事集普及服路基金。

'信普 R服费所生曲提 R必要主管理费用，由交通部公告指定主理信事最佳规定分罐业罐交歪理信
事巢普R服 5基金.
雹信普 R服费回圈、普R服费地匾之核定、提供者之指定R曲握之轩算舆分攘方式等事项主管理斟

法，由交通部盯定之.
雹信事集蕾 R 服费基金，弈凰预算法所辅之基金。

第二十像之一
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雹信桐路使用之幅画、用严酷晴、黯别葡等雹信"醋，由醺信篇局就篝规副 R 管理;就篝兢副主雹

信桐路嗣葡轩章，囱雹信熄局公告之.

前项‘信踉确，葬姬雹雷德局或曼‘信德局蚕配槛回(穗}之核准.不得使用或蟹更.
揭雄持·需蝇晤之合理、有效使用，.需篇局得回整或收回巴核配之雹需妞磕.蓝得收取‘信鄙面
使用费;.需tdt暗使用费之收费基萃，囱‘情很局盯定之，
揭保障消费者之檀益及促造市揭之有效公平戴事，第一巅‘信事集鹰提供蛐宿可描服黯及平等接取
服费;其置施篇圃、提供方式、童施峙程R其他臆遵行事事之管理黯洼，由雹懵篝局盯足之。

前理所辑t1t宿可描服嚣，指用严囱原第-氯雹信事集跚换歪扭曾同一戴费之其他第一巅‘信事巢峙
'得保留其原使用理黯~暗之血洒;所辑平等接取服嚣，揭露-霸‘信事裳提供其用严遣撞某他雹信事
巢之墨途捆路R 圃隙捆路之阻萄.
第一项至第三唱哩信部晤之核配、胃整舆收回、曼蚕配者之黄梅、镰件舆蚕配管理事项及其他黯遭
行事事之曹理斟洼，囱理信篇局盯罩之。

徙事田信桐隙踊路位址及桐域名辑在而管理棠费之量督R辅尊事项，由·需篇局黯理之;其量督 R
脯尊黯法，由理需跑局盯罩之.

徙事前项班费者，臆揭弈'利法人但踊.

第二十-镰
理信事戴臆公平提供服罄，除本法另有规定外，不得福差别虚理.

第二十二镰

回信事裳奔攸法律，不得拒但理信之接曼蓝傅湿。但勤挫理信之内容黯有危害国家安全或妨害治安

者.得拒姐或停止其傅湿。

第二十三镰

用严使用雹情事掌之雹信擅自串黠髓，因雹信撞撞撞偏障砸、阻断，以致噩生鳝嚣、噩涕、中断或不
能"温而造成损害峙，其所生提窑，雹信事搬不鱼黯恤囊任，但靡扣涌所收之费用.

第二十四镰

理信事戴因贝鲁或其他重大事故致田信罐罐缸俑萤生故障碍，得公告暂停某全部或一部之通信。

第二十五镰

雹信事集勤下列通信臆予{I先血理:

一、鼓窜生天u!、事费或其他果急情况或有费生之虞畴，属于直防贝鲁、造行救助或能持秩序之通信.
二、嚣踏睦、海、空各疆交通工具之遇险求救及肃航氟象等交通安全之罪急通信.
三、~艘踵国家安全或公共利益，有罪急造行必要之其他通信。

第二十六镰

第一巅'信事班主置费管制，摞僵格嗣盖上限制。
前事iI格胃整上限制.保指曼曹制田信事班主管制集黯置费菌整百分比，不得起遇行政院主肘血公

布之噩洒地匾消费者物僵指戴之年精率澜国噩保'自.
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第一巅雹信事'民置费之害核管理、各项翼翼之首次盯定、僵格商量上限制之通用勤象、通用巢费、

置费项目舆嗣整镖'民之盯定 R 其他臆遵行事项主管理黯法，由交通部盯定之。
第-巅‘信事巢之噩噩盯寇，不得有妨砸公平兢事之交叉捕贴;第-巅哩信事巢策曾第二黯理信事

黛或其他葬‘信事巢巢费者，亦罔.
第二巅‘信事攘之黄蟹，由第二黯理信事黛盯足之.

第二十六镰之-

第-1I雹信事巢市揭主尊者，不得有下列行~:
-、以.有挂俯匮接或罔接阻砸某他第-霸雹信事裳提出嗣路亘迪之精求.

二、拒但望苦其他第-巅'信事集揭露其翩路亘遣费用之肘算方式及有回置料.
三、嚣所提供雹信服班主僵格或方式， 2毫不富法定、雄持或蟹更。

四、黛正富理由，拒锺某他第-巅'信事集租用桐路元件之前求。
五、氟E富理由.拒但其他雹信事集或用严承租理路之睛求.
六、氟正富理由，拒但其他理信事集或用户撞商或测~之前求。
七、黛 E 富理由，拒但某他理信事攘要求共匮憧商之前求。

)~、熊正富理由，皇宫其他雹信事戴或用严输予差别待遇。
丸、莫他涯用市揭地位或醒主管檀圃嚣皇之不公平藏事行揭.

前事所辅市揭主尊者，由主管檀跚昆皇之.

第二十七镰
第-巅罩信事棠，臆就其服E富有田之镰件，盯定曾攘豌蠢，辑帽理需融局篝铺交通部核准後公告置

施;!堕更峙亦罔。
第二癫雹信事巢臆就某服疆有副主镰件，盯寇'巢规章，踏黄施前辍睛雹信篇局铺查 ;1费更峙亦同
。

第二十八像

前镰曾簸规章，踵盯定公平合理之服费镰件.整俑匮黔各曾量提揭所R嗣站供消费者警回， :具有组害
消费者槽益或原失公平之情事，理需篇局得限期命理信事棠噩更之。

‘信事集之'理未能罹保通信之秘密或有遭反第二十-镰规定之情事，‘信穗局得限期命某改善之

•
第二十丸镰

理需事巢提供用严租用之胃信锦踉黠情.除宅向移勤外，用严或他人不得擅自费更具性能、用途ã1t
键在地址.

第三十镰

交通部~砸曾理信服嚣，得器中擎理信股份有限公司;其鼓匮管理另以法律盟主.
第三章

理信建霞舆管理

第-笛

土地之取得舆使用
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第三十-镰
第-巅雹信事戴徙事其固定通信嗣路曹操基碰撞施之建霞峙，始通信桐路擂噩所在殷施，得向姬盟

所在殷施之第一黯理信事集黯求有值共用管锦基磕嚣施。
前项共用曹锦基碰撞施之睛求，植睛求之班者黛正富理由不得拒但主。

第三十二镰

第一摄‘信事棠或公段事用雹信段E槌回因鼓匮管锦基碰撞施 R棋端起惜之需要.得使用公、私有

之土地、建第物。某属公有之土地、噩噩物者，其管理槌圃(稿)黛 E 富理由不得拒跑。其因使用土地
或撞撞物致萤生童酷提失者，臆付奥相富之辅懂。但膳挥其皇宫土地R建篝物主管理棉田、所有人、占有
人或使用人提害最少之血所R方法~之。
第一黯雹信事巢或公段事用‘信殷匮槌田园艇锦雹信工程之需要，得使用河j 川、提防、道路、公有
林地或其他公共使用之土地奥公有建第物段匮黛锦雹噩。但其黠匾臆必要且通富，以不妨砸某原有效用

局限，韭靡舱'先徽求某管理槛回(榕)同意.其管理槛圄(梢)黛正富理由不得拒缸。
第-霸雹信事集或公黠尊用‘信鼓匾槛目相圈施工或徨原作棠，臆攸管理槐圃(稿)所定巍翩黯理
。

第-噶厦第二事霄艘基磕嚣施、解端嚣髓R黛锦雹噩之殷匾，除霞段施有葬使用私有主土地、建篝
物不能鼓匾，或在公有之土地、建篝物黠匮困锺看外，公有主土地、建篝物臆僵先提供使用。

第-嘎使用之私有建篝物如局公寓大厦.臆取得公寓大厦管理噩噩禽之同意。其来霞管理噩噩禽者
'靡砸匾分所有檀人禽黯之同意，不遁用公寓大厦管理镰例第)~镰第-事之蝇定。
第-黯理信事巢鼓匮某曹锦基磕黠施畴，中央R地方褪回臆予回助。

第一黯‘信事撇就新段基磕段施 R解揣黠髓臆共同成立管艘基碰撞施建撞撞商小扭，憧商曹操基磕
嚣施之规血、申铺、撞撞R 共用事理，必要峙，由交通部描嗣血理之.

第三十三镰

第-黯‘信事靠或公段事用雹信段匮槐团所需交换槌层，如富地都市it量或匾罐轩童尚未配合其分
匾黠匮需要预留理信公共起施用地或亩地都市肘童或匾域轩量预留理信公共段施用地不敷使用者，第一

巅田信事裳或公起事用胃信霞瞌槛回得扭社匾萤犀 R居民分怖情形，遣撂遁亩地黠.辑睛交通部核准，

画宿主管理篝槛圃准予先行建蟹，不曼都市肘童土地使用分匾管制或葬都市土地使用管制之限制，
第-摄理信事冀或公殷尊用雹信黠匾槛圄因黛跟雹通信工程之需要.得有值使用私有建篝物，殷匮
黛锦理噩。但以不妨砸原有建篝物安全局限。

前事使用之建篝物如局公寓大厦.臆取得公寓大厦管理蚕量'由主罔章。其来缸管理蚕凰禽者，臆姬
匾分所有檀人'曾酶主同意.不遁用公寓大厦管理镰例第八镰第-事之规定，

第三十四镰

局使衙星通信R微波通信等重要黛艘雹霞惜之天跟萤射雹波保持幅遇，得由交通部禽商内政部退挥
娟害最少之方法或血所副定匍圄

辍砸行政院核定後，公告禁止或限制妨害理波幅通主任何建嚣。

翰胃、配理系就勤雹需在铺盖生有害之感臆..者，由交通部禽商有四槌圃管理限制之。

第三十五镰

第-巅雹信事戴或公坦事用雹信人虽胜轨行聪洒峙，但温道路回津，如遇阻搏，得温睡僵先通行.
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第三十六镰

第-颠理信事集或公段事用雹信人员届锦路之勘测、施工或雄霞，遇有道路阻砸.除鼓有栅楠、圃

蛐看外，蜀抬回国、宅地皆得通行.但因此致损害噩篝物或疆植物畴，臆囱第-癫'信事集或公段事用
雹信殷匾锦回查明罹置後付舆相富之辅恤，如有不罔意畴，由地方政府憧嗣血理。

第三十七镰

第-踊‘信事戴或公殷.用理需段匾槛圃魅置施耀路之勘测、施工或雄踵畴.由造成踉路障砸或有
造成障砸之虞之植物.得通知所有人後砍伐、修剪或移植之。但情形急迫畴，不在此限.

前唱主砍伐、修剪或移植，臆槽某提害最少之血所或方法局之.如因而造成损害者.臆由第-氯雹

信事'提或公段事用雹啻段匮榻回董明罹置後付舆相富之捕锢，如有不同意畴，由地方政府幢锢血理.

第三十八惊

醒篝物踵造峙.起造人踵佳规定黠匮屋内外理信起髓，盖章回提匮雹信段髓之·信室 R某他空罔.
但姐回信.局公告之噩噩物，不在此限.

前唱主理信鼓锚.包括理信号|遇;曹、德配穗箱、用严端子板、‘信曹箱、理信穗.&其他因用严雹
信服费需求氯囱用严配合撞撞囊任分界黠以向主题髓.
既存踵篝物之哩信段偏不足或供提匮理信霞惜之空罔不足，致不颤颤踵缝纫之雹信血事需求畴，臆
囱所有人舆提供雹信服罄之市内嗣路羹罄姬曾者憧商.盖自所有人精段。

俄第一项 R前项规定段匮.供黯噩集物使用之雹信鼓铺R空罔.臆接骸建篝物用严之理信服8需求
'由各市内嗣路裳费姬曾看佳规定黛值理接R使用。
市内桐路巢8姬曾看利用鼓.Þ合理信室主雹需段髓，提供霞建第物以外之用严田信服8者，踵事先
徽求撞撞篝物所有人同意，某辅值由市内桐路囊璐砸曾者舆黯噩囊相所有人回醺之.

建第物臆撞撞之屋内外罩信鼓情R其空罔，其殷匮舆使用规定、童任分界黠之界定、社匾型噩噩物

之限定篇圃 R 其他臆遵行事事之规则.由交通部"商向政部定之;噩噩物屋内外理信段髓之撞匾，臆符
合技衙巍罐，莫技街规篇由雹需融局盯定公告之.

建第物理需段髓及相翩起匮空陶，某2童音f画院黔审辑罔工前，臆先组雹信篇局警查，抽完工後臆姬
雹信篇局譬瞰。

前理所定建篝物雹信起铺R相翩殷僵空罔黠箭之害查及完工之害险等事项.雹信自患局得重在理信尊
S撞撞稿黯理.
前事理信事戴槛榕靡具偏之资格镰件、曼蚕配之檀陋、解除或梅止蚕能R某相回蚕配量督事唱主斟
法.由理信熄局足之。
第三十八镰之-

用严噩噩物囊任分界黠以外之公理雹信固定通信桐路起施，由提供理信服费之市内桐路囊费量E帽者

鼓匮R雄疆，但社匾型建第物内建.第物罔之管篇黠施.得自建篝物起造人或所有人黠匾，由所有人能擅
。

假前镰规军霞匮主理信段髓，由建第物起造人或所有人段踵，囱所有人锥霞.

市内桐路冀费姬曾者或其他第三人曼在代理第物起造人或所有人段匮或雄霞用严建第物理信鼓髓，
或集描某殷匮、能霞 ， 使用之费用者.其制定不得遣反下列规定;
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-、不得姑砸用严湿挥不同姬留者提供.信服施之榻*0
二、不得妨砸不同理信服罄但曾看事取用严主罐*0
遣反前项规定主的定.黛效;其己殷匮完成之‘信段髓，未姬噩第物起造人或所有人之同意，不得
任意拆除或姑砸其使用。
第二筒

.信鼓髓之雄擅舆管理

第三十丸镰

‘信事巢殷踵之哩需殷铺.臆符合‘信艘局所定之技街规施。

前项技街规躏之盯窟，必须巷'下列事项:
-、不因‘倡言量情之撞墙或故障，致理信服路之全面提供最生困躁。
二、推持理信服费之遁富晶置. .如租用固定瞰撞事辑之害严要求峙.臆鼓匮晶黄昆镰系航.以供自主害严
取得晶黄扭曲段相回黄料.

三、不致撞害使用者或其他理信事集相理撞之理信殷情或造成其殷髓檀能上主障砸.

四、舆其他理信事黛相遭撞主‘信起髓，臆有明罹之囊任分界。

第四十镰

理信事集段匮主雹信睦惜不合前镰第-理所定之技橱窥篇峙，‘信耀局得限期命雹信事集改善或限
制其使用。

第四十-镰

第-巅理信事冀靡撞用符合规定黄格之高假哩信工程人虽

鱼黄蓝蓝督雹信起惜之施工、锥霞R理

用;第二.雹信事羹亦臆按其雹信殷俑戳匮情形，侬规定撞用黯人量~之.

第四十二镰

遣接第-颊'信事集所段哩信檀艘撞惜之雹需解揣段髓，臆符合技街规缸，盘桓密歇合格，始得输
λ或贩置;其技街规篇囱雹信篇局盯定公告之。
理信将端起辅之警黯方式舆程序、费定理明之核雷、换疆、辅萤舆靡止、警E愈合格檀篝之摞贴、印

篇舆使用.>>'膏..巢费之重督舆管理等事事之斟法，由雹信篇局皇之。
第-项技街窥施之盯定.臆罹保下列事项:
-、不得提害第一巅雹信事班之雹信榻掘鼓髓或皇宫其榻能造成障砸。
二、不嚣第 -J目司E信事乘之雹信檀锦段髓之某他使用者造成妨害.

三、第-黯理信事量撞撞匮之‘信槌锦殷俑舆使用者遭接之路端鼓髓，靡有明罹之黄任分界。
四、理磁相容 R舆其他频率和黯有效共用。

五、雹氯安全，防止嗣路操作人员或使用者曼到'害.

第四十三镰

理信将蹦段铺遭接第-黯哩信事班之田信罐罐霞髓.臆撞用符合规定资格之‘信工程人且鱼囊施工

或蓝督。但姬蕃瞰合格之哩信将端起髓，其用严屋内配鲸段有插座或有介面起铺足以匾分黄任者，得自
用严自行安握。

第四十-镰之高额雹信工程人员厦前理‘信工程人量之置格取得R管理黯法.由交通部盯定之.
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第四十四镰

'信解端起惜之害融工作，由理信篇局或其蚕配之融睡榻檐斟理.
前事8..椿鹰具铺主黄梅镰件、曼蚕民主植限、解除或梅止蚕配及其相回蚕玩量督事项之斟洼，
囱理信篇局定之.

第四十五镰

睛求遭移锦路者.臆被具理由，向第一巅‘信事集或公缸'原用哩信段匾撞四以'面提出申酶，但同
意後予以遭移.

因修建房屋、道路、清渠、埋题曹融等工程就莫他事故撞墙雹信段俑者，臆鱼赔债囊任.

第-理帽求遭移掘路之镰件舆作撒程序、理移费用之音+算员分撞，&前理撞墙雹信段俑者之黄任舆
黯愤肘算基拳之黯法.囱交通部皇之。

前事撞墙赔愤鱼擒黯法商定之基雄，不影'植害人以言挥自佳睛求之植利。
第四章

雹信量理

第四十六镰

雹噩缰砸交通部带可，始得段匾，但蕃融合格萤始轨照，始得使用.但组交通部公告免予肝可看，
不在此限.

前唱理噩.指殷匮理信嚣髓及作靠人量之篇髓.利用有锦璋黛锦方式，接收或雷迭射频信息.
.噩主题匮醉可程序、架霞、喜酸、理照之核萤、攘雷舆捕费、带可之靡止、殷匮舆使用管理、工
程人且之资格、青平锺制度及其他臆遵行事项主斟法，由交通部定之.

雹噩之霞匮使用，臆符合工程起铺技楠规筒，其技街规篇由理信.局盯定公告之.
中草民国国民不得在中孽民圄锢域外之船舶、航空器或其他浮踏水面或空中主物匾上，黠匮或使用
黛锦腐擂雹噩或氟艘雹槐理噩噩送射频信息.致于擅黛锦理班主合法使用.

第四十七镰

事用雹信组姬交通部核准噩蜡轨照，始得黠匮使用.
尊用雹需不得遣撞公共通信来就或供9:.目的以外之用.但但交通部核准遭撞公共通信系就看，不
在此限。

事用理需黠匮、使用及童接公共通信系就核准原则主管理斟法，由交通部盯定之。
外国人申黯殷匾尊用雹信.踵砸交通部事禀核准.

供事街、教育或尊z.嗣路研最富黯目的之·信嗣路.踵砸雹信艘局事囊核准，始得留匾使用;其段
匮使用管理斟洼，由理信篇局盯定之.

第四十八镰

黛锦理频率、理功率、雷射方式 R ‘噩黯EØ~部等有回哩瘟量理最蟹，由交通部就篝管理，弈鲤交
通部核准.不得使用或蟹更;黛鲸瞌频率之规副分配、申精方式、指配原则、核准之靡止、使用管理、
干撞血理虱子提嚣定檀率等哩波量理棠班主斟法，由交通部定之.

交通部局有效遭用雹波黄潭，重~~黛锦 E频率使用者，臆盯定频率使用期限，撞得收取使用髓;其
收费基淳，由交通部定之。
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交通部每整幢雹信 R童凯萤展之揭噩，踵勤频率和黯有效共用定期楼前.必要峙蓝得商量使用频率
或要求更新殷髓，戴者及使用者不得拒但或黯求辅愧。但巢能黛锦雹使用者耀交通部要求商整使用频率

业更新段铺致萤生童隙损失者.臆付舆相富之捕值;军用通信之嗣噩，由交通部'售商圄防部血理之。

工戴、科事、画攘及某他具有‘波辐射性·梅、器材主黠匮、使用 R有四辐射之黯法，由交通部禽
商有回目的事黛主管槌圃定之。

下列黛银哩频率之核配.不遁用预算法第丸十四镰所定拍置或招摞之规定:

一、罩用、警用、尊航、船舶、巢静黛踉雹、公撞事用理信、工巍、科擎、画癫、低功率雹波辐射性雹
梅、'街黄醋、急黯救助 R其他供公益或公共用途使用之黛踉理频率.
二、行勤通信踊路、衙星通信桐路、氟银鹰擂窿噩或黛篇雹棍雹噩等以特定熊锦理频率之臆用揭基磕番

'其翻翻醉可孰照或特带孰照依法核萤峙.不-{并被配某桐路即不能理作之篇幅理频率.&~改善上述
通信嗣路匾罐性通信晶黄所震增加之氟佩雹频率。
三、固定通信铜路篇报匾域用严温路、衙星锺路或微温锺路等，怯一定使用镰件可重覆使用之黛穗雹频

率.

第四十丸像

~保障国军安全 R雄持雹温秩序..遣、输 λ 、殷踵或持有雹需管制射频器材者，组姬交通部醉可
;其所斟造、输 λ 主理需曹制射频属材型蝉及戴量，组辑前交通部髓查。

理需管制射频揭材之'旦造、翰 λ姬'肝可、但帽醉可孰照之核霞、换萤舆辅霞、醉可之靡止、'旦造
、翰 λ 、缸匮奥持有之管理R某他靡遵行事事之黯法，囱交通部足之.
理雷管制射摄嚣材弈缸里式嚣盟、警黯合格，不得斟造

、输 λ 、颐厦或公罔隙列。但事街研究、

科技研画或黄(黯)瞰商局之掣造、事供输出、输出後徨理造口或姬交通部核准看，不在此限。

第-项理信管制射频幡树靡但带可之项目，由交通部公告之.

第五十镰

理信曹制射频器材之技街姐钮，囱田信篇局盯定公告之。但已有圄荤檀拳者，臆俄国家穰率.
前理理信管制射频嚣辅之害障方式舆程序、譬瞰或型式韶噩噩明之被霞、换萤、捕萤舆靡止、，瞰

合格榻篝主檀贴、印篇舆使用，及警黯戴避之重雷舆管理等'唱主黯法.囱雹信篇局定之.

雹信管制射癫器材之害酶，囱哩信.局或其蚕配之'碰撞撞榕斟理;瞰撞撞檐臆具惜之置格镰件、曼
蚕在主檀限、解除或梅止蚕配及其相回蚕配量督事项主黯法，由雹信篇局定之。
理信管制射频器材..信将端段髓用途者，其喜融R技衙巍缸，遭用第四十二镰规定。

第五十-镰

巢赣氟艘雹人量，须镇有交通部萤倍之轨照.始得作巢. :璇悻氟艘雹人量之等舰、置格测器、孰照

之核费、换量、捕萤、靡止舆管理R某他臆遵行事项主斟法，由交通部定之。

第五十二镰

雹信鲍局黔必要峙.得命雹信事冀或事用哩信使用者雄退下列辑表:
-、有回班费者.
二、有回财罄者.

三、有回理需段髓者。
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第五十三镰

各篇篇‘噩皇宫船舶舶 R航空器之遇幢呼叫 R通信.不罔萤自何血.臆僵先接收，迅速譬疆，业立即
探取必要行勤.

第五十四镰

船舶或航空悟道 λ 中擎民圄锢海或锢空畴，真理童不得舆未耀交通部指定之氟艘雹噩通信.但遇隙
通信不在此限.

第五十五镰

.需篇局得添置或禽同警察梅回报量搞帮踵明文件造 λ遣反本法之揭所，霞施梭查蓝索:n相回黄料

，骸唾所之所有人、鱼黄人、居住人、看守人、使用人或可~其代我主人，不得规避、姑砸lt拒但.但
到黔蛐犯第五十六镰至第六十镰之罪者，黄施搜索、扣押畴，臆怯到事嚣黠法规定黯理。
雹信鲍局福斟理雹信量理旅费R量雷、管理田信事棠，得向雹信事集、事用罩信使用人或理噩霞匮

人、使用人聚取相圃资料或通知其到揭隙述章晃.
第五章

鹏则

第五十六镰

意圃局自己或第三人不法之利益，以有穰、黛艘或真他理磁方式，盖接或盗用他人雹信段僧通信者

'血五年以下有期徒刑.得饼科新噩臀-百五十葛元以下回金.

意圃供自 E 或第三人撞撞或盗用他人雹信殷髓遇信.而'醒造、塑造mt输 λ雹信器材番，血一年以上
七年以下有期徒刑，得饼科新噩臀三百菌元以下回盒。意圃供第三人蛊接或蛊用他人.需1st铺通信，而

贩厦、跚擅、出租lt 出借雹信嚣柑者，亦同。
意圃供自己或第三人犯挥之用而持有前唱主雹信器材者，虞三年以下有期徒刑.得饼科新噩臀五十

葛元以下嗣金.
第-理 R第二唱主未遂犯副主.

1

第五十六镰之一

遣反第六镰第-项规定侵犯他人通信秘密警.血五年以下有期徒刑，得饼科新噩带一百五十菌元以

下回金.
雹信事掌之鱼黄人或其服器人量和j用量撞撞上主组..m前唱主挥者

血六月以上五年以下有期徒刑

.得愣科新噩臀二百菌元以下回金.
前二唱主来渥犯田之。

犯第-唱主罪者，组告酝乃铺.

第五十七镰

遭反第十二镰第-理规定艘曾第-巅理但事'醒者
-千菌元以下酣盒。

第五十八镰
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血三年以下有期徒刑、掏役1&科或饼科新噩幡

l

遣反第四十六镰第五喧嚣定，黠匮或使用黛锦厦播雹噩或黛锦雹幌雹噩噩送射频信息，致干擅黛惊

雷波之合法使用者.血二年以下有期徒刑、拘役或科或饼科新噩陪六十高元以下回金。
遣反第四十八镰第一项规定，未醒核准擅自使用或璧更氟锦雹频率者，血拘役或科或饼科新噩陪二
十菌元以下回金。

犯前事之罪，因而致干擅黛锦雹波之合法使用者，血=年以下有期徒刑、掏役或科或饼科新噩带六
十菌元以下嗣金。

第五十丸镰

法人之代毒人、代理人或曼罐人犯第五十六镰至第五十八像之罪者，除血嗣行福人外，勤霞法人亦
科以各霞镰酣金，

第六十镰

犯第五十六镰至第五十八像之罪者，其理信器材，不罔固始犯人舆否，波收之。

第六十一惊

速反第二十镰第三项规定，不提罐雹信事棠曾 ~HIl璐基金者，且其臆分提金额三倍至五倍之酣僵，
整通知限期罐制，眉期仍未撤制者，得靡止其特带或带可。

雹信事集未依规定撤制特醉费或带可费畴，每遭二日按摩撒金额加敏百分之一滑制金，渲三十日未
撤清，姬通知限期撒触，眉期仍未撤制者，得定期停止其曾班之一部或全部，或靡止其特带或带可。
黛踉理频率使用者来攸巍定组制频率使用费畴，每渔二日披靡撒金额加徽百分之一湾制金，瘟三十

日来撒清，但通知限期翩翩，眉期仍未罐制者.得靡止频率使用之核准。
前三嘎之普R服费基金分攫金额、特Z午费、带可费、频率使用黄R浦制金，但通知限期翩翩，眉期
仍未融制者.依法移送强制轨行。

第六十一镰之一

遣反第二十镰之一第=事巍定，未提E核准擅自使用或蟹更理信蹄醋，或遣反理需篇局攸第二十镰之
一第六理所定管理黯法者，血新噩带十菌元以上三百高元以下回锺，韭通知限期改善，届期仍未改善者
'得迫篇血嗣至改善峙~止，或停止其曾装之一部或全部，或靡止其使用之核准，或靡止其特醉或带可
。

雹信事最或其他雹信tJIi面使用者来攸规定撞倒‘信由暗使用费畴，每瘟二日披靡撒抽金额加徽百分

之一滞制金，瘟三十日未撒清，@通知限期罐制，届期仍未徽制者，得定期停止其使用或靡止其使用之
核准.
第一癫雹信事巢遣反第二十镰之一第四项规定，未攸规定提供由确可描服费或平等接取服嚣，或遣
反理信箱局怯第二十镰之一第四项所定管理黯法者，血新噩带三十葛元以上三百高元以下回簸，业通知

限期改善，届期仍未改善者，得理篇血配至改善峙揭止，或停止其曾最之一部或全部，或靡止其特昏。
遣反‘信融局攸第二十镰之一第七理所定斟法者，且新噩带三十高元以上三百菌元以下酣踵，业通
知限期改善，眉期仍未改善者，得理.且目至改善峙~止，或停止其曾班之一部或全部。
第=嘎之理信蹄确使用黄 R滞制盒，@通知限期撒制，届期仍未撤制者，依法移送强制轨行。

第六十=镰
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第-巅.信事集遣反第十=镰第三项或交通部依第十二憔第五项所l\\之规定，但通知限期改善，届

期仍未改善者，血新噩臀五十菌元以上二百五十葛元以下回锺.但再通知限期改善，届期仍未改善者，
靡止其特带.

第六十二镰之-

第-巅'信事篝有下列情形之.血新噩臀三十葛元以上五百菌元以下回锺，业通知限期改善.届
期仍未改善者，得遭..19 至政警峙福止，或停止某曾黛之-部或全部，或靡止其特醉:
-、遭反第十丸镰第-项规定者.
二、遭反交通部攸第十丸镰第二理所定2院副省。

三、遭反第二十镰第-项规定，来怯交通部之指定提供曾R 服费者。
四、遣反交通部攸第二十六慷第三项所定管理黯法者。

五、遣反第二十六镰第四项规定者.
六、遣反第二十六镰之-第-项规定者.

七、遣反第三十-镰第二唱规定，黛正富理由拒但曹锦基碰撞施共用之前求者。
)~、规避、妨砸或拒但雹信篇局依第五十五镰规定重施之橡查或不提供童料或拒不到揭障注意臭者.
有下列情形之.且新噩臀三十菌元以上-百五十菌元以下回蟹，业通知限期改善，届期未改鲁番

，得遣罐血回至政蕾峙揭止，或停止某'集之-部或全部，或靡止其特青年或醉可:
-、第 -J目理需事靠速反第十六镰第-理 R第七事规定，拒但舆其他理信事集亘遭者.

二、遣反第十六镰第三唱、第四项、第五理或第七项规定，自理信跑局截法通知到遣之日起二锢月内，
来攸雹需篇局之戴法血分黯理番。
三、逼反理信很局依第十六镰第丸理所定管理斟法者.

第六十三镰

遣反交通部位第十四镰第六理所定管理规则看.血新噩'曾三十菌元以上三百菌元以下回簸，业通知

限期改善，届期仍未改善者，得速篇血回至改善福止或靡止具特醉。

第六十四镰

遣反第十七镰第-项规定姐'第二黯雹信事巢者，血新噩陪二十菌元以上-百菌元以下回锺，盖得
混 λ其理信器材。
遣反交通部位第十七镰第二项所定管理想剧者，且新噩'曹二十菌元以上-百菌元以下回撮，业通知
限期改善，属期仍未改善者，靡止其自年可.

第六十五镰

有下到各敷情形之-者，血新噩'曾十离元以上五十菌元以下回锺:

-、遣反第+五憔规定，未姬核准而暂停或将止曾巍、醺舆曾冀或财童、相互技黄或合饼者.
二、遣反第=十七悚第-项规定，其曾提规章来姬核准，或未侬砸破准之曾篝规章摒理者。

三、遣反第四十六镰第-项或交通部锻第四十六镰第三理所定管理黯法者。
四、遣反第四十七镰第-事、第二项或交通部怯第四十七惊第三理所军管理斟法者.

五、外圄人遣反第四十七镰第四项规定，来桩事案核准，擅自殷擅事用理信番。
六、遣反第四十七镰第五项规定，擅自殷匮哩信嗣路或遣反田信篇局攸第四十七镰第五项所定管理斟法
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者。
七、遣反第四十八镰第-项或交通部怯第四十八镰第一理所定管理斟法者。

)~、遣反第四十丸镰第-项规定，未但带可擅自斟造或输 λ雹信管制射频器材，或未辑铺其所掣造或输

λ 之'信管制射频器材主型捕 bll自量者。
丸、遣反交通部攸第四十丸镰第二项所定管理黯法者，

十、温反第四十丸镰第三项规定，擅自掣造、输 λ 、贩置或公国障到来但型式韶霞、警殴合格之 E信曹
制射频属材者.
前嘎第三款至第十敷情形，盖得混 λ其器材主-部或全部 R靡止特肝、带可、核准或轨照。
攸前嘎规定混λ主器材，不罔固始何人所有，均得~之。

第一项第-款、第二款、第六款或第)~款情形，得遣篇血嗣至政正峙揭止。

第六十六像
有下到各敷情形之一看，且新噩臀六菌元以上三 o 菌元以下回锺:
-、理信事量提遣反雹信熄局攸第二十八镰或第四十镰规定所福之命舍者。
二、胃信事量最遣反第四十一镰规定者。

三、遣反理信篇局攸第五十镰第二项所定之害融R韶踵黯法者。
前事第一款或第二款情形，得遭篇血嗣至改正畴~止。

第六十七镰

有下到各款情形之一看，血新噩带三菌元以上三。高元以下回锺:
一、遣反第二十七镰第二嘎巍定，其曾囊巍章来姬辑俑者。

二、遣反第二十八镰第-项规定，未蛤各曾冀揭所R桐站髓匾幢棠窥章供消费者蕃回者。

三、遣反第四十二镰第-项规定，输 λ或贩置未II!蕃融合格之理信将端霞俑者。
四、遣反交通部攸第四十八像第四项所定管理黯法者。

五、遣反哩信篇局攸第五十二镰规定所局之命舍者。

六、除第-黯雹信事裳外，规避、妨砸或拒但雹信融局怯第五十五镰规定黄施之橡查或不提供资料或拒
不到揭障述意旦者。
前事第三款情形.盖得混 λ其段髓。
遣反第四十丸像第-理规定，未但带可擅自霞匮或持有理信管制射频器材者，且新噩带-菌元以上

五菌元以下回簸，盖得混 λ其器材。
攸前二项规定混 λ之黠情或器材，不罔固始何人所有.均得福之。
第-项第-款、第二款、第四款至第六敦情形，得遭篇血嗣至改正暗~止。
第六十七像之一

市内桐路班费假曾者或其他第三人遣反第三十八镰之一第三项或第四事规定，但通知阻期改善，眉
期仍未改善者，血新噩锵三高元以上三十高元以下回筐，蓝得遣篇血回至改善峙揭止。
遣反理信篇局攸第四十二镰第二理所定黯法有回警定踵明之换费或捕费、罄融合格穰篝之摞贴、印
鳝舆使用， bl蕃黯冀费之重督舆管理等事事之姐定者，血新噩臀三高元以上三十菌元以下回蟹。

遣反第五十一镰规定，来锢有交通部最辅之囊馀氟跟'人员轨照擅自徙事裳悻黛艘雹作囊，或遣反
交通部攸第五十一镰所定黯法有四革除黛锦理人员管理及其他臆遵行事项主规定者，血新噩陪-菌元以
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上五菌元以下回蟹。
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第六十八镰

本法所定之嗣锺、混 λ 、靡止特肝、核准或轨照、限期拆除或改善，交通部得蚕任雹信融局局之。
但攸第六十-镰之-、第六+二镰第二理、第六+二像之-第-项第)~款R第=事、第六+四镰、第六
+五镰第-唱第六款R第十款、第六+六镰R第六+七镰第-项第-款、第三款、第五款、第六款、第
二理所足之血111>>'靡止第二霸理信事最主骨干可，囱理信耀局1ê之。

攸本法规定曼靡止血分者，其因原血分而持有之匾"但通知阻期幽遇，届期仍未姐遭者，公告自主
霸主.
依本法所血之酣噩，醒通知阻期撒触，眉期仍未幽制者，依法移送强制轨行.
攸本法臆予血嗣者，其他法律有鞍噩噩田之规定畴，徙某规定。
第六章

附

剧

第六+丸镰
罩事事用雹信除怯第三十-镰至第三+七镰、第四+五像、第四十七镰第二项 R第四+)~镰第-理
、第三噶厦第五+三镰之规定外，不曼本法之限制。

第七+镰
攸本法曼理申睛特肝、 E午可、警查、嚣噩、害黯及核萤霞照作冀，臆向申睛看收取特昏'、带可费
、警查费、嚣噩噩、警瞰翼 >>'11照噩·其收'穰率由交通部定之。

第七+-镰
本法未规定事事，交通部得参照有四圄酿雹信公制及各项附制所定檀拳、建'疆、黯法或程序探用施
行。

第七+二镰
本法自公布日施行。
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Appendix VI: The Organizational Statute of the Directorate General of
Telecommunications of Taiwan, ROC (Chinese)

交通部·信篇局姐篇镰例
中辈民圄三十二年六月十二日国民政府舍制定公布全文二十镰

中革属国七十年一月二十三日艘航(七 o )噩航(一)曾字第o 五六四由舍修正公布全文二十镰

中革民圄七十四年四月二十二日姐就孽熄(一)酷字第一八八七蛐舍修正公布第二镰、第)~锋、第十二镰
至第十六镰、第十八镰镰文R 第十八镰附毒
中肇民圄八十二年十二月三日艘航八十二草耀(一)蘸字第六四 o -fIlt舍增盯公布第十八像之一镰文
中孽民圄八十五年二月五日艘航肇篇字第八五 000 二七一六 o Mt舍修正公布全文十八镰
中辈民圈丸十一年六月二十六日艘航草篇一曾字第。丸一。。一二八六丸。由舍修正公布第二镰R 第十
镰镰文
第一镰
本镰例攸交通部但搞法第十二镰巍定制定之。

第二镰

交通部雹信篇局(以下简稿本局)掌理下列事事:
一、雹信政策之提前R督尊重施事事。

二、圈隐理信行政R合作之督尊事事。
三、理信事集曾置之壁督囊施R第二巅理信事裳盟照之核萤事嘎。
四、理信事篝哩需资蜜之管理事事。

五、尊用‘信之量理事噶厦供事街、教青或事局嗣路研萤置黯目的理信嗣路殷置、使用主管理事事。
六、黛辑、有锦R衙星厦擂雹扭工程技箭之重理事事.
七、理波之璧理R遣法黛锦理噩之取柿事事。

)~、理信事提高假雹信工程人员、雹信工程人且 R 黛馀熊锦‘人虽主管理事事。
丸、理信霞髓之害瞰、雷尊&.信技俯窥缸主盯定 R 蕃撞事事。
十、射频器材主管理事事。

十一、工班、科事、画檀R其他具有雹波辐射性雹檀R 器材有回辐射之管理事事。
十=、第一巅罩信事冀、第二摄理信事集舆用严$寄自富段髓棠者罔事嚣之血理事项。

十三、理信法规之研辑、擅自董事事。
十四、理信事冀普 R服璐基金主管理事事。

十五、本局黄凯最5之规副、置施R推勤事事.
十六、其他有回回信管理R研究事哩。

第三镰

本局霞棕合规副虚、公患胃信血、尊用理信血、靡雹技街虚、哩波管理血R法制室，分EU 掌理前镰
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所列事事，撞得分科斟事。

第四镰

本局霞秘'室，掌理庶费、文菁、印信典守、公共回保、出制、财矗管理、曾辑、探鹏、管警 R其
他不圃加各虚、重事事，蓝得分科斟事.

第五镰

本周匮局是-人，聪8到筒任第+三鹏等，篇理局费;副局曼二人，瞄罄到筒任第十二晴等，禀理
局费.

第六镰

本局匮主任秘鲁-人.血是五人.室主任=人，聪画均到简任第十-鹏等; j融工程司一人.确植到
筒任第十鹏等至第十-鹏等;副噩噩五人.跚路到筒任第十鹏等;副融工程司-人.事同蚕虽五人，嘀

璐均列臆任第丸晴等至筒任第十聪等;科最二十六人至三十人.醺罄到臆任第丸聪等;督禀三人，秘鲁
-人至三人.技正三十丸人至四十-人，确8均列'任第)\晴等至第丸聪等.其中曾察一人，技 E 十三
人，醺罄得到筒任第十聪等;踊鲁十六人至二+人.聪罄列臆任第七晴等至第丸聪等.事凰五十四人至
六十人，醺罄到菌任第七晴等至第)\晴等;技士一百十七人至一百二十丸人.科虽七十六人至八十八人

'躏璐均到蚕任第四鹏等至第五醺等，其中挂土四十三人，科员二+丸人，躏事得到醺任第六确等至第
七聪等;技佐-百十八人至一百二十八人，助理员二十-人至三十一人，聪费均列重任第三聪等至第五

确等 ; j斟事虽二十人至二十二人，躏黯列蚕任第三醺等至第四黯等;.缸十人至十四人.确罄列重任第
-鹏等至第三晴等。

第七镰

本局段人事室..主任一人，黯璐列'任第丸瑞等至四任第十晴等，位法黯理人事管理事理;其悻
所需工作人匾，就本镰例所定量翻内黯克之.

第)\镰

本局霞禽轩室，匾禽轩主任-人，醺8到鹏任第丸属等至筒任第十鹏等，依法斟理蛊肝、"轩韭策
黯箭射事项;其富余所幡工作人员，就本镰例所定匾额肉撒克之。

第丸镰

本局在政凰室，置主任一人.晴事到蔚任第丸晴等至筒任第十鹏等.怯法斟理政凰事项;其赣所幡
工作人置，就本镰例所定量翻向黯克之。

第十镰

本局~斟理哩信量理篝嚣，得怯行政匾域R撮费需要，辑但交通部被辖行政院核定，分霞雹信量理
站.

·需壁理站匮站景-人，由‘信篇局指黯事同蚕量、督察或技正操任;科最四人或五人，囱田信篇
局指黯鹏任技E 、蝠害或尊量第任;其富余所穗工作人匾，就本镰例所定量翻内报克之.
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第十-镰

本局揭醉酶下列事项，最回信自平酶噩噩禽 :

一、·需事巢罔檀益之事踵。
二、理信事巢奥理信鼓髓巢者罔檀益之事醺。
三、哩信事棠舆臀乒罔檀益之事撞.

四、熊锦雹频率规定、分配 R指配之事窜。
五、理信事集舆大理傅播革者罔有翩工程技街R量理之事髓。
六、.用 Z借重理之事醋。
七、其他有回雹信事巍、醺信量理之事酷.

.需醉酶蚕且'曾匾噩噩十五人至二十-人，其中-人届主任委员，均渴黛精确，由交通部辑黯行政

院擅聘.
前理委员臆由政黛代表、槛副代毒及事寒、事膏、消费者圃幢主代表姐戚。各疆代表均不得起温蚕
凰篇额三分之一.而具有同一黯籍之蚕员.不得起遇蚕且篇额二分之 -a
雹信醉撞蚕量禽蛋且之撞聘及其作黛摒法.由交通部定之.

.倡醉幢噩噩"但常性事8 ，由法制室最斟.

第十二镰

本局棍攘费需要得殷各瞿蚕且禽，聘晴有回檀副代毒、'者、事家揭蚕量，均2ê黛输瞄， :县委员之
撞聘斟法，由交通部足之.

前理中有回警踵噩噩禽蛋且但成之比例，臆比照前镰第三项规定斟理。

第-理各疆噩噩.所需工作人置，就本憔例所定匾额内源充之。

第十三镰
本局得攸警察法之规定.商准警察主管槛翩起雹信警察槛回.

第十四镰
第五镰至第丸镰所定各晴辑到有官等晴等人员，其跚璐所通用主晴系，攸公罄人虽任用法第)~像之

规定，就有跚跚系遭用之.

第十五镰

本镰倒修正施行前主本局 R所属槛檐现黯人置，其具公费人员任用黄格者.得惊锢人意帽，辑精交
通部攸巢费需要R 工作事景核定某留任。

前事留任人置之官等晴等，攸有回法舍黯理跚任。

第十六镰

本镰例修正施行前之本局 R所属槌擒已退休或斟理搬回人员，仍遭用交通部所周交通事辈人员退休
、掘脚规定;其所需退休、掘脚输舆费用，由本镰倒修正施行前主本局提撞基金予以支臆;其黯法囱交
通部提前.辑葡行政院核定後萤布之.

第十七镰
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本局黯事制剧，由本局提盯，辑言育交通部核足後萤布之。

第十八镰

本镰例施行日期，由行政院以命舍定之.
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